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A STUDY TO ASSESS THE KNOWLEDGE ON BYSSINOSIS AMONG
COTTON INDUSTRY WORKERS IN GUNTUR, ANDHRA PRADESH,

INDIA
Respiratory tract infections are widespread, they may be acute (or) chronic acute disorders range from
minor inconvenience such as cold to more life threatening problems such as asthma, some types of pneumonia
and chest trauma. Byssinosis is a form of reactive airways disease characterized by bronchoconstriction in
cotton, flax, and hemp workers. The etiologic agent is bacterial endotoxin in cotton dust. Symptoms are
chest tightness and dyspnea that worsen on the first day of the work week and subside as the week progresses.
Diagnosis is based on history and pulmonary function test findings. Treatment includes avoidance of exposure
and use of asthma drugs. A data was obtained from 100 cotton workers and the sample was selected by
using convenient sampling technique. The tool used for the study was a structured and standard pre-tested
questionnaire. The data was analyzed and interpreted by using simple descriptive and differential statistics.
Findings shown that, among 100 cotton mill workers, 50percent were having level of knowledge about
Byssinosis. Out of 100 workers, 43 percent were having moderate level of knowledge on Byssinosis. In
spite of technological improvements, respirable dust concentrations are still above the permissible limits, and
thus the risk of byssinosis remains. Workers in the cotton industry where obsolete technology is used and
standardized protection measures are not applied should be followed for Byssinosis.
Keywords: Respiratory infections, Byssinosis, Knowledge.
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pleural conditions etc. Industrial workers constitute
only a segment of the general population and the
factors that influence the health of the population also
apply equally to industrial workers, which are housing,
water, sewage and waste disposal, nutrition and
education. In addition to these factors, the health of
the industrial workers while influenced by conditions
prevailing in their work place.1Occupational health is
a branch of community medicine which deals with
the effects of occupation (or) working place on human
health. Every occupation is associated with one (or)
other ill effects on health. Cotton mill workers are
susceptible to various morbid conditions, many range
from chronic respiratory diseases due to cotton dust.2

Cotton workers are at risk for occupational lung
diseases, including Byssinosis. Byssinosis is a form
of reactive airways disease characterized by
bronchoconstriction in cotton, flax, and hemp workers.

INTRODUCTION: Breathing is a basic human
need that we tend to ignore unless we have some
difficulty with it, only then we are aware of the
process. Breathing is a physiologic function that is
almost synonymous with being alive .We experience
difficulty in breathing when we have threat to life
itself. People with respiratory tract infections are
often very anxious and perhaps uncomfortable.1

Respiratory tract infections are widespread, they may
be acute (or) chronic ,acute disorders range from
minor inconvenience such as cold to more life
threatening problems such as asthma, some types of
pneumonia and chest trauma. Chronic respiratory
problems are wide spread causing significant
disability. There are many causes for respiratory
problems like allergies, occupational factors, genetic
factors, smoking and tobacco use, infections,
neuromuscular disorders, chest abnormalities, trauma,
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The etiologic agent is bacterial endotoxin in cotton
dust. Symptoms are chest tightness and dyspnea that
worsen on the first day of the work week and subside
as the week progresses. Diagnosis is based on history
and pulmonary function test findings. Treatment
includes avoidance of exposure and use of asthma
drugs.2

The initial phase of Byssinosis is characterized by
acute reversible symptoms such as wheezing, chest
tightness, shortness of breath ( or) cough, which may
present on first day or 48 or more hours after the
work. These early symptoms are generally
accompanied by reversible changes which are
typically evident in pulmonary functions. With
continued exposure, the disease may progress to a
stage in which symptoms are present, through out
the work week and may eventually result in severe
pulmonary disability. In addition, excess non specific
respiratory symptoms such as chronic phlegm and
dyspnea were reported in cotton textile workers
compared with non exposed populations. Over the
past several decades,a large number of cross-
sectional studies have focused on acute airway
responses to cotton dust , have described a high
prevalence of Byssinosis and have reported Monday
across-shift declines in FEV1. The relationship
between Byssinosis (or) work –placed chest tightness
and chronic exposure to cotton dust results in average
annual change in FEV1 and average dust
concentration, cumulative exposure (or) length of
exposure.3 Recent industrialization and globalization
are changing the Indian occupation morbidity
drastically. Exposure to thousands of allergic agents
and investigatable dust is a growing causing of work
related illness of respiratory system. Recognition of
Byssinosis as a occupational lung disease has been
delayed mainly because of the absence of
characteristics, physical and x-ray signs which
indicates pathology in lungs. Although measures to
control the dust in the cotton mills were initiated about
50 years ago, the incidence of Byssinosis leading to
ultimate respiratory disability still remains as a serious
problem. In India, little have been documented about
the prevalence of Byssinosis (or) other occupational
lung diseases among cotton textile workers. Cotton

and textile industry in India is the largest industry in
the country. They are providing 14 percent of
industrial output and employment to around 35 million
workers.4The workers are at risk of suffering from
various respiratory tract infections like Byssinosis ,
Chronic Bronchitis due to exposure to the cotton dust
in worksites. Even though quite few studies have been
conducted in textile mills in India, enough emphasis
has not been given on the epidemiological aspects of
chronic respiratory infections among the workers in
these mills.4The present study was , there fore ,
undertaken with two fold objectives to determine the
demographic variables and to find out the level of
knowledge on respiratory infections among cotton mill
workers.14As per the National Institute of Health and
Family Welfare of Indian statistics, there was 100
million occupational injuries causing 1.0 million deaths
in the world. It also estimated that, in India, 17 million
occupational non-fatal injuries, it was 17% of
worldwide 45000 fatal injuries that was , 45% of total
deaths due to occupational diseases in world occur
each year, out of 11 million cases of occupational
diseases in the world, 1.9 cases ,i.e, 1.7% , were
contributed by India.
METHODS AND MATERIALS:
Study area and design: A facility based, cross
sectional study was conducted in Bhargava Rama
Cotton industry, Etukuru road, Guntur dist, Andhra
Pradesh, India.
Study population: Sample consists of 100 cotton
industry workers above the age group of 20 years
and available at the time of data collection
 Sampling technique and data collection: As the
selection of sample depends on availability of workers,
non-probable convenient sampling technique was
adopted based on inclusion criteria. Formal permission
was obtained from the cotton industry, Guntur for
conducting the study. A structured and standard
pretested questionnaire was employed to collect
information on variables like socio demographic
factors, respiratory tract infections, risk factors,
causes clinical manifestations, diagnostic findings,
prevention, diet, and life style modifications of
Byssinosis. The questionnaire was developed in
English and translated into telugu and again translated
in to English for its consistency. The data collection
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has taken 30 minutes for each participant. The data were checked for completeness, accuracy, clarity, and
consistency before analysis.
DATA ANALYSIS: Descriptive statistics like frequency, percentage were used to assess demographic
variables. Chi-square test was used to identify the association between the level of knowledge on respiratory
tract infections and demographic variables.
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS: Informed written consent was obtained from the study participants
before interview. At the end of the interview a self-instructional module was given to the participants, which
has the complete information about Byssinosis and its prevention.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
(a) Socio-demographic variables:
The data revealed that, majority of the sample were males (62%) and the females were (38%). The majority
of cotton industry workers were in the age group of 16-20(12%) and belongs to Christianity (38%) in
religion. Among the sample, most of the cotton industry workers were known to read and write 38(38%) and
the less had primary education 17(17%). Among the majority of the cotton industry workers 54(54%) were
having family income Rs. < 5000/- and 5(5%) were having family income more than Rs.>20,001/-. The
sample of cotton industry workers, the years of work experience in cotton industry was under the 0-5 years
50(50%) and 9(9%) had more than 16 years. The personal habits of the cotton industry workers were,
having the habit of smoking 19(19%) and 21(21%) workers having a habit of alcoholism and 21(21%) of
workers having a habit of over eating and 38(38%) of workers having others. The majority of the sample
had previous experience of respiratory tract infections 60(60%) and 40(40%) of workers did not any previous
experience of respiratory tract infections. The frequency and percentages distribution of knowledge items
on Byssinosis were depicted in the table-I mentioned below.
Table-I: Distribution of Frequency and percentages of knowledge questionnaire on Byssinosis.

(N=100)
S.No  F % 
1. What do you mean by respiratory tract infections.  
 a.Infections to the kidney 14 14 

bInfections to the lungs 70 70 
Infections to the heart 10 10 
Infections to the liver 6 6 

2. What are the risk factors for respiratory tract infections?   
 a. Alcoholism 38  38 

b. Over eating 5  5 
c. Drugs 13 13 
d. Inhalation of allergies 44 44 

3. Who are at risk for developing respiratory tract infections?  
 a. Engineers 3 3 

b. Lawyers 6 6 
c. Farmers 8 8 
d. Cotton industry workers 83 83 

4. Respiratory tract infections are commonly seen during?  
 
 

a. Rainy season 30 30 
b. Summer season 8 8 
c. Winter season 44 44 
d. All season 18 18 

5. Respiratory tract infections spread through?  
 a. Cough/Droplet/Allergies 

b. Blood 
34 
30 

34 
30 

c. Urine 10 10 
d. Contaminated food 26 26 

6. Respiratory tract infections will spread through all modes except?  
 a. Blood 24 24 

b. Cough droplets 22 22 
c. Infected cloths 14 14 
d. Direct confact  40 40 

7. Among the following which is a respiratory tract infection?  
 a. Tuberculosis 37 37 

b. Gastritis 20 20 
c. Kidney failure 31 31 
d. Heart failure 12 12 
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8. What manifestation can be seen in respiratory tract infections?  
 a. Sneezing 54 54 

b. Vomiting 12 12 
c. Fever  9 9 
d. Diarrhea 25 25 

9. What do you mean by Byssinosis?  
 a. Occupational disease 33 33 

b. Cardio vascular disease 17 17 
c. Kidney disease 27 27 
d. Liver disease 23 23 

10. Byssinosis is commonly seen in which season?  
 a. Rainy season 19 19 

b. Summer season 44 44 
c. Winter season 22 22 
d. All seasons  18 18 

11. What is the other name for Byssinosis?  
 a. Red lung disease 24 24 

b. Brown lung disease 7 7 
c. Yellow lung disease 41 41 
d. Green lung disease 28 28 

12. Who are at risk for Byssinosis?  
 a. Road workers 8 8 

b Weavers 15 15 
c. Cotton industry workers 73 73 
d. Painters 4 4 

13. What are the risk factors for Byssinosis?  
 a. Inhalation of cotton dust allergies 60 60 

b. Increased age 12 12 
c. Alcohol 21 21 
d. Obesity 7 7 

14. Which one of the following is the symptom of Byssinois?  
 a. Cough/Wheezing 56 56 

b. Skin rashes 9 9 
c. Abdominal pain 12 12 
d. Vomiting 23 23 

15. Which one of the following is not a symptoms ofByssinosis?  
 a. Wheezing  24 24 

b. Chest tightness 29 29 
c. Cough 21 21 
d. Abdominal pain  26 26 

 (a) Level of knowledge on Byssinosis: The
data presented in the table- II shows that, the large
number of participants 50(50%) were having
moderately adequate knowledge on Byssinosis, 43
(43%) were having inadequate knowledge and
followed by 7 ( 7%) were having adequate knowledge
on Byssinosis. The chi- square analysis of variables
showed that, there was no significant association
between the demographics and the knowledge items
on Byssinosis. The years of work experiences and
personal habits were having significant association
at p<0.001 with knowledge items on Byssinosis.

Fig 1: knowledge scores on Byssinosis among
cotton industry workers.
CONCLUSION:
In spite of technological improvements, respirable dust
concentrations are still above the permissible limits,
and thus the risk of Byssinosis remains. Workers in
the cotton industry where obsolete technology is used
and standardized protection measures are not applied
should be followed for Byssinosis.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Based on the findings , the following
recommendations were proposed for the future
research. The study could be conducted in large
samples in urban settings and similar study could be
conducted by using experimental design.
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A STUDY OF WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, UNDERGONE AT
REDDY’S POLYMERS PROCESSING LTD., HYDERABAD

The management of the working capital of vital importance and forms a major work load function of finance
manager and his teaming every organization. The working capital of any business is the capital requires
funding its current assets. Working capital management is concerned with problem that arises in attempting
to manage the current assets, current liabilities and inter relations that exist between them. Neglect of
management of working capital need may results in technical insolvency and even liquidation of business
unit. Inefficient working capital is dangerous for the organization. The management of the working capital is
vital importance to companies and forms a major work load function of finance manager and accountant it
is the amount of fund, which a company must have to finance its day-to-day operations.
Methodology: The project “Evaluation of Financial Performance using Ratio Analysis” is based on the
information collected from the annual report and balance sheets of the company. The different ratios are
calculated from the items of balance sheet and analysis is given, thus evaluating its financial performance.
Analysis is a powerful tool in evaluating a firm’s financial performance.
Results: The proportion of current asset, inventories and sundry debtors constitute nearly 94.53% where as
the current liabilities in 2009 is 94.99%and the current asset in 2010 is 96.11% and the current liabilities
94.94% so the working capital is in increasing trend.
Key Words: Working Capital Management, Ratio Analysis, Liabilities.
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current assets, current liabilities and inter relations
that exist between them. The net working capital is
the difference between the current assets and current
liabilities. Current liabilities are those liabilities, which
are intended at their inception to be paid in the
ordinary course of business within a year, out of the
current assets or earnings of the concern. The current
liabilities includes creditors of purchase of goods,
accounts payable, bill payable, bank over drafts, short
term borrowings, outstanding expenses, advances
received against the sales, taxes due, dividends
payable and other liabilities maturing within a year.
Working capital is the life blood of the business
organization. As a matter of fact, any organization
whether profit oriented or otherwise, will not be able
to carry on day to-day activities without adequate
working capital. Neglect of management of working
capital need may results in technical insolvency and

INTRODUCTION: Working capital management
is signification in financial management due to the
fact that it plays a vital role in keeping the business
enterprise running. The management of the working
capital of vital importance and forms a major work
load function of finance manager and his teaming
every organization. The working capital of any
business is the capital requires funding its current
assets. The term current assets refer to those assets
in which the ordinary course of business can be or
will be converted into cash within a year, without
undergoing a diminishment in value and without
disrupting the operations of the firm. The major
current assets are cash, bank balance, mark able
securities and account receivables, inventories,
prepaid expenses and short term advances etc.
Working capital management is concerned with
problem that arises in attempting to manage the
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even liquidation of business unit. Inefficient working
capital is dangerous for the organization. The
management of the working capital is vital importance
to companies and forms a major work load function
of finance manager and accountant it is the amount
of fund, which a company must have to finance its
day-to-day operations.
Need for working capital: The objective of financial
management i.e., maximization of wealth of
shareholders cannot be attained if the operations of
the firm are not optimized. Thus every firm must have
adequate working capital. It should have neither the
excessive working capital nor inadequate working
capital. Both the situations are risky and may have
dangerous outcome.Investment in fixed assets only
is not sufficient to run the business. Therefore working
capital or investment in current asse ts is a must for
the purchase of raw materials and for meeting the

Particulars 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
Current assets      
Inventories 721.56 1539.70 2171.42 2550.38 2333.41 
Sundry debtors 677.80 1079.60 1452.81 1499.99 2897.94 
Cash & bank 25.65 56.70 22.51 -33.35 4.92 
Other current assets: 195.01 302.93 304.49 267.84 205.99 
Total A: 1620.02 2978.93 3952.23 4284.86 5442.26 
Current liabilities:      
Creditors 544.03 1483.00 573.16 876.75 1699.82 
Prov for tax 12.91 20.02 48.57 46.41 90.55 
Total B: 556.94 1503.02 621.73 923.16 1790.37 
Working capital(A-B) 1063.08 1475.91 3330.5 3361.7 3651.89 

 

day to day expenditure or salaries, wages, rent etc.
The main advantages of adequate working capital
are as follows.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The project “Evaluation of Financial Performance
using Ratio Analysis” is based on the information
collected from the annual report and balance sheets
of the company. The different ratios are calculated
from the items of balance sheet and analysis is given,
thus evaluating its financial performance. Analysis is
a powerful tool in evaluating a firm’s financial
performance.
1.POLYMER PROCESSING WORKING
CAPITAL FOR THE LAST 5 YEARS
The total working capital maintained by the RPP Ltd
yearly wise(in lakhs) 2005-06, 1063.08 in the year
2006-07, 1475.91 in the year 2007-08,3330.5 in the
year 2008-09, 3361.7 in the year 2009-10,3651.89.

2. CALCULATION OF OPERATING CYCLE:
The total sales done by the RPP Ltd yearly wise (in lakhs) 2005-06,3694.54 in the year 2006-07,4773.61 in
the year 2007-08,6872.71 in the year 2008-09,7020.43 in the year 2009-10,8041.76.and the total sales made
in lost 5 years 30403.07 and average sales is 15201.5.

Particulars 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 Total Average 
Raw materials 395.19 610.70 933.72 1315.17 1222.95 4477.7 2238.86 
Finished goods 204.60 462.41 667.05 714.92 677.28 2726.2 1363.13 
Work in progress  305.12 507.33 514.33 455.62 1782.4 891.2 
Receivables 677.80 1079.60 1452.8 1499.99 2897.94 7608.1 3804.07 
Trade creditors 544.03 1483.00 573.16 876.75 1699.82 5176.7 2588.38 
Raw material consumed 2453.56 1817.56 2073.3 2669.90 3420.65 12435 6217.52 
Purchase of raw material 2517.40 2033.08 2396.40 3051.34 3328.44 13326.66 6663.33 
Cost of goods sold 3619.51 4690.33 6770.8 6969.31 7758.76 29808.77 14904.38 
Sales 3694.56 4773.61 6872.71 7020.43 8041.76 30403.07 15201.5 
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The working capital turnover ratio is highest in 2005-
06 with 3.47 followed by 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009,
2010. There is decreasing in 2008, 2009. In 2010 it
with 2.20. so the working capital turnover ratio is
decrease from 3.47 to 2.20
Inventory turnover ratio: Inventory turnover ratio
measures the velocity of conversion of stock into
sales. High stock velocity indicates efficient
management of inventory because more frequently
the stocks are sold the lesser amount of money is
required to finance inventory low inventory turnover
ratio indicates an inefficient management of inventory.
In the current year the inventory turnover ratio the
company shows gradual decreasing. This shows that
there is a function on inventory turnover ratio
Correlation coefficient between liquidity ratio
and current assets turnover ratio

Year Current assets To/new 
2005-06 2.90 3.47 
2006-07 1.98 3.2 
2007-08 6.35 2.06 
2008-09 4.64 2.08 
2009-10 3.03 2.20 
 

Findings:
In the year 2005 is the proportion of current assets,

inventories, and sundry debtors constitute nearly
90%where as the current liabilities in 2005 98.3%
and the current asset in 2006 is 86.37%and the
current liabilities 97.68%. so the working capital is
in increasing trend.
During the year 2006 is the proportion of current

assets, inventories and sundry debtors constitute
nearly 86.37% and the current liabilities 97.68%and
the current asset in 2007 is 87.92% and the current
liabilities 98.86%. so the working capital is in
increasing trend.
In the year 2007 is the proportion of current assets,

inventories and sundry debtors constitute nearly
87.92% where as the current liabilities in 2007
98.64% and the current asset in 2008 is 91.71%
and the current liabilities 92.18%. so the working
capital is in increasing trend.
The proportion of current assets, inventories and

sundry debtors constitute nearly 91.71% in 2008
where as the current liabilities in is 92.18% and the
current asset in 2010 is 94.58% and the current
liabilities 94.97% so the working capital is in
increasing trend.
The current ratio highest in 2007-08 with 6.35

followed by 2009, 2010, 2006 and 2007. During the
year 2007 the current ratio is less than the standard
norms 2:1. In the remaining years it is above the
standard level. from 2008 onwards current ratio is
decrease from 6.35 to 3.03.
The quick ratio highest in 2007-08 with 2.86 followed

by 2009, 2010, 2006 & 2007. During the year 2007
the quick ratio is less than the standard norms 1:1.
In the remaining years from 2008 onwards quick
ratio is decrease from 2.86 to 1.73.
The working capital turnover ratio is highest in 2005-

06 with 3.47 followed by 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009,
2010. There is decreasing in 2008, 2009. In 2010 it

    ∑Xi 
   ----------------------- = 3.78 
      5 
    ∑Yi 
   ---------------------- = 2.60 
      5 
   Variance(X) = 2.38   Variance(y) = 0.3666 
 
  Standard deviation(x) = 1.54   Standard deviation(y) = 0.6 
  Copy(x,y)  =  -0.672 
      Cov(x,y) 

    R  = ----------------------  
           sd(x) *sd(y) 

      -0.672 
    R  = ----------------------  

      1.54*0.6 
      -0.672 
   R  = --------------------       R= -0.727 (R<0) 
     0.924 
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with 2.20. so the working capital turnover ratio is
decrease from 3.47 to 2.20
The inventory turnover ratio is highest in 2005-06

with 10.24 followed by 2006, 2007. There is
decreasing in 2008 with 5.50 and there is increase
in 2010 with 6.89. so the inventory turnover ratio is
in increasing trend
The debtor’s turnover ratio is highest in 2005-06

with 10.90. There is decrease in 2007 with 8.8 and
there is increase in 2008 and there is a decrease in
2010 with 5.54. So the debtor’s turnover ratio is in
decreasing trend.

 Recommendations:
Company should use its entire long term sources
fully on fixed assets and small portion on permanent
current assets.
The company should maintain the current asset ratio
in 2:1 and quick asset ratio in 1:1.
Company should invest most of its long term sources
in current assets rather than fixed assets because
the current assets helps to make uninterrupted flow
production.
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By gel technique nickel doped potassium hydrogen tartrate single crystals (NPHT) can be grown. In gel
techniques of crystallization process, nucleation control becomes easier and growth occurs at room temperature
leading to fairly perfect and transparent crystals.
From the examination of gel with scanning electron microscope, Helberstadt et al showed that the gel
consists of sheets like structure of varying degree of surface roughness and porosity, forming interconnected
cells. pH during gelling and effect of concentration on feed solution have profound influence on gel structure.Gel
structure has considerable influence on controlling habit and morphology of gel growth.
In present work the crystal habit and morphology of a gel grown NPHT single crystals has been discussed.
[Keywords: Orthorhombic, disphenoidal, hexagonal, rhombohadral, biprismatic, NPHT]
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INTRODUCTION
Crystal habit is mostly described in qualitative terms
such as platy, cubic, octahedral, prismatic, prismatic
pyramidal, orthorhombic, hexagonal, needle like,
dendritic, lamellar etc. Habit of a crystal is defined
as its overall external shape, which results from
different rates of growth of its faces. During the
process of crystallization, one set of faces may be
induced to grow faster than others or growth of
another set may be retarded. Crystals of same
substance grown by different methods may be
completely dissimilar in appearance even though they
belong to same crystal system.
Crystal habit and habit modifications of a variety of
crystals, grown under different conditions and also
by different methods, are described by Buckley,
Muller, Elwell and Scheel, Burton et al, Chernov,
Hartman, Kern and many others. Today a computer
draws possible morphology of crystals, provided its
structure is known. Despite remarkable advances in
this field, the study of crystal habit and morphology is
not outdated, because habits play a vital role in the
growth of large high quality crystals. Now a day
crystal growers are more interested in finding
explanations for habit modifications in synthetic

crystals. This paper deals with the habit modification
and the influence of gel parameters on morphology
of NPHT crystals.
INFLUENCE OF GROWTH CONDITIONS
ON HABIT
The slowest growing faces determine the habit of
crystal. For the equilibrium form of crystal, these faces
have the lowest surface energy, but it is apparent
that crystal habit is governed by kinetic rather than
equilibrium considerations. Various factors such as
degrees of super saturation, type of solvent, pH of
the gel media, presence of impurities etc. affects on
the habit of a crystal. Kern showed that in a numbers
of experiments many ionic crystals change their habit
when super saturation exceeds a certain critical value.
Wells observed that a change in solvent results in a
change of the crystal habit. Many times pH of gel
has considerable influence on growth rate of crystals,
which ultimately changes the crystal habit. Habit
modifications are also observed when significant
changes in growth temperature. The most common
cause of habit changes is the presence of impurities
in the crystallizing solution. Habit modification by
impurities is a surface phenomenon. Impurities
molecules or ions are attracted by various faces of
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the crystal and physically absorbed or chemisorbed
on the surface. In this way available sites for surface
nucleation or solute deposition are reduced growth
on that particular face is started. It is observed that
only very small faces are significant to produce habit
changes. This means unsuspected impurities effects
may cause many observed crystal habits.
RESULTS
NPHT crystals with different habits are observed at
different depth in the growing tubes at different
growth conditions. The morphology of grown crystal
is affected mainly by the concentration of feed
solution and the pH of the system. Three types of
morphologies of NPHT crystals are observed namely:
1. Orthorhombic disphenoidal crystals.
2. Hexagonal prism with rhombohedral edges
crystals.
3. Biprismatic needle crystals.
ORTHORHOMBIC DISPHENOIDAL
CRYSTALS
Rods like orthorhombic crystals are belonging to this
category. When concentrations of feed solution
(nickel chloride + potassium chloride) are high and
pH of gel is 4, then such types of crystals are obtained
(Figure 1). The shape of this crystal is shown in figure
2. Most of them are fairly transparent.

HEXAGONAL PRISM WITH
RHOMBOHADRAL EDGES CRYSTALS
The nucleation of this type of crystal is usually initiated
just below the gel solutioninterface and also at the
extreme bottom of the glass test tube. The
morphology of this type of crystal is schematically

shown in figure 3. Somecrystals of these types are
shown in figure 4.

BIPRISMATIC NEEDLE CRYSTALS
These type of crystals are nucleated well inside the
gel and extended up to bottom, depending on the
concentration of feed solution. They start growing
with a single nucleus with the diffusion of feed solution
into the gel. Initially the growth rate is increases and
then becomes constant after laps of time. The growth
rate observed along the z-direction is faster than x
and y directions. The growth of needle is due to the
presence of diffusion field around the tips of the needle
and the crystals grow into the supersaturated solution
whereas the sides of the crystals are in contact with
a largely exhausted solution. Schematic representation
of the morphology of these crystals is shown in figure
5. Some of the typical Biprismatic needle crystals
are shown in figure 6. The crystals are quite
transparent. It is pertinent to mention that z-direction
happens to be the growth axis of NPHT crystals.
Hence isolated crystals are growing irrespective of
their orientation with respect to the vertical axis of
the test tube, they always grow along z-axis. In many
cases the growth axis of isolated crystals are normal
to each other.
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INFLUENCE OF GEL pH
The effect of gel pH on the morphology of the grown
crystals is studied by keeping all other gel parameters
constant. Its observed that pH is near to 4, rod-like
orthorhombic disphenoidal crystals are grown. If  pH
is near to 5, Biprismatic needle crystals are grown.
The hexagonal prism with rhombohedral edges
crystals are grown when pH is about 3.
EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION OF FEED
SOLUTION
By varying the concentration of feed solution (nickel
chloride and potassium chloride) and keeping the other
parameters are constant the morphology and size of
the grown NPHT crystals are studied. It is observed
that increasing the concentration of feed solution, the
linear growth along growth axis for Biprismatic needle
and orthorhombic disphenoidal crystals is increase.
Both the crystals are transparent and geometrically
well defined. Hexagonal crystals increase in size with
the increase of concentration of feed solution. They
become semi-transparent with increase of
concentration of feed solution.
DISCUSSION
Crystal habit is governed by the interaction between
surface and the diffusion field. Once the habit is
established, the diffusion field around it will orient
itself to confirm the crystal symmetry and tends to
maintain it.
The parameters such as concentration of feed
solution, impurities in solvent, gel ageing, temperature
etc. have considerable influences on crystal
morphology. In steady state of concentration
gradients, diffusion rate also becomes steady which
favored the growth of well-definedcrystals. However,
slower growth rate along one direction results in the
growth of rod-like disphenoidal crystals. Faster growth
rate along the growth direction results in the
biprismatic needle crystals. In a moderate super
saturation of feed solution, hexagonal prism with
rhombohedral edges crystals is developed.
CONCLUSION
Rod-like orthorhombic and biprismatic crystals are
grown under different growth conditions. Transparent
hexagonal crystals are obtained. The growth rate
along the z-direction, for biprismatic needle crystals

and orthorhombic disphenoidal crystals, increases with
increasing concentration of feed solution. Generally,
NPHT crystals are transparent but due to gel inclusion
semi-transparent or opaque crystals are resulted.
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This research paper enhances with the all-pervasive theme of  education and its current trends and recent
needs. It seems in the era of  twenty first century education has grown like a monsterous wave of  Tsunami
or Tornado.  Almost all are drowned under the web of education. The practical education is the ultimate
incentive which emphasize on maximum involvement  of  students in teaching and learning  procedure.
Today‘s education needs to be revived with practical education.  Today‘s education is the base of our future.
Every one wants to pursue quality education. Practical education is nothing but gaining knowledge through
practical experiences or practical knowledge. The practical education is less conceptual and more empirical.
The practical  education is here elaborated as activity based  education in teaching of English language in
this research paper.
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Education is the road of bright future and good
life. :
The education that imbibes human values is necessary
for society.
It is said in the words of  Swami Vivekanand,
“education is the manifestation of the perfection,
already in man.”(Vijouyanand181)
It is accepted by all that education is the balanced
form of all the four elements—body, mind, intellect
and spirit. The object of education should be to help
man in simultaneous development of all his faculties
physical, mental, intellectual and spiritual as well as
emotional.  It is clear that practical education means
learning which becomes helpful in application of any
professional work. The applied form of teaching is
practical rather than functional or traditional  way of
teaching. Because the current scenario shows us that
there is an exploration of information. The globe of
information is blasted. There is no need to go for
books,libraries,lecutres or tutorials any more. It
means one and all human beings are like living
gazettes. We move and carry cells and mobiles which
contain multitudes of applications regarding
languages, different dictionaries, encyclopedias and
even books of specific subjects of  particular syllabus.
Teaching in classrooms with chalk and board has

become very old fashioned.  In this circumstances,
there is a requirement of certain drastic changes in
current education system. So, it is quite convincing
that practical education is a need of contemporary
society.
The area of this education is limited only to English
language and its teaching. The english language is
mostly done on  the basis of four main skills (1)
listening, (2) reading, (3)speaking, (4) writing
The present research is done on certain experiments.
It is universally accepted by all that visual experiences
are more memorable in compare to other audio or
literary materials or functions. We remember a story
of movie more than a novel  which  is read  a year
before. Though  there are many  exceptions. As we
know  teaching is  bifurcated into three phases (1)
Planning (2) execution and (3) evaluation.
Planning is a phase of teacher‘s duties, preparation
and facilitate learning. The second phase is about
execution from the students. In this stage practical
activities are necessary for better output.  Of course
evaluation stage also brings out the output of the
students. Yet maximum  utility  is adhered to practical
experiences of the work.  This execution stage is the
most important stage in which  practical activity can
be done  through various activities like  education
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through televisions, movies, video-clippings, rhymes,
songs etc.
The teaching of english language as a foreign
language can be implimented through the
instrumentality of efficient methods which can be
approached directly to the students. It brings
spontaneous response in the learners. Some of the
introductory practices are given by Dr.Pratibha
Parashar in her book ENGLISH TEACHING are
adapted here,
There are certain activities analyzed in the L-S-R-
W- skills.
1 Listening- It is the basic principle that if  you want
to learn a language, listen to the target language as
much as you can to develop this skill. A teacher should
provide opportunities of  listening to the students.  He
can use the following ways-
1 By giving ear training to the students.
2 By giving instructions in English language in the
class.
3 By reciting rhymes and poems.
4 By asking   the students to perform various
activities.
5 By speaking simple sentences in the class.
6 By reading sentences from the text books and from
the black-board.
2 Speaking- A teacher can develop his skill by giving
opportunities to the students to speak  in the class.
1 By making the students recite the rhymes
2 By making the students play language games.
3 By making the students speak about the objects.
4 By making them talk their everyday activities.
5 By making the students to pronounce the words
correctly.
3 Reading – Reading is also one of the most
important skill of learning English. It can be developed
through the following techniques-
1 By providing eye training to the students.
2 By providing pre-reading exercise.
3 By making the students read the words from the
words-cards, sentence card, text books and the
written material on the black-board.
4 By  making the students read from the text books.
4 writing—To express one‘s idea in the written form.
One needs to learn the skill of writing . It can be

developed
1 By giving the wrist movement in the air to the
beginners.
2 By giving pre-writing exercises.
3 By giving practice of writing letters according to
the groups- ascenders, de-ascenders and meddlers.
4 By giving dictation  of words and sentences.
5 By giving practice of writing sentence in the note-
book(parashar171)
These are  the ways to enrich applied learning in
English language through practical  activities.  Activity
base teaching requires proper teaching aids.  A
teacher can bring good exposure if he uses flashcards
to explain any topic and then gives chance to students
for their active participation  using the same flash-
cards. Not only in teaching of English language but it
can be implied in literature learning also.
Practical education and Literature:
Parelally , here practical  education and applied
education are juxtaposed  and discussed to gether.
Similarly as language is taught in the same way
literature and culture can also be used, taught or learnt
by the practical ways. Let us first differentiate them
in various fields.
1 Drama—The teaching and explaing of drama form
of literature can be done by the actual participation
of students in a classroom.
By making them different characters and playing a
role of imaginative characters.
By watching video-clippings of similar literary form
or any classics which are available
By making them involved in script writing or dialogue
writing in practical situations.
By using various cultural forms and opportunities for
presentation of certain literary work of art.
2 Stories/ Novels –This is the most profound form
of literature.
There are many  fields of medias and even film
writing, script writing where stories are required.
The students must be imparted with the practice of
story-telling or speaking  in  public on any imaginative
fictional anecdotes.
By  allotment of anchoring activity or acting or role
plays etc.
3 Poems—The study of poetry or poems generally
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refers to singing and recitation in common.
Contradictory to this if poems are translated in other
medium of languages then it will be more beneficial
to students as well  as the readers  in general
4 Reports/Letters/News—Now adays the
entertainment and media fields both are too much
spread. They require multitudes of talented people in
all the fields like journalisme,news reading, publication
of news , editting of news, translation of data in
various languages,
Even minutes writing , emails writing, reports writing
and notices, agendas  should be practically arranged
as sessions or tutorials in the language laboratories
for the students by the students and to the students.
CONCLUSION:—
On the whole it is  justified that  current education
system sincerely requires practical and certain activity
based or applied teaching learning methods altogether
in subjects of language, culture and communcation
skills
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Robert Louis Stevenson, a Scottish writer of novels, best known for his famous children's adventure stories
Treasure Island and Kidnapped. Robert Louis Stevenson's The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is
full of symbolic meanings. Symbolism is a technique which is used in literature when some things are not to
be taken literally. The symbolism can be an object, person, situation, events or actions that have a deeper
meaning in context. This technique can enhance writing and give insight to the reader. A symbol is an object
that represents, stands for or suggests an idea, visual image, belief, action or material entity. Symbols take the
form of words, sounds, gestures or visual images and are used to convey ideas and beliefs. For example, a
red octagon may be a symbol for "STOP". On a map, a picture of a tent might represent a campsite.
Numerals are symbols for numbers. Alphabetic letters are symbols for sounds. Personal names are symbols
representing individuals. A red rose symbolizes love and compassion. For example,
In Shakespeare's As you Like It, 'stage' symbolizes the world and 'players' symbolize men and women:

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;

they have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts,

Symbolism in the Novel
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(1) Mist and Moonlight: The streets of Utterson's
London are obscured by the weather, just as the mys-
teries of Mr. Hyde's crimes and existence, and his
relationship with Dr. Jekyll, are themselves obscured.
The mist makes the layout of the streets hard to fol-
low and makes the Gothic façade in question in chap-
ter one jut ominously from the others. Effects of light
are used to forewarn and indicate the coming on of
Dr. Jekyll's transformations and Hyde's violence The
moon sheds an eerie light over the most suspenseful
moments.
Æ Mist and Moonlight appear in Chapter 4, Chapter
5 and Chapter 8
(2) The Appearance of Evil: When Mr. Hyde is first
described, he is associated with a strange, unnerving
sensation, a sensation of evil. Mr. Enfield mentions it
as a "deformity". This shape differs Hyde from other
characters, whose professionalism and reserve keep

them on the right side of the law. Not only is Hyde
again and again associated with this intangible defor-
mity, but it seems also to affect those around him,
who feel a kind of instinctive and powerful hatred for
Hyde that is beyond their normal limits. For instance,
Hyde's housekeeper, an old woman, wears an ex-
pression of "odious joy" when she thinks Hyde might
be in trouble. Hyde's evil seems to bring out the dark
side of others, suggesting the reality of the duality
that Jekyll has been trying to prove, that there is evil
and good, odious and joyous, in everything.
ÆThe Appearance of Evil appears in Chapter 2, Chap-
ter 4 and Chapter 9
(3)Letters and Documents: There are many compli-
cated, convoluted interactions between the charac-
ters in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Confessions, trans-
ferals of responsibility and even the narrative itself
are all forms of documentation that create the sus-
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pense and mystery of the book. The characters are
often sworn to secrecy or are repressing their own
disgust or disbelief and therefore tend to put their feel-
ings in writing rather than speaking or revealing de-
tails to each other. This creates a web of secret docu-
ments that weaves its way between scenes and be-
tween characters. The story begins with the lawyer
Utterson's fear of the new will of Dr. Jekyll. This
document holds power over him and over Jekyll and
the final three documents that Utterson finds left to
him from Dr. Jekyll make clear everything that the
will is difficult to understand.. In this way, Stevenson
frames the whole novel with items of documentation,
and plays with the line between myth and truth.
ÆLetters and Documents appear in Chapter 4, Chap-
ter 5, Chapter 6, Chapter 8 and Chapter 9
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Women in Africa have been exploited by the oppression of race, gender, and class. The depiction of the
Black women solely as ill-fated and submissive receiver of sexual and racial abuse restrains the notions that
Black women can actively participate to change their fate and bring about some changes in their lives.
Similarly, presenting women in African solely as heroic figures, who easily restate oppression on all the
domestic and social fronts reduce the very real amount of oppression. The feminist thought suggests that
there is always choice, and power to act, no matter how gloomy the situation may appear.
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In the Black Liberation Movement the Black women
faced endless racism and sexism by black as well as
white men. Apparently in the liberation Movement
of the black race, Black word was indeed used for
the liberation of the black male. The liberation was
compared to the manhood and the liberation of blacks
was the reclaiming of black masculinity. The notion
that racism is to thr larger extend harmful to black
men than it is to black women because the greater
tragedy of racism is the dispossession of masculinity;
this illustrates both an acquiescence of black
masculinity explained within the domain of patriarchy
and disregard for the human race needed for the
liberty felt by both men and women.
Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart is primarily a
realistic novel. It is hardly likely to romanticize,
sentimentalize or falsify either the pre-colonial
experience, or that status of women in the tribal
society of Africa. Women in Things Fall Apart are
reduced and subjected by their womanly clan activities
like marriage, parturition, nurture, domestic work and
also field work. Their fate is however, no different
from the destiny of other women elsewhere in the
world who, too, live in traditional or patriarchal
societies. The real power-the power to take decisions
affecting the collective life is left solely, in all these
societies, in men’s hands.
The very nature of tribal organization in Igbo land,

based as it is on a system of moiety and exogamy,
thus, ensures that every man in a clan has a fatherland
as well as motherland. However, if the motherland is
exclusively meant for providing comfort to a maternal
nephew when he is in trouble, the same village of
mbanta itself also discriminates against women, or
rather, against these hapless women who are
unfortunate enough to repeatedly give birth to twins,
the latter invariably cast out in the forest to die, either
of hunger or being devoured by wild animals.
Ironically, the first woman in mbanta to convert to
Christianity is also called Nnika, or mother is
supreme, when her very rights to motherhood are
snatched away by her husband’s family owing to now
no longer comprehensible, and therefore outmoded,
sets of rules which automatically and conventionally
come into play whenever a deviation or transgression
takes place in the process of daily living at the social
level
Chinua Achebe’s Anthills of the Savannah and Things
fall apart, though distinct by country, culture, style
and gender, both the novels deal in distinct ways with
the question of the restoration of women in
postcolonial visions of the past, present and future of
Africa. These novels present the strong central
female characters who serve as the center of passion
and inspiration. Although both the novels are sharply
focus in retrace the women’s roles in their society.
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They also frame their narratives in such a way that
they begin to highlight the essential relationship
between the postcolonial independence and gender
equality. These various doubts in these novels raises
amount less inquest regarding purpose, region, and
the explanation of postcolonial feminist theory.
Chinua Achebe’s writing is modern and realistic, one
approaches to these books with an eye towards
contemporary trends in postcolonial theory could be
afforded the assumption that they were written with
an awareness of this need for a new, more consistent
and realistic vision of women in Africa. It is with this
knowledge, however, that the disparity of mission
within these two novels and, apparently, behind these
two novels becomes all the more striking.
Chinua Achebe’s individual role as a writer in the
post colonial world of theory is more openly defined,
basically because of the amount of time that he has
spent in writing. The time period of his work joins the
gap between the assertions for dignity of the initial
days of freedom and independence to the more
difficult and complicated present, fueled by the
strength of the earlier Liberation movement. His works
were earlier more appreciated with regard to the
flaws and assets of the Ibo traditional society which
became less than creditable seen in this aura of light:
his traditional women are blissful, happy and
harmonious members of the society, even if the were
again and again barred and beaten in the community
decision making process and defame in the sayings
and proverbs of the community. The obvious
discrimination of the sexes seems to be the matter of
slow enjoyment for Achebe.
This serious paradigm burden on Achebe’s thinking
began in Anthills of the Savannah in the late eighties,
since it works as reflection of his past writing, as a
bold attempt to struggle with the charges leveled at
him critics. The novel, focus on the entanglements of
three old friends with the conduct of imaginary
African state called Kangan, deals on a variety of
levels, would infer, quite personal with Achebe’s
understanding of women’s roles in a postcolonial
nation. The novel works specifically well, in fact,
when considered as the persistent thought begun in
Achebe’s previous work.

In Anthills of the Savannah the politics of Kangan is
fundamentally the political history of three Western-
educated friends. These three men were condemned
for their affirmation on effort to start the function
country according to existing patterns. These men
were raised to a level above the neglected and
suffering community, Beatrice, the woman who raised
as the true spirit and heart of the story. Was removed
from the networking of the men’s government, she
was alone able to see and determine the status of the
people of Kangan with an outlook more mechanical
towards the practicality of this realism.
In the novel the critical movement is Ikem’s
realization about his wrong doings towards women.
In the course of the novel, He had elevated his liberal
attitude and philosophy towards women, Very
frequently Beatrice had blamed him of having “no
clear role for women in his political thinking”. The
complication arises when he comes to realize in the
course of the novel from his discovery of natural
sexism within the communities of African culture.
He recognize that “there is no universal conglomerate
of the oppressed”, Even though there is no Eve fallacy
as in Western myth, the women in African society
through symbolized to the idea of a” supreme mother”,
has vanished, also this working is an attempt to
separate women from the matters of domestic and
political life.
By recognizing the efforts to improve the status of
women in the society, through the majority of
postcolonial feminist theory, that universal sisterhood
is essentially a dishonestly, each of the African tribal
society’s cultures has its own visions of femininity;
Ikem comes to a greater understanding about the fate
of Africa as well: “society is an extension of the
individual’s. The larger amount that we can hope to
deal with a problematic individual psyche is to shape
it again. That is why Achebe’s, capacity to deal with
sexism is his own is not to so remarkable as a Western
writer would contribute more like his suits and
language for the betterment of women where as this
African sexism deserves an African response.
Forcing the people around her to align with the present
Beatrice looks for the change in her society, Achebe
has seen the fault of his former thinkers, realizing the
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need for the change for the African women; he tries
to claims their place in African society through his
writing, if it is ever to heal itself and progress
onwards. He appears to cede whatever control over
popular opinion he may have been viewed as having
through the old man’s words at the end of the novel.
Many black men in the movement were interested in
controlling black women’s sexuality.
In 1960’s in the course of the Black Liberation
Movement, black men have stressed the sexual
exploitation of black men rather than the black
womanhood as a way to explain their condemnation
of their inter-racial relationships. Political views of
these inter-racial relationships were at no disapproval.
But the terms like “freedom” and “manhood” was
the important for men to have rights to oppressed
and control woman. Sexism and racism both work at
the same criteria. The violence against women was
committed, but he this violence was not taken
seriously rather than that against men. The truth is
that the violence against a white woman was taken
more seriously and judicial system also gave these
issues more importance. the of the violence and the
damage caused both individually and socially is not
weaken when committed against a black woman. It
must be stressed that it was not only many of the
men but also a great number of the women in the
Black Liberation Movements who were forced to
follow the rigid gender roles on black women. In the
same manner the women in dominant society do not
stop but encourage sexism, black women fell prey to
these prolong patriarchy norms within the black
community.
The Black women and the white women were faced
with the racism and sexism, black women had only
two ways in front of them, either they could continue
to stay in the movements and try to educate and
inform the non-black or non-female high authority
about their needs, or they could form a separate group
of their own. While it is true that black men needed
to be informed and educated about the effects of
racism and sexism and white women about the effects
of racism on black women’s lives, it was not solely
the responsibility of black women to educate them.
This is an old and fundamental way of all oppressors

to keep the women oppressed and occupied with the
concerns of their respective master’s.
Now the black feminist affirms that it is the task of
black women to inform the women and men of west
and also make them aware of their existence of black
women identity, the modification and the relative roles
is because of the joint survival. This is a diversion of
force and a pathetic repetition of patriarchal and racial
thoughts. In the radiance of these, the women decided
to forge their own movement, the Black Feminist
Movement.
Conclusion:
African feminism emerged in various forms in the
various different parts of the continent, which grow
out of individualism within the cultural context of
industrial communities. In the West, social and
economic norms historically pushed women into more
active roles in the society, and Western feminism has
focused on women’s struggle for control over
reproduction and sexuality. Where as women in
African had a very different experience to share with
the world, African feminist argues on theoretical
questions which in the end does not have a practical
approach. Rather, like many of its Third World
counterparts, African feminism is distinctly
heterosexual, supportive of motherhood, and focused
on issues of “bread, butter, culture, and power.”
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Discovery of computer revolution by developed nation like America had also depreciates the value of
commercial records. But there are some Archivist who are tuning with this present development. The other
problem is created by facilities like Telephone, in which there is no need to keep records. Its use is so enlarge
that historians had the doubt that we will have the 19th century record in complete & accurate form in
comparison to the 20th century records.Culture and civilization are ingenious concepts though they can be
expressed by various physical manifestation. This develops in the mind of human and get into action through
this medium. It is the culmination of knowledge and recognized thoughts. We get these thoughts by our
personal experience and observations, which were mostly influenced by the described thought of their
ancestors. The account of the thoughts of these Ancestors are kept as a hand note or record. Therefore it
is proved that these hand written notes are the tangible form of civilization. The meaning of its conservation
and care lies on the conservation and care of the cultural heritage of the human. it is our pleasure that there
are so many man and women all around the world, who had conserved and collected these hand notes and
thus these hand notes are given to the scholars who are interested in historical research and study.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF RECORD IN WRITING HISTORY
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The relationship between History and Record is
similar to the relationship between a tree and its fruit.
Records are the trees of knowledge and History are
its fruit. We utilize the fruit of these trees which were
sowed by our ancestors and sow new trees for our
future generation. We conserve the record for our
future generation.
A western historian Burk said those people who do
not look their ancestors cannot look upon their future
also. This similar thought had been supported by other
historians and it is a true concept. Today, it is essential
to concentrate in this thought, may be, in the past it
was not so essential. The accurate knowledge of the
history of our society, institution and the ups and
downs of our life will lay the foundation of our future
developments. It is the duty of the historians to point
out our previous glory, achievement and errors to the
nation and acquire motivation and guidance from it
so that we can come across in equal line with the
other nations of modem world. This work is possible
only after the broad study of our records which are
available as a deposit.

Probably in India most of the available important
records are related to our freedom struggle
movement. These records consist of the
reorganization and expectations of the freedom
fighters & constitution makers, for which they had
struggled. These records are not mere the description
of the events moreover they are precious. Its
conservation falls in the realm of an Archivist. But
the public is not aware of the Archivists. They have
some misapprehension about it. Probably people
pronunciation Archivist as Archaeologist, Architect
and Anarchist. Therefore the exhibitions, seminars
etc held in the Archives had the purpose to give
knowledge to the public about records and the
functions performed by the Archivists.
Earlier an Archivist (or in the past whatever name
he was given) was conferred as a creature who
spend his life in pleasure. Because the number of
documents in the responsibility of an Archivist are
limited, therefore be had a lot of time to Study all the
entertaining matter in the document.
In our country an Archivist is imagined as a man with
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a dusty white beard, searching old information’s in
old documents for the people interested in old events.
Though in the foreign countries this concept related
to Archivist had changed many years ago but in our
country it is still prevalent. Undoubtedly, most of the
people using Archives may not have any better
retention than that. On the other hand there are those
administrators who tabdis have hopefully better
knowledge about Archivist, but they consider them
as a clerk who maintains waste & old files. Although
an Archivist maintains old files but he cannot
challenge that his work is the oldest work all over the
world. But he can claim that his profession is one of
the excellent profession because he is the conservator
and trustee of the valuable cultural heritage of the
nation. In this context, the use of the word “valuable”
is not from “monetary” point of view but it is used
from the cultural, knowledge and spiritual point of
view. Only bread is not important for a human being,
there are the need of some other things which consider
him as a human being. The satisfaction of his cultural,
historical and knowledge curiosity are one of them.
An Archivist protects such kind of important food
materials for human. “According to Gold smith” a
man started declining when he start accumulating
money and when he start accumulating knowledge,
his knowledge and spirituality start rising. The present
and past is the foundation of future. Therefore it is
the right of the coming generation to entrust records
related to past & future. in this point the importance
of an Archivist illuminates. An archivist perform the
function of maintaining & arranging such records.
We all want to communicate our knowledge and
experiences to our next generation. May be this desire
force some people who have preserved the historical
signs inside a capsule and buried it inside the earth,
so that after atomic destruction, if human will survive
then they can dig these capsules and can have lesson
or moral from their mistake, “According to Prof
Joynbee, History and immutable fortune are not similar
and it is not necessary that they have repetition.
intelligent man or nation learn a lesson from our or
others past experience. When human stop learning
from his past then “history repeats itself.” Those days
have become outdated, when history was only a

record of the ruling dates of emperor or king and the
rise and fall of their empire. Today, the history of the
country has to be rewritten in the light of new facts.
The historians can be suffered from prejudice or
partiality. But an Archivist is always a follower of
truth and he protect and preserves all hand-written
notes as evidence without any fear and partiality.
Some people hate this perception that records are
formed as historical evidence deliberately. The truth
is that these records are the result of administrators
work. Therefore these record consists of non-partial
& non prejudice information because at their
beginning its user are not familiar with the knowledge
of its future historical importance. A trained Archivist
had adequate knowledge about the administrative and
historical value of records. If each administrator
maintain a record book of his daily works, historical
errors can be avoided. It is natural that each and
every incident which took place cannot be recorded
and can’t bear in mind. It is the responsibility of any
organization to record the description of their planning
& its implementation otherwise this responsibility will
become mere nominal. After recording these kind of
descriptions, the real responsibility of any work or
planning can be decided. This purpose can be clearly
explained with the fact that whenever someone wants
to refrain from his responsibilities, at first he will
interchange or destroy all the records. Therefore it is
necessary that all the recorded description of the
government work should be distinct for the public. It
become more important for deciding the effective
administrative responsibility from judicial process.
The records are not so important in a despotic nation.
It should also be noticed that deranged files do not
have any importance. In the same way the excess of
records also decreases its importance. The excess
of files itself is not a defect of the recording system
but with a condition that adequate facilities should be
available for their proper arrangement. It is
experienced that the pressure of the collection of
records or files become a severe problem for any
organization and thus the basic purpose of such
organization lost under the heap of these papers. If
all the existing records of the central offices of India
will be placed one above the other then it will become
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more higher than the Outubmina. The records are in
surcharge, their length or horizontal estimation is not
so important if the references of these information
should not be mentioned. In this context the type of
information, the importance of its conservation & time
limit should be considered.
The main problem for an Archivist is to manage the
huge bulk of records. In the past, all the offices ofthe
central government had extract the records from their
callers and transferred it to the National Archives or
left them unreserved. Probably this proceeding was
completed with out any pre-planning. In most of the
case this kind of proceedings was due to lack of
adequate space. The solution to this problem cannot
be solved by transferring the records to the Archives.
Their proper arrangement, evaluation, retrenchment,
listing and indexing is also expected.
As some people think that the duty of an Archivist is
only to conserve & preserve the records. If these
Archives will not be used for historical research then
they will become a seller for old records. Most of the
researchers have lack of time to and information in
the Archives. Therefore it is the duty of an Archivist
to give necessary knowledge to the researcher about
the class of recorded information in the Archives as
well as its availability.
Discovery of computer revolution by developed
nation like America had also depreciates the value of
commercial records. But there are some Archi’ist
who are tuning with this present development. The
other problem is created by facilities like Telephone,
in which there is no need to keep records. Its use is
so enlarge that histrians had the doubt that we will
have the 19th century record in complete & accurate
form in comparison to the 20th century records.
Change is certain hence the creation form of record
is also changing but the main purpose of Archives is
to arrange and conserve the Archival heritage so that
truth can acquire an important and precious place in
writing the history.
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Indian women have mastered anything and everything which a woman can dream of but in reality, they are
facing several problems like female foeticide, illiteracy rate among women, dowry, sexual harassment at
working place, domestic violation, dowry, child marriage etc. even in 21’ century. Although equality of status
has been guaranteed to women by the constitution. But it is a myth to millions of women as they are victims
of various kinds of violence and discrimination within houses, at workplaces and in the educational
system.render discrimination from womb to tomb is a patent fact in the traditional cultures of developing
countries. In India too, discrimination on the basis of sex often starts at the earliest stages of life.(1) It is very
difficult to find out the real position and status of women in Indian society.
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POSITION OF WOMEN FROM VEDAS TILL INDEPENDENCE MYTH
AND REALITY

The position of women never remained equal. They
have been the victims of violence and exploitation by
the male dominated society. We have to explain the
socioeconomic and political situation of Indian society
to find out the real position of women. The position
of women in pre-independence era can be divided
into three major periods Ancient, Medieval and
Modern.(2)

The Vedic era, however, was the golden era as far
as equality of status and freedom are concerned. At
the down of civilization during the Vedic age, position
of women was considered to be fairly satisfactory.
They used to visit fairs and festivals, attend important
assemblies and take part in state functions without
hindrances. In the matter of religion, it is believed
that women were at par with men.(3)

In ‘Rigveda’, women has been regarded as superior
to men in many a ways. Thus, see the following from
Rigveda.
‘Many a woman is more steadfast and better than
the man who turns away from God and (does not
offer) prayers.’
In the matter of education, the daughter was not
distinguished from the son. Both had to go through
the ceremony of ‘Upnayana.(4)

Many women like Apala, Ghosha, Metrayani, Gargi

proved their talent, by defeating male scholars by their
divine power and talents. There was also a class of
brahamavadinis, who remained unmarried and
indulged in a life long pursuit of knowledge. There
was no field which was untouched and remained
attainable to women.
In the time of marriage girls had their own choices.
They were married at a mature age. In the absence
of early marriages, the number of widows was very
small. In some matters male child have given priority
and even females were remained eager to bear male
child.(5)

In ‘Atharvaveda’ it is mentioned that newly married
female was treated as empress in the new house.
The eighth and tenth mandala of Rigveda described
that she could participate in religious rites and
ceremonies. According to Altekar, in the absence of
husband she could even perform rituals
independently.(6) The brotherless daughter only putrika
had a share in the property of his father.(7)

Both the religions Buddhism and Jainism emerged as
result of discrimination in Hindu Society. In Jainism,
Women could give up family life to become ascetics.
During the period of M havira a large number of
women joined in religious movement. In Jaina
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achieved remarkable success as ascetic.(8)

First time buddha recognized that the women is totally
neglected in society. Buddha allowed women a right
to attain education and believed women also has a
right to get religious instructions. There are
references of women who became scholars during
Buddha’s period like Khema, Gautami, Yashodhara,
Vishvari etc. Even some prostitutes became scholars,
after getting the equal opportunity in Buddha religion.(9)

The Buddhist and Jaina texts also refer to women of
the Brahmavadini class i.e., who remained unmarried
to carry on their studies. Thus, the condition of women
was satisfactory during the period of Buddhism and
Jainism.(10)

Arthasastra stated the sole aim of women is to get
marriage and to bear children. If the first woman has
no issue at all or has no male child, the husband has a
right to remarry. Thus it proved “Women were
created for the sake of sons”.(11)

The Dharmasastra prescribed code of conduct, which
regulated not only the women and their family lives
but also whole society. According to Many, a woman
is never for independence. Manu says
“Pita Rakasati Kaumare, Bharta Raksati yauvane
Raksanti Sthavire Putra no stri Svatrayanirahti”
The meaning is that her father protect (her) in
childhood, her husband protect (her) in youth, and
her sons protect (her) in old age.(12) Manu denied the
right to property to woman. In the IX chapter Manu
says:
A wife, a daughter and a slave have no property; the
wealth which they earn belongs to their owner.
The Manu Dharmashstra was also against the
education of women. The study of the Vedas was
forbidden to her by Manu.(13) Manu the greatest jurist
is totally against widow remarriage. On the other hand,
the highest possible praise for women could be found
in manusmriti, when Manu says:
cI+ GFI”:T] 5}HIgT[4 ZDgT[ T+ N[JTF c
Thus, Manu adopted two standpoints first conceding
to some extent as a result of the vogue and the second
stating their ideal opinion.(14)

Medieval period was the ‘dark age’ for the women.
Muslims invaded India and again started the
deteriorated condition of women. The Purdah system

compelled women to live in seclusion in their home.
Child marriage was also practiced during this period:
They cannot go even to the mosque to pray and must
wear burka (Veil) when she has to go out. They had
no right for knowledge. The social evils Sati Partha,
veil custom, child-marriage declined the status of
women during medieval period.(15)

In the custom of Jauhar, Rajput women immolated
themselves while their husband were still alive. When
the people of Rajput clan became sure that they were
going to die at the hands of their enemy, all the women
of Rajput’s arrange a large pyre and set themselves
a fire.(16)

In Devadasis custom, girls were donated to temples
in the name of God and Goddesses for sexual use.
These girls live a life of celibacy. Some kings also
invited them to perform at their court for the pleasure
of courtiers. Some Devadasis converted to ‘Rajadasis,
prevalent in some tribes of South India like Yellamma
cult(17)

The Modem period can be divided in two periods
i.e., (i) The British Period; (ii) The Post Independence
period. The British era was an era of social reform
for the women. Many social reformers tried to uplift
the condition of women during this period. Due to
the efforts of Raja Rammohan Roy, Lord Bentick
abolished Sati by promulgating 1 7th Regulation Act
on December 4, 1829. But this act failed to put an
end to the practice of Sati.
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar succeeded in passing
widow Remarriage Act of 1856. Through his effc
five widow remarriage were performed between
1855 and 1860. (18)

Child Marriage Restraint Act was passed in 1929.
This act fixed the minimum age at marriage for girls
as 14 years and boys as 18 years. Harbildas Sarda
played a leading role in this sphere. This act came to
be known as the Sarda Act.
British government set the Indian Education
Commission, called the Hunter Commission in 1882.
It recommended promotion of female education.(19)

There were many social reformers like Sasipada
Banerji, B.M. Malabari, Jyotiba Rao Phule, Durga
Ram Mehta, B.R. Ambedkar who also worked for
women’s cause by taking up different issues related
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to their oppression.
Gandhi ji opposed the child marriage and dowry.
Many women participated in Gandhi’s freedom
movement.
Thus, the British period was the social reform period
for women. Because many laws were enacted to
improve the condition of women.(20)

Conclusion
Indian women have mastered anything and
everything which a woman can dream of but in reality,
they are facing several problems like female foeticide,
illiteracy rate among women, dowry, sexual
harassment at working place, domestic violation,
dowry, child marriage etc. even in 2l century.
Although equality of status has been guaranteed to
women by the constitution. But it is a myth to millions
of women as they are victims of various kinds of
violence and discrimination within houses, at work
places and in the educational system.(21)

Thus, the Indian women still has to go a long way to
achieve equal status in minds of Indian men.
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5|FRLG EFZTDF\ ;FDFlHSvVFlY"S 5lZJT"GGL 5|lS|IFGM .lTCF;
DFGJLI ;DFHGM .lTCF; T[DGL
;FDFlHSvVFlY"S4 ZFHG{lTS TYF WFlD"S 5|HF
5Z lGE"Z ZC[ KP VF NZ[S TtJM DFGJ
.lTCF;GL lNXF GlSS SZJFDF DCtJ5]6"
E}lDSF WZFJ[ K[ SM. ;DI lJX[QFGL
ZFHG{lTS4 VFlY'S4 ;FDFHLS VG[ WFlD"S 51F
S[JF 5|SFZGF ;FDFlHS 5lZJT"GGL NXFq
lNXF GSSL SZ[ K[ T[DGF .lTCF;DF V[S
;\l1F%T lJJZ6 VCL 5|:T]T SZJFDF VFjI] K[P
5|FU V{lTCF;LS SF/DF DF6; 5X]JT HLJG
jIlTT SZTM CTM SFZ6 S[ T[DG[ 5X]5F,G4 B[TL
TYF ZC[6F\SGL HF6SFZ G CTLP WLD[ WLD[
DF6;GL VFU VG[ 5{0FGL HF6SFZL Y.P VFUGL
XMW DFGJHLJGDF V[S S|F\lTSFZL 5lZJT"G
,FuI] VFUG, XMWGL ;FY[ H DF6;[ T[DGM
p5IMU EMHG 5SSJJF TYF H\U,L HFGJZM
;FD[ Z1F6 D[/JJF SIM"P 5KL T[D6[ S[8,FS
5F,T] 5|Fl6VM 5F?IF VG[ H\U,MG[ SF5L
B[TLGL X~VFT SZL VF ZLT[ VFU4 5X]5F,G
VG[ B[TLV[ DFGJHLJGDF DCtJG] TtJ AgI]P
EFZTGL ;F{YL 5|FlRT ;\:S'lT C0%5F ;eITF
K H[DGM ;DI SFA"G lTYL wJFZF
Z5__v!*__ .P;P 5]J[“ GSSL SZJFDF\
VFjIM K[P VF ;eITFGL lJX[QFTF p5Z wIFG
N.V[ TM V[S lJSl;T GFUZLS ;eITFGF
:J~5DF\ HMJF D/[ K[P VF ;eITFDF\
GFZL TYF J'QFEGL D}lT"VM D/L VFJ[, K[P
H[DGL 5ZYL VG]DFG ,UFJFI K[ S[ C0%5F
;\:S'lT DFT';TFStDS CTL VG[ J'QFE V[S
5]HGLI 5X] CT]P VF ;eITFDF\ 5|FS'lTS
N[JLvN[JTFVM4 5'yJL4 VluG4 5X]5lT4TYF
;}I"N[JGL 5]HF SZJFDF\ VFJTL CTLP VF
;eITFDF\ 5Z,MSJFNDF lJ`JF;
ZFBJFDF\ VFJTM CTMP VF ;DI[ D'TSG[

NOGlJWL TYF VFE]QF6M 56 NOGFJJFDF\
VFJTF CTFP VF ;eITFDF\ VG[S
HuIFV[YL D]N'FVM 56 5|F%T Y. K[ H[GFYL
H6F. VFJ[ K[ S[ VF SF/DF\ jIF5FZvJ:T]
lJGLDI VG[ D]N'FVMGF DFwIDYL SZFT] CT]P
U]HZFT l:YTL ,MY, GFDGF :YFGYL UM0FpG
56 D/L VFJ[, K[P H[GFYL 5|:YFl5T YFI
K[ S[ VF SF/DF\ VF\TZLS VG[ AFCI
jIF5FZ YTM CX[P D[;M5M8[lDIFYL S[8,LS D]N'FVM
5|F%T Y. K[ H[GF 5Z D[C],F H[JF XaNM D/
[,F K[P H[ l;\N]T 1F[+G]\ 5|FRLG GFD K[P
C0%5F ;eITFGL 5KL J{lNS SF/G] Vl:TtJ
HMJF D/[ K[P VF ;eITF V[S U|FDL6
;eITF CTLP VF SF/DF\ ;DFH l5T':%TFC
Y. UIM VG[ RFZ J6M" Vl:TtJDF VFjIF
kuJ[NGF NXD D\0/GF 5]~QF ;}STDF
VF JFTGL 5'Q8L Y. K[ T[DF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[
lJZF8 5]~QFGF D]BYL A|Fï64 E]HFVMYL
1F+LI4 pNZYL J{QI4 VG[ 5UYL X]ãGL pt5TL
Y.P
pTZ J{lNS SF/DF\ jIJ:YF JW] H8L, Y.
U. H[ SD" 5Z VFWFlZT GCL 5Z\T] HgD 5Z
VFWFZLT CTL VF ;DIDF\ :+LVM VG[
1F]ãMGL l:YTL JW] NIGLI AGL TYF T[DGF
VlWSFZMDF\ SF5 D]SJFDF\ VFjIM pTZ J{lNS
SF/ WFDL"S ãlQ8YL 56 VtI\T DCtJ5]6" SF/
CTM VF SF/DF\ 5}HF TYF VG]Q9FGMDF\
YTF SD"SF \0 VtI\T H8L, Y. UIF TYF
5X]A,L N[JFDF\ ,FUL pTZ J{lNS SF/DF\
DFGJ HLJGDF\ kuJ[N SF/GL V5[1FFV[
VlWS :YF5LtJ VFjI]P VF ;DIDF\ S'lQFG]
DCtJ JwI] VG[ 5X]5F,G VMK] YI]P VF
TDFDG] D]bI SFZ6 ,M-FGM p5IMU YIM CTMP
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VYJF S'Q6 VI; SC[JFI] K[P ,MB\0G] ;F{YL
5C[,F !___ .P;P 5}J"GL VF;5F;
cVTZG\ HLB[0Fc GFDYL 5|F%T YI] CT]P VF
;DIDF\ 3p4 RMBF4 V0N X[Z0L4 R6F4 J8F6F4
V/;L JU[Z[ 5FSMG[ 5|D]B ZLT[ pt5FNG YJF
,FuI]P pTZ J{lNS DFGJG[ ;D]ãG]\ 7FG Y. UI]
CT]P SFZ6 S[ VF SF/GF U\ |YMDF \
;D]ã7FGGL RRF" Y. K[P VF SFZ6[ VF SF/
DF jIF5FZ TYF JF6LHIG] pgGT :J~5GL
RRF"VM Y. K[P VF SFZ6[ VF SF/DF\
jIF5FZ TYF JF6LHIGF pgGT :J~5G] 7FG
5|F%T YFI K[P VF jIF5FZ CH] 56 J:T]
lJGLDI 5Z VFWFZLT CT]P l;SSFVM lGIDLT
5|R,LG G CTFP
pTZ J{lNS SF/ 5KL ;}+SF/GM 5|FZ\E YFI K[P
H[GM ;DI .P;P5}J[“ K9'L ;TFlaNYL l+HL
;TFaNL GSSL SZFIM K[ VF ;DIDF\ J{lNS
;FCLtIG[ V1FdI AGFJL ZFBJF DF8[ ;]+
;FCLtIGL ZRGF Y. VFYL VF SF/G[ ;]+
;FCLtI 56 SC[JFI K[P VF SF/G
VFUDGDF\H J6" VG[ HFTLDF 5lZJT"G VFjI]P
VF\TZ lJJFN TYF BFG5FG 5Z 5|TLA\W ,FUJF
,FuIMP ;FHDF VG[S HFTLVM H[JL S[ V\/Q94
pU|4 lGXFN4 DFUW4 J{N[CS4 JU[Z[GM pNEJ YIM
H[ VG],MG VG[ 5|TL,MD lJJFNMGF O/
:J~5 CTMP
;]+SF/ AFN DCFHG5N SF/GM 5|Z\E YIM H[DF
ZFHI A[ JU"DF lJEFHLT CT] DCFHG5N
TYF U6 ZFHI4 DCFHG 5NGL ;\bIF ( CTL
H[ ;DFH wJFZF lGD6]S 5FDTF CTF
DCFHG5N SF/ 5KL D{I" I]UGM 5|FZ\E YFI
K[ T[GF ;\:YF5S R\ãU]%T DF{I" CTF H[6[
5|YD ;DI JF:TJLS ~5DF\ GFGF
5|N[XG[ HLTLG[ DM8L ;tTF :YF5JFGM  5IF;
SIM"P VF J\XDF\H ;D|F8 VZMS 56 YIF
H[GF XF;G SF/ NZdIF 5|FRLG EFZTDF\
;JF"lWS E}vEFU CTM T[VM AF{W WD" l:JSFZLG[
T[GF 5|RFZ 5|;FZ VY[“ 5|FS'T EFQFFDF\ VG[S
VlE,[B TYF :YE ,[B AGFjIF CTFP
DF{I"T SF/I]UDF VG[S ljlJW XF;SMV[ EFZT
5Z VFS|D6 SI]" TYF VlCH J;JF8 SZJF
,FuIF VF 5|SFZ[ VF SF/ EFZTLI

;DFHGM ;\S|D6 SF/ CTMP
;FTJF;L SF/DF V[S GJLH jIJ:YF
Vl:TtJDF VFJL VF SF/DF A|Fï6MG[
SZD}STL4 E}DLVG]NFG N[JFI] V[G[ cVU|FCFZc
SC[JFIP AFNDF\ VF 5|YFV[ EFZTGL
VY"jIJ:YFDF V[S S|F\TLSFZL 5lZJT"G ,FjI]P
S'5F6 SF/DF lC\NvZMD jIF5FZ ;JF"lWS
pRF.V[ 5CMrI] CT]P TYF VF jIF5FZ wJFZF
EFZTDF\ DM8L DF+FDF\ ;]J6" VFJJF
,FuI]P VF jIF5FZ 5Z 5L,LGLV[ lR\TF jIST
SZTF SCI] K[ S[ VFH 5|SFZ[ ;MG] EFZT 5CMRT]
ZCI] TM V[ lNJ;M N]Z GCL CMI HIFZ[ ZMD
:J6" ZCLT Y. HX[P VF SF/DF 5|F%T YI[,
;MGFGF ;LSSF ;JF"lWS X]wW CTFP
5KLEFZT 5Z U]%T J\XGF ZFHJLVM XF;G SI]"
H[ 5|FRLG EFZTG] V\TLD XlSTXF/L ZFHI
CT] VF SF/G[ 5|FRLG EFZTGM c:J6"I]Uc
SC[JFIM K[ SFZ6 S[ VF SF/DF ZFHG{lTS4
VFlY"S VG[ ;F\:S'TLS 1F[+M RZD ;LDF5Z
CTFP VF SF/DF ;\:S'TG[ ZFHEFQFF AGFJF.P

;\NE"

 VU|JF,4 JLPV[;P CQF"RlZ+4V[S ;F\:S'lTS
VwIIG4 5FGF5|SFZGv!)&#

 V<T[SZ4 V[PV[;Pv5|FRLG EFZTLI XF;G
5wWTL4 lJ‘J lJnF,I 5|SFXGv RMSv
JFZF6;L

 HFP0LPV[GvZ[JgI] ;L:8D .G 5M:8 DF{IF"
V[g0 U]%TF 8F.d;4 NL<CL

 XDF" VFZPV[;vEFZTLI ;FgTJFN v
ZFHSD, 5|SFXG4GJL lN<CL
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5|:TFJGF o
V:5'xITF X] \  K[ m
V:5'xITF lC\N] \  ;DFHDF\ VD]S X]ã HlTIM
5Z V[JL WFlD"S VG[ ;FDFlHS GLIM"uITF ,FU] SZ[
K[ H[GFYL T[ VG[S VlWSFZMYL J\lRT Y. HFI K[P
H[GFYL T[G]\ SM. ;JFZGF jIlSTG[ V0JFG]4 ;FY[
EMHG SZJFG] \4 DlNZ HJFG] \ VG[ S]JF 5ZYL
5F6L EZJFG]\ JU[Z[ H[JL J:T]VM åFZF V5lJ+
AGFJL N[ K[P T[GF SFZ6[ T[ ,MSMV[ VlWSFZMYL J\lRT
ZCL UIF  S[ H[GM p5IMU ;FDFgI ,MSM K}8YL
SZL XS[ K[P
VF V:5'xITF V[S lJRFZ CTM S[ H[ VD]S ,MSMGF
DGDF\ påEjIM CTM H[GF SFZ6[ ALHF VD]S
U^IF UF\9IF ;DFHGF ,MSMG[ C[ZFGUlT YTL
CTLP
EFZTLI ;\lJWFGDF\  V:5'xITFGL ;DFl%T DF8[
,FU] SFINMo
EFZTLI ;\lJWFGGL WFZFv!*  V:5'xITFG[
;DF%T SZ[ K[P VF WFZF V:5'xITF G[ V[S
V5ZFW 56 U6FJ[ K[P
c V:5'xITFGL ;DFl%TGL ;DFl%T SZJL K[ VG[
VFGM p5IMU ;\5}6" GLQF[å K[P VFJL SM. GLIM"uITFG[
,FU] SZJFG] \ påD  V:5'xITFYL YFI K[4 T[
V[S V5ZFW K[ H[ SFG]GGF\ V\TU"T N\0GLI CX[Pc
VF p5ZF \T ;\lJWFGDF\ lJ:TFZYL
V:5'xITFG]\ J6"G SZFI]\ K[ 5Z\T]  V:5'xITFGL
SM. 5lZEFQFF 5|:T]T Y. GYLP VF 56 :5Q8
GYL S[ SIF \ SFZ6MYL VD]S jIJCFZ c
V:5'xITFYL p5HL GLIM"uITFc ;DHL HFI K[P
HIF\ ;]WL c V:5'xITFc XaNGM 5|`G K[4 VF
56 ;J" 5|YD ;DFRFZ 5+MDF\ !)_) DF\
VFjI]\P p5ZF\T T[GF 5KL VFGM lJ:TFZYL 5|IMU
YIM K[ 5Z\T] T[G\] lJ:TFZYL :5Q8LSZ6 GYL YI]\P
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lC\N] ;DFHDF\ V:5'xITFGL ;D:IF

V:5'xIMG] \ J6"Go
V:5'xIMGL VG[S GFDMYL ;\AMWG SZJFDF \
VFJT] \ CT] \P VFG[ VFNL X]ã4 VJ6"4 V\tIH4
GFD X]ã4 5\RD JU[Z[ GFDMYL AM,FJTF CTFP
N1FL6 EFZTDF\ T [DG[ 5lZCF GFDMYL
AM,FJTF CTFP H}GL C{NZFAFNDF\
HGU6GFDF\ VF56[ T[G[ cVFNL lC\N ]c 56
NXF"JFI UI] \  K[P VF XTFaNLGF 5|FZ \EYL
lA|8LX ;ZSFZGF TDFD ,MSMDF\ VF50[ cNl,T
JU"c V[J] \ ;\AMWG HM.V[ KLV[P p5ZF\T VF
!)#Z DF \ :5Q8 Y. UI] \  S [ Nl,T JU"GM
TFt5I" OST VK]T HFlTIMYL K[P VF 5C[,F Nl,T
JU"GM p5IMU TDFD VG];]lRT HFlTVMGF
DM8F ;D}C DF8[ YTM ZCIM K[P UF\WLHL V[ VK]TM
DF8[ cCZLHGc XaNGM 5|IMU SIM" CTM H[ VFH ;]WL
DM8F 5|DF6DF\ p5IMU YTM ZCIM K[P
V:5'xITF SM. jIlST lJX[QFGL p5H GYL 56
JFZGF HFlTGM H V[S jIJCFlZS ãlQ8SM6 K[P V[
ZLT[ jIJCFlZS ~5DF\ VF lC\N] HFlT jIJ:YFGL
V[S p55|D[C K[P VF V[S lJlR+TF K[ S[ V[S ZLT[
T [VM lC\N ] ;DFHG] \  V\U GYL ;DHL HT] \
5ZT] \  :YFGLI lC\N ] ;D]NFI jIJ:YF S[ H[
VJLEFHLT V\U CT]\P .,[5[Z]DF, SlD8L lJ7%TL
!)&) GF 5[Z ]D, DCMNIV[ ,bI] K[ S [
cV:5'xITFGL ;D:IF VlJEFHLT ~5YL HFTL
jIJ:YF VG[ T[GL p5Z VFWFZLT ;FDFlHS
jIJ:YFYL HM0FI[,L K[Pc VK]TM p5Z ,FU] YJF
J/L GLIM"uITFVM V,U V,U :YFG 5Z V,U
V,U K[P
V:5'xITFGL ;D:IF V[ lC\N] ;DFHGL BZFA ZLT[
HS0L ZFBL K[P 5|FRLG lC\N] ;DFHDF\ V:5'xITFGL
;D:IF J{lNS SF/DF\ GCMTLP V[ ;DI[ RF\0F,
V:5'xITFDF\ ;DHTF GCMTFP p5lGQFN SF/* Pr* Pr* Pr* Pr* Prof. & HOD Histof. & HOD Histof. & HOD Histof. & HOD Histof. & HOD Historyoryoryoryory, P, P, P, P, P.S. Science & H.D.S. Science & H.D.S. Science & H.D.S. Science & H.D.S. Science & H.D. P. P. P. P. Patatatatateeeeel Artl Artl Artl Artl Arts Colls Colls Colls Colls College, Kadege, Kadege, Kadege, Kadege, Kadiiiii
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DF\ RF \0F, V5lJ+~5D\ ;FD[ VFJTF CTF
VG[ 5KL :D'lTVM VG[ ;\lCTFVMGF SF, ;]WL
VFJTF ;]WLDF \  V:5'xI Y. HFI K[P VF
I]UDF\ RF \0F,GL KFIF 56  V:5'xI Y.
HFI K[P RF\0F,GL VS|lDS lJSF; JF:TJDF\ lC\N]
;DFHDF\  V:5'xIGM S|lDS lJSF; 5|U8 SZ[ K[P
:JT\+GL 5C[,F V:5'xITFGL ;D:IFGL ZFHG{lTS
~5DF\ N]QI5lZ6FD N[BF0JFGM 5|FZ\E YIMP
V\U[|H ;ZSFZ V[ 5|ItG SIM" S[ VK]TM G[ lC\N]VMYL
V,U SZJF HMV[ VG[ T[DGF DF8[ 5'YS lGJF"RG
;]RL AGFJJL HM.V[P UF\WLHL VG[ ;J6" lC\N] ;DFH
V[ VFGM WMZ lJZMW SIM"P ZFHG{lTS :TZ 5Z 56
VF ;D:IF VG[S~5MDF\  ;FD[ VFJL K[P VFH[
ZFHG{lTS :TZ 5Z VK}TMG[ D]bI ZFQ8=LI
WFZFDF\ ,FJJF4 T[G] ;FDFlHS VFlY"S lJSF;
SZJFG] \  VG[ ZFQ8=LI V[SITF SZJFDF \
V:5'xITFGL ;D:IF V[S Hl8, VJZMWGF
~5DF\ pEL Y. U. K[P ZFQ8=LI :TZ 5Z
H[8,F 56 5|ItG SZL HFI K[ T[ VG[S VYM"DF\
VF ;D:IFGF ZC[TF 5MTFGL p5IMULTF BM.
N[ K[P :JT\+GL 5C[,F VG[ T[GL 5KLGF V[S NXSF
AFN 56 VF56[ HM.V[ KLV[ S[ 0MP VF\A[0SZ
V:5'xITFGL ;D:IF VG[ VK]TMG[ ,.G VG[S
;\3QF"5]6" GL6"IM ,[TF ZCIF K[P
V:5'xITFGF SFZ6[ lC\N] ;DFHYL VgI WDM"DF\
WDF"gTFZ6 YI]\P .lTCF;SFZ V[ TyIGL B]AH
JWFZLG[ 5|:T]T SZ[ K[ K]TF VK]TGF SZG[ DM8F
:TZ 5Z VK}TM V[ .:,FD :JLSFZ SIM"P VFH
TS" T[VM .;L WD"DF\ 5lZJlT"T YI[,F VK]TMGF
DF8[ VF5[ K[P VFDF\ YM0L ;tITFTM K[ 5Z\T] V[8,[
GYL S[ H[8,L ATFJL ZCL K[P VFlY"S VG[ ;FDlHS
~5DF\ SDHMZ JU" CMJFGF SFZ6[ D]:,DFGMGF
A/ 5|IMU VG[ .;F.VMGF ,ME ,F,DF\ VF
HFlTIM VFJL U. VG[ WD" 5lZJT"G Y. UI]\P
N[XGF lJlJW VeIF;MDF\ VF56[ HM.V[ K[ S[
lC\N]4 Dl:,D ;F\5|NFlIS ;3QFM"DF D]bI~%YL
E}lDIF 5],GF ClZHGM VG[ D]:,DFGM JrR[ YI]\P
T[G] D]bI SFZ6 D]:,DFGM åFZF SZFJFT] WD"
5lZJT"G DF8[ SZJFDF VFJ[,M 5|RFZ CT]P VF ZLT[
VK]T HFlTIM åFZF GA/F ;FDFlHS VG[ VFlY"S
VFWFZMG]\ SFZ6 lC\N] WD"YL 5,FIG lC\N] WD"GL
V[S DM8L ;D:IF ZCL K[P

V:5'xITFGL ;D:IF WFlD"S VG[ ;FDFlHS ~5YL
U|C6 SZL ZCL 5Z\T] VF XTFaNLGF 5|FZ\EDF\
VF ;D:IFG[ ,.G[ VG[S 5lZJT"GM HMJF D/[ K[P
YM0FJWFZ[ :J~5DF\ lA|8LX ;ZSFZ ;DFH
;]WFZGF GFD[ SF\.S SZJF DF\UTL CTL H[D S[
T[VMV[ ;TLv5|YFqAF/CtIF4 AF/ lJJFC JU[Z[G[
ZMSJFGM 5|ItG SIM" 5Z\T] ;J6" lC\N]VM GFZFH YX[
T[ 0ZYL V\U[|H ;ZSFZ V[  V:5'xITFGL lNXFDF\
SM. lJX[QF SFD SI]" GCLP T[DG[ 0Z CTM S[ V[JF
SM. lGID AGFJJFYL ;J6" lC\N] GFZFH Y. HX[
VG[ T[ ZFQ8=LI VF\NM,GDF\ h05YL E/L H.
V\U[|H ;ZSFZ DF8[ D]xS[,L pEL SZL XS[ V[8,[
V:5'xITFGF 5|`G AFAT[ SM. 5|`GGF p5F0JM T[
V\U[|HMGM ZFHG{lTS lG6"I CTMP
:JT\+ 5KL EFZT ;ZSFZ V[ 5KFT JU"GL l:YlT
VG[ ;FDFlHS gIFI VF5JFGL ãlQ8 V[ VG[S ;J[“
SZFJ[, K[P VG];]lRT HFlTVM VG[ HGHFlTVMGL
SlD8LGL ZL5M8" DCtJGL CMI K[P VF ZL5M8"
SlDxGZzL åFZF NZ JQF[“ ;ZSFZDF\ ZH] YFI
K[P VG[S ZL5M8"DF\ TyI 5|U8 YFI K[ S[ B]N
VK]T HFlTVM H V\NZM V\NZ  V:5'xITFGM lXSZ
ZCL K[P HM GHLSGF JQFM "DF SZFI[,F ;J[“G[
wIFGDF\ ,.V[ TM V[;PVFZP SFS0[ åFZF
SZFI[,F cX[0I], SF:8 V[g0 G[XG,
.g8LU[|XGs!))_fccK[P HM S[ SS0[ ;FC[A V[
5MTFGF cV:5'xITF V[J\D ZFQ8=LI
V[SLSZ6c GF VeIF;DF\ ;LWL ZLT[ SIF \I
VK]T HFlTVMGL SIFI DwID  V:5'xITFDF\
J6"G SZ[, GYLP T[DG[ V,U V,U ;FT VK]T
HFlTVMGL JrR[ BFJFvl5JF AFAT[ VG[ ;FY[
lX1F6 D[/JJFGL AFATDF\ 5|`G 5]K[, VG[
T[DGF HJFAMGF VFWFZ[ VFJ[, VF\S0FVM ZH] SIF"
CTFP T[DGFYL T[ V[ TFZ6 5Z VFJ[, S[ VK]T
HFTLVMDF \ EI\SZ  V:5'xITF K[P T[DGF
VG];FZ DCFZ4 VG];]lRT HFTLVMYL WD" 5ZLJT"
SZL DF\U4 RDFZ4 DMRL4 WF{Z VG[ E\UL V[S ALHFGL
;FY[ EMHG 5;\N SZTL GYLP

;\NE" U\|YMo;\NE" U\|YMo;\NE" U\|YMo;\NE" U\|YMo;\NE" U\|YMo
 U[,[:TZ4 V[DP cVG8R[AL,L8L V[g0  W ,Mc H[

DF.S, DCFZ åFZF ;\5FNLT
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SM.56 ;DFHGL ;\:S'lTGF ptYFGG]\ D}<IF\SG
T[ ;DFHDF\ VF5JFDF \ VFJTL ;gDFG 5Z
VFWFZLT K[P 5|FRLG EFZTLI ;DFH jIJ:YDF\
T[VMG\] :YFG DCtJ5}6" K[P T[ ;DFHDF\ SgIF4
5tGL4 TYF DF GF ~5DF\ VFOT K[P T[DGF
5|lT ;DFHGL :JFEFJLS lGQ9F VG[ zåF ZCL K[P
:+L JUZ 5]~QF 56 VW]ZM DGFI K[P
XF:+SFZMV[ :JLSFZ SIM" K[ S[ DF+ 5]~QF SM. J:T]
GYLP VYF"T 5]~QF V5}6" K[P 5Z\T] :+L4 :G[C4 TYF
;\TFG VF +I[, D/LG[ GL5]6 5]~QF AG[ K[P VF
ZLT[ :+L 5]~QFGL VWF"ULGL DGFIKP[ TYF zL VG[
,1DLGF ~5DF\ T [ DG]QIGF HLJGDF\ ;]B
VG[ ;D'lå VF5[ K[P
WD"XF:+DF\ :+LGL NZ[S ~5MG] \ U]6UFG UFI
K[P tIF \ ;]WL S [ DF+ :J~5DF\ N [J SM8LDF
ZFBLG[ cDF+] N[Jc SCLG[ ;\AMWG SI]" K[P T[DG[ 5tGL
TYF U'C6L :J~5DF\ ZFBLG[ ;J[“ N[JTFVMGL
5|;gGTFGM VFWFZ :+LVMGF 5]HGDF\ H CMI
K[P DCFEFZTDF\ J6"jIF 5|DF6[ :+L ;D'lwWGF
N[JL  K[P DCFSJL SF,LNF; V[ U'CL6LGL ;\DTL
VF5GFZ ;CRFZL TYF V[SF\TGL ;BLGF ~5DF\
:+LGL DCtTFGM :JLSFZ SZ[, K[P DG]:D'lTDF\
:5Q8 ~5[ SC[JFDF VFjI] K[ S[ HIF\ :+LGL 5]HF
YFIK[ tIF\ N[JTFVMGL CFHZL VF5MVF5 CMI
K[ TYF :+LGL 5}HF JUZ NZ[S SFIM" jIY" CMI
K[P EFZTDF\ D]l:,D VFS|D6MGF SZG[
ZFHG{lTS ãxIMDF\ lC\N] GFZLVMGL NXF VtI\T
NIGLI YJF ,FUL T[DGL 5]~QF 5Z lGE"ZTF
JWJF ,FUL VG[ ;DFHGF NZ[S ~5MDF \ T [
VFWLG Y. U.P T[DGF jIlSTUT ;gDFG VG[
5|lTQ9FGM GFX YIMP T[ DF+ EMU lJ,F;GL ;FDU|L
AGL U.P VDLZ B];ZMV[ :+LGL DF+ SFD
S|L0FG]\ ;FWG SC[,P ZFH:YFGGL :+L AFATDF\
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DwISF,LG EFZTDF\ lC\N] GFZLVMGL ;FDFlHS l:YlT

SZGF/ TMN" V[ 0LH N[XMGL :+LGL ;ZBFD6LDF\
ZFH:YFGL :+LVMG] \  EFuI EI VG[
D]xS[,LVMYL EZ[,] H6FI VFJ[ KP EFZTDF\
lC\N ] JFZGF jIJ:YFDF \ A|Fï6 5|YD J6"
CTMP H[ VgI J6M" DF8[ DFU"NX"SGL E}lDSFDF\
CTMP ;D|F8 VSAZ V[ AF/ lJJFCGL ;DF%T SZJF
DF8[ 5|ItG SIM" CTMP T[ ;DI V[ ;M/ JQF"GM 5]~QF
VG[ RF{N JQF"GL KMSZLGL p\DZ GSSL SZJFDF\ VFJL
CTLP 5Z\T] T[DF\ SM. BF; ;O/TF D/L GCL
,FUTF 5KL :+LVMG]\ HLJG 3ZGL RFZ NLJF,
;]WL ;LDLT CT]P GLR,F J6"GL zlDS :+LVM
l;JFI VgI lCgN] :+LVM AC]H VMKL 3ZGL
ACFZ GLS/TLP ,UGDF\ NC[HGL 5|YF B]AH
CTLP WGLS 5lZJFZDF\ A\NLVMsU],FDMf VF5JFGL
5|YF CTLP H[G[ JZGL jIlSTUT ;\5lT DFGJFDF\
VFJTL CTLP S[8,FS 5{;FNFZ ,MSM GFGL p\DZGL
SgIF ;FY[ ,uG SZJFGL ,F,RDF\ SgIFGL BZLNL
56 ,[TF CTFP SIFZ[S TM SgIFGL GFGL AC[GG[
56 NC[HDF\ VF5JFDF \ VFJTL CTLP VF
5|SFZGF SFIM"DF\ l5TF TZOYL :+L HFTL 5|tI[
W'6F4 p5[1FF VG[ AMHGM EFJ N[BFTM CTMP AC]
lJJFCGL 56 5|YF CTLP 5Z\T] T[ DM8FF EFU V[
ZFHFVM VG[ VDLZMDF\H 5|l;å CTLP
D]l:,D VFS|D6M 5KL EFZTDF\ 50NF 5|YFGL
X~VFT Y.P H[ :+LVM DF8[ VJZMW~5 ;FALT Y.P
50NF 5|YF lC\N ] ;DFHDF\ D]:,DFGMGF
ZFHIGL :YF5GF 5KL H VFJLP ZFH5}T :+LVM V[
RF {NDL ;NLDF \ I]åMDF \ EFU ,LW[,P VG[ T[
5MTFGF 5]~QFMGL ;FY[ ACFZ TDFD SFI"S|DMDF\
EFU ,[TLP 5|MO[;Z S[PV[DP VXZO V[ l:JSFZ SIM"
K[ S[ ,UEU A;M JQFM" ;]WL D]U,MGF VFS|D6GF
SFZ6[ lC\N]VMDF\ EIGL  EFJGF 5|;ZL U. CTLP
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;DFHDF\ 50NF 5|YFG] \  5F,G HMJF D/T]
CT]P lGW"G VG[ SFDSFH DlC,F VFlY"S SFZ6MYL
50NF 5|YFYL N]Z ZCL CTLP
lC\N] ;DFHDF :+LVMGL EIFGS l:YlTTM tIFZ[
pt5gG Y. S[ HIFZ[ T[GF 5lTG] \  D'tI] YFI
;DFHDF\ lJWJFVMGL 5]G"lJJFCGL VG]DlT CTL
GlCP lJWJFVMG[ 5MTFGF 5lTGF D'T XZLZ ;FY[
;/UL HJ] 50T] CT]P H[ lJWJF ;TL GF YFI T[
;DFHDF\ 8LSFG[ 5F+ AGTL CTLP VFD TM VF
TDFD 5|YF 5|FlRG SF/YL lC\N] ;DFHDF\ CTL
5Z\T] T[ ;DI[ lJWJF :J{rKFV[ T[G] 5F,G SZTL CTLP
V,AZ]GL ,B[ K[ S[4 clJWJFG[ V[ K}8 CTL S[ T[ 5MTFG]
;\5]6" HLJG J{wIIDF lJTFJ[ VYJF 5MTFGF 5lT
;FY[ lRtTFDF\ 5MTFGF 5|F6GL VFC]TL VF5[P
WFlD"S U\|YMDF\ p<,[B K[ S[ c;TL YGFZ :+LVM
:JU"GL 5|Fl%T SZ[ K[Pc VA], Oh, ,B[ K[ S[v
c,MSMDF \ V[ DFgITF CTL S[ ALHF ;\;FZDF
56 5lTGL VFtDFG[ V[S :+LGL H~Z CMI K[P
EFZTDF\ V[ 5|YF V[8,L H}GL CTL S[ D]:,LD
XF;SMV[ 56 T[G[ ZMSJFGM 5|IF; G SIM"P T[DG[ 0Z
CTM S[ HM lGID AGFJL T[DG[ ZMSFX[ TM .`JZGM
S|MW T[DGF p5Z T]8L 50X[ VG[ T[ GQ8 Y. HX[P
T[DGL lJ~åDF\ lN<CLGF ;],TFGMV[ V[S lGID
sSFINMf AGFjIM S[ lJWJFVMV[ lRtTF U|C6
SZTF 5C[,F ZFHIDF\YL D\H]ZL5+ ,[JM H~ZL K[
VF VDFG]QFL 5|YFG[ ;DF%T SZJF DF8[ C]DFI]V[
;FCl;S 5|IF; SIM" S[ HM lJWJF DM8L p\DZGF
SFZ6[ ;\TFG 5|Fl%T DF8[ IMuI G CMI TM T[DG[
lR\TF p5Z G H,FJFIP VSAZ[ 56 lGN[“X SIM"
CTM S[ lJWJFVMG[ lRtTF DF8[ DHA]Z GF SZL
XSFIP HCF\ULZ[ 56 GFGL p\DZGL lJWJFVMG[ ;TL
YJF p5Z ZMS ,UFJL CTLP T[ 5KL VF{Z\Uh[A[ 56
5|IF; SIM" CTMP
DwII]UGF ;DFHDF\ NF;L5|YF 5|R,LT CTL
ZFHI åFZF NF;LVMGL jIJ:YF SZJFDF \
VFJTL CTL H[ ZFHIGL TYF ALHF XF;SMG[ E[8
VF5JFDF \ VFJTL CTLPD]:,LD XF;SMG[
:+LVMG[ U],FD AGFJJFDF \ B]AH VFG\N
VFJTM CTMP NF;LVMGF 5F \R JU" CTF4
IYvHgDYL4 lS |IF SZJFYL4 5|F%T SZLG[4
pTZFWLSFZDF 5|F%T SZLG[ VG[ 5MTFGL HFT J[RLG[P
S[8,LS :+LVMV[ ;FDFHLSq ZFHG{lTS 1F[+MDF\

56 DCtJGL E]lDSF CTLP ZFH5}T ;DIDF\
ZFH5]T 5lZJFZGL NLSZMG[ jIJ:YF SFI"G] lX1F6
VF5JFDF\ VFJT]P ZF6L lNãF VG[ ~ãFdAFV[
ZFHIGL SDFG ;\EF/L CTLP H[GM .lTCF; HUHFC[Z
K[P DMU, ;<TGTDF\ ZF6L S6"JTLG] GFD
56 5|l;wW KP ZF6L N]UF"JTLV[ 5MTFGF 5lTGF
D'tI] AFN 5MTFGF GFAF,LU 5]+ JLZ GFZFI6GL
Z1FS AGL ZFHIG] XF;G 5MTFGF CFYDF\ ,LW]P
VSAZGF ;DIDF\ SF,DXL N[JL4 ZFGL ~WFZL4
VG[ GJ,N[JL SlJTFDF GL5]6 CTLP !(DL
;NLDF NIFAF. VG[ ;CHMAF. 56 5|l;wW
SlJlIl+ CTLP NIFAF.V[ cNIFAMWc VG[
clJGIDl,SFc GFDGF U\|YMGL ZRGF SZL CTLP
VFJL ZLT[ U\UFAF.4 ;MGS]DFZL4 DW]ZV,L4
R\ãFJTL4 ~5DTL4 ZtGFJ,L4 R\5FZFGL4
GFYLl5|I\JNF H[JL 5|bIFT SlJlIl+VM SJLTF
,[BGDF S]X/ CTLP
p5;\CFZo
VF ZLT[ DwISF,LG I]UDF D]:,LDMGF VFS|D6M
5C[, EFZTLI ;DFHDF lC\N] :+LVMGL l:YTL
BF; lGZFXFHGS G CTL T[G[ :JT\+TF ;DFGTF
VG[ ;gDFGGM 5]6" VJ;Z 5|F%T CTMP H[ WLD[vWLD[
DwISF/DF ;DF%T Y. ZCIM CTMP 5lZJZDF\
T[DG] ;gDFG CT]\P T[ lX1FF 5|F%T SZTL CTLP WFlD"S
VG[ ;FDFlHS SFIM "DF \ EFU 56 ,[TL CTLP
T[DF\YL S[8,LS :+LVM X:+lS|IF VG[ lJåFTFDF
S]X/TF 5|F%T SZL CLTP KTF 56 T[DGL AF/
lJJFC4 JC]lJJFC4 5ZNF5|YF JU[Z[ S]5|YFVMGF
SFZ6[ T[DGL lH\NUL l5l0T VG[ NIlGI CTLP

;\NE" U\|YM;\NE" U\|YM;\NE" U\|YM;\NE" U\|YM;\NE" U\|YM

 DCFEFZTo VFlN5J" (74, 40)
 A'CN;\lCTF4 (74 15)
 kuJ[N (10/85/42-46)
 Z3]J\X4 (8165)
 N[J,ZFGL4 lA|HAF4 5'P !Z!4
 SG", 8F04  CL:8=L VMO ZFH:YFG4 lH<NvZ4 5'

*4$4
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* Ajantaba
DFG;L \̂J D{Y]GL ;'lQ8 D[\ lJxJF; ZBG[ JF,L EFZTLI

5Zd5ZF D[\ D{Y]GL ;'lQ8 S[ l,ˆ cGZvDFNF4 GZvGFZL SF

V5GF VgIMgIFlzT DCtJ C{ P ICL SFZ6 C{ lS GFZL SM

VWF"lNuGL VF{Z ;CWlD"6L S[ ~5 D[ DFgITF lD,L P

JF:TJ D[\ cG'vGZ JF HFTF{GL5Ÿ c ;[ jI]t5gG GFZL SF VY" CL

C{ c GZvlCT ;\,uGc P .;L 5|SFZ c;TtIFIT[ .lT :+L c VYF"T

lH; D[\ UE" AGTF CM VTo GZ lCT ;\,uG GFZL HCF

;CWlD"6L ̂ J\ VWF"luGGL S[ ~5 D[ pEZ SZ VFTL C{ JCL

p;SF UE"WFlZ6L ~5 p;[ l+k6 D[ ;[ l5Tk6 ;[ pk6STF"

S[ ~5 D[\ lGQ6FlNT SZTF C{ P DtI 5]ZF6 D[\ TM :+L S[

VF{UFJ D[ ;'lQ8 CL ;dEJ GCL SCL U." C{ P S]K 5]ZF6FM

D[ GFZL SM UE" WFZ6 S[ SFZ6 CL 5]~QF SL V5[1FF VlWS

DCtJ lNIF UIF lD,TF C{ P lSgT] [̂lTCFl;S l1FlTH D[

hF[SG[ 5Z EFZTLI TtJlRgTS DGLlQFIM SL GFZL lJQFIS

N'lQ8 5lZJT"GXL, lNBF. N[TL C{ P HCF\ kuJ{lNS 5]~QF

;]ST D[ :+Lv5]~QF D[ 5Z:5Z E[N GCL lNBF." N[TF :JI\

5]~QF CL AC]J6L" ;DFH D[ V5G[ SM VlEjIST SZTF C]VF

Vâ{T SF ;]RS VF{Z DFG;L ;'lQ8 S[ 5|TLS S[ ~5 D[

lNBF." N[TF C{ JCL VG[S l:+IF 5]~QF ~5 Dg+FN'Q8F4 7FGL

VF{Z VwI[TF S[ ~5 D[ 5S8 CMTL C{ P

5F{ZFl6S ;FlCtI ;[ l:+IM SL 5|S'lT pGS[ DCtJ4

lJX[QFFlWSFZ4 N^04 5|FIlxRT lJWFG VF{Z pG D[ IltS\lRT

lXlY,TF VFlN 5Z ;]1D lSgT] ;FZUlE"T 5|SFX 50TF C{4

VF{Z pG D[ ;[ VG[S SF ;}+ALH J{lNS ;FlCtI lHTGF

5|FRLG HFTF C{ P 5]~QF ;]ST SF cA|FCD6M0C AC]QIFlD c

VYF"T DFG;L ;'lQ8 SF 5|lTlAdAZ SCF HF ;STF C{4 JCL

lXJ XlST S[ ;\IMU ;[ ;'lQ8 SL VlES<5GF D{Y]GL

;'lQ8SF P JFI] ˆJ A|CDF^0 5]ZF6M D[ GFZL SM ;'lQ8 SF

D},FWFZ DFGF UIF C{ P .; N'lQ8 ;[ S]D" 5]ZF6  SF cA|CDF

åFZF ;'lQ8 SL .rKF 5Z VW"GFZLxJZ lXJ SF 5|S8 CMGF

VF{Z pGS[ 5]~QF ~5 ;[ ~N| VF{Z :+L ~5 ;[ ,1DL S[

VFlJE}"T CMG[ SF ;gNE" VtIgT ZMRS SCF HF ;STF C{ P

.;L ;gNE" D[ HFdAJTL S[ UE" ;[ ptS'Q8 5]+ SL 5|FlÃT S[

l,ˆ S'Q6 SL XLJ v5|FY"GF EL VtIgT ZMRS SCL HF

;STL C{ P p<,[BGLI C{ lS .; ;gNE" D[ 5|FY"GF TM S'Q6

lXJ SL SZT[ C{ lSgT] XLJ 5]+v5|FlÃT SF JZNFG 5FJ"TL

;[ DF\UG[ SM SCT[ C{ VF{Z 5FJ"TL N[TL EL C{ P DFS"̂ 0[I

5]ZF6 D[ GFZL SM VFnF XlST DFG SZ p;L ;[ ;'lQ8 SF

pNEJ VF{Z HUT SL ;D:T l:+IM SM N[JL SF ~5 DFGF

UIF C{ P

DFS"̂ 0[I 5]ZF6 D[ ;H"G4 5F,G ˆJ\ ;\CFZ S+L"

~5 D[ N[JL SF A|FCDL4 J{Q6JL VF[Z ZMN|L GFD ;[ :DZ6

lSIF UIF C{ P p;S[ zL ~5 D[ A|CDF4 lJQ6]4 DC[X ~5

lJXJFlW5lT SM VFlzT SCF UIF C{ P ."xJZL ~5 D[ p;[

;D:T lJxJjIFl5GL VF{Z CL ~5 D[ RZFRZ HUT SL

5|F6~5F SCF UIF C{ P J{;[ 5F{ZFl6S cXlST p5F;GFc S[

pNUD SF ;}+ALH TM kuJ{lNS N[JL ;]ST TS HFTF C{ P

lSgT] DFS"̂ 0[I 5]ZF6 D[ p; SF IC ~5 GFlZIM S[

;XSTLSZ6 S[ 5|IF; D[ Vl:TtJ 5|FÃT ,UTF C{ JF:TJ D[

DFS"̂ 0[I 5]ZF6 5|Rl,T ~5 D[ 5|FIo RF{YL ;[ K9'L XTL4

.":JL ;G S[ DwI SF :JLSFZ lSIF HFTF C{ P c ̂ [lTCFl;S

N'lQ8 ;[ IC JC SF, YF HA RgN|U]ÃT 5|YD åFZF G S[J,

ZFHF ZFGL 5|SFZ S[ l;SS[ HFZL lSˆ HFT[ C{ VF{Z p; S[

5'Q9 EFU 5Z N]UF" SF V\SG lSIF HFTF C{ JZG W]|J:JFDLGL

N[JL S[ ;dDFG S[ l,ˆ XSvU]ÃT ;\3QF" CMTF C{ P

57 5]ZF6 D[ 5|S'lT 5]~QF ~5 GZvGFZL S[ ;GFTG

;FCRI" SF p<,[B lD,TF C{ P VF{Z A|CDJ[ST" 5]ZF6 D[

NMGM\ S[ ;\IMU ;[ CL ;'lQ8vlJSF; SM ;\EJ DFGF UIF C{

P JF:TJ D[ IC GFZL 5F{ZF6LS N'lQ8 D[ ;'lQ8 TYF ;FDFlHS

;\T],G SL V5lZCFI" VU YL P VF{Z ;'lQ8 ;RF,G p; S[

lAGF V;\EJ YL P JF:J D[ DFT'tJ CL :+L WD" SL 5lZ6LTL

C{ VF{Z .;L SFZ6 JC U]Z]HGM ;[ EL VWLS VF{Z

UF{ZJXF,LGL TYF l5TF ;[ EL XTFlWS JgNGLI :JLSFZ

SL U." P 5F{ZF6LS N'lQ8 l:+IM SL 5lJ+TF SL 5MQFS C{ p;

S[ VG];FZ SL;L N'QS'tI 5Z EL ZHMWD" S[ VGgTZ l:+IF

5lJ+ CM HFTL C{ P DFl;S ZHo :+FJ ;[ pGS[ ;D:T 5F5

N]Z CM HFT[ C{ P

GFZL S[ :J~5 lRgTG VF{Z DCTF S[ ;FY 5]ZF6M ;[ p;S[
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lJX[QFWLSFZ VF{Z VG[S N}8M VF{Z p5,laWIM SL EL AFT

SL U. C{ P HCF 5FlTJ|T WD" SF lGJF"C p;S[ l,ˆ

5|X\;GLI SCF UIF C{ JCL 5TL wJFZF p;[ ;FZL ;]B

;]lJWFVM SL 5|FÃT SZG[ SL AFT EL SL UIL C{ JF:TJ D[

p; S[ EZ6v5MQF6 V,\SZ6v5|;FWG SL jIJ:YF SZGF

p;S[ 5TL SF 5ZD NFlItJ DFGF UIF P ICF TS lS

AF<ISF, D[ JC V5G[ l5TF4 I]JF:YF D[ 5TL TYF J'âFJ:YFD[

5]+M åFZF Z1F6LI DFGL U." P

.;L5|SFZ 5F{ZF6LS N'lQ8 D[ l:+IF VJwI YL TYF 5]~QFM

SL T],GF D[ S|D N^0 SL EFUL P SL;L V5ZFW S[ l,ˆ

l:+IM S[ l,ˆ D'tI]N^0 5|FIo V5|Rl,T YF P pGSL XFZLZLS

5|TF0GF SF EL 5|FIo VEFJ YF P Inl5 5lT :+L SF ;J":J

YF VF{Z .;l,ˆ p;SL RFlZl+S X]âTF VFNL SL N'lQ8  ;[

JC p;[ 5|TFl0T SZ ;STF YF ;FY CL :+L WG ̂ J 5tGLtJ

;[ EL J\RLT SZ ;STF YF P In5L 5tGLtJ J\RG SM l:+IM

S[ l,ˆ ;A;[ A0F N^0 :JLSFZ SZGF RFCLˆ P 5TL wJFZF

5tGL S[ VG]XF;G D[ V;DY" CMG[ 5Z ZFHF wJFZF p;[

Nl^0T SZG[ SF EL lJWFG DL,TF C{4  ³

lGdG J6" S[ ;FY ;\;U" SZG[ JF,L :+L SF TYF VluG

5]ZF6 D[ SFG VFlN SF8 l,ˆ HFG[ SF lGN[“X VF{Z Dt:I

TYF lJQ6]WDM"TZ 5]ZF6 D[\ CLG 5]~QF S[ ;FY jIlERFZ

SZG[ JF,L :+L S[ l,ˆ D'tI]N^0 SF lJWFG lD,TF C{ P

Inl5 .; 5|SFZ S[ pNFCZ6 SD CL ;CL 5ZGT] VFxRI"HGS

C{ SIMlS .gCL 5]ZF6M D[ :+L JW SL JH"GF SL U." C{ P

:JI\ Dt:I 5]ZF6 D[\ CL ˆS :Y, 5Z :+L AW SM 5ZD

lG,"HTF SF S'tI ATFT[ C]̂  X+] 51F SL l:+IM SF EL AW

G SZGF VG]lNQ8 C{ P

:5Q8 CL VluG 5]ZF6 VF{Z lJQ6] WDM"TZ 5]ZF6 ;DI SL

N'lQ8 ;[ AFN S[ C{ VTo V5GL ;D;FDlIS l:YlTIM S[

R,T[ ;DFH SM lGIDLT ;\IlDT SZG[ S[ l,ˆ .GD[ GFZL

lJQFIS .; 5|SFZ S[ lJWFGM SL VFJxITF SF VG]DFG

lSIF HF ;STF C{ P .;L 5|SFZ Dt:I 5]ZF6 S[ låWFtdS

lJJZ6 D[ ;[ D'tI] N^0 lJQFIS lJJZ6 SF SF,FgTZ SF

1F[5S CMGF ;\EJ ,UTF C{ P :JI 5]ZF6M D[ CL .; 5|SFZ

S[ lJWFGM SL 5lZl:YTL HgITF SF ;\S[T EL DL,TF C{ P

Dt:I 5]ZF6 VF{Z A|CDF^0 5]Z6 NMGM D[ :5Q8 p<,[B C{ SL

:+L JW SL VFJxISTF p; ;DI CMTL C{ HA ;FDFlHS

jIJ:YF SF 5TG CMG[ ,UTF C{ P .; 5|SFZ SL VJ:YF SM

Sl,I]U S[ ;DFZ\E S[ ~5 D[ lG~l5T SLIF UIF C{ P

Inl5 kS;\lCTF S[ c;FD|F7L xJ;]Z[ EJ c S[ ;DFG :SgN

5]ZF6 D[ EL :+L SM U'C[xJZL SCF UIF C{ P lSgT] ;DI S[

;FY JC EMST'4 ;CWlD"6L VF{Z WD"5tGL ;[ EMU SL ;FDU|

J:T] S[ ~5 D[ VlESl<5T SL HFG[ ,UL P J{;[ cSgIM5FIG

NFG c S[ ~5 D[ SgIFVM S[ p5CFZ S[ ~5 D[ 5|NFG SZG[

S[ AFT TM ;D]N|U]ÃT SL 5IFU 5|Xl:T D[ EL DL,TL C{ P

lSgT] 5F{ZFl6S ;FlCtI D[ CFYL4 3M0[4 ZY VFlN ;[ p;SL

T],GF SL HFG[ ,UL TYF JC EF{lTS ;]B SF ;FWG DF+

DFG ,L U." P H{G ClZJ\X 5]ZF6 D[ SgIF IF l:+IF lE1FF4

p5CFZ ˆJ\ 5]Z:SFZ SL J:T] TYF lJH[TF åFZF lJlHT

;FDU|L S[ ~5 D[ Jl6"T lD,TL C{ P l:+IM S[ 5|lT .; 5|SFZ

S[ DGMEFJSF :JFEFlJS CL SCF HF ;STF C{ P SNFlRT

Tg+FUlDS 5|EFJ G[ EL .; 5|SFZ SL DGMJ'LT SM A-FJF

lNIF P

l:+IM S[ 5|lT .; 5|SFZ SL 5F{ZFl6S N'lQ8 lGJ'TLDFUL"

zD6vAF{å4 H{G4 5Zd5ZF S[ 5|EFJ D[ lGlD"T ,UTL C{ P

J:T]To lH; 5|SFZ ;[ WD"XF:+LI ;FlCtI J{lNS 5Zd5ZF S[

5]G:YF5G S[ l,ˆ 5|EFJ D[ VFI[ J{;[ CL 5F{ZF6LS 5Zd5ZF

SL EL J{lNS 5Zd5ZF S[ ,MSjIF5LSZ6 VF{Z p; S[ 5|lT

VGELHG ;DFH D[ ~lR pt5gG SZG[ S[ l,ˆ ;]HLT ,UT[

C{ lH; S[ R,T[ J[ HM J{lNS WFZF ;[ S8 Uˆ  Y[ pgC[

J{lNS 5Zd5ZF D[ 5]GZFUDG TYF HM lJRl,T Y[ pGSF

AGFI[ ZBG[ S[ l,ˆ 5|EFJXL, C]̂  P ̂ [;[ D[ pG SL zD6

DFgITFVM ;[ 5|lT:5WF" VF{Z THHGI 5|EFJ S[ ~5 D[ pgCL

SL TZC l:+IM SM DMCFlJQ8 AgWGSFZL ~5 SM :DZ6 D[

AGFI[ ZBG[ S[ l,ˆ VG[S :+L lJZMWL DFgITFY[“ 5|EFJXL,

C]." CMULP p<,[HGLI C{ SL :JI AF{å G[ TM l:+IM SM

5|JhIF SL VG]DTL CL AC]T JQFM" TS GCL NL VF{Z HA NL

EL TM VG[S XTM" VF{Z .; 3MQF6F S[ ;FY SL VrKF CMTF

VFGgN SL ;\R D[ l:+IF 5|J[X CL G 5FTL4 VA I[ 5|J[X SZ

U." C{ VTo ;\NE" SF HLJG VFWF ZC HFI[UF P H{G 5Zd5ZF

S[ lNUdAZ ;d5|NFI D[ TM :+L ZCT[ D]LST 5|FlÃT SM CL

V;\EJ DFGF UIF P

H{;F SL p5Z p<,[B SLIF HF R]SF C{ J{lNS ;FlCtI S[

VG[S D\+M SL ZRGF D[ l:+IM SL V5GL DCtJ5]6" E]DLSF

YL VF{Z pG SF 5]~QF ;D ;dDFG SF SLgT] J{lNS ;FCLtI

S[ WD" 5|J6TF SL VF{Z VU|;Z6 VF{Z pGS[ X]â 5F9 S[

5|lT ;TS"TF S[ SFZ6 lJlJW SFI" jIJ;FIM D[ jI:T l:=IM

D[ p; S[ 5|lT lJZTL CMTL U." P pGS[ XL1FF S[ VWLSFZ

D[ ;\SMR4 AF, lJJFC4 5NF" 5|YF HL; S[ :JI\ 5]ZF6M D[

CL VG[S ;\NE" DL,T[ C{ P VFNL G[ .; lJZTL D[ VF{Z

VWLS J'lâ SL VF{Z 5ZL6FDTo l:+IF z'TL5F9 S[ VWLSFZ

;[ J\RLT CM U." VF{Z .; :Y,M 5Z p<,[B lD,TF C{ P

lJQ6] 5]ZF6 D[ l:+IM SM 5TL ;[JF ;[ CL 9LS p;L 5|SFZ

WDF"H"G SZG[ SF lJJZ6 DL,TF C{ HL; 5|SFZ X]N| lNH
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;[JF ;[ SZTF C{ X]N|M S[ ;DFG pG S[ l,I[ EL J{lNS D\+M

S[ 5F9 SL JH"GF DL,TL C{ VF{Z J[N lJWL ;[ :GFG VF{Z

H6 G SZG[ SF lJWFG ,l1FT CMTF C{ P U]Z]0 5]ZF6 D[ X]N|M

S[ ;DG CL l:+IM SL EL ;UTL lGlQFâ DFGL U." C{ X]N|M

S[ ;DFG CL pgC[ zFâFlJlXQ8 VgG N[G[ SL EL JH"GF

DL,TL C{ P ˆS :YFG 5Z pgC[ X]N| S[ ;DFG CL VluGCM+

;[ J\RLT SZ N[G[ SF p<,[B C{ P VG[S ;gNEM" D[ VJwI

S[ ~5 D[ Jl6"T :+L D[ G S[J, JW SF lGN[“X DL,TF

C{ JZG p; S[ JW 5Z EL X]N S[ ;DFG CL 5|FIlxRT SF

lJWFG C{ lGxRI CL l:+IM S[ X]N| ;DEFJ SF VluG4

A|CD4 UZ]04 A|CDF^0 H{;[ pTZJTL" 5]ZF6M D[ CL 5|FIo

p<,[B C{ .; ;DI TS l:=IM SL VWo5TG  VJ:YF SF

VgI ;F1IM ;[ EL 5|DF6 DL,TF C{ VF{Z J[ S,F D[ EL 5|FIo

EMuIF S[ ~5 D[ lGN[lX"T DL,TL C{ P VTo l:+IM S[ 5|lT X]N|

;D 5F{ZF6LS N'lQ8 D[ V5G[ ;DI SF 5|EFJ C{ lSgT]

5]ZF6SZ l:+IM S[ ,MSjIF5LSZ6 S[ 5|IF; D[ X]N|M S[

WDF"HG VF{Z S<IF6 D]lST S[ l,ˆ 5]ZF6M SL ZRGF SF

;O, 5|ItG SZT[ C{ P :+L X]N| lNH AgW]GF SM .; S[

;O, 5|DF6 S[ ~5 D[ 5|:T]T SLIF HF ;STF C{ P

;gNE";gNE";gNE";gNE";gNE"

 JFI] 5]ZF64 Z³!%&4 T],GLI A|CDF^0 5]ZF6 Z³#&³!(Z
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lJ`JGF N[XMDF\ DFGJ ;\:S'lTGL X~VFT
5yYZ I]UYL Y. CTLP H[DF\ DFGJLV[ VluG
5[8FJFGL XMW SZL CTLP ,MC I]UDF\ I\+GF
p5IMUYL WFT]G] GFGF 5FIF 5Z E}SSFDF
~5F\TZ YJFYL GSFDL J:T]VM VF05[NFX GNL S[
5F6LGF :+MTMDF S[8,FS V\X[ 5|N]QF6 O[,FT]
CT]\P T[D KTF T[GL V;Z S]NZTGF DCtJGF
5lZA/MG[ SFZ6[ VMKL ZC[ K[P
5|FRLG ;DIDF\ H]NL H]NL ;\:S'lTVM lJS;L
H[JL S[ D[;[5M8[lDIF4 .lH%T4 EFZT4 RLG4
5;L"IF4 U|LS VG[ ZMD H[JL ;\:S'lTVMV[ WFT]
T{IFZ SZJF 5F6LGM J5ZFX JWJF ,FuIM CTMP
WFT]G] U/TZ 56 CJFDF 5|N]QF6G] 5|DF6
JWFZJFDF lG6F"IS E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P U|LG,[g0
DFYL D/L VFJ[,F lCDGNLGF S[8,FS 5]ZFJF
NXF"J[ K[ S[ U|LS4 ZMDG VG[ RF.GLh wJFZF
WFT]GF U/TZGF pt5FNGYL CJFDF
5|N]QF6DF\ JWFZM YIM KTF T[GFYL 5IF"JZ6
5Z SM. V;Z Y. G CTLP
DwISFl,GI]UGF 5|FZ\ELS ;DI[ I]ZM5GF
V\WSFZ I]UDF\ 5|N]QF6GL DF+FDF\ VF\XLS
38F0M YIM CTMP H[G] SFZ6 pnMUGL 5|J'lTDF
YI[,M 38F0M T[DH J:TLDF\ YI[,M h05L 38F0M
CTMP 5Z\T] DwISF,LG I]UGF V\T ;DI[
J:TLDF\ JWFZM YJF ,FuIM CTMP BF; SZLG[
JW] GF6F SDFJF XC[ZDF\ J:TL JWJF
,FULP T[GF SFZ6[ JFI] 5|N]QF64 H/ 5|N]QF6 JU[Z[
DFGJLI VF05[NFXM G[ SFZ6[ O[,FJM SZ[ K[P
5|N]QF6 V\U[GM ;F{ 5|YD U\|Y )DL YL !#
DL ;NL NZlDIFG ,BFI[, K[P VF U\|Y VZ[lAS
D[0LS, 8=L8L;DF 5|N]QF6GF lJlJW lJQFIMG[
VFJZL ,[JFI K[P VF U\ |Y T[ JBTGF
0MS8ZMV[ ,bIM CTMP sV,vSL0L4 SJ[:TF .aG
,]SF4 V, TFlDDL4 V, D[l;CL JU[Z[ V[ U\|YDF
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* Dr. S.R. Patel
lJlJW lJQFIM H[JF S[ JFI] 5|N]QF64 5F6L 5|N]QF64
HDLG 5|N]QF64 ;M,L0 J[:8 5IF"JZ6LI VG[
RMSS; lJ:TFZDF 5IF"JZ6LI VFSFZ6LGL
;DL1FF SZJFDF VFJL CTLP
VFW]GLS ;DIDF EFZT ;CLTGF lJ`JGF
N[XM H[ +6 c5Lc GL ;D:IFYL 5L0F. ZCIF
K[P H[DF JFI] 5|N]QF64 H/ 5|N]QF64 VF +6
c5Lc DF \ V[S c5Lc s5M<I]XGf 5|N]QF6GL
;D:IFGM K[P 5|N]QF6 V[ VFW]GLS ;\:S'lTGL
VF05[NFX K[P  DF6; X~VFTDF\ S]NZTDF\
JG:5lT4 5|F6LVM4 51FLVM4 HLJ H\T]VM JU[Z[
;FY[ C/L D/LG[ S]NZTGF lGIDM 5|DF6[ HLJG
lJTFJTM CTMP 5Z\T] T[GL A]lwW T[DH lJRFZJFGL
XlSTG[ SFZ6[ EF{lTS ;]oB VG[ JWTL H~ZLIFTM
;\TMQFJF DF6;[ lJ7FG VG[ 8[SGM,MHLGF 1F[+[
5|UlT ;FWL S]NZTGF lGIDMG[ AFH]V[ ZFBL
S]NZTL :+MTMGF A[OFD ZLT[ p5IMU SZJF
DF0IMP VF{nMlUSZ6G[ SFZ6[ VFH[ 5'yJL p5Z
5IF"JZ6 JW]G[ JW] 5|N]lQFT Y. ZCI] K[P VFYL
5|N]QF6GL ;D:IF U\ELZ AGL K[P
5|N]QF6GL  ;D:IFVMo
s!f JFI] 5|N]QF6 sZf 5F6L 5|N]QF6 s#f
HDLG 5|N]QF6
5IF"JZ6 V[8,[ H[GF p5Z DFGJL ;CLT
TDFD HLJM VFWFZ ZFB[ K[P T[JL ;5]6" S]NZTL
jIJ:YFG[ 5IF"JZ6 TZLS[ VM/BFJL XSFIP
VF56L VF;5F; ZC[,F VFJZ6G[ JFTFJZ6
TZLS[ VM/BFI K[P JFTFJZ6DF\
V;DT],F ;HF"JFGL 38GFG[5|N]QF6 TZLS[ VM/
BFI K[P
JFI]  5|N ]QF6 V[ Z;FIl6S4 H{lJS VG[
ZHS6LI 5NFYM" H[ DFGJL  T[DH VgI
HLJG;'lQ8G[ CFGL 5CM\RF0[ K[P T[ p5ZF\T
JFTFJZ6GF 5|S'lT 5IF"JZ6G[ G]SXFG 5CM\RF0[
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K[P
5|N]QFSMo
!f S]NZTL VYJF DFGJ;HL"To
CJFDF\ ZC[,F ;A:8g; TZLS[ VM/BFTF
CJFGF  5|N]QF6GF TtJM DFGJHFT VG[
5IF"JZ6 A\G[G[ G]SXFG SZ[ K[P  5|N]QFSM WG4 TtJM
5|JFCL  VYJF JFI] :J~5[ CMI K[P
5|FYlDS S1FFGF 5|N]QFSMo
;FDFgI ZLT[ 5|FYlDS 5|N]QFSM V[JF GSSZ
5NFYM" K[ H[ lJlJW 5|lSIFDFYL ACFZ O[SFI K[P
H[DF HJF/FD]BLGF 5|:OM8G JBT[ ACFZ
GLS/TL ZFB JFCGMDFYL ACFZ O[SFTF
SFA"GDMGMS;F.0JFI] VG[ O[S8ZLVMDFYL ACFZ
O[SFTF ;<OZ 0FIMS;F.0 HJL 5|lS|IFGM ;DFJ[X
YFI K[P DM8F EFUGF 5|FYlDS 5|N]QFSM
DFGJLI 5|J'lTDFYL 5[NF YFI K[P
DFwIDLS S1FFGF 5|N]QFSMo
VF 5|N]QFSM ;LWF ACFZ O[SFTF GYL 5|FYDLS
5|N]QFSM SM. 5|lTS|LIF VF5[ tIFZ[ H T[VMGL
CJFDF\ ZRGF YFI K[P VF  5|N]QFSMG] \
VtI\T DCtJG] \ pNFCZ6 D[NFG :TZGF
VMhMGG] \ K[P 36F DFwIDLS  5|N]QFSM
OM8MS[DLS, W]dD;GL ZRGF SZ[ K[P
JFI] 5|N]QF6GL V;ZMo
CFJ0" :S], VMO 5la,S C[<YGF
V[gJFID[“g8, ;FIg; V[lgHGLIZLUGF
5|MU|FD D]HA VD[ZLSFDF YTF S], D'tI]
5{SLGF RFZ 8SF DMT OST JFI] 5|N]QF6GF
SFZ6[ YFI K[P JFI]  5|N]QF6G[  SFZ6[ JSZL UI[,M
V:YDF\4 `J;GT\+GF  ZMUM H[JF S[
`JF;G/LGM ;MHM4 DF;5[XLVM4 O[O;F VG[
C'NIG[  ,UTF  ZMUM4 V[,HL" H[JF ZMUMGM
;DFJ[X YFI K[P
V[l50[VM,MHLS,GF VeIF; D]HA  V[J]
TFZ6 SF-JFF VFjI] S[ NZ JQF[“ 54__4___
VD[ZLSGM JFI]  5|N]QF6GF ZHS6M `JF;DF
,[JFYL O[O;FGF ZMUG[ SFZ6[ DMTG[ E[8[ K[P
EFZTDF\ ;F{YL BZFA N]W"8GF !)($ DF\
EM5F, U[; N]3"8GF ;HF". CTLP T[GF SFZ6[
CHFZM ,MSMG[ V;Z Y. CTLP
I]GF.8[0 lS\u0Do
,\0GDF $4 l0;[dAZ !)5Z DF\ UF- W]dD;

ZRFI]\ tIFZ[ T[G[ CJFGF 5|N]QF6GL ;F{YL DM8L
N]3"8GF ;HF". CTLP & lNJ;DF $___ YL JW]
,MSMGF DMT GL5HIF CTFP VG[ V[S
DCLGFDF\ JW] (___ ,MSM DMTG[ E[8IFP
USSR-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
!)()GL ;F,DF\ ,[AMZ[8ZLDF\
ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[,L H{lJS I]â ;FDU|LDFYL l,\S
YI[, V[gY[|S;GF SFZ6[ ;[S0M ,MSMGF DMT
YIF CTFP
I]GF.8[0 :8[8;" VMO VD[ZLSFDF\ 0FGMZF4
5[lg;<JFGLIF BFT[ VMS8MAZ !)$( DF\
JFI]  5|N]QF6GL ;F{YL DM8L N]3"8GF ;HF". CTLP
H[DF Z_ ,MSMGF DMT VG[ *___ ,MSMG[
.HF Y. CTLP
;F{YL JW]  5|N]QFLT N[XMo
CJF 5|N]QF6 DM8FEFU[ JW] J:TLJF/F XC[ZL
lJ:TFZM BF; SZLG[ lJSF;XL, N[XMDF HMJF
D/[ K[P HIF 5IF"JZ6G[ ,UTF lGIDMGM
VEFJ CMI K[P

S=D N[XGF GFD JFlQF"S !_ 8g; CO2 
! I]GF.8[0 Z4*)5 
Z RLG Z4&(_ 
# ZlXIF &&! 
$ EFZT 5(# 
5 HF5FG $!5 
& HD"G #5& 
* VM:8[=,LIF #__ 
( Nl1F6 VFlO|SF Z#Z 
) I]GF.8[0 lS|u0D Z!Z 
!_ Nl1F6 SMZLIF !(5 

DFYFNL9 CO2 .lD;g; 
! VM:8[=,LIF !_ 
Z I]GF.8[0 :8[8; (PZ 
# I]GF.8[0 lSu0D #PZ 
$ RLG !P( 
5 EFZT _P5 
 

5|N]QF6 38F0FGF p5FIMo
VD[ZLSFDF CJFGL U]6JTFGF DF5N\0
;FDFgI ZLT[ A[ 5|SFZGF K[P 5C[,F 5|SFZGF
DF5N\0 s H[JF S[ VD[ZLSFGF G[XG,
V[ldAIg8 V[Z SJM,L8L :8Fg00"f H[ BF;
5|SFZGF 5|N]QFSM 5Z JFTFJZ6G[ ,UT]
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DCTD wIFG S[lgN=T SZ[ K[P JFTFJZ6G[ ;\,uG
V[Hg;LVM 9ZFJ ACFZ 5F0[ K[P H[GM C[T] GSSL
SZ[,F ,1IDF\ 5ZL6FDJFGM CMI K[P
ALHM 5|SFZ sH[D S[ pTZ VD[ZSFGM V[Z
SJM,L8L .g0S;f lJlJW CN ;FY[ DF5S|DG] ~5
WFZ6SZ[ K[P H[ 3ZGL ACFZ YTL 5|J'lTVMDF
ZC[,F HMBDM lJX[ HFC[Z HGTF ;FY[ JFTRLT
SZ[ K[P
S[G[0Fo
S[G[0FDF CJFGL U]6JtTFG] D]<IF\SG S[G[0FGL
5IF"JZ6 ;,uG D\+LVMGL ;EF wJFZF
GLWF"ZLT SZ[,F DF5N\0 wJFZF SZJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P VF 5IF"JZ6 DF8[ HJFANFZ ;DJFIL4
5|F\TLI VG[ 5|FN[XLS D\+LVMG] AG[,] ;ZSFZG]
VF\TZLS DF/B] K[P V[ S[G[0F lJ:T6" DF5N\0
:YF%IM K[P
I]ZM5LIG D\0/o
I]ZM5L9GGL 5IF"JZ6 V[Hg;LGF VC[JF,
D]HA I]ZM5DF\ DFU"5ZLJCG I]ZM5G] \
V[SDF+ ;F{YL DM8] CJF 5|N]QFS K[P JFTFJZ6GF
S[8,FS 5|N]QFSM DF8[ G[XG, .lDXG l;l,u;
wJFZF GLID ,FU] SZJFDF VFjIF K[P
I]ZM5LI ;\;NGM C]SD Z__(q5_q.; 5Z
VG[ CJFGL U]6JTF TYF I]ZM5 DF8[ JW] X]wW
CJFGL U]6JTFGM GJM WFZM vZ! DL V[ Z__(
GL ;EFDF\ VD, YIMP
I]GF.8[0 lS\u0DvlA|8Go
lA|8GGF 5I"JZ64 BFn ;FDU|L VG[ U|FdI
AFATMGF lJEFU wJFZF GSSL SZJFDF\
VFJ[,F CJFGL U]6JTFGF ,1I DF8[ DM8[
EFU[ :YFGLS ;tTFGF 5|lTGLWLVM XC[ZMDF
CJFGL U]6JTF HF/JJF DF8[ HJFANFZ
CMI K[P A|L8G[ CJFGL U]6JTF DF8[ DF/B]
:YF%I] K[P
I]GF.8[0 :8[8;o
JQF"!)&_4 *_4 VG[ )_ DF\ I]GF.8[0 :8[8
SMU[|; X]wW CJF WFZF DF8[GL z[6LGM C]SD
SIM"CTM H[ CJF 5|N]QF6G[ ,UTF SFINFVMG[ JW]
S0S AGFJJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP
JQF"!))) DF\ .5LV[ V[ 5M<I]XG :8Fg00"
.g0[S; 5LPV[;PVF.P GM DF5N\0 :JLSFIM"CTMP

EFZTo
EFZTDF 5|N]QF6 YT] V8SFJJF DF8[ JFI]
5|N]QF6 38F0F DF8[ !)(! DF WFZM 5;FZ
SIM"P
H/5|N]QF6 GLI\+6 WFZMo
lJ`JDF\ NZ JQF[“ ZZ DFR[“ lJ`J H/ lNJ;
pHJ[ K[P 5F6L 5|N]QF6 GLI\+6 DF8[ !))#
GF JQF "DF \ ;\I]ST ZFQ8= ;\3GL ;FDFgI
;EFV[ HFC[Z SIM"CTMP
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The full form of FDI is Foreign Direct Investment.  The Foreign Direct Investment means "cross border
investment made by a resident in one economy  in an enterprise in another economy, with the objective of
establishing a lasting interest  in  the investee economy.  FDI is also described as   "investment into the
business of  a country by a company in another country".   Mostly the investment is into production  by either
buying a company in the target country or by expanding operations of an existing business in that country".
Such investments can  take place  for many reasons,  including to take advantage of cheaper wages, special
investment privileges  (e.g. tax exemptions) offered  by the country.
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WHAT IS FDI - ISSUES RELATING TO FDI IN RETAIL IN INDIA
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* Dr. Smita P. Parmar

INTRODUCTION:-
The full form of FDI is Foreign Direct Investment.
The Foreign Direct Investment means "cross border
investment made by a resident in one economy  in an
enterprise in another economy, with the objective of
establishing a lasting interest  in  the investee
economy.  FDI is also described as   "investment into
the business of  a country by a company in another
country".   Mostly the investment is into production
by either  buying a company in the target country or
by expanding operations of an existing business in
that country".    Such investments can  take place  for
many reasons,  including to take advantage of cheaper
wages, special investment privileges  (e.g. tax ex-
emptions) offered  by the country.
OBJECTIVES:-
(a)    Domestic capital is inadequate for purpose of
economic growth;
(b)   Foreign capital is usually essential, at least as a
temporary measure, during the period when the capi-
tal market is in the process of development;
(c)    Foreign capital usually brings it with other scarce
productive factors like technical know how,  business
expertise and knowledge
ADVANTAGES:-
(a)    Improves forex position of the country;
(b)   Employment generation and increase in produc-
tion ;

(c)    Help in capital formation by bringing fresh capi-
tal;
(d)   Helps in transfer of new technologies, manage-
ment skills, intellectual property
(e)    Increases competition within the local market
and this brings higher efficiencies
(f)    Helps in increasing exports;
(g)   Increases tax revenues
Disadvantages :-
(a)    Domestic companies fear that they may lose
their ownership to overseas company
(b)   Small enterprises fear that they may not be able
to compete with world class large companies and may
ultimately be edged out of business;
(c)    Large giants of the world try to monopolise and
take over the highly profitable sectors;
(d)   Such foreign companies invest more in machin-
ery and intellectual property than in wages of the lo-
cal people;
(e)    Government has less control over the function-
ing of such companies as they usually work as wholly
owned subsidiary of an overseas company;
Brief Latest Developments :-
In the second round of economic reforms, the gov-
ernment cleared amendments to raise the FDI cap
in the insurance sector from 26% to  49%;    in the
pension sector it approved a 26 percent FDI;
Now, Indian Parliament will have to give its approval
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for the final shape," Allowed 51% foreign investment
in multi-brand retail,  Relaxed FDI norms for civil
aviation and broadcasting sectors. - FDI cap in Broad-
casting was raised to 74% from 49%;  The Indian
government removed the 51 percent cap on FDI into
single-brand retail outlets  and  thus opened the mar-
ket fully to foreign investors by permitting 100 per-
cent foreign investment in this area.
IMPLIMENT:-
A foreign company planning to set up business op-
erations in India may: Incorporate a company un-
der the Companies Act, 1956, as a Joint Venture or a
Wholly Owned Subsidiary. Set up a Liaison Office /
Representative Office or a Project Office or a Branch
Office of the foreign company  An Indian company
may receive Foreign Direct Investment under the two
routes as given under:
i. Automatic Route
FDI is allowed under the automatic route without prior
approval either of the Government or the Reserve
Bank of India in all activities/sectors as specified in
the consolidated FDI Policy, issued by the Govern-
ment of India from time to time.
ii. Government Route
FDI in activities not covered under the automatic route
requires prior approval of the Government which are
considered by the Foreign Investment Promotion
Board (FIPB), Department of Economic Affairs,
Ministry of Finance.
SCOP:-
India is the 3rd largest economy of the world in terms
of purchasing power parity and thus looks attractive
to the world for FDI.   Even Government of India,
has been trying hard to do away with the FDI caps
for majority of the sectors, but there are still critical
areas like retailing and insurance where there is lot
of opposition from local Indians / Indian companies.
Some of the major economic sectors where India can
attract investment are as follows:-
" Telecommunications
" Apparels
" Information Technology
" Pharma
" Auto parts
" Jewelry

" Chemicals
In last few years, certainly foreign investments have
shown upward trends but the strict FDI policies have
put hurdles in the growth in this sector. India is how-
ever set to become one of the major recipients of
FDI in the Asia-Pacific region because of the eco-
nomic reforms for increasing foreign investment and
the deregulation of this important sector. India has
technical expertise and skilled managers and a grow-
ing middle class market of more than 300 million and
this represents an attractive market.
Name the authorities Dealing With Foreign Invest-
ment:
(a)    Foreign Investment Promotion Board (popu-
larly known as FIPB) : The Board is responsible for
expeditious clearance of FDI proposals and review
of the implementation of cleared proposals.  It also
undertake investment promotion activities and issue
and review general and sectoral policy guidelines;
(b)   Secretariat for Industrial Assistance (SIA) : It
acts as a gateway to industrial investment in India
and assists the entrepreneurs and investors in setting
up projects.  SIA also liaison with other government
bodies to ensure necessary clearances;
(c)    Foreign Investment Implementation Authority
(FIIA) :  The authority works for quick implementa-
tion of FDI approvals and resolution of operational
difficultieis faced by foreign investors;
(d)   Investment Commission
(e)    Project Approval Board
(f)    Reserve Bank of India
The instruments for receiving Foreign Direct Invest-
ment in an Indian company :-
Foreign investment is reckoned as FDI only if the
investment is made in equity shares , fully and man-
datorily convertible preference shares and fully and
mandatorily convertible debentures with the pricing
being decided upfront as a figure or based on the
formula that is decided upfront. Any foreign invest-
ment into an instrument issued by an Indian company
which: gives an option to the investor to convert or
not to convert it into equity or does not involve upfront
pricing of the instruments a date would be reckoned
as ECB and would have to comply with the ECB
guidelines.
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The FDI policy provides that the price/ conversion
formula of convertible capital instruments should be
determined upfront at the time of issue of the instru-
ments. The price at the time of conversion should not
in any case be lower than the fair value worked out,
at the time of issuance of such instruments, in accor-
dance with the extant FEMA regulations [the DCF
method of valuation for the unlisted companies and
valuation in terms of SEBI (ICDR) Regulations, for
the listed companies].
What are the Total Inflows of FDI in India :
a. For the FY 2012-13 (for the month of July, 2012)
was US$ 1.47 billion.
b. Amount of FDI equity inflows for the financial year
2012-13 (from April 2012 to July 2012) stood at US$
5.90 billion.
c. Cumulative amount of FDI (from April 2000 to
July 2012) into India stood at US$ 176.76 billion
Which country tops in inflow of FDI :-

Country 
Iinflow in 
% age 
terms 

Inflows in absolute 
Terms (million US 
dollars) 

Mauritius 42% 50164 

Singapore 9 11275 

USA 7 8914 

UK 5 6158 

Netherlands 4 4968 
 Majority of the foreign direct investment comes

through Mauritius as it enjoys several tax advantages,
which works well for the international investors.
The Limits for FDI in different Sectors :
(A) 26% FDI is permitted in
"Defence - there has been no change in FDI limit but
higher investment may be considered in state of the
art technology production by CCS
"Newspaper and media  **
"Pension sector (allowed in October 2012 as per cabi-
net decision)
"Courier Services (through automatic route)
"Tea Plantation (upto 49% through automatic route;
49-100% through FIPB route)
(B)49% FDI is permitted in :

Banking ,Cable network,DTH ,Infrastructure
investment,Telecom Insurance (in July 2013 it was
raised to 49% from 26% subject to Parliament
approval),Petroleum Refining (49% allowed under
automatic route)
Power Exchanges (49% allowed under automatic
route)
Stock Exchanges, Depositories allowed under auto-
matic route upto 49%
(C )  51% is Permitted in
Multi-Brand Retail (Since September 2012)
Petro-pipelines
(D) 74% FDI is permitted in
 Atomic minerals ,Science Magazines /JournalS ,Petro
marketing ,Coal  and  Lignite mines Credit informa-
tion comanies
(E)100% FDI is permitted in
Single Brand Retail  (100% FDI allowed in single
brand retail;  49% through automatic route;  49-100%
through FIPB)
Advertizement, Airports, Coldstorage, BPO/
Callcentres, E.commerceEnergy exploration
,Pharmaceuticals,Pollution control ,Postal service
,Roads, highways, ports ,Township,Wholesale trad-
ing ,Telecom ,Asset Reconstruction Companies.

Source : RBI website, Newpaper reports, GoI data
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The lay community is responsible for the production
of goods and services in society, and for the
production and rising of children. According to
Mahâyâna-sutras, the Buddha always maintained that
lay persons were capable of great wisdom in the
Buddha-Dhamma of reaching enlightenment. In the
West, there is a misconception that Theravada regards
enlightenment to be an impossible goal outside the
Sa?gha. This is incorrect. In Theravada saddhâ
(belief), it is clearly recorded that the Buddha’s uncle
reached enlightenment by hearing the Buddha’s
discourse. The distinction between Sangha and lay
persons has always been important and forms the
Parisa (the four assemblies), Buddhist community.
PHRAMAHA PRASIT CHARA
Buddhism is a religion and philosophy encompassing
a variety of traditions, beliefs and practices, largely
based on teachings attributed to Siddhartha Gautama,
commonly known as the Buddha (Pâli/Sanskrit “the
awakened one”). The Buddha lived and taught in the
northeastern Indian subcontinent sometime between
the 6th and 4th centuries BCE. He is recognized by
adherents as an awakened teacher who shared his
insights to help sentient beings end suffering (dukkha)
by achieving nirvana, i.e. to escape what is seen as a
cycle of suffering and rebirth.
There are two main forms of Buddhism: Theravada
and Mahayana. The Theravada tradition - meaning
‘the Teachings of the Elders’ - adheres to a strict
understanding of the teachings of the historical
Buddha. It teaches personal individual struggle in
order to find the Path to Enlightenment. This is hard,
not often achieved and it always takes many years
and many lives to achieve. The other form of
Buddhism called Mahayana literally means ‘the Great
Vehicle’ tradition.’(1) This tradition holds that the
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individualism and difficulty of the Theravada tradition
are unnecessary. It presents a vision of the Buddha
and of Buddhism which is accessible to all, religious
and layperson alike. It offers the possibility of release
from the cycle of suffering and death and rebirth.
This comes through personal devotion and reliance
upon the salvationary activities of various
intermediaries known as Bodhisattas. Through
countless lives of perfection, a Bodhisatta has
acquired great merit which she or he uses to free
those who suffer. Mahayana Buddhism is called the
Great Vehicle because its teachings are like a vast
wagon capable of carrying many men to release from
rebirth.
While Buddhism remains most popular within Asia
both branches are now found throughout the world.
Various sources put the number of Buddhists in the
world between 230 million and 500 million, making it
the world’s fourth- largest religion.
Buddhist schools vary significantly on the exact nature
of the path to liberation, the importance and canonicity
of various teachings and scriptures, and especially
their respective practices. At the foundation of
Buddhist tradition and practice lies the three jewels
(triple gem): the Buddha, the Dhamma (the
teachings), and the Sangha (the community).(2)

Taking “refuge in the triple gem” has traditionally been
a declaration and commitment to being on the
Buddhist path and in general distinguishes a Buddhist
from a non- Buddhist. Other practices may include
following ethical precepts, supporting the monastic
community, renouncing convntional living and
becoming a monastic, meditation (this category
includes mindfulness), cultivation of higher wisdom
and discernment, study of scriptures, devotional
practices, ceremonies, and in the Mahayana tradition,
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invocation of Buddha’s and Bodhisattas.
Traditionally, in Theravada Buddhism Sangha almost
always has one of two meanings: most commonly,
Sangha means the monastic Sangha of ordained
Buddhist monks or nuns, In a stricter sense, Sangha
can mean the assembly of all beings possessing some
high degree of realization, referred to as the Arya
Sangha or “Noble Sangha”. This article deals primarily
with the subject of the monastic Sangha. Buddhists
traditionally consider monastic life to provide the
environment most conducive to advancing toward
enlightenment. The Sangha is responsible for
maintaining, translating, advancing, and spreading the
teachings of the Buddha. According to the same
tradition, for a country or nation to be considered as
truly Buddhist, the majority of the nation must be
Buddhist and include at least a fourfold Sangha of
Bhikkhus, BhikkhunIs, Upasakas and Upasakâs.(3)

That is why there is also a tradition of yogic tantric
practitioners who are laypeople but who nevertheless
consider themselves to be principally Buddhist
practitioners.
The Sangha is thus to be understood as the entire
monk fraternity or the bond of association among
monks. The former refers to a body of persons
whereas the latter refers to the confederation which
makes them one body. Both these concepts of the
Sangha are commonly used. In the creed of the Three
Jewels (ratanattaya), the parity in which the Sangha
is placed with the Buddha and the Dhamma is
meaningful: it forbids the facile half baked notion that
it represents in Buddhism only the organized
missionary agency of a proselytizing faith. The
Sangha is differently conceived in the system. In fact
a comprehension of the triune concept of the creed
is essential in our approach to its history. The concept
is vitally corre’ated not merely to the nature of the
Sa?gha’s functioning, but it sets the course of its
evolution and preconditions its history. In the very
nature of the religion and in the form it first appeared
in, was implicit the bond that binds the Buddha, the
Dhamma and the Sangha together in the creed.(4)

The word Sangha was current in India long before
the Buddha accepted it and chose it as a designation
for his institution. The word originally derived from

the root sam + han (to hold together) and hence it
meant a corporation. Jayaswal tells us how the ideal
of corporate life was current in India in pre-Buddhists
time, and how the political corporations known then
as Sangha, evolved into religious corporations during
the time of the Buddha.(5) The idea of the kulapati is
also responsible for the outcome of the religious
corporation in ancient India. The influence of that
tradition on the Buddhist Sangha can be discerned
from the fact that no less than 10000 students were
kept in the University of Nâlandâ.
The most important of Buddha’s work was his Sa?gha,
the order of bhikkhus. What is then this Sa?gha? Long
before the birth of Buddha, there were innumerable
monks and ascetics believing in various philosophical
theories and observing many hard austerities, but
each was independent of the other. At best they
followed a particular leader, but each leader, with his
followers and pupils, was perfectly independent,
having nothing to do with any other leader, philosopher
or teacher. Such was the scattered state of the
monkhood in India before Buddha. Buddha
promulgated a new idea. He formed a society, an
order, the member of which became a bhikkhu, or
monk, renouncing home and hearth, and giving up
woman and wealth. They gave up the world in order
to work out their own salvation. But, they were not
independent of each other, they were each a part of
a whole member of an organized body. None can
follow the great religion of Buddha unless he takes
refuge in Buddha, Dhamma, and Sa?gha. In other
words, Buddha created an organized monastic
community with his Sangha of monks and nuns.
In the Vinaya —the body of texts that contains the
monastic precepts for monks and nuns- we find the
following story recording the start of the organization
of the Sa?gha. When the exulted Buddha was staying
in such and such a place, this and that irregularity
occurred. The people who came to know of this were
irritated, angry and complained. How can these
monks who follow the son of the Sâkya (i.e. the
Buddha) commit such offences, behaving like fools
or unbelieving heretics.(6) The monks on hearing the
complaints of the people, became also irritated, angry
and complained. How can the venerable so and so,
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be guilty of the like? They mentioned the matter to
Buddha. He calls his disciples together, delivers to
them an admonitory address, and then issues the
order: ‘I ordet disciples, that this or that shall or shall
not be done. Who so does this is liable to such and
such a punishment.’ Thus the order was formed and
thus the laws were promulgated. The order began its
eventful career with sixty monks and expanded into
thousands. Its members scattered over the earth
preaching the noble gospel of Buddha to innumerable
races.
The Sangha was a power. The power did not lay in
Buddha or in any of the bhikkhus, prominent or
insignificant, but it lay in the Sangha as a body
corporate. The working of the Sangha can be
compared to the functioning of a republic. The united
voice of the members and the unanimously passed
laws were all supreme. It was in fact the ruling
voice—the supreme controlling power— the great
moral force of Buddha’s great religion. He who took
refuge in the Sangha became a superior being on his
way to the eternal peace or enlightenment.
The Buddha regarded practice as the foundation of
his system. Thus in the Buddhist Sa?gha, we see a
curious mixture of theory and practice. It was the
practical discipline of the Vinaya precepts that
enhanced the glory of the Buddhist Sa?gha. There
were at that time many religious sects, but none as
popular as that of the Buddha. Even Mahavira did
not succeed in making his system so faultless
disciplined. Especially in the case of Theravada
Buddhism, the Sangha has always been the central
institution. It is primarily the Sangha that is a stable
element in the history of Buddhism and has
maintained orthodoxy both in belief and in practice.(8)

After the Buddha the connotation of the word Sangha
became so fixed that it rarely conveyed any other
idea than the Buddhist community of monks and nuns.
It is strange, however, to find the ambiguous use of
the word Sangha in Kautilya’s Arthaüâstra, by which
he means political bodies as well as religious
corporations. Just as the word ‘bhikkhu’ was taken
by the Buddha from the Brahmanical literature, which
later on went to signify the Buddhist or Jam monk in
particular, so also the word Sangha arrested the flavor

of emancipation on account of the peculiar use of it
made by the Buddha. The only difference between
the two vases is, that in the former case, the word
was grasped and adopted by the Buddha in its entirely,
without the least wish to change the slightest
conception attached to it, while in the latter case, the
word Sangha was taken from an older tradition than
the Dharmaüâstra and applied to his own system only
as far as it served the ida of corporate life and
democracy.
In the legends of the Theravada Canon, we have the
story set forth of the early growth of this body of the
Buddha’s disciples and followers. They formed at
the beginning what is defined as a cult group of men
who recognized the Buddha as their lord and master
(Rhagava and Saddhâ), accepted his given system
of spiritual culture (Dhamma) and were devotedly
attached to his person. They formed just a union of
faith under a spiritual guide and master. Other joined
the union and when it head grown somewhat in
numerical strength, the master chargài it with a
mission. It was to go forth and wander about for the
good of the many people (bahujana), the happiness
of the Many in compassion for the world—for the
good, the welfare and the happiness of gods and men.
At the time when they had this message from the
master, the ,group of dowels was not even a hundred
strong and few among them Were equal to the given
task: the canon says that there were only sixty one
Arhants living in the world then. To the outsider this
group was known as the ordained followers of the
Sakyaputta, (Sakyaputta Saniha), but the group called
itself by the simple name, the union of Bhikkhu
(BhikkhuSa?gha).
The Bhikkhu- Sangha of the Buddha’s followers
represented an organization within a wider
community that itself was a dispersed and
unorganized one—a community describable only as
a horde. As we shall see later, the Bhikkhu- Sa?gha,
in shaping its own mode of life and form of
organization, drew largely upon its heritage from the
parent community—ideas and practices, manners and
observances, and the do’s and don’ts that prevailed
in it. This community also was one of Bhikkhu, who
had different class wise denominations. A Bhikkhu
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means an ahnsman.’° He is differentiated from an
ordinary beggar by the sacramental character of his
begging. His beggary is not just a means of
subsistence, but an outward token that he has
renounced the world and all its goods and thrown
himself for bare living on the chances of public charity.
4 community of men of this type is not found in
comparable ancient civilization, but since remote
antiquity they have been a feature of the Indian scene.
When the Buddha himself, renouncing the world,
became an almsmi, the almsmen’s community already
existed in India: the Legend of the four signs, from
which the story of his great renunciation derives,
states that the prompting came to him from one of
this community. The four signs (Niiflitta) are
conceived in the legend as four beacons guiding him
to the path of Buddhahood, and the first three are
said te have been an old man, a sick man and a dead
man, seen on three successive occasions for the first
time by Prince Siddhartha on his pleasure drives in a
chariot. The fourth was something different: it was a
wandering almsman, a Bhikkhu. It has been held to
be a dramatization of what other legends report about
prince Sicidhartha’s adolescent preoccupation with
thoughts of suffering in life, of decay and death.
The passages of the early (Theravada) scripture
show that the faith and message delivered to the
disciples and the first monk followers was regarded
by them not as a system, but as a way of life or form
of self culture: a Dhamma whereby one could bring
to cessation all sorrows that arise from the life of the
world and the flesh. It is described as a way (Magga),
and those to whom the way has been opened— the
initiate, the ordained, the knowledgeable—are
enjoined to extend it to the Bahujana (Man in the
many))’ This is the apt collective term taken in the
scripture to connote men in general or mankind. The
Religion must become Bahujana: that was one of the
conditions, fulfillment whereof was desidetated by
the Buddha before he could think of passing into the
Great Decease. So the creedal formula, in the
correlated concepts of the Buddha as the Teacher,
the Dhamma as the sum and effect of his teachings
and the Sangha s the instrument by which the
Dhamma, becoming Bahujana, fulfils itself, epitomizes

and rounds off the whole cycle of the faith.
Buddhists of all times and places have recognized
the importance of community life, and over the
centuries there has developed a distinctive pattern
involving a symbiotic relationship between monks (and
in some cases nuns) and the lay community. The
relationship between the monastic and the laity has
differed from place to place and from time to time,
but throughout most of Buddhist history both groups
have played an essential role in the process of
constituting and reconstituting the Buddhist world.
Moreover, both the monastic and the laity have
engaged in a variety of common and complementary
religious practices that have expressed Buddhist
orientations and values, structured Buddhist societies,
and addressed the stereological and praqtical concerns
of Buddhist individuals.
The Sangha is the assembly of Buddhist monks that
has, from the origins of Buddhism, authoritatively
studied, taught, and preserved the teachings of the
Buddha.(12) In their communities monks have served
the laity through example and, as directed by the
Buddha, through the teachings of morality (Pâli: sila;
Sanskrit: shila). In exchange for their service the
monks have received support from the laity, who
thereby earns merit. Besides serving as the centre
of Buddhist propaganda and learning, the monastery
offersthe monk an opportunity to live apart from
worldly concerns, a situation that has usually been
believed necessary or at least advisable in order to
follow strictly the path that leads most directly to
release.
Sangha is a word in Indian languages that can be
translated roughly as “association” or “assembly”.(13)

It is commonly used in several senses to refer to
Buddhist or Jam groups. Traditionally, in Buddhism
Sangha almost always has one of two meanings: most
commonly, Sangha means the order of ordained
Buddhist monks or nuns (that is, there is one Sangha
of monks and one of nuns). In a stricter sense, Sangha
can mean the assembly of all beings possessing some
degree of enlightenment. This is referred to as the
Arya- Sangha or Noble- Sa?gha. Buddhists
traditionally consider monastic life to provide the
environment most conducive to advancing toward
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enlightenment, and the Sangha is responsible for
maintaining, translating, advancing, and spreading the
teachings of the Buddha.
The lay community is responsible for the production
of goods and services in society, and for the
production and rising of children. According to
Mahâyâna-sutras, the Buddha always maintained that
lay persons were capable of great wisdom in the
Buddha-Dhamma of reaching enlightenment. In the
West, there is a misconception that Theravada regards
enlightenment to be an impossible goal outside the
Sa?gha. This is incorrect. In Theravada saddhâ
(belief), it is clearly recorded that the Buddha’s uncle
reached enlightenthent by hearing the Buddha’s
discourse. The distinction between Sangha and lay
persons has always been important and forms the
Parisa (the four assemblies), Buddhist community.
Here, monastic teaches and counsels the laity at
request while laymen and laywomen offer donations
for their future support. This inter-connectedness
serves as a marriage and has sustained Buddhism to
this day.
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cc<IMvS~\ SMlXX VG[ OFJ[ TM SC]\c
XaN HM V[G[ ;DFJ[ TM SC]\cc

VFJL H S\.S DYFD6 VF56F\ AWF\GL CMI K[P SFZ6 S[ DGGF
EFJ 5|U8 SZJF\ V[ VF56M S]NZTN¿ :JEFJ K[P 5Z\T} cS.
ZLT[ VlEjIST SZJ\]PPmc V[ ;D:IF CMI K[ SIF\S XaNM GY
H0TF\ TM SIF\S EFJPPm ;FlCtIGM pNEJ 56 VF VEFJG[
EFJDF\ 5,8JJF\ H YIM K[P ;FlCtIDF\ VFG\N5|N ZLT[
DFGJHLJGGF lJlJW EFJM4 lJRFZM VG[ NZ[S 5|SFZGF\ SFIM"GF
,[BFvHMBF CMI K[P  DG]QI pt5lTYL VFH ;]WL DG]QIV[ H[
S\. lJRFI]" K[4 SI]" K[4 SZJF WFZ[ K[ V[ HF6JFG]\ V[SDF+ DFwID
;FlCtI K[P V[8,[ H ;FlCtIS,FG[ ;J" S,FDF\ z[Q9 :YFG D?I]\
K[P VFlN VGFlNSF/YL DFGJ HLJGG[ pgGT VG[ ptS'Q8
AGFJGFZ H[ EFJ VG[ lJRFZ klQFvD]lGVM4 DCFG]EFJM4
DCF5]~M åFZF 5|U8 YTF\ ZCIF\ K[ T[ ;FlCtIDF\ ;RJF.G[ VFH[
56 VF56\] IMuI lNXF;}RG SZ[ K[P VFH[ ;DU| lJüDF\ H[
,MSM4 H[ ZFHI4 H[ N[X4 H[HFlT S[ H[ ;\:S'lT K[ T[GL EFQFFDF\
VF5[, ;FlCtIG[ SFZ6[ H K[4 T[DGL EFQFFDF\ ZRFI[,]\ VG[
5KLYL ;RJFI[,]\ ;FlCtI H VFH[ ìNIvWASFZ `J;L ZC]\ K[P
c;FlCtIc XaNGL pt5lT lJX[ SNFR AWF\ HF6[ K[ 56 T[DF\ ZC[,M
clCTc VYF"T E,F. S[ ,FEGM EFJ HM ;DHL H.V[ TM VF56F\
3ZDF\ cAY"0[ S[Sc 5ZGM lNJM VM,JJFG[ AN,[ c;FlCltIS 5]:TSc
5Z NLJM 5|U8FJFTM CMTP VCL\ SC[JFG]\ TFt5I" V[8,]\ H S[
;FlCtIGM ;\A\W ;LWM DFGJHFT ;FY[ K[ V[8,]\ H GCL\
TF6FJF6FGL H[D U]\YFI[, K[ ;DFH ;FY[ 56P c;FZ]\ 5]:TS ;M
lD+MGL UZH ;FZ[ ! cV[D SC[J]\ ;J"YF plRT K[P SFZ6 S[ ;FZ]\
5]:TS V[S ;FRM lD+ AGL XS[P ;FlCtI lD+ AGL pU| ,FU6LG[
XF\T 5F0JFG]\4 E8S[,F DGG[ DF/[ ,FJJFG]\ S[ CFY 5S0LG[
pgGlT VG[ ;OTFGF DFU[" ,. HJFG]\ pDNF SFI" SZ[ K[P XaN
VG[ VY"GL ;lCTTFGL ;FY[v;FY[ jIlST VG[ ;DFHGL ;lCTTF
56  ;FlCtIDF\ ZC[,L K[P T[YL T[G] DCtJ ;DHJ]\ VtI\T VFJxIS
K[P
;FDFgI ZLT[  ;FlCtIGF A[ 5|SFZ 5F0L XSFI K[P
s!f 7FGJW"S sl,8Z[RZ VMO GM,[Hf
sZf XlSTJW"S sl,8Z[RZ VMO 5FJZf
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5MTFG]\ ;FDFgI7FG JWFZJF DFGJ VtIZ[ E,[ cU]U,c S[
cV[G;FS,Ml5l0IF S[ lJlSl5l0IFc GF ZJF0[ R0IM CMI 56
V[S JFT IFN ZFBJF H[JL V[ K[ S[ cU]U,;R"c SZTF\ V[ H D/[ K[
;FlCtIDF\4 5]:TSMDF\ ,BFI]\ K[4 VG[ DFGJ[ H V[DF\ ;\U|CI]\ K[
;FlCtI 7FGGF ~5DF\ CMI4 DFlCTLGF ~5DF\ CMI4 HFC[ZFTGF
~5DF\ CMI S[ ;DFRFZ5+GF ~5DF\ CMI V[ c7FGJW"S   ;FlCtIc
H SC[JFX[P V[ H ZLT[ H[ ,FU6L HUF0[4 ;C[,FJ[4 AC[,FJ[ VG[
XF\T SZ[4 VFG\N TM VF5[ H ;FY[v;FY[ jIJCFlZS JFTM SZL
DGvìNIDF\ GJM"lD EZL ;XST SZ[ T[ cXlSTJW"S   ;FlCtIc
SC[JFIP SlJTF4 JFTF"4 GF8S4 GJ,SYF H[JL ZRGFVM VF SFI"
SZ[ K[P   ;FlCtI HLJ VG[ ;DFHG[ 5|EFlJT SZ[ K[P TM54 TLZ
VG[ T,JFZDF\ H[ XlST GYL T[ XlST   ;FlCtIDF\ K[P SFZ6 S[
;FlCtI TG VG[ DG AgG[ 5Z KJFI HFI K[ VG[ SAHM SZL ,[
K[P
lJâFGMGF D[ ;F~\   ;FlCtI V[ ;FZF 0MS8Z ;DFG K[P H[ ZLT[
;FZF 0MS8Z NNL"GL GF0 5FZBL4 ZMU HF6L IMuI ;FZJFZ SZL
NNL"G[ ;FHMv;FZM SZL N[ K[ T[ ZLT[ H   ;FlCtI ;DFHGL GF0
5FZBL  ;FDFlHS ZMUG[ HF6L IMuI ;FZJFZ SZL ZMlUQ8
;DFHG[ OZL :J:Y SZ[ K[P  ;DFHGF ZMU lJSFZMG[ VM/BL
lJRFZM VG[ EFJGFVM  åFZF N}Z SZL DFGJHLJGG[ :J:Y VG[
;]\NZ AGFJJFG]\ SFI"   ;FlCtI SZ[ K[P VF JFTGL ;rRF.GF
5]ZFJF VF56G[ VF56F\  DwISF/GF   ;FlCtIG[ JFRLG[ 5FZBL
XSLV[ KLV[P  c;\EJFlD I]U[ I]U[c GF gIFI[ HIFZ[vHIFZ[
;DFHDF\ N}QF6M O[,FI K[ tIFZ[ v tIFZ[ DCFG   ;FlCtISFZM
;FD[ VFJ[ K[ VG[ ;DFHG[ :J:Y AGFJJJFDF\ DNN SZ[ K[P
N[XvlJN[XMGF .lTCF;GF JFRG 5ZYL V[8,]\ TM RMSS; SCL
XSFI K[ NZ[S I]UDF\  ZMlUQ8 ;FHG[ pUFZJF c;\HLJGL A]8LcG]\
SFD  TM   ;FlCtI H SZ[ K[P ~;4 O|F; JU[Z[ N[XMGL S|F\lTGL
SCF6L   ;FlCtIGF 5FIFDF\ H ZRFI[, K[P V[ JFT HF6T,HF6[
H K[P EFZTN[X 56 HIFZ[ VFhFNL DF8[ ;\3QF" SZL ZCIM CTM
tIFZ[ 56

cBAZ GCL\ VDFZ[ 5\Y XL VFOT B0L K[
BAZ K[ V[8,[ S[ DF"\ EMDGL CFS, 50L K[c

V[D  SCLG[ S[8,F\I S|F\lTSFZL   ;FlCtIDF\YL H 5[|Z6F ,.G[
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DFT'E}lDG[ BM/[ DFY]\ WZL NLW]\ CT]\P S[8,F\I JLZ 5]~QFMGL
VFtDSYF SC[ K[ S[  ;FlCtIGL 5[|Z6F åFZF H T[VM 5MTFGF
HLJGDF\ S|F\lTSFZL 5lZJT"G ,FJL XSIF K[P   ;FlCtIG]\ SFI"
VFG\N5|Fl%T ;]WL DIF"lNG G ZC[TF\ ;}T[,F VFtDFG[ HSHM/LG[
HUF0L DM8FDF\ DM8F tIFU VG[ Al,NFG DF8[ T{IFZ 56 SZ[ K[P
H[YL ZFQ8= VG[ T[GL :JT\+TF jIlST VG[ T[G]\ UF{ZU VG[ ;J"
UlZDF H/JFI ZC[ K[P

;FlCtIG]\ DCtJ V[8,F\ DF8[ 56 K[ S[ T[ VF56F\ DGvDl:TQSG[
:J:Y VG[ ;]\NZ AGFJL ZFBJF DF8[ EFJ VG[ lJRFZM ~5L
;DTM, VFCFZ 56 5}ZM 5F0[ K[P H[ N[XGF GFUlZSGF lJRFZM
H S|F\lTSFZL CMI T[ N[X G SNL 5ZFlWG AGL XS[ VG[ G TM
5ZFlWGTF ;CL XS[P :5Q8 K[ S[ :JT\+ ZFQ8= VG[ ;DHGF NZ[S
GFUlZSG[  ;FlCtI~5L ;DTM, VFCFZ D/TM H ZC[JM HM.V[
V[ DF8[ ;FZ]\  ;FlCtI ZRFT]\ ZC[4 J\RFT]\ ZC[ TM H   ;FlCtIG]\
DCtJ ;DHFX[P T[G] JF:TlJS DFG VG[ D}<I H/JFI ZC[X[P
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5|:TFJGFo
cp¿ZZFDRlZTDc GF8SDF\ DCFSlJ
EJE}lTGL lJlXQ8 5|lTEF 5|lTlA\lAT YFI K[P
VF GF8SG[ ,LW[ H EJE}lT ;\:S'lT ;FlCtIDF\
5|D 5\lSTGF SlJ TYF GF8ISFZ TZLS[
5|lTQ9F 5FdIF K[P VF GF8SDF\ SlJV[
SZ]6Z;GL VNE}T HDFJ8 SZL K[P VFYL H
lJJ[RSMV[ SC[J] \  50I] \  K[ S [4 cSZ]6Z;GL
lGQ5lT EJE}lT TM H SZL XS[c EJE}lTGF
SFZ]^IDF\ TM 5yYZM 56 Z0L 50[ K[P  VG VF
J|H H[JF C{IF 56 lJNL6" Y. HFI K[P c ZlT ZlT ZlT ZlT ZlT

U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID c VCL zLZFDGF
p¿Z HLJGG[ :5X"T]\ SYFJ:T] ZH} SZLG[ SlJV[
SZ]6Z;G[ Z;ZFHGL S1FFDF\ D}SL NLWM K[P
p¿ZZFDRlZTDDF\ DCFSlJ EJE}lTV[
SZ]6Z;G]\ VF,[BG SI]" K[P  V[SMZ;o S~6 V[JV[SMZ;o S~6 V[JV[SMZ;o S~6 V[JV[SMZ;o S~6 V[JV[SMZ;o S~6 V[J

VG[ ZFD:I S~6M oZFD:I S~6M oZFD:I S~6M oZFD:I S~6M oZFD:I S~6M o SCLG[ V[DG[ SZ]6Z;G]\ UF{ZJ
SI]" K[P GF8SDF\ VFlNYL V\T ;]WL S~5Z;GL H
KFIF 5|JT"TL HMJF D/[ K[P VFD KTF
GF8SGF V\T[ ZFDvl;TFG] lD,G YT]\ ATFjI] \
K[P T[YL p¿ZZFDRlZTDGM D]bI Z; SZ]6 K[ S[
lJ5|,\E V[JM 5|`G påJ[ K[P HIF\ l5|I 5F+MGM
DF+ lJZC CMIP V[DGL lJZC jIYFG]\ VF,[BG
CMI4 56 V\T[ V[DG] \ lD,G YT] \ CMIP TM T[
Z;G[ lJ5|,\E X'UF\Z DFGJFGL ;FlCltIS 5Z\5ZF
K[P V[8,[ S[8,F\S lJåFGMV[p¿ZZFDRlZTDGM
D]bI Z; SZ]6 GlCP 56 lJ5|,\E X'\UFZ K[ V[JM
DT 5|NlX"T SIM" K[P
p¿ZZFDRlZTDGM D]bI Z; VF ZLT[ lJJFNF:5N
AGJF 5FdIM K[P tIFZ V[JM GL6"I SZTL JBT[ H[
:YFlIEFJ p5lRT AGLG[ Z;~5[ 5lZ6FD[ K[ T[
:YFlIEFJ SIM K[ T[ GSSL SZJFG] \  ZC[ K[P
;\EMU X' \UFZ S[ lJ5|,\E X' \UFZV[ A\G[GM
:YFlIEFJ ZlT CMI K[P HIFZ[ SZ]6
:YFlIEFJ XMS CMI K[P p¿ZZFDRlZTDDF\
ZFD4 ;LTFGM tIFU SZ[ K[P T[ 5|;\UYL DF\0LG[ ;LTFG]
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p¿ZZFDRlZTDDF\ SZ]6Z; v sSFZ]^I EJE]lTZ[J TG]T[fsSFZ]^I EJE]lTZ[J TG]T[fsSFZ]^I EJE]lTZ[J TG]T[fsSFZ]^I EJE]lTZ[J TG]T[fsSFZ]^I EJE]lTZ[J TG]T[f

*****     jIFbIFTF4 ;\:S'T lJEFU4 zL V[DP V[g0 JLP VF8"; V[g0 SMD;" SM,[H4 CF,M,PjIFbIFTF4 ;\:S'T lJEFU4 zL V[DP V[g0 JLP VF8"; V[g0 SMD;" SM,[H4 CF,M,PjIFbIFTF4 ;\:S'T lJEFU4 zL V[DP V[g0 JLP VF8"; V[g0 SMD;" SM,[H4 CF,M,PjIFbIFTF4 ;\:S'T lJEFU4 zL V[DP V[g0 JLP VF8"; V[g0 SMD;" SM,[H4 CF,M,PjIFbIFTF4 ;\:S'T lJEFU4 zL V[DP V[g0 JLP VF8"; V[g0 SMD;" SM,[H4 CF,M,P

* P.A. Panchal
5]G"lD,G YFI K[P tIF \ ;]WLGM ZFDGM
:YFlIEFJ XMS K[P ;LTFtIFUGL 5]J[“ 56
lR+NX"G 5|;\UDF\ lJIMUGF TFZ JFZ\JFZ
h6h6L p9[ K[ VG[ E}TSF/GL :D'lTV[ ZFDG[
JFZ\JFZ jIlYT SZL HFI K[P ;LTFGM tIFU SIF"
5KL AFZvAFZ JQF "GF JCF6F YFI K[P 56
ZFDGM XMS VMKM YTM GYLP ZFD ;LTFG[ lGlüT
ZLT[ D'tI] 5FD[,L clGIT\ lJ,]%TFlGIT\ lJ,]%TFlGIT\ lJ,]%TFlGIT\ lJ,]%TFlGIT\ lJ,]%TFc DFG[ K[P SlJV[ 56
D}/ SYFDF\ O[ZOFZ SZLG[ ;LTFG JF<DLlS klQFGF
VFzDDF\ ZC[TL ATFJJFG[ AN,[ Z;FT/DF\
lJ,I YTL ATFJL K[P ZFDGM ;DU| jIJCFZ ;LTFG[
GFX 5FD[,L DFGLG[ H YFI K[P ZFD ;LTFG[
JFZ\JFZ DFZL GFBJF AN, 5üFTF5 VG]EJ[ K[P
T[VM 5MTFGL HFTG[  GFlXTl5|ITDo SC[ K[P VF+[YL
56 ;LTFG[ cGFDX[QFFc SC[ K[P ZFD ;LTFG[ D'tI]
5FD[,L DFGTF CMJFYL 5MTFGF VF lJIMUG[
clGZJlW lJIMUc TZLS[ VM/BFJ[ K[P T[VM 5MT[ SC[
K[P
cX]gI:I HUTM jNFNXo 5ZJF;Z o c P 5|6Q8lDT GFDFlG GX]gI:I HUTM jNFNXo 5ZJF;Z o c P 5|6Q8lDT GFDFlG GX]gI:I HUTM jNFNXo 5ZJF;Z o c P 5|6Q8lDT GFDFlG GX]gI:I HUTM jNFNXo 5ZJF;Z o c P 5|6Q8lDT GFDFlG GX]gI:I HUTM jNFNXo 5ZJF;Z o c P 5|6Q8lDT GFDFlG G

R ZFDM G HLJlT PR ZFDM G HLJlT PR ZFDM G HLJlT PR ZFDM G HLJlT PR ZFDM G HLJlT P

;LTFGF lJIMUDF\ ZFDG[ HUT HL6" VZ^I
H[J] \  ,FU[ K[ VF AWF p<,[BM 5ZYL :5Q8
YFI K[ S[4 cZFDG[ DG ;LTFGM GFX YIM K[Pc V[8,[
ZFDGM :YFlIEFJ XMS K[Po ZlT GlCP 5ZL6FD[
GF8SGM Z; ZlT H[JM :YFlIEFJ K[P V[JM lJ5|,\U
X'\UFZ GlC 56P XMW H[JM :YFlIEFJ K[P V[JM
SZ]6Z; K[P
;FlCtIN5"6GF ZRlITF VFRFI" lJüGFY[
Z;MDF\ SZ]6 lJ5|,\EGM U6F SZL K[P VFRFI"
lJüJGFYGF DT[ A[ 5[|DL jIlSTVM 5{SL V[S D'tI]
5FdI]\ CMIP T[D KTF SM. N[JL S'5FYL S[ VgI
ZLT[ A\G[G]\ 5Z:5Z lD,G YFI TM V[JF 5|;\U[
SZ]6 lJ5|,\E Z;G[ VJSFX K[P SlJ AF6 ZlIT
SFNdAZLDF \ 5] \0lZSG] \  D'tI] VG[ 5FK/YL
DCFü[TF ;FY[ YI[,] \  V[G] lD,G VFG] \
pNFCZ6 K[P p¿ZZFDRlZTDDF\ ;LTFGM
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X~vX~DF\ Z;FT/DF lJ,I YFI K[P 56
5KL JF<DLlSV[ IMH[,F GF8I5|;\U[ EUJTL
EFULZYLGL S'5FYL V[G] \  ZFD ;FY[ lD,G
YFI K[P T[ ZLT[ VF 38GF DCFü[TF 5]0ZLSGF
pNFCZ6G[ D/TL VFJ[ K[P
VFYL p¿ZZFDRlZTDGM Z; 56 SZ]6 lJ5|,E
K[P V[D DFGL XSFI K[P 5Z\T ] ZFDGM
:YFlIEFJ XMS K[P ZlT GlCP ZFD ;LTFG[ D'tI]
5FD[,L H DFG[ K[P VG[ V[DG[ 5]G"lD,GGL SM.
VFXF GYLP DCFü[TFG[ TM VFSFXJF6L åFZF V[GF
5lT ;FY[GF 5]G"lD,GGL VFXF VF5JFDF\ VFJL
K[P HIFZ[ ZFDG[ VFJL SM. VFXF GYLP ;LTFG[ D'tI]
5FD[,L DFGLG[ ZFD JFZ\JFZ D]lK"T YFI K[P
VFRFI" lJüGFY[  H SZ]6 VG[ SZ]6 lJ5|,\EGM
E[N NXF"JTF SCI]\ K[ S[v
XMW:IFlITIF lEgGM lJ5|,,dEFNI\ Z;o P lJ5|,dE[ ZlToXMW:IFlITIF lEgGM lJ5|,,dEFNI\ Z;o P lJ5|,dE[ ZlToXMW:IFlITIF lEgGM lJ5|,,dEFNI\ Z;o P lJ5|,dE[ ZlToXMW:IFlITIF lEgGM lJ5|,,dEFNI\ Z;o P lJ5|,dE[ ZlToXMW:IFlITIF lEgGM lJ5|,,dEFNI\ Z;o P lJ5|,dE[ ZlTo

:YFlI 5]Go ;\EMUC[T]So PP:YFlI 5]Go ;\EMUC[T]So PP:YFlI 5]Go ;\EMUC[T]So PP:YFlI 5]Go ;\EMUC[T]So PP:YFlI 5]Go ;\EMUC[T]So PP

SZ]6DF\ :YFlIEFJ XMS CMI K[P VG[ T[YL T[
SZ]6 lJ5|,\EYL lEgG K[P lJ5|,\EDF TM
:YFlIEFJ ZlT CMI VG[ OZL ;\EMU X'\UFZGL
V5[1FF 56 ZC[ K[P  p¿ZZFDRlZTDDF\
ZFDG]\ H[ ZLT[ 5F+F,[BG YI]\ K[P T[DF E]TSF/
GF S[8,F \S ;\:DZ6MG[ AFN SZTF \ ZlTGM S[
;\EMU X'\UFZGM SM. lGN[“X GYLP SlJG[ TM ZFDG]\
HLJG SFZ]^I NXF"JJFG\] H VlE5[|T K[P VG[ T[YL
H ZFDGF SFZ]^IG[ DF8[ T[VM SC[ K[P
5]85FS5|TLSFXM ZFD:I S~6M Z;o P5]85FS5|TLSFXM ZFD:I S~6M Z;o P5]85FS5|TLSFXM ZFD:I S~6M Z;o P5]85FS5|TLSFXM ZFD:I S~6M Z;o P5]85FS5|TLSFXM ZFD:I S~6M Z;o P

ìNIDF\ ZC[,L lJZC VG[ 5MTFGF N]QS 'tIGM
;\TF5 XMSG\] :J~5 5FdIM K[P V[ XMS AC]H TLJ| K[P
T[YL H SlJS C[ K[P
cZl5 U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID P ccZl5 U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID P ccZl5 U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID P ccZl5 U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID P ccZl5 U|FJF ZMlNtIl5 N,lT JH|:I ìNID P c

V[8,[  V[ V[DGM :YFlIEFJ XMS K[P ZlT GlCP
DF8[ SZ]6 lJ5|,\EG[  p¿ZZFDRlZTDGM D]bI
Z; U6L XSFI T[D GYLP
p¿ZZFDRlZTD ;]BF \T K[ VG[ V[DF \
ZFDv;LTFG] 5]G"DL,G YFI K[P T[YL GF8SGF
D]bI Z; SZ]6G[ S. CFlG YTL GYLP SFZ6 SlJG[
TM SZ]6Z; lG~5JL T[  H VlE5[|T K[P EJE}lTV[
5MT[ 56 :5Q8 XaNMDF \ SCI] \  K[P
cˆSM Z;o S~5 ˆ[J c P

T[G[ GFISvGFlISFG[ D}lT"DT SZ]6 ~5[ NXF"JLG[
SZ]6Z; TZOGM 5MTFGM VlE5|FI :5Q8
XaNMDF\ NXF"jIM K[P VF SlJG[ 56 HF6[ S [
SZ]6 UFG H lJX[QF EFJ K[P ZFDGF SZ]6Z;G[
p5lRT SZJF DF8[ SlJV[ ;LTFGF tIFU 5KL

TZTH Z;FTF/DF\ T [GM ;C[T]S lJ,I YTM
ATFjIM K[P 5Z\5ZFG[ VG];ZLG[ VG[ 5MTFGF V[S
lJlXQ8 HLJGNX"GG[ JFRF VF5JF EJE}lT
ZFDvl;TFG] 5]G"lD,G SZFJL GF8SGM ;]BFT VF6[
K[P 56 SZ]6Z;GM DCLDF SZJFG] V[G] ,1F l;wW
YFI T[ 5KL H T[D SZJFDF VFjI] K[P c5[ |D
VFtDFGM VDZ V\X K[c V[JL V[GL :JSLI
VG]E]TL K[P T[G[ V[ VF GF8S wJFZF ;FSFZ SZJF
DY[ K[P T[ SZ]6Z;GF lGZ]56YL H ;A/ ZLT[
;FSFZ  Y. XSL K[ DF8[ VF GF8SGM D]bIZ; SZ]6
H K[P V[ :5Q8O YFI K[P
zL pDFX\SZ HMXL SC[ K[ S[ cp¿ZZFDRlZTDDF\
;LTFGM GFX YIM CMI V[ ;\HMUMDF ZFDGL
ìNIl:YlT  XL K[ T[ lGZ]5JFGL EJE}lTGM p5S|D
:5Q8 N[BFI K[P VYF"T XMW HGM :YFILEFJ K[
V[JF SZ]6Z;G] \   p¿ZZFDRlZTDDF\
EJE}lTGF CFY[ VF,[BG YI] K[P lJüGFY[
X'\UFZGF 5|EN TZLS[ SZ]6 lJ5|,\EG[ U6FjIM K[P
T[D VF56[  lJ5|,\E SZ]6 V[JM SZ]6GM 5|E[N
:JLSFZLG[  p¿ZZFDRlZTDGM Z; lJ5|,\E SZ]6
K[ V[D SCL XSLV[ 5Z\T] V[ TM GFDSZ6 V\U[GM
lJUTGM DF+ 5|`G K[ H[ DCtJG] K[ T[ TM .Q8HG
;LTFGF GFXYL XMS :YFILEFJ VG]EJTF
ZFDGM SZ]6Z; K[P V[D H[ p5Z HMI] V[ K[P
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5|:TFJGFo5|:TFJGFo5|:TFJGFo5|:TFJGFo5|:TFJGFo
DCFEFZT V[ ;DU| HUTG]\ V[S z[Q9 VG[ pTD DCFSFjI K[P
T[DF\YL VF56G[ VG[S 5[|Z6FVM TYF T[GF lJX[ UCG VwIIG
SZJFGF VG[S lJRFZM V5[" K[P DCFEFZTGF 5|YD `,MSGM
5|YD XaN ccccccccccWD"WD"WD"WD"WD"cccccccccc VG[ V\lTD `,MSGM V\lTD XaN ccDDDDDDDDDDcc
K[P HM VF A\G[G[ ;FY[ HM0LG[ HM.V[ TM ccccccccccDD WD"DD WD"DD WD"DD WD"DD WD"cccccccccc V[JL
lJQFIJ:T] D/[ K[P VCL\ WD" VG[ VWD" JrR[GF E[NGL JFT
SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P VFYL VW"DGM lJGFX V[ H DFZM WD" V[D
;DHL XSFIP DCFEFZTDF\YL H VF56G[ zLDNŸ EUJNŸULTF
H[JF DCFG NFX"GLS VG[ TtJRL\TS U\|YM VF56G[ D?IF K[P
VF p5ZF\T DCFEFZFTDF\ VF56G[ WD"4 DG]QI4 DM1F TYF VG[S
JFTM pHFUZ YTL HMJF D/[ K[ TYF lEQDGL 5|lT7F 56
DCFEFZTG]\ V[S DCtJ5}6" 5F;] U6FI K[P VG[ H[GFYL
DCFEFZTGL X~VFT YTL HF6L XSFI K[ TYF T[DGF .rKF
D'tI]GF ;DI[ :JI\ EUJFT zLS'Q6 T[DG[ 7FG~5L DM1FGL 5|Fl%T
SZFJ[ K[P DCFEFZTDF S6"G[ V[S NFG[`JZL TYF lD+ 5|tI[
VUFW 5[|DEFJ NXF"JTM HMJF D/[ K[P
DCFSlJ EF;oDCFSlJ EF;oDCFSlJ EF;oDCFSlJ EF;oDCFSlJ EF;o
DCFSlJ EF; V[ ;\:S'T ;FlCtIDF\ 5|YD H6FIK[P H[GL 5|X\;F
AF64 N\0L4 EFDC4 JFS5lTZFH JFDG4 ZFHX[BZ VG[
VlEGJU]%T H[JF 5|D]B SFjISFZM TYF T[DGL ZRGFVMDF\ ;J"+
HMJF D/[ K[P DCFSlJ EF;[  DCFEFZT VFWFlZT K s&f
GF8SMGL ZRGF SZL K[P H[ VF 5|DF6[ K[P
s!f S6"EFZ
sZf pZ]E\U
s#f N}¿ 38MtSR
s$f 5\RZF+
s5f lXX]5F,JW
s&f DwID jIFIMUP
VF TDFD EF;GF ptS'Q8 GF8SMGL z[6LDF\ VFJ [K[P H[DF\YL
VF56[ cS6"EFZcDF\ EF;[ DCFNFG[`JZL IMwWF S6"GF DG p5Z
H[ EFZ ZC[,M K[ T[G[ lJUT[ VF,[BJFGM 5|ItG SIM" K[P H[ DFZF
VwIIGGM lJQFI K[P T[GL S[8,LS lJUTM TYF DFlCTL VF
5|DF6[ K[P
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S6"EFZ DF\ S6"GL DFGl;S jIYF

* S* S* S* S* Stttttuuuuudddddententententent, Depart, Depart, Depart, Depart, Departmanemanemanemanemanet of Sanskritt of Sanskritt of Sanskritt of Sanskritt of Sanskrit, M.K. Bha, M.K. Bha, M.K. Bha, M.K. Bha, M.K. Bhavnagvnagvnagvnagvnagar Uar Uar Uar Uar Unininininivvvvversitersitersitersitersityyyyy, Bha, Bha, Bha, Bha, Bhavnagvnagvnagvnagvnagararararar

* Apoorv Oza
ccS6"EFZc GF VFWFZ[ S6"GL DFGl;S jIYFovccS6"EFZc GF VFWFZ[ S6"GL DFGl;S jIYFovccS6"EFZc GF VFWFZ[ S6"GL DFGl;S jIYFovccS6"EFZc GF VFWFZ[ S6"GL DFGl;S jIYFovccS6"EFZc GF VFWFZ[ S6"GL DFGl;S jIYFov
VF GF8SDF\ S6" 5MTFGF V\lTD HLJG Z1FS SJRvS]\0/ 56
lJGF ;\SMR[  A|Fï6 J[XWFZL .gãG[ VF5JFGM 5|;\U DCFSlJ
EF;[ VCL\ B}A H ;Z; ZLT[ J6"J[,M K[ V[S ;DI[ ;tIG] EFG
Y. VFJTF 56 S6" 5MTFGF SJRvS]\0/ NFG SZ[ K[P T[ V[S
ptS'Q8 VG[ z[Q9 NFG[`JZL TZLS[ T[G[ H6FJ[ K[P
S6"GF NFG VF5JF DF8[ AM,FI[,F XaNM AFNYL H T[G[ 5MTFGF
SJRvS]\0/ ALHFGF CMI T[J] ,FU[ K[ VG[ T[ T[GF DF8[ EFZ~5
K[ V[D DCFSlJ EF;[ VCL\ ptS'Q8 ZLT[ NXF"jI] K[P EF; VF
JFTG[ V[8,L p\RF. 5Z ,. UI[,F  K[ HIF\YL HMTF H6FI
VFJ[ K[ S[ ccS6" lGo:JFY"J'lT WZFJTM4 pNFZ C'NIJF/M TYF
prR SMl8GM NFG[`JZL K[Pcc S[ HIFZYL T[GF D]B[YL NFG DF8[G]\
prRFZ6 YI] tIFZYL T[G[ 5MTFGF SJRvS]\0/ EFZ ~5 ,FUJF
DF\0[ K[P S6"EFZ XaNDF\ S6"GF VF cSl9G SFI"c GM H ;\S[T
SZFI[,M K[P H[D S[ S6"G]\ 5MTFG] JRG lGJF"C S[ T[ ccA|Fï6MG[
SM.56 J:T] DF8[ SMZM HJFA GlC VF5[Pcc
VF p5ZF\T S6" HIFZ[ 5MTFGF ;FZlY X<IZFH 5F;[ 5CM\R[ K[
tIFZ[ X<IZFH T[G[ VD\U/ R[TFJ6LVM VF5[ K[P

.D[ lC N{gI[G lGDLl,T[1F6F.D[ lC N{gI[G lGDLl,T[1F6F.D[ lC N{gI[G lGDLl,T[1F6F.D[ lC N{gI[G lGDLl,T[1F6F.D[ lC N{gI[G lGDLl,T[1F6F

D]C] :B,gTMD]C] :B,gTMD]C] :B,gTMD]C] :B,gTMD]C] :B,gTMo lJJXF:T]Zù DFP lJJXF:T]Zù DFP lJJXF:T]Zù DFP lJJXF:T]Zù DFP lJJXF:T]Zù DFP

UHF‘R ;ºrKNNFGUlgWGMUHF‘R ;ºrKNNFGUlgWGMUHF‘R ;ºrKNNFGUlgWGMUHF‘R ;ºrKNNFGUlgWGMUHF‘R ;ºrKNNFGUlgWGM

lGJ[NIgTLJ Z6[ lGJT"GDŸ FF !!FFlGJ[NIgTLJ Z6[ lGJT"GDŸ FF !!FFlGJ[NIgTLJ Z6[ lGJT"GDŸ FF !!FFlGJ[NIgTLJ Z6[ lGJT"GDŸ FF !!FFlGJ[NIgTLJ Z6[ lGJT"GDŸ FF !!FF

X¢BN]gN]EI"R lGo XaNFo PX¢BN]gN]EI"R lGo XaNFo PX¢BN]gN]EI"R lGo XaNFo PX¢BN]gN]EI"R lGo XaNFo PX¢BN]gN]EI"R lGo XaNFo P

VYF"TŸ  ccVF lNGTFG[  SFZ6[ VF\BM DLRL NLW[,F4 JFZ\JFZ
9MSZM BFTF4 lJJX VFJM TYF ;ºrKN H[JL DNGL U\WJF/F
CFYLVM HF6[ S[ Z6DF\YL 5FKF OZJFG]\ ;}RJL ZCIF K[Pcc X\B
VG[ N]N]\lEVM lGoXaN AGL UIF K[P
tIFZ[ S6" EUJFG  5ZX]ZFDGF zF5GM 5|;\U X<IZFHG[ SlC
;\E/FJ[ K[ S[ EUJFG 5ZX]ZFDG[ A|Fï6MG[ TYF 5MTFGF 5]+G[
H V:+:+ G]\ 7FG VF5JFG\] JRG CT] 5Z\T] S. ZLT[ T[6[
sS6"V[f T[DGL sEUJFG 5ZX]ZFDf ;FY[ K/ SZL lJnF 5|F%T
SZL 5Z\T] V[S JFZ HIFZ[ U]Z]vlXQI JGDF\ HFI K[ tIFZ[ EUJFG
5ZX]ZFD S6"GF BM/FDF\ DFY] ZFBLG[ ;]. HFI K[ tIFZ[4
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S'T[ JH|D]B[G GFD S'lD6F N{JFgDDM~âI[S'T[ JH|D]B[G GFD S'lD6F N{JFgDDM~âI[S'T[ JH|D]B[G GFD S'lD6F N{JFgDDM~âI[S'T[ JH|D]B[G GFD S'lD6F N{JFgDDM~âI[S'T[ JH|D]B[G GFD S'lD6F N{JFgDDM~âI[

lGN|FrK[NEIFN;CŸIT U]ZF{W{IF"TNF J[NGF PlGN|FrK[NEIFN;CŸIT U]ZF{W{IF"TNF J[NGF PlGN|FrK[NEIFN;CŸIT U]ZF{W{IF"TNF J[NGF PlGN|FrK[NEIFN;CŸIT U]ZF{W{IF"TNF J[NGF PlGN|FrK[NEIFN;CŸIT U]ZF{W{IF"TNF J[NGF P

ptYFI ÙTHFÃ,]TptYFI ÙTHFÃ,]TptYFI ÙTHFÃ,]TptYFI ÙTHFÃ,]TptYFI ÙTHFÃ,]To ; ;C;F ZMQFFG,MNLl5TM\ ; ;C;F ZMQFFG,MNLl5TM\ ; ;C;F ZMQFFG,MNLl5TM\ ; ;C;F ZMQFFG,MNLl5TM\ ; ;C;F ZMQFFG,MNLl5TM\

A]âJF DF\ R XXF5 SF,lJO,FgI:+Fl6 T[ ;lgtJlTA]âJF DF\ R XXF5 SF,lJO,FgI:+Fl6 T[ ;lgtJlTA]âJF DF\ R XXF5 SF,lJO,FgI:+Fl6 T[ ;lgtJlTA]âJF DF\ R XXF5 SF,lJO,FgI:+Fl6 T[ ;lgtJlTA]âJF DF\ R XXF5 SF,lJO,FgI:+Fl6 T[ ;lgtJlT

PP!_PPPP!_PPPP!_PPPP!_PPPP!_PP

N{JIMU[ JH|D]B GFDGF SL0FV[ S6"GL AgG[ ;FY/M SMZL BFWL
tIFZ[ U]Z]GL lG\ãF E\U YJFGF EIYL S6"V[ J[NGF ;CG SZLP
T[GF 3F DF\YL JC[TF ,MCLYL V[SFV[S HFULG[ S|MWFluGYL
5|ßHJ,LT EUJFG 5ZX]ZFD[ T[G[ VM/BLG[ XF5 VF%IM S[
cIMuI ;DI[ TFZF V:+M lGQO/ HFVMPc VFD4 S6" X<IZFHG[
H6FJ[ K[ S[ HIFZ[ T[GF lHJGGM DCtJ5}6" ;DI VFjIM K[
tIFZ[ U]Z]GM XF5 IYFY" ;FlAT YTM N[BF. ZCIM K[P
JW]DF\ S6"GF lXZ[ T[GF lD+ N]IM"WG[ T[G[ ;M\5[,L ;[GF5lT 5NGL
HJFANFZLGM EFZ K[ tIFZ[ S6" lJRFZ[ K[ S[ VFJF S5ZF ;DI[
T[ 5MTFGL lD+TF  lGEFJL XSX[ S[ GlC SFZ6 S[ T[6[ DFTF
S]\TLG[ JRG VF%I] K[ S[ T[DGF 5F\R[I 5]+M lHJLT ZC[X[ VG[ T[
VH]"G l;JFI VgI SM.G[ C6X[ GlC VF 56 YM0LS Ù6M 5]ZTM
EFZ S6"GF lXZ[ CMI T[J] H6F. VFJ[ K[P
S6" JFZ\JFZ 5MTFGF ;FZlY X<IZFHG[  H6FJ[ K[ S[ v
 c IF+F;FJH]"Go T+[J RMnTF\ DD ZYo P c c c IF+F;FJH]"Go T+[J RMnTF\ DD ZYo P c c c IF+F;FJH]"Go T+[J RMnTF\ DD ZYo P c c c IF+F;FJH]"Go T+[J RMnTF\ DD ZYo P c c c IF+F;FJH]"Go T+[J RMnTF\ DD ZYo P c c

VlC\ S6"GM DCFG DGMZY EF;[ VFlN4 DwI VG[ V\TDF\ D}SLG[
AC] ;RM8 ZLT[ ATFjIM K[P 5MTFG] D'tI] GHLS CMJFG]\ HF6JF
KTF\ S6" 5MTFGF ;FZYL X<IZFHG[ SC[ K[v
cHIF\ VH]"G K[ tIF\ DFZM ZY ,. HFVMPc S6" HF6[ K[ S[ T[G]
D'tI] T[GL GHLS K[ p5ZF\T VFH[ Vl6GF ;DI[ T[GL Z1FF SZGFZF
SJRvS]\0/ 56 T[GL ;FY[ GYLP VF 56 V[S 5|SFZGM EFZ
S6"GF DGG[ 3[ZL J/TM H6FI K[ S[ VFH[ T[ BZFBZLGF ;DI[
T[GF 5|lT:5WL" VH]"G ;FY[ I]wW SZJFGM K[ tIFZ[ 5MT[ ,0L XSX[
S[ GlCm 5Z\T] 5FKM VFtDlJ`JF; V[S9M SZL ,0JF T{IFZ Y.
HFI K[P
;DL1FFtDS D}<IF \SGo;DL1FFtDS D}<IF \SGo;DL1FFtDS D}<IF \SGo;DL1FFtDS D}<IF \SGo;DL1FFtDS D}<IF \SGo
DCFSlJ EF;[ 5MTFGF GF8SG[ cS6"EFZc GFD VF%I] K[ HM T[GL
;\3L K}8L 5F0LV[ TM  S6" + EFZ V[J] ;FD[ VFJ[ K[P lJNŸJFGM
S6"GF A[ VY" VF5[ K[P
s!f SF{ZJMGM ;[GF5lT
sZf S6["gãLI
VF H 5|SFZ[ EFZGF 56 lJNŸJFGM VG[S VY" VF5[ K[P
 0MP HLPS[P E8'GF VG];FZ S6"GL cDFGl;S lR\TFc 56 T[G[

DF8[ EFZ~5 CTL H[ T[G[ SQ8 VF5L ZCL CTLP
 D}/SYFDF\  S6"G] SJRvS]\0/G]\ NFG VF5JFGM 5|;\U 5C[,F

J6"JFI[,M K[ HIFZ[ 5F\0JM JGDF\ CTFP 5Z\T] EF;[ VCL\
5MTFGL GF8ISFZ TZLS[GL l;wWL VCL\ S6"EFZDF\ Z6DF\

HTF ;DI[ NFG VF5JFGF 5|;\UYL NXF"JL K[P H[GFYL V[S
5|SFZGM 5|EFJ pt5gG YFI K[ VG[ ;FY[ ;FY[ VF‘RI"
VG[ S]T]C,GL ,FU6L 56 µNŸEJ[ K[P

 DCFEFZTDF\ ;}I" 5C[,F H S6"G[ ;5GFDF\ VFJLG[ .gãGF
A|Fï6 J[X WZLG[ VFJJFGL JFT H6FJ[ K[P H[ EF;[ VCL
NXF"JL GYL SFZ6 S[ T[GFYL HGDFG; 5Z ZC[,L pt;]STF4
VFüI" VG[ SF{T]C, GFX 5FDTP

 D}/SYFDF\ .gã 5F;[ S6" SM.56 XlSTGL IFRGF SZTM
GHZ[ 50TM GYL 5Z\T] VCL\ A|Fï6GF JRGG[ DFG VF5LG[
.gã âFZF V5FI[,L XlSTG[ S6" U|C6 SZ[ K[P

 DCFEFZTGM X<IZFH VG[ GF8SGF X<IZFHdFF\ 5IF"%T
V\TZ HMJF D/[ K[P GF8SGM X<IZFH V[S D'N]EFQFL4 SMD/
4 X]ElR\TS VG[  S6"GM ;CFIS HM. XSFI K[P HIFZ[
DCFEFZTGM X<IZFH S|]Z4 lGN"IL4 JFTvJFTDF\ S8]JRGM
prRFZGFZM TYF S6"G[ JFZ\JFZ S8]JRGM J0[ VF3FT
5CM\RF0GFZM K[P

 GF8SDF\ VFüI"GL JFT V[ H6F. VFJ[ K[ S[ A|Fï6
J[XWFZL .gã XF:+7 A|Fï6GL AM,L GCL 5Z\T]  5|FS'T
EFQFFGM p5IMU SZ[ K[ H[ VFüI" 5CM\RF0GFZL AFAT
H6FI K[P

 0MP HLPS[P E8' 5MTFGF V[S lGA\WDF\ ,B[ K[ S[ cEF;[ S6"GL
SYFDF\ B}8TL Sl0VM HM0LG[ T[G[  5}6" AGFJL K[c VF JFT
SlJ S<5GF 5|:T]T K[P HIFZ[ S6" Z\UD\R 5Z VFJ[ K[ tIFZYL
T[G]\ DG lJQFFNU|:T CMI K[ T[ GF8SGF V\T ;]WL ZC[ K[P
VF lJQFFNU|:T l:YTLGL DFGl;S NXFDF\ T[ 5MTFG[ D/[,
XF5GM 5|;\U 56 X<IG[ H6FJ[ K[P

p5;\CFZop5;\CFZop5;\CFZop5;\CFZop5;\CFZo
S6"G[ 5MTFGF V\lTD ;DI[ V[S 5|SFZGL UJ"GL VG]E]lT YFI
K[P H[DF\ T[G[ A|Fï6G[ BF,L CFY[ 5FKM G OZJF N[JM4 T[DGF
U]Z]JZ åFZF V5FI[,F zF5G]\ IYFY" ;DI[4 IYFY" :YFG[4 IYFY"
ZLT[ ;tI H6FJJ]4 ;[GF5lT 5NGF EFZGL HJFANFZL IMuI
ZLT[ lGEFJJL TYF DFTF S]\TLG[ VF5[,F JRGGL IYFY"TF DF8[
UJ" VG]EJFI K[P VG[ tIFZ[ T[G] lR¿ H[ 5C[,F lJQFFNU|:T
VG[ V\WSFZYL KJF. UI[, CMI K[ tIFZ[ T[ N}Z YFI K[ VG[ V[S
5|SFZGL 5|;gGTF5]J"S UJ"GL ,FU6L VG]EJFIK[P
VFD4 EF;[ VF56L ;D1F V[S lJQFFNU|:T lR¿JF/M 5Z\T] WLZ4
;\IDL4 NFGJLZ VG[ JLZ  S6" 5|:YF5LT SZ[ K[P

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR
 S6"EFZDŸ v CQF"N[J DFWJ
 DCFSlJ EF;v 0MPXF\lTS]DFZ 5\0IF
 ;\:S'T ;FlCtIDF\ SZ]6Z;v 0MPHUNLX HMQFL
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5|:T]T XMW5+  clCgNL AF, v ;FlCtI SL VFJxISTF ̂ J\ DCtJ c SM Z[BF\lST SZTF C{ P AF,v;FlCtI ArRM\ S[ ;JF"UL6

lJSF; D[\ ;FIS CMTF C{ P IC lGID C{ lS ArRM\ SM 5|FZ\E D[\ H{;L lX1FF NL HFTL C{4 J[ VFU[ R,SZ J{;[ CL AGT[

C{\ P HM VFH ArRF C{4 JC S, 5|F{- CMUF VF{Z VFG[ JF,F ;DI p;SF CMUF P .;l,ˆ AF,v;FlCtI D[\ G{lTS D}<IM\

SF ;DFJ[X VtI\T VFJxIS C{ P N[X SL EFJL 5L-L S[ l,ˆ ;'HGFtDS ˆJ\ VFXFJFNL ;FlCtI SL VFJxISTF C{4

HM ArRM\ SM ;NŸDFU" SL VMZ VFS'Q8 SZ ;S[ P AF,v;FlCtI SF DCtJ CZ SF, D[\ ZCF C{ VF{Z VFH EL C{ P VrK[

;\:SFZM\ S[ l,ˆ AF,v;FlCtI S[ ,[BSM\ SM VlWS ;FJWFGL SL VFJxISTF C{ P
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5|F:TFlJSo

ArR[ ;DFH SF DCtJ5}6" V\U C{ P ArRM\ S[ VEFJ D[\

;DFH SL S<5GF EL GCL\ SL HF ;STL P 5|l;å V\U|HL

;FlCtISFZ lJl,ID J0";JY" G[ 9LS CL SCF C{ lS

“The child is the  Fathef of Man" VYF"T ArRF

.g;FG SF l5TF CMTF C{ P SCG[ SF TFt5I" IC C{ lS ArR[\

D[\ .\;FG S[ ;EL U]6 ;DFlCT ZCT[ C{\4 HM WLZ[ WLZ[ p;SL

VJ:YF S[ VG];FZ p;D[\ lJSl;T CMT[ C{ P

X{XJF:YF D[\ AF,SM S[ XFZLlZS lJSF; S[ ;FYv;FY

DFGl;S lJSF; AC]T TLJ| UlT ;[ CMTF C{ P J[ lH;vlH;

J:T] SM N[BT[ C{P p; 5Z VFS'Q8 CMSZ p;S[ lJQFI D[\

lJ:T'T 7FG 5|F%T SZG[ SL 5|A, .rKF ZBT[ C{\ P VTo AF,

;FlCtISFZM SM ArRM\ SL l:YlT S[ VG]~5 5F9I 5]:TSM\

S[ VlTlZST EL ArRM\ S[ DGMZ\HG J 7FGJW"G S[ l,ˆ

ptS'Q8 AF, ;FlCtI SL ZRGF SZGL 50TL C{ P

AF, ;FlCtI ;[ VlE5|FIo

cAF, ;FlCtI c VYF"TŸ cArRM\ SF ;FlCtI c³³³³³³³JC ;FlCtI HM

ArRM\ S[ DG VF{Z DGMEFJ SM 5ZBSZ pGSL EFQFF D[\ J

pGS[ :TZ 5Z l,BF UIF C{4 JCL ;CL VYM" S[\ cAF,

;FlCtI c C{ P

AF, ;FlCtI SF V5GF :JTg+ Vl:TtJ ;N{J ZCF C{ P p;[

5-G[ JF[ ArR[ A0M SL TZC :JTg+ C{\4 p;D[\ G TM VFI]

;LDF SF A\WG C{ VF{Z G 7FG SL CL SM." 5lZlW CMTL C{

P VFH N[X S[ CZ ZFHI D[ AF, ;FlCtI SM VF\SF HF ZCF

C{ P ;\EJ .;Ll,ˆ ClZIF6F S[ ˆS AF, ;FlCtISFZ zL

lJQ6] 5|EFSZ G[ l,BF C{ lS4  cAL;JL\ ;NL SM AF,SM\ SL

;NL SCF HFI[ TM VtI]l¾T G CMUL4 ¾IM\lS .; ;NL D[\

5C,L AFZ IC l:JSFZ lSIF UIF C{ lS ArRM\ SF :JT\+

jIl¾TtJ CMTF C{ P .;;[ 5C,[ J[ S[J, A0M\ SF KM8F ~5

CL DFG[ HFT[ Y[ P AL;JL\ ;NL G[ 7FGvlJ7F\G S[ 1F[+ D[\4

lJX[QFSZ DGMlJ7FG S[ 1F[+ D[\4 GIL BMHM\ S[ SFZ6 .;L

E|D SF lGZFSZ6 lSIF P .; lGZFSZ6 S[ âFZF IC :5Q8

C]VF C{ lS ArRM\ S[ l,ˆ :JTg+F ;FlCtI CMGF CL RFlCˆP

AF,SM SL VJ:YF "̂o

ArRM\ S[ ;FlCtI SF ;dAgW JF:TJ D[\ ArRM S[ AF{lâS

lJSF; ;[ C{ P .;S[ l,ˆ NM VJ:YFˆ DFGL U." C{ v

X{XJFJ:YF VF{Z AF<IFJ:YF P ArRM\ S[ l,ˆ l,B[ HFG[

JF,[ ;FlCtI 5Z4 .gCL JUM" SF A\WG VFH lJX[QF ~5 ;[

,UFIF HFTF C{ P

DGMJ{7FlGSM S[ VG];FZ AF,SM S[ lJSF; SL RFZ

VJ:YF "̂ DFGL U." C{ v s!fX{XJSF, sZf lSXMZ TYF

AF,SM SL D}, 5|J'lTVM 5|tI[S VJ:YF D[\ lJX[QF 5|SFZ ;[

SFI" SZTL C{P X{XJSF, D[\ VYF"TŸ 5F"R JQF" TS S[

AF,SM\ SL XFZLlZS J DFGl;S J'lâ AC]T TLJ| UlT ;[

CMTL C{ P V5GL 7FG[lgN|IM\ J SD[“lgN|IM\ SF p5IMU EL J[

.;L VJ:YF D[\ ;LBT[ C{ P AF<IFJ:YF IFlG 5F\"R ;[ AFZC

JQF" TS S[ AF,SM\ D[\ pgGlT CMTL C{ P J[ 5|tI[S J:T] S[

lJQFI D[\ HFGG[ S[ l,ˆ lH7F;] CMT[ C{\ P pGD[\ A0L 5|A,

pt;]STF CMTL C{ P G{lTSvVG{lTS SFI" D[\ VgTZ SZG[ SL

1FDTF VF HFTL C{ P J[ AM,GF4 5-GF J l,BGF EL ;LB

,[T[ C{\ TYF VFtDv5|SFXG SL Xl¾T VF HFTL C{ P lSXMZ

IFlG !Z ;[ !* JQF" SL VJ:YF D[\ J[ HLJG TYF ;\;FZ S[

5|FIo ;D:T ZC:IM SM ;DhG[vHFGG[ S[ IMuI AG
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HFT[ C{ P

AF, ;FlCtI SL 5Zd5ZFo

AF,v;FlCtI SF .lTCF; AC]T 5]ZFGF C{ P 5|FZdE D[\ A0M\ S[

l,ˆ HM ;FlCtI l,BF HFTF YF4 ArR[ EL p;D[\ ;[ V5GL

DT,A SL ;FDU| KF\8 l,IF SZT[ C{ P ;}ZNF; VF{Z

T],;LNF; SL S|DXo S'Q6 VF{Z ZFD lJQFIS ZRGF "̂\

.;SF 5|DF6 C{ P ;}Z VF{Z T],;L G[ SF,v;FlCtI 5Z S]K

EL GCL\ l,BF4 5ZgT] .GSL ZRGFVM D[\ AF,v ;FlCtI S[

VG[S TtJ lK5[ C]̂  C{ P

AF,v;FlCtI SL lJlWJT X~VFT EFZT[gN] I]U ;[ CMTL C{

P EFZT[gN] ClZxRgN| SL 5[|Z6F ;[ !((Z D[\ AF, vN5"6

GFDS ArRM\ SL 5C,L 5l+SF SF 5|SFXG 5|FZdE C]VF YF

P VFH AF, ;FlCtI SL lJSF; IF+F ̂ S XTFaNL 5FZ SZL

R]SL C{ P

AF,v;FlCtI SM D]BTo NM EFUM\ D[\ AF\8F HF ;STF C{ P ̂ S

TM :JTg+TF ;[ 5}J" SF AF,v;FlCtI4 lH;[ CD 5Zd5ZFUT

AF,v;FlCtI SC ;ST[ C{“ P IC ;FlCtI DF{lBS :J~5

;[ l,lBT :J~5 TS lJSl;T C]VF VF{Z VFH EL CM ZCF

C{ P N};ZF :JFTg+IMTZ AF,v;FlCtI C{ P IC VFW]lGS

5lZN[X VF{Z AF,vDGMlJ7FG SM wIFG D[\ ZBSZ l,BF HF

;STF C{ P

AF,v;FlCtI SL DF{l,S VFJxISTF C{ v DGMZ\HG EFQFF

SL ;Z,TF4 SYF D[\ ;NŸlJRFZ TYF 7FG P 5Zd5ZFUT

AF,v;FlCtI D[\ .G ;A TtJM\ SF EZ5}Z ;DFJ[X C{ P .;

;FlCtI SL VFH EL EZ5}Z p5IMlUTF C{P RFC[ JC ;FlCtI

5C,[ l,BF UIF C{ IF lOZ VA l,BF HF ZCF CMP

N];ZF ;FlCtI HM lS :JTg+IMTZ AF,v;FlCtI CL GCL\

Al<S VFW]lGS ;FlCtI EL C{ P .; AF,v;FlCtI S[

V\TU"T lJQFIM\ SL lJlJWTF4 7FGJW"S ;FDU|L SM DCtJ

lNIF HF ZCF C{ P VFH ArRM\ S[ ;FDG[ .,{¾8=MlGS DLl0IF

G[ 7FG TYF DGMZ\HG SL VG[S ;FDU|L 5|:T]T SZ ZCF C{

P [̂;L l:YlT D[\ AF,v;FlCtI CL pGSL lJ7F;FVM\ SM

XFgT SZ ;STF C{ P

VTo ;FlCtISFZM\ G[ :JTg+TF S[ 5xRFT CL AF,v;FlCtI

S[ DFGN60M\ D[\ lJX[QF 5lZJT"G SL VFJxISTF DC;]; SL

P .; l:YlT D[\ AF,v;FlCtI ArRM\ S[ l,ˆ DCTJ5}6" 5|TLT

CMG[ ,UF P DGMZ\HG S[ ;FYv;FY AF,v;FlCtI ArRM\ D[\

DFGl;S lJSF;4 ZFQ8=LI R[TGF4 J{7FlGS N'lQ8SM6 VFlN

SL VlGJFI"TF VG]EJ SL U." P .; 5|SFZ ;[ :JTg+TF S[

AFN CL AF,v;FlCtI SL 5Zd5ZF 5|SFX D[\ VF." VF{Z HM

VFH V5GL RZD ;LDF 5Z C{ P VFH AF,v;FlCtI ;EL

lJnFVM\ S[ V\TU"T ArRM\ SF DGMZ\HG CL GCL\ SZ ZCF C{4

Al<S pgC[\ lJ7FG ;[ EL HM0 ZCF C{ P

HCF" TS AF, ;FlCtI S[ pNEJ SF ;dAgW C{4 p;D\[

AF,SM\ S[ l,ˆ CDFZ[ klQFIM\vD]lGIM\ D[ ;FlCtI ;'HG SM

AC]G 5C,[ CL VG]E}T SZ l,IF YF P Inl5 lCgNL D[\ AF,

;FlCtI ZRGF SF 5|FZdE AC]G AFN D[\ :JTg+TF 5|FlÃT SF,

D[\ V\U[|HL ;FlCI S[ 5|EFJ ;[ 5|FZ\E C]VF TYFl5 AF,

;FlCtI ;dAgWL 5|YD ZRGF ;\:S'T ;FlCtI D[\ lJQ6] XDF"

GFD ˆS VwIF5S åFZF NL U."4 lHgCM\G[ ZFH5]+M\ SM GLlT

lJQFIS lX1FF N[G[ S[ l,ˆ 5\RT\+ GFD ;[ 5|YD AF,

SYFVM\ SL ZRGF SL P .; 5|SFZ ;[ lCgNL AF, ;FlCtI

SL 5'Q9E}lD D[\ ;\:S'T SF lJX[QF IMUNFG ZCF C{ P ;\:S'T

EFQFF SL 5\RT\+4 lCTM5N[X TYF 5F,L EFQFF SL HFTS

SYFVM\4 DCFEFZT4 5]ZF6 VFlN SL SYFVM\ S[ IMUNFG SM

E],FIF GCL\ HF ;STF C{ P

lCgNL AF,v;FlCtI SL lJSF; IF+Fo

lCgNL AF,v;FlCtI SL 5'Q9E}lD T{IFZ SZG[ D[\ ;\:S'T S[

AF,v ;FlCtI SFD DCtJ5}6" IMUNFG ZCF C{ P c5\RT\+ c TM

lJxJ SL VG[S EFQFF\VM S[ AF,v;FlCtI SM 5|EFlJT SZG[

JF,L 5]:TS l;â C]." C{ P .;S[ ;FY CL EFZTLI ,MS

;FlCtI G[ V5GL ZRGF S[ DFwID ;[ AF,v;FlCtI SM

;D'â AGFIF P lCgNL SL 5|FIo ;EL 5|D]B AMl,IM\ D[\ 5IF"ÃT

DF+F D[\ p5,aW AF,v;FlCtI .; SYG SL 5'lQ8 SZTF C{

P

lCgNL D[\ AF,v;FlCtI SF VFZldES ~5 DCFSlJ ;}ZNF;

S[ 5AF,v,L,F UL\TM D[\ EL N[BG[ SF 5|IF; lSIF UIF C{

P IC E|D S[J, .;l,ˆ CMTF C{4 ;}ZNF; G[ V5G[ AF,v,L,F

ULT\M D[\ AF, :JEFJ S[ lH; DGMJ{7FlGS ~5 SM 5|:T]T

lSIF C{4 J{;F VFH TS SM." GCL\ SZ ;SF4 lSgT] .; TyI

SM :JLSFZ EL SZ ,[\ TM .TGF :5Q8 C{ lS pG AF,v,L,F

UL\TM D[\ AF, :JEFJ SF lR+6 A0M\ S[ l,ˆ YF lH;;[

JFt;<I Z; SL pt5lT CMTL C{ G lS AF,SM\ SF DGMZ\HG

CMTF C{ P

AL;JL\ XTFaNL S[ VFZdE ;[ CL lJN[XL AF,v;FlCtI D[\

S|FlgTSFZL 5lZJT"G CMG[ ,U[ Y[ P .; 5lZJT"G G[ EFZTLI

,[BSM\ SF EL wIFG BL\RFP ,[BSM\ G[ ;MRF :S},L ;FlCtI

S[ V,FJF S]K [̂;F EL l,BF HFˆ4 lH;;[ DGMZ\HG CM

VF{Z ArRM\ SF  DFGl;S VF{Z XFZLlZS lJSF; CM P ̂ [;L

5]:TSM\ SM ArR[\ B}A 59[U[ P

lCgNL AF,v;FlCtI S[ S|lDS SM VwIIG SL ;Z,TF S[

l,ˆ lJlEgG I]UM D[\ lJEFHLT SZ [GF VlWS p5I]ST CMUF

P 5}Z[ lJSF; S|D SM lJlEgG I]UM\ D[\ .;4 5|SFZ lJEFlHT

lSIF HF ;STF C{ o
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!f EFZT[gN]5]J" I]U o ;G !($5 ;[ !(*# TS

Zf EFZT[gN] IU o ;G !(*$ ;[ !)__ TS

#f låJ[NL I]U o ;G !)_! ;[ !)#_ TS

$f UF\WL I]U o ;G !)#! ;[ !)$& TS

\5f :JFTg+IMTZ I]U o ;G !)$* ;[ !)(_ TS

&f JT"DFG I]U  o ;G !)&! ;[ VA TS

AF,v;FlCtI S[ 5|SFZo

5|FIo AF,v;FlCtI ;EL lJWFVM\ D[\ l,BF HFTF ZCF C{ P

AF, v ;FlCtI D[ HCF" AF,vSFjI V5GL RZD ;LDF 5Z

C{4 JCL AF,vGF8S4 ̂ SF\SL4 AF, p5gIF; TYF J{7FlGS

;FlCtI EL l,BF HF ZCF C{ O AF,v;FlCtI D[\ 5|tI[S

lJWF S[ åFZF ;FlCtISFZ ArRM\ S[ 7FG D[\ J'lâ CL GCL\

SZ ZC[ C{4 Al<S pgC[\ VFW]lGS ;DFH D[\ HM0G[ SF EL

5|IF; SZ ZC[ C{\ P

0M³ ClZS'Q6 N[J;Z[ G[ AF,v;FlCtI S[ 5|SFZM\ SF lGdG

5|SFZ ;[ lJEFHG lSIF C{ O

s!f AF, ULT sZf AF, SCFlGIF" s#f AF,vGF8S s$f

AF,vp5gIF; s5fAF,vHLJGL ;FlCtI VFNL P

jIF5S 5I"J[1F6 S[ AFN lCgNL AF,v;FlCtI SF lJEFUT

~5 D[ .; 5|SFZ lJEFHLT lSIF HF ;STF C{ v s!f AF,

SFjI ̂ J\ AF,ULT sZf AF, SCFlGIF" s#f AF, GF8S s$f

AF, ̂ SF\SL4 s5f AF, p5gIF; s&f AF, HLJGL ;FlCtI

s*f AF, J{7FlGS ;FlCtI VFlNP

AF, ;FlCtI SL lJX[QFTFˆo

ArR[ ;DFH SF DCtJ5}6" V\U C{ P ArRM\ S[ VEFJ D[\

;DFH SL S<5GF GCL\ SL HF ;STL P 5|l;â V\U[|HL

;FlCtISFZ lJ,LID J0";JY" G[ 9LS CL SCF C{ lSP

The child is the  Fathef of Man" VYF"T ArRF .g;FG

SF l5TF CMTF C{ P ArR[\ D[\ .\;FG S[ ;EL U]6 ;DFlCT CMT[

C{\4 HM WLZ[ WLZ[ p;SL VJ:YF S[ VG];FZ p;D[\ lJSl;T

CMT[ C{ P

ArRM\ SF AF, ;FlCtI ;[ ;LWF ;dAgW CMTF C{ P

AF,v;FlCtI HCF ˆS VMZ ArRM\ SM VFNX" GFUlZS

AGFG[ D[\ ;CFITF 5|NFG SZTF C{ JCL\ N];ZL VF[Z pGD[\

VrK ;\:SF 0F,SZ pGS[ EFJL ;\;FZ SL GL\J DHA]T

SZTF C{ P

ArR[ DFGl;S R\R,TF [S SFZ6 lS;L J:T] SF ˆS

lGlxRT ~5 V5G[ DG D[\ l:YZ GCL  SZ 5FT[ P 3M0[ D[ ;}\0

JF,[ CFYL VF{Z 5\B ,UL p0G[ JF,L lK5Sl,IM\ SL

lJlR+ S<5GF \̂ JC 5FIo lSIF SZT[ C{P VTo ;FlCtI S[

åFZF .; R\R,TF SM N[X D[\ SZS[ pgC[\ ;\;FZ SL J:T]VM\

SM J[ H{;L C{ J{;L CL N[BG[ S[ l,ˆ N'lQ8 VF{Z S<5GF "̂SZG[

D[\ ;1FD C{“P

;FDFlHS HLJG S[ VFNXM" VF{Z prR EFJGFVM\ S[ 5|lT

ArRM\ SM VFSlQF"T SZG[ S[ l,ˆ EL AF,v;FlCtI p5IMUL

l;â C{ P p;D[ HM AFT ZMRS VF{Z DGMJ{7FlGS -\U ;[

SCL HFTL C{ JC ArRM\ 5Z V5GF 5|EFJ VJxI 0F,TL C{

P 5|FIo N[BF UIF C{ lS lS;L EL AF, SlJTF SL SM."

5\lST pgC[ p; 5|SFZ ;[  IFN CM  HFTL C{4 H{;[ JC p;[

5C,[ CL HFGTF CM VF{Z p;L EFJ ;[ pgC[\ VjIST ~5 ;[

;NF 5[|lZT SZT[ ZCT[ C{P lJGI VF{Z 5|FY"GF JF,[ AF\, ULT

ArRM\ SM lJGD| AGFG[ D[\ ;CFIS CMT[ C{ P

AF,v;FlCTI S[ åFZF 3ZM\ D[ 5F,[ HFG[ JF,[ TMT[4 S]TF4

lA<,L4 UFI4 ASZL TYF .;S[ VlTlZ¾T4 D¾BL4 DrKZ4

X[Z4 E[l0IF4 ,MD0L4 ;F"5 TYF VgI 5X]v5l1FIM\ SF AMW EL

ArRM\ SM VF;FGL ;[ CM HFTF C{4 lH;[ ArRM\ G[ N[BF E,[

G CM 5Z lR+M\ D[\ N[BG[ VF{Z p;S[ AFZ[ D[\ 5-G[ ;[ JC p;[

;CH CL HFG ;STF C{ P CDFZ[ N[X D[\ VG[S 5|SFZ S[

5[0v5F{[W[4 O,vO}, C{\ P ARR[\ S[J, S]K CL O},M SM

HFGT[ C{ P J[ .G ;AS[ AFZ[ D[\ EL HFGSFZL AF,v;FlCtI

;[ VJxI 5|FÃT SZ ;ST[ C{P .;S[ VlTlZ¾T VFSFX4 TFZ[4

RF\N4 ;}I"4 CJF4 5'yJL4 H,4 GNL4 ;FUZ4 D{NFG4 5CF04

5J"T VFlN ;A J:T]VM\ ;[ ArRM\ SF SM." ZFUFtDS ;dAgW

P GCL\ CMTFP 5Z JC pgC[\ N[BSZ SF{T}C, J lH7F;F S[

EFJ pGS[ DG D[\ VJxI pt5gG CMT[ C{\ P VTo .G ;A;[

l,ˆ AF, ;FlCtI CL ;DFWFG SZG[ D[\ ;1FD C{P

ArRM\ D[\ N[X 5[|D4 ̂ STF4 JLZTF4 tIFU VF{Z :JFlEDFG EZG[

S[ l,ˆ EL AF, ;FlCtI AC]T p5IMUL l;â C]VF C{ P IC

lGlJ"JFN ;tI C{ lS ZFQ8=LITF SL EFJGF ArRM\ SL :JFEFlJS

EFJGF GCL\  CMTLP VTo ̂ [;[ D[\ AF,v;FlCtI SL ArRM\ SM

VFtDAMW SZFTF C{ P

VFH SF I]U lJ7FG S[ WZFT, 5Z B0F C{ P VFH lJ7FG

G[ VtIFlwS TZ¾SL  SZ ,L C{ VF{Z SZ ZCF C{ P V\TlZ1F

D[\ p0FG EZGF4 RF\N 5Z 5C]\RGF TYF VgI ZC:IDIL

HFGSFZL ArRM\ SM S[J, AF, ;FlCtI CL p5,aW SZFG[

D[\ ;1FD C{ P AF, ;FlCtI ;[ ArRM\ SF S[J, DGMZ\HG CL

GCL\ CMTF Al<S IC ArRM\ S[ HLJG SM GIL lNXF EL 5NFG

SZTF C{P IC ArRM\ D[\ pNFT EFJM\ SF ;\RFZ SZ ;FC;L4

JLZ4 N[XE¾T4 W{I"JFG4 ;}hA}H VFlN EFJM\ SM EL HF'T

SZTF C{ P .G ;A U]6M\ D[ AF, ;FlCtISL CL VCD E}lDSF

ZCTL C{ HMlS ArRM\ D[\ ;DIv;DI 5Z HFU'T SZTL ZCL

C{P

AF, ;FlCtI SL VFJxISTFo

VFH S[ 5lZJ[X D[\ ArR[ SL lH7F;F SF l1FlTH AC]T

lJ:T'T CM UIF C{ P VA P;[ LS;L J:T] IF lJQFI S[ AFZ[
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D[\ ATF EZ N[G[ ;[ T'lÃT GCL lD,TL P JC ¾IF4 ¾IM VF{Z S{;[

m ;[ V5GL lH7F;F SF VlgTD ;DFWFG RFCTF C{ P

N[X SL EFJL 5L-L SM ;'HGFtDS VFXFJFNL pNAMWG

SZT[ C]̂  ;NDFU" SL VMZ 5|FlÃT SZG[ JF,[ ;FlCtISFZM\

SL lJXN 5Zd5ZF ZCL C{ P ;FlCtISFZ ̂ S HFUZ]S 5|F6L

CMTF C{ P .; NFlItJ SF lGJF"C JC B}AL S[ ;FY SZTF

C{ P

5|tI[S EFQFF S[ ;FlCtI D[\ AF, ;FlCtI SF V5|lTD :YFG

CMTF C{ P ;DFH S[ jIl¾TIM 5Z ;FlCtI SF ;LW 5|EFJ

50TF C{ P AF,v;FlCtI SM ;D'â AGFG[ S[ l,ˆ VG[S

;FlCtISFZM G[ V5GF ;lS=I IMUNFG lNIF C{ P AF,

;FlCtI ;'HG S[ wI[I S[ 5|lT S]K lJRFZ 5|:T]T C{ P

ArR[ 5lZl:YlTIM\ SF 7FG ;A;[ 5C,[ N[B ;]G VF{Z

;DhSZ p5GF 5|FÃT GCL SZT[4 lHTGF XFZLlZS R[Q8FVM\

VF{Z :5X" S[ VFWFZ 5Z 5|FÃT SZT[ C{\ P JC lH; J:T] SM

N[BT[ C{4 p;[ CFY D[\ ,[SZ4 TM0SZ4 GMRSZ IF BM,SZ

EL N[BGF RFCT[ C{\ P N[BG[ DF+F;[ pGSL lH7F;F XFgT GCL

CMTL H{;L v O}, SF pNFCZ64 KM8[ A0[4 AF,S'Q6 VF{Z

RF"N4 XFZLlZS R[Q8Fˆ4 jIY" SL pK,S}K 5Z YST[ GCL\

P pGSL .; 5|SFZ SL R[Q8FVM ;[ CL pGS[ U-[ C]̂  p;

AF, ULT ;FlCtI SF lGDF"6 CMTF C{4 HM SEL K5TF C{4 G

5|SFlXT CMTF C{4 5Z lGZgTZ UFIF N]CZFIF HFG[ S[ SFZ6

JC WLZ[v WLZ[ ArRM\ S[  ;DFH D[\ O{, HFTF C{ VF{Z

XTFlaNIM\ TS pGSF DGMZ\HG SZTF ZCTF C{ P

;FlCtI S[ lJQFI D[ CDFZ[ E}T5}J" ZFQ8=5lT 0M ZFWFS'Q6G

S[ lJRFZM\ S[ VG];FZ ArRM\ SF ;FlCtI SF  ;FN[xI ;'HG

C{ P DFGJLI ˆSTF4 DFGJLI ;CIMU VF{Z .; ;\;FZ SM

VlWS ;]gNZ AGFGF 5|tI[S lJSl;T AF, jIl¾TtJ SF

ST"jI C{ VF{Z 5|tI[S AF,S SM IC 5[|Z6F N[GF AF,

;FlCtISF ST"jI C{ P ;D:T AF, ;FlCtI 5|F{- 5}JF"U|CM ̂ \J

lGlxRT WFZ6FVM ;[ D]ST CMGF RFlCˆ P

AF, ;FlCtI ArRM\ SL p,hL C]." S'l69T DGMEFJGFVM\

SM ;],hFSZ pgC[\ 5lZQS'T DGMEFJGFVM\ JF,F J :J:Y

DG SF DG]QI AGFTF C{P DFGl;S U]ltYIM S[ G ZCG[ VF{Z

DGMEFJM\ SF lGZgTZ 5lZQSFZ CMT[ ZCG[ ;[ CL ArRF ;]N'-

.rKF Xl¾T JF,F4 ;FC;L TYF lJJ[SXL, DG]QI AGTF C[

P 7FG SF ;\;FZ TM V;LD J V5F CMTF C{4 p;D[ VFtDAMW

S[ l,ˆ AF, ;FlCtI VlE VFJxIS C{ P

AF,  ;FlCtI SF DCtJo

I}\ TM HLJG D[\ CZ VJ:YF lJSF; SL N'lQ8 ;[ D}<IJFG

CMTL C{4 5ZgT] AF<IFJ:YF SF NF{Z ;JF"lWS DCtJ5}6" VF{Z

SCL\ VlWS lG6"IFtEDS CMTF C{P AR5G CL ElJQI  SL

GL\J CMTL C{ P .;l,ˆ ArRM\ D[\ VrK[ ;\:SFZ S[ l,ˆ

AF,v;FlCtI SF VlWS DCtJ C{ P

5\RT\+SFZ lJQ6] XDF" :J\I AF,v;FlCtI SF DCtJ 5|lT5FlNT

SZT[ C]̂  l,BT[ C{\ lSv

c DFTF X+}o l5TF J{ZL I[G AF,M G 5l9To

G XMET[ ;EF DwI[ C\; DwI[ JSM IYF PPc

VYF"T JC DFTFvl5TF X+} VF{Z J{ZL C{4 lH;G[ V5G[ AF,SM\

SM GCL 5-FIF VYJF 5-JFIF CM P VlXl1FT D]B" AF,S

;EF J ;DFH D[\ JJ{;[ CL XMEF GCL 5FTF4 H{;[ C\;M S[

DwI D[ AU],F XMEF GCL\ 5FTF P VlXl1FT HG ;eI HGM

SL ;EF D[\ lTZ:SFZ SF 5F+F AGTF C{ VF{Z;5[ON Z\U SF

CMG[ 5Z EL DK,L DFZ AU],F C\;M S[ ALR GCL l8S 5FTF

C{ P

VFH S[ .; EF{lTS ~5 ;[ ;D'â 5lZJ[X D[\ AF, DG

S<5GF HUT ;[ S8 GCL 5FTF P VFH EL JC ̂ {lTCFl;S4

5F{ZFl6S4 WFlD"S TYF ,MS SYFVM\ SM A0[ wIFG ;[ ;]GTF

C{ P .; 5|SFZ AF, ;FlCtI VFH EL ArRM\ S[ l,ˆ J{;F

CL ,MSl5|I C{ lHTGF 5|FRLGSF, D[\ YF P JF;TJ D[\ ArR[\

;FlCtI4 ;DFH VF{Z ;\:S'lT S[ l,ˆ GJFUT S[ ~5 D[\ CMT[

C{P IC ;R C{ lS 5|tI[S I]U SL V5GL lJlXQ8TFˆ CMTL C{4

lSgT] ArRM\ SF p;D[\ lGlxRT DCtJ CMTF C{P VFH HCF\

CD ,MUM\ SM  5|:TZvI]U ;[ lGS,[ C]̂  N[BT[ C{\ JCL N};ZL

VMZ G." lJRFZWFZF4 G." BMH TY FHLJG S[ GI[ D}<IM SM

l,ˆ C]̂  5FT[ C{\ P .;L 5Zd5ZF D[\ ArRM S[ HLJG VF{Z pGSL

;D;IFVM\ SM ~5 EL pTGL CL J{lJwI l,ˆ C]̂  C{ P VTo

.G ;A S[ ;DFWFG S[ l,ˆ AF, ;FlCtI VtIgT p5IMUL

C{ P

VTo AF,  ;FlCtI ArRM S[ jIl¾TtJ SF ;JF"UL6 lJSF;

SZG[ D[\ AC]T ;CFIS CMTF C{ P ;FDFlHS HLJG S[

VFNXM" VF{Z prR EFJGFVM\ S[ 5|lT ArRM\ SM VFSlQF"T

SZG[ S[ l,ˆ AF, ;FlCtI DCtJ5}6" l;â C{ P IC SYG

;tI C{ lS AR5G D[\ lHG ArRM\ SM DG ;\T]l,T ZBG[ SL

lX1FF lD, HFTL C{ JCL A0[ CMSZ VG]XF;G VF{Z

jIJ:YFl5|I AGT[ C{\ P VTo ArRM\ D[\ VrK[ ;\;SFZM S[ l,ˆ

AF,  ;FlCtI SF lJX[QF DCtJ C{ P

AF, ;FlCtI SF XF:+LI lJJ[RGo

5|F{- ;FlCTI SL EF\lE AF, ;FlCtI EL AC]VFIFDL C{ P

AF, ;FlCtI ;'HG S[ 1F[+ D[\ VG[S ;FlCTISFZM\ G[ DCtJ5}6"

E}lDSF lGEF." C{ P IC  AF, ;FlCtI Un VF{Z 5n NMGM\ CL

lJnFVM\ D[\ ZRF UIF C{ P ArRM S[ l,ˆ SlJTFˆ4 ULT4

,MZL4 SCFGL p5gIF;4 GF8S4 HLJGLIF VFlN S[ åFZF

AF, ;FlCtI SL zLJ'lâ SL HF ZCL C{ P ;EL  AF,
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;FlCtISFZM\ SF WI[I ArRM\ D[ R[TGF HFU'lT4 ;]~lR4

lGQ9F4 ST"jI4 DGMZ\HG4 B[,vB[, D[\ 7FGFH"G VF{Z G{lTS

D}<IM\ VFlN SL :YF5GF SZGF C{P lH;;[ ArR[ SF ;JF"UL6

lJSF; CM ;S[ P .; lJQFI D[ 0MP ClZS'Q6 N[J;Z[HL

l,BT[ C{P cVFH S[AF, ;FlCtI SF pN[xI S[J, DGMZ\HG

VF{Z 7FGJâ"G SZGF CL GCL C{ Al<S AF,S SM .; IMuI

AGFGF EL C{ SL JC HLJG S[ D}<IM TYF EFJL ;\;FZ S[

5lZJ[X ;[ ;dAgW AGFG[ D[\ ;5O, CM ;S[ P

XF:+LI lJWGM ;[ INL AF, ;FlCtI 5Z N'lQ85FT lSIF

HFTF C{4 TM JC S[J, DGMJ{7FlGS N'lQ8 ;[ CL GCL\ Vl5T]

;FlCtI ;'HG SL N'lQ8 S[ VG];FZ EL 5|F{- ;FlCtI;[ V,U

5FIF HFTF C{ P  AF, ;FlCtI SF XF:+LI lJWG NM EFUM\

D[\ lJEFlHT C{

s!f AF, 5W5ZS ;FlCtI sZf AF, Un5ZS ;FlCtI

AF, 5n5ZS ;FlCtI D[ SlJTF4 ULT4 ,MlIF" VFNL SF

5|IMU CMTF C{ HAlS Un D[\  ;FlCtI SL VgI lJWFI[\

p5gIF;4 SCFGL4 GF8S4 HLJGL VFLN XFlD, C{ P

lGQSQF" o

ArRM\ S[ DG VF{Z DGMEFJM SM 5ZBSZ J pGS[ :TZ 5Z

l,B[ UI[ ;FlCtI SM ;CL VYM" D[\  AF, ;FlCtI SCT[ C{\

P AF, ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; AC]T 5]ZFGF C{ P .; ;NL S[

VFZdE D[\ lNJ[NL I]ULG ;FlCtISFZM\ G[  AF, ;FlCtI SL

VMZ wIFG lNIF VF{Z AFN S[ ;FlCtISFZM\ G[ EL .; z'B\,F

SM VFU[ A-FIF C{ P VFZdT ;[ CL AF, ;FlCtI SF ;'HG

lJlJWD]BL ZCF C{ P ;FlCTISFZ\ G[ lJlJWD]BL  AF,

;FlCtI SF ;'HG lSIF C{ P lJlJWD]BL  AF, ;FlCtI S[

V\TU"T AF, v SFjI ˆ\J AF,vULT4 AF,vSCFlGIF

AF,vGFS4 AF,vp5gIF;4 AF,vˆSF\SL4 AF,vHLJGL4

AF, J{7FlGS ;FlCtI VFlN ZRF  UIF C{ P VTo SCF HF

;STF C{ lS lCgNL AF, ;FlCtI 5[|ZS J RlZ+MgGID S[

;FYv;FY lX1FF 5ZS EL C{ lH;D[ ArRM\ SM 5F9IS|D

;dAgWL 7FG4 5X] 5l1FIM SL AM,L ;dAgWL  lX1FF4 GLlT

;dAgWL 7FG4 DGMZ\HG VFlN S[ ;FYv;FY  ArRM SF

;JF"UL6 lJSF; CL wI[I C{P SIM\lS VFH S[ ARR[ CL

S, SF ElJQI C{ P VFH  AF, ;FlCtI 5}6" ~5 ;[ V5G[

5|UlT 5Y SL VMZ VU|;Z C{ P

;\NE"o

 0F³;]Z[gN| lJS|D4 lCgNL  AF, ;FlCtI lJlJW 5lZN'xI4

5'P$*P

 0M³ ClZS'Q6 N[J;Z[4 lCgNL AF, ;FlCtI ̂ S VwIIG4

5'P$

 ,F,FZFD HL X]S,4 AF, DGMlJ7FG4 5P Z_#vZ_$

 0MP ClZS'Q6 N[J;Z[4 lCgNL AF, ;FlCtI oˆS VwIIG4

5' Z#*

 zLDTL HIMt;GF XDF" SF XMW 5|A\W4 c AF, ;FlCtI

c zL RgN|5F,l;C DIS ˆJ pGSL ;FWGF S[ lJlJW

VFIFD S[ 5' !Z_ ;[pNT

 lGZ\SFZ N[X ;[JS4 AF, ULT ;FlCtI4 5' Z!vZZ

 0M ZFWFS'Q6G4 .G VMUZ[XG VMO 0LJ[<; dI]lHID

AF."4 lCgN]:TFG  8F."d; sV\U[|HL VBAFZf

 0M VMD5|SFX l;\C,4 lCgNL  AF, ;FlCtIo 5Zd5ZF

VF{Z 5|IMU4 5' #(

 0MP ClZS'Q6 N[J;Z[4 lCgNL AF, ;FlCtIo ̂ S VwIIG4

5' Z#*
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T]SFZD S[ VE\UM SL D}, 5|lTIF\ VEL TS VG]5,aW C{4 lSgT] pGS[ ;EL VE\U S\9 5Z\5ZF ;[ HLlJT ZCSZ DF{lBS

~5 D[\ VFH EL ,MSl5|I C{\ P DZF9L VE\UM SL ;\bIF VlWS C{ P lCgNL VE\UM SL ;\BIF EL ;\EJ C{4 AC]T ZCL CMUL4

,[lSG DCFZFQ8= SL EFQFF DZF9L CMG[ S[ SFZ6 VF{Z pGS[ E¾T T]SFZFD SL EFQFF DZF9L CMG[ S[ SFZ6 DZF9L VE\U

VlWS p5,aW C{ P .GSF EFJ 51F VF{Z S,F 51F NMGM\ SL lJlXQ8 C{ P DZF9L VE\U D[ HLJG4 D tI] VFlN 5Z S."

5|xG B0[ lSI[ UI[ C{\ P .GSL EFQFF VF{Z EFJNMGM\ SF ;]gNZ ;DgJI .G VE\UM SL lJX[QFTF C{ VF{Z .gCL lJX[QFTFVM\

S[ SFZ6  I[ VE\U lNjI HLJG S[ NX"G DFG HFT[ C{\ P
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5|F:TFlJSo

DZF9L ;FlCtI D[\ T]SFZFD  SF :YFG .TGF é"\RF C lS

DZF9L EFQFF SL ;]lJbIFT SJlI+L  cACGFAF." RF{WZL c G[

pgC[\ JFZSZL ;\5|NFI S[ lXBZ SL p5DF NLP ˆS [̂;F

lXBZ lH;[ VA TS lS;L ;FlCtISFZ S[ K}G[ SL AFT TM

N}Z p;S[ 5F; SM." O8S EL GCL ;SF C{ P DCFZFQ8= S[

A[CN VEFJU|:T U|FDL6 .,FS[ S[ HLJ8 ;DFH D[\ HLJG

HLG[ SL VFlND 5[|Z6F NG[ SF DCGLI VF{Z :5 C6LI SFD

lH; U\|Y G[ lSIF C{4 p;SF GFD C{P T]SFZFD SL UFYF P

V5GL EFlQFS 1FDTF VF{Z VNlJTLI 5|lTEF S[ A, 5Z4 5\Y

J6"4 HFTv5F"T S[ E[NEFJ S[ WG[ S]CF;[ D[\ O";[ TtSF,LG

VG5-4 V7FlG ;DFH SM VFtDMgGlT SF ;rRF DFU"

T]SFZFD SL UFYF G[ lNBFIF P DZF9L EFQFF EFlQFIM\ S[

;F\:S lTS HLJG D[\ T]SFZFD SF 5|EFJ VNlJTLI C{ P

T]SFZFD S[ SFjI 5Z DZF9L ;DL1FF D\[ AC]T A0F SD C]VF

C{ P CD ICF" pGS[ lC\NL VE\UM SM wIFG D[\ ZBSZ l,B

ZC[ C{ P VTo pGSL ;EL ;FlCltIS lJX[QFTFVM\ SM gIFI

GCL\ N[ 5F "̂\U[ ¾IM\lS CDFZ[ ;FDG[ DIF"NF C{\P T]SFZFD SL

;EL ;FlCltIS lJX[QFTFVM\ SM lC\NL VE\UM D[\ :YFG GCL\

lD, ;SF C{ P T]SFZFD S[ lC\NL VE\U 5-T[ ;DI 5TF GCL\

¾I"\} ̂ [;F AFZAZ D;]; CMTF { lS T]SFZFD l,BT[vl,BT[ ZC

Uˆ P pGSF lC\NL VE\UM D[\ pTGF lN, GCL\ ZDF lHTGF

DZF9L VE\U l,BT[ J¾T N lQ8UMRZ CMTF C{ P XFIN IC

DFT EFQFF SF 5lZ6FD C{P

T]SFZFD S[ lC\NL VE\U o

VFH pGSL SM." C:Tl,lBT UFYF p5,aW GCL\ C{ P ;\T

SF ;DI !&_(v!&&_ SF ZCF C{ P  T]SFZFD S[ VN xI

CMG[ S[ 5xRFT pGSL D}, C:Tl,lBT 5|lTIF"\ UFIA SZ NL

UIL P SZLAvSZLA ;F{ ;F, AFN pGS[ DCFG E¾T

JFZSZL  cl+A\S SF;FZ c HL G[ RF,L; ;F, S[ VYS

5lZzD ;[ UF"JvUF"\J HFSZ DF{lBS ~5D[\ HLlJT VE\UM

SM ˆS+ SZ p;[ l,lBT ~5 lNIF P D}, 5|T p5,aW G

CMG[ S[ SFZ6 pGS[ VE\UM SF lGlD"TL S[ VG];FZ S|D

,UFGF Sl9G C{ P .³;³ !(&) SM T]SFZFD E¾T .\U|H

VlWSFZL ;Z V,[¾hF\0Z U|F\8 s5\-Z5}Z S[ 0F"³ UM5F,ZFJ

A[6FZ[ âFZF ;\5FlN T]SFZFD UFYF D[\ .; VlWSFZL SF GFD

AF<8Z lO|VZ ATFIF UIF C{f G[ $5__ VE\UM SL UFYF

5|SFlXT SL P JC NMQFI]ST C{ lOZ EL VFH .;[ CL ;A;[

lJxJ;GLI DFGF HFTF C{ P .;L UFYF SM VFWFZ DFGSZ

DCFZFQ8| ;ZSFZ G[ ;G !)*# D[\ ˆS VFJ ltT 5|SFlXT

SL lH;D[\ $&$$ VE\UM SF ;DFJ[X lSIF C{ P VwIIG S[

l,ˆ CDG[ .;L VFJ ltT SM wIFG D[\ l,IF C{ P JFZSZL

;\5|NFI S[ VG[S E¾TM G[ T]SFZD SL UFYF SM O[ZvAN,

S[ ;FY 5|:T]T lSIF C{ P lHgC[\ JFZSZL ;\5|NFI G[ DFgITF

NL C{ P lHGD[\ p<,[BGLI GFD C{ v HMU DCFZFH4 ;FBZ[

DCFZFH4 ZFH5}T DCFZFH4 T]SFZFD TFtIF4 DF0UFJSZ4

VFlN TYF S]K lJâFGM D[\ X\SZ 5F\0]Z\U 5\l0T4 œI\AS ClZ

VFJ8[4 lJ³,³EFJ[ VFlN G[ T]SFZFD SL UFYF 5|SFlXT SL

C{ P

T]SFZFD SL XF;SLI UFYF D[\ lC\NL\ VE\UM SL ;\bIF

S],lD,FSZ &# C{ P T]SFZD SL lHTGL EL UFYF "̂ 5|FÃT

CMTL C{ pG ;A UFYFVM\ D[\ VE\UM S[ S|D V,Uv V,U

C{\ P c zL T]SFZFDAFJF\rIF VE\UF\RL UFYF c GFDS DCFZFQ8|

XF;G åFZF 5|SFlXT UFYF D[\ #(! ;[ #(# TS :JFDL;
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;NU]~RL S 5F HF,L VE\U4 $#( ;[ $$_ TS D}\-F\

VE\U4 $$! 0M." OM0F VE\U4 $$Z D,\U VE\U4 $$#

NZJ[; VE\U4 $$$ J{nUM,L VE\U4 !!5! ;[ !!*ZTS

pTZFlW5N[4 !!*# ;[ !Z_Z TS ;FbIF IF NMCZ[ TYF #5_*

SFgCMAF N[JF\XL EF\0,[ T[ VEU4 .;5|SFZ ;[ lC\NL VE\UM

S[ S|D lGlxRT lSˆ C{\ P

;\T T]SFZFD SL VlJTFVM\ D[\ DFGJ HLJG SL lJlJW

EFJvEFJGFVM\ SM VlEjIlST lD,L C{ P D],To T]SFZFD

SL VE\UM SL ZRGF lST"G S[ EFJJ[X D[\ pt;S]T" ~5;[

TtSF, CL C]." CMUL P ³³³pGD[ pGSL EFJJ lTIM4 VFXFVM\4

lGZFXFVM4 DMCE\U S[ ;FYv;FY jIFJCFlZS 7FG SF

lJXF, E\0FZ lGlCT C{ P T]SFZFD S[ VE\UM\ SF VwIIG

SZT[ ;DI 5|tI[S VE\U SM :JT\+ ~5 ;[ N[BGF 50TF C{

P T]SFZFD SL DFT EFQFF DZF9L YL ,[lSG pGS[ åFZF

ZlRT lC\NL VE\UM\ S[ VwIIG ;[ 5TF R,TF C{ lS J[ lC\NL

EFQFF S[ EL 7FGL Y[ P pGS[ VE\UM SF VwIIG SZG[ S[

l,ˆ VE\UM SM NM EFUM\ D[\ lJE¾T SZT[ C{\ P

T]SFZFD S[ lC\NL VE\UM D[\ EFJ51Fo

T]SFZD E¾T SlJ Y[ P T]SFZFD S[ VE\UM SF A0F EFU

El¾T5Z VE\UM G[ ,[ l,IF C{ P lC\NL VE\UM D[\ EL AC]T;[

VE\U El¾T5ZS CL C{ P .G El¾T5ZS VE\UM G[ E¾T VF{Z

EUJFG S[ ALR SL N}ZL CL SD SZ NL P T]SFZFD G[

V5GFˆ C\]̂  JFZSZL ;F\5|NFI TYF VgI El¾T ;\38GM\ G[

."xJZ V{Z EUJFG S[ ALR N,F, S[ ~5 D[\ SFD SZG[JF,[

TYF EM,LEF,L HGTF SF XMQF6 SZG[JF,[ 5]ZMlCT JU" SM

CL ;DFÃT  lSIF P T]SFZFD G[ ;\T SALZ4 GFDN[J4 T],;LNF;4

;]ZNF; SF VwIIG lSIF YF P pGS[ SFjI SF 5|EFJ

T]SFZFD SL El¾T5ZS ZRGFVM 5Z lNBF." N[TF C{ P

T]SFZFD lCNL El¾TSF,LG SlJIM\ S[ ;DFG 5ZDFtDF SL

ˆSTF 5Z HMZ N[T[ C{\ P lC\N]VM D[ N[JLvN[JTFVM\ SL EZDFZ

C{ P .; AC]N[JJFN ;[ K]8SFF 5FG[ S[ l,ˆ T]SFZFD G[

lJ99, SM V5GF l,IF ,[lSG pgCM\G[ EUJFG S[ VG[S

~5M\ SF U]6UFG lSIF C{ P lJ99, S[ ;FYv;FY S Q64

ZFD S[ 5|lT 5|X\;F S[ pNUFZ lGSF,T[ C]̂  l,BT[ C{ v\

D[Z[ ZFD SM GFD HM ,[J[ AFZM\AFZ P

tIFS[ 5Fp\ D[Z TGSL 5{HFZ PP

G\N S[ SFgCF TM pgC[\ AC]T l5|I C{ P pGS[ ;FY UM5L AGSZ

V5G[ VC\SFZ ~5L 5lT SM E],FGF RFCT[ C{ P

VFU/ VFJM N[JHL SFgCF P D{\ 3ZKM0L VFC[ ìFGF PP

pgC;]\ S/GF J[TM E,F P B;D VC\SFZ NFN],F PP

J[ 5LK[ GCL C8T[ P pGS[ VG];FZ ;AvS], V<,F SL N[G

C{\ P

V<,F N[J[ V<,F lN,FJ[ V<,F NF~ V<,F B,FJ[ P

V<,F AUZ GCL\ SMI[ V<,F  SZ[\ ;M lC CMI[ PP

T]SFZFD SL El¾TvEFJGF D[\ DFW]I"vEFJ SL El¾T SF 5]8

lD,TF C{ P SALZNF; S[ ;DFG T]SFZFD G[ VFtDF VF{Z

5ZDFtDF S[ 5FZ:5lZS lJIMU SF HM J6"G lSIF C{P p;D[\

J{;L CL lJZC SL TLJ|TF lNBF." N[TL C{4 H{;L DFW]I"vEFJ

SL El¾T D[\ N[BL HFTL C{ P IC ;}OL DT SF 5|EFJ CL C{

lS ,F{lSS VFtDF V,F{lSS 5ZDFtDF S[ lD,G S[ l,ˆ

TZ;TL C{ P T]SFZFD G[ .³;³ !&$_ S[ VF;5F; p; ;DI

S[ ;]5|l;wN ;}OL ;\T AFAFHL R[TgI pO" CHZT X[B

XFCFA]NNLG DFgICF/ HL ;[ :JÃG D[\ lN1FF ,L YL P

T]SFZFD SL VFtDF ."xJZ lD,G S[ l,ˆ T0OTL C{ P pGS[

lAGF ZCF GlC HFTF P JC V5GF ;AvS]K gIMKFJZ SZGF

RFCT[ C{\ P

ClZlAG ZlCIF" G HFˆ lHlCZF P SASL YF0L N[B[\ ZFCFP

T]SFZFD SL El¾TEFJGF D[\ GFD:DZ6 SF VtIlWS DCtJ

C{ P ."xJZ ;[ lRZvlD,G VF{Z VFltDS X]lwN S[ l,ˆ

lGZ\TZ GFD:DZ6 SL VFJxISTF C{ P .; EJ;FUZ ;[ 5FZ

HFGF C{4 HgDvDZ6 S[ O[Z[ ;[ D]¾T CMGF C{ TM GFD:DZ6

S[ ;LJF SM." RFZF GCL\ P lH; D]B ;[ ZFDGFD lGS,TF

C{ p;[ DL9L BLZ BFG[ H{;F ;F{EFuI 5|FÃT CMTF C{ P HM D]B

ClZGFD ,[G[ ;[ N}Z ZCTF p;S[ D]B D[\ lD8Ÿ8L 50 HFTL C{

P p;SF HgD jIY" C{ P T]SFZFD l,BT[ C{\ v

ZFDZFD SC[ Z[ DG P VF{Z;]\ GCL SFH P

AC]T pTFZ[ 5FZ P VFW[ ZFB T]SFSL ,FH PP ! PP

ZFD SC[ ;M D]B E,FZ[ P BFI[ BLZ BF\0 PP

ClZLAG D]BDM W}, 5ZL Z[ P ¾IF HlG p; ZF\0 PP!PP

T]SFZFD ZFDGFD S[ lAGF ;A ;FZlCG DFGT[ C{\ P ZFDGFD

;A HLJG SF O, C{ P ZFDGFD ,[G[ D[\ lJ,\AGCL SZGF

RFlCˆ P 3Z4 D\lNZ4 hM50L ;A jIY" S[ DMC C{\ P G IC

XZLZ ZC[UF G DFIFv5[|D4 ;A GQ8 CMG[JF,F C{ P

ZFD SCM HLJGF O, ;M CL P SlZEH;]\ lJ,\A G 5F."

PP!PP

SJG SF D\NZ SJG SL hM5ZL P ˆS ZFDlAG ;A lC

O]SZL PPZPP

SJG SL SFIF SJG SL DFIF P ˆS ZFDlAG ;A lC

HFIF PP#PP

SC[ T]SF ;ALC R,GFZ P ̂ S ZFDlAG GlC\ NM ;FZ PP$PP

JFZSZL ;\5|NFI D[\ VFRZ6 SL X]wNTF 5Z AC]G HMZ lNIF

HFTF C{ P ;\T 7FG[‘JZ4 GFDN[J4 ̂ SGFY4 HGFAF."4 RMBFD[/

F4 ;FJTF DF/L VFlN ;WL SlJ VFRZ6 SL X]wNTF 5Z

A, N[T[ C{\ P VFRZ6 SL X]wNTF S[ l,ˆ ;\5]6" lJSFZM\ SF
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5lZtUFI SZGF 50TF C{ P lJSFZM\ D[\ ;A;[ 3FTS lJSFZ

CMT[ C{\ v WG SL ,F,;F4 GFZLEMU4 DFIFv DMC P SlJ

T]SFZFD .G lJSFZM\ ;[ N}Z ZCG[ SL AFT SZC[ C]̂  l,BT[

C{\ v

,MEL S[ lRT WG A{9[ P SFDLG lRT SFD P

DFTF S[ lRT 5}T A{9[ P T]SFS[ DG ZFD PP!PP

VFRZ6 SL X]wNTF S[ l,ˆ S];\UTL SF tIFU SZGF

VFJxIS CMTF C{ P DG D[\ VFG[JF,[ lJSFZ S];\UTL SF

V;Z C{ P ;\T T]SFZFD SCT[ C{\ v

T]SF ;\UT TLgC;[\ SlCˆ P lHGY[\ ;]B N]GFI[ P

N]H"G T[ZF D} SF,F P YLTM 5[|D 38FI[ PP!PP

;\T SFjI SL ̂ S DCtJ5}6" lJX[QFTF C{ HLJG SL 1F6E\U]ZTF

P D],To ;\TSFjI S[ SlJ VLT;\J[NGXL, GHZ VFT[ C{\ P

pGSF HLJG S[ 5|lT N[BG[ SF GHlZIF ;FDFgI ,MUM\ ;[

V,U CMTF C{ P DFGJ HLG SL 1Fl6STF SF pgC[\ 5TF CMTF

C{ P T]SFZFD S[ lC\NL VE\UM D[\ ;A;[ HIFNF VE\U HLJG

SL 1F6E\U]ZTF 5Z l,B[ C]̂  C{\ P

SFC[ ZMJ[ VFU,[ DZGF P U\jCFZ T}\ E],F VF5GF PPW]PP

S[ T[ DF,]D GCL\ 50[ P GgC[\ A0[ UI[ ; PP!PP

AF5 EF." ,[BF GCL P 5FK[\ T] lC R,GFZ PPZPP

SF,[ AF, l;ŠT EI[ P BAZ 5S0M T]SF SC[ PP#PP

T]SFZFD SL J{ZFuI EFJGF SF D]bI SFZ6 HLJG SL

1F6E\U]ZTF CL C{ P VSF, S[ SFZ6 HLJG SL GxJZTF SF

5TF 5C,[CL R,F YF P SZLAL HGM\ SL V;DI D tI] G[

T]SFZFD SM V\NZ ;[ V:YLZ lSIF P HLJG S[ 5|lT DMC

;DFÃT C]VF P SlJ SCTF C{ v

TGHLAG SL SMG AZF." v jIFW5L0FlN ; SF8lC BF."PP

;DFH ;]WFZS T]SFZFDo

c T]SFZFD S[ jIl¾TtJ D[\ 5|BZ ;]WFZJFNL s5|M8[:8\8f 5|J tTL

EL YL P .; lA\N] 5Z VFSFZ ;\T SALZ VF{Z ;\T T]SFZFD

D[\ ;DFG ;]+ GHZ VFT[ C{ P SALZ G[ lC\N] WD" S[ lDyIF

VF0\AZ ˆJ\ 5FB\0 SF 08SZ lJZMW lSIF4 lC\N]vWD" S[

9[S[NFZ .G 5\l0TM SM S;F." SCSZ .GSL 5M, BM,GF

VFZ\E lSIF YF pGS[ S]SDM"4 GLR SZT]TM4 lDyIF S tIM\

VFlN SF p<,[B  SZS[ pgC[\ HGTF SF S8Ÿ8Z X+] 3MlQFT

lSIF YF P SALZ S[ ;}Z D[\ ;}Z lD,FT[ C]̂  T]SFZFD SCT[

C{\ v

TLZY AZT lOZL 5FIF HMU P GCL\ T,D, T]8lT

EJZMUPP

SC[ T]SF D{\ TFSM NF;F P GCL\ l;ZEFZ R,FJ[ 5F;F PP

DM1F 5|FlÃT S[ l,ˆ 3ZvAFZ KM0SZ ;gIF;L AGG[JF,M\ SM

T]SFZFD 5FB\0L ATFT[ C{\ P ;\gIF;L AGG[ S[ l,ˆ ;\;FZ

tIFUG[ SL ¾IF VFJxISTF C{ m ;\;FZ D[\ ZCSZ lHdD[NFlZIM

SF lGJF"C SZT[ C]̂  TG S[ ,ME SF tIFU SZGF CL ;rRF

;gIF; C{ P SFD4 S|MW ~5L ;\;FZ SF tIFU SZM P VF{Z

.;S[ l,ˆ XZLZ 5Z ZFB ,UFG[ SL ¾IF VFJxISTF C{ m

T]SFZFD SF SCGF C{ v

N[BT VFBM\ h]8F SMZF P TM SFC[ KMZF 3ZAFZ PP!PP

DG;]\ lSIF RFlCI[ 5FB P p5Z BFS 5;FZF PPZPP

SFDS|MW;M ;\;FZ P JM l;ZEFZ R,FJ[ PP#PP

SC[ T]SF ;M ;gIF\; P KM0[ VF; TGSL lC PP$PP

p5Z ;[ EUJF J:+ CGG[ ;[ V\ToSZ6 ClZDI YM0[ CL

CMUFm AFCZL TG SM WMG[ ;[ DG X]wN S{;[ CMUF m

T]SF A:TZ lARFZF ¾IM SZ[ Z[ P V\TZ EUJF G CMI P

ELTZ D{,F S[\J lD8[ Z[ P D[Z[ p5Z WMI PP!PP

T]SFZFD S[ VG];FZ ;FW] JCL C{ lH;G[ K[ lJSFZM\ SF tIFU

lSIF P lJQFI JF;GF D[\ DG 0]AF C]VF C{ VF{Z lNBFJ[ S[

l,ˆ ;FW] J[X 5lZWFG lSIF C{ P U,[ D[\ DF,F4 AU, D[

hM,L4 lCZ6 SL RD0L4 5{ZM\ D[\ 5FN]SF VFlN SF AMhF

,[SZ W]DG[ ;[ ."xJZ 5|FlÃT S{;[ CMUL m

p0[ S]N[ -]\U GRFJ[ VFU, E},G ÃIFZ P

,0A0 B0A0 SF\C[ SF\B R,FJT WFZ PP

;F\;FlZS 5Z[XFlGIM\ ;[ pASZ 5lZJFZ4 lZ:T[NFZ4 5tGLv

ArRM\ SM KM0SZ l;Z D]\0JFSZ4 ;\gIF; ,[G[ ;[ T]dC[\

SF{G;F 7FG 5|FÃT C]VF m HAvTS .rKF SF D]\0G GCL\ CMUF

TA vTS IC lS|IF "̂ jIY" C{ P T]SFZFD S[ VG];FZ v

T]SF S]]8]\A KMZ[ Z[ P ,ZS[ HMZM\ l;Z U]\NFI P

HA Y[ .rKF GlC\ D]." P TA T}\ lSIF SFI PP!PP

VF{Z HA EMU[rKF GQ8 CMUL TM lOZ AF, R0FG[ SL4 TG

5Z ZFB ,UFG[ SL ¾IF VFJxISTF C{ P .rKFZlCT DG]QI

;;FZ D[\ ZCG[ S[ AFN EL ;\;FZ SL jIY" lR\TFVM ;[ N}Z

ZCTF C{ P lH;5|SFZ NCL ;[ D¾BG lGSF,SZ p;SF

AGFIF C]VF UM,F lOZ;[ KFK D[\ 0F, lNIF TM JC KFK

;[ ˆS~5 GCL CM ;STF P J[ l,BT[ C{\ v\

T]SF .rKF lD8F." TM P SFCF SZ[ H8 BFS P

DYLIF UM,F 0FZ lNIF TM P GlC\ lD,[ O[ZG TFS PP!PP

D9 AGFSZ El¾T SF ;M\U ZRFG[JF,M\ SM T]SFZFD SF

SCGF C{ o

SFC[ ,S0F 3F\; S8FJ[ P BMN lC HDLG D9 AGFJ[ PP!PP

N[J,JF;L TZJZKFIF P 3Z3Z DF." B5lZ A;DFIF PPZPP

V<,F S[ GFD5Z ZMGFvWMGF4 l;Z 58SGF4 AF, GMRGF4

KFTL 5L9GF ;A lNBFTF C{ P .;;[ V<,F S{;[ 5|;gG CMUF

m T]SFZFD SCT[ C{\ V<,F ;ASF ;BF C{ p;SL 5|FY"GF DG

;[ SZGF P lD,AF\8 SZ BFGF BFGF P
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TD EHIFI T[ A]ZF lHSLZ T{ SZ[ P

;LZ SF8[ pZ S]8[ TFCF\ h0SZ[ PP

lNNFZ N[BM E,[ GCL\ lS;[ 5KFG[ SMI[ P

;RF GCL\ 5S0 ;S[ h]8F h]8[ ZMI[ PP

T]SFZFD ;DFH SM HFU T VF{Z CMlXIFZ ZCG[ SL ;,FC

N[T[ C]̂  SCT[ C{\ lS ;\EJ S[ ZCGF P :JU" VF{Z GZS NMGM\

SL DFZ ;[ ARSZ ZCGF C{ P HM N1F CMTF C{ JCL AR HFTF

C[ AFSL ;A ,}8[ HFT[ C{ P

;\EF, IFZF p5Z T,[\ NMgCM\ DFZSL RM8 P

GHZ SZ[ ;MCL ZFB[ 5‘JF HFJ[ ,}8 PP!PP

DG]QI S[ 5TG S[ 5LK[ VG[S SFZ6M\ D[\ ;[ ˆS SFZ6

WGv;\5lT SL ,F,;F VF{Z N];ZF SFDF\WTF P .; VF;lST

S[ SFZ6 ,FY BFGL 50TL C{ P ;dDFG GQ8 CMTF C{ P

p;SF tIFU SZM GCL\ TM W¾S[ BFG[ 50[\U[ P

NDZL RDZL HM GZ E],F P ;MT VFWM lC ,T BFI[ PP

SC[ T]SF p; V;F S[ ;\U P lOZlOZ UMN[ BFI[ PP

T]SFZFD S[ SFjI D[\ l;O" VF,MRGF CL GCL TM ;DFH

;]WZ SL EFJGF EL lJnDFG C{ P T]SFZFD G[ HM EL SCF

lGQ51F VF{Z lGlE"STF ;[ SCF P pgCMG[\ p\R vGLR EFJGF

SF lJZMW SZT[ C]̂  DFGJvDF+ SL ̂ STF VF{Z ;DFGTF SF

5]Z:SFZ lSIF P

VlWS IFTL S],CLG GCL\ hIFG] P

HIF6[ GFZFI6 ;M 5|F6L DFG]\ PP

SlJ S[ VG];FZ lDyIFRFZL ˆJ\ 5FB\0L jIl¾T El¾T SF

;M\U ZRGF C{ P SlJ G[ ;DFH D[\ jIFÃT J{QFdI SF lJZMW

lSIF P X]wN VFRZ6 VF{Z ;FltJSTF 5Z HMZ lNIF P

WFlD"S 5FB\0 VF{Z ;FDFlHS S]ZLlTIM\ SM N}Z SZS[

HG;FWFZ6 SM ;Z,vHLJG4 ;tIFRZ64 ˆSTF4 ;DTF

SF ;\N[X lNIF P 5lZ6FDTo T]SFZFD DCFZFQ8= S[ ;FY

;FZL DFGJTF S[ prRSM8L S[ ;DFHv;]WFZS SC[ HF

;ST[ C{ P

T]SFZFD SL SFjIS,Fo

T]SFZFD ̂ S prR SMl8 S[ ;FWS Y[4 ;tI S[ p5F;S Y[4

;tI S[ p5F;S Y[ VF{Z 7FG S[ VgJ[QFS Y[ P pgCM\G[ SFjI

S[ l,ˆ SFjI GCL\ l,BF P ;tI ̂ \J 7FG SF lG~5G SZGF

pGSF D]bI pNN[xI YF P T]SFZFD SM ;\T GFDN[J G[ ;5G[

D[\ VFSZ SFjI SZG[ SF VFN[X lNIF YF P T]SFZFD ;[

;DFH SF N]oB N[BF GCL\ UIF .;l,ˆ J[ SFjI S[ DFwID

;[ p;SM HFU T SZGF RFCT[ Y[ P V5GL DW]Z JF6L ;[

T]SFZFD G[ ;ASM DMC l,IF P WLZ[vWLZ[ 5F;v50M; S[

;\T4 SlJ4 ;FW]4 E¾T4 N]oBL ,MU T]SFZFD SF lST"G ;]GG[

VFG[ ,U[ P J[ ;\T SlJ S[ ~5 D[\ 5|l;wN C]̂  P
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* Prof. P.S. Solanki
ylttr' ftjt mtu Ctth;tegt mtbttst fu 'rjt;t Jtdto vth Ftwjtfh lttltt

vt{fth fu ylgttgt BJtk y;gttatth ntu;tu hnu ni> Wltft ytr:tof,

mttbttrstf NttuMtKt rfgtt stt;tt ni> ytNtt ;ttu Wlnuk gtn :te rf Ctth;t

mJt;tk*t ntu sttltu fu ctt' Jtu Ftwjte nJtt btuk mttpkmt jtu mtfukdtu ytih Wltfu

mtvtltu vtqhu fh mtfukdtu ytih mtbttst Wltfu bttltJtegt yr"tfthtuk mtu

Jtkrat;t ltne hnudtt> jturflt Wltft gtn mtvtltt Ctth;t fu mJt;tk*t ntu

sttltu fu ctt' Cte vtqht ltne ntu vttgtt ni>

Ctth;tegt ratk;tlt"ttht fu Er;tntmt btuk dttpk"teste ft m:ttlt ydt{Kte hnt

ni> ztU. lttdttuhe fu yltwmtth-%%btnt;btt dttk"teste Bf btntlt htstlter;tf,

btntlt mtbttst mtw"tthf, gtwdt rltbtto;tt, gtwdt vtwhwMt BJtk Ctth;tegt mtCgt;tt

BJtk mtkmf]r;t fu W}thf;tto :tu, dttk"teste Bf btntlt rJtatthf :tu,

Ctth;tegt-steJtlt fu vt{;gtuf Htu*t-htstlter;tf, ytr:tof, mttbttrstf

ytih "ttrbtof ytr' ftu Wlntu k ltu ctnw;t yr"tf vt{CttrJt;t

rfgtt>^^........(1)

btnthtMx[ fu ydt{Kte rJtatthf, ratk;tf, vt{Fth mttbttrstf mtw"tthf

sgttur;tctt Vqjtu ft lttbt vtrhJt;tolt fe vt{r_gtt btuk mtJttuoaat ni> ymvt]Ngt;tt

rltJtthKt ytih m*te rNtHtt fu Htu*t btuk Wltft ybtqjgt gttudt'tlt ni Emte,

vt{fth mttbttrstf vtrhJt;tolt fu vt{Ktu;tt, _tkr;t'q;t, yt"twrltf Ctth;t btuk

mttbttrstf vtrhJt;tolt fe vt{r_gtt ftu dtr;tNtejt ctlttltu ft btn;JtvtqKto

ftgto Wlntukltu rfgtt, 'rjt;ttuk btuk yt;bt-mtbbttlt ytih rvtAztu mtu

mttbttrstf atu;tltt rltbttoKt fhltu fu fthKt Wlnuk %Ctth;t h;lt^ Wvttr"t

mtu mtlbttrlt;t rfgtt dtgtt> Ctth;t fu yt"tth m;tkCt, bttltJtJtt'e rJtPJtltu;tt

Bumtu btntlt Jgtr³;t ztU. CtebthtJt ytbctuzfh ft lttbt Ctth;t fu

Er;tntmt btuk ybth ni> nh'tmt nMto fu yltwmtth-%%ztU. ytbctuzfh

steJtlt vtgtO;t 'rjt;ttuk, Jtkrat;ttu, btst'qhtuk, rfmttlttuk ytih rm*t{gttukk fu

bttltJtegt yr"tfthtuk fu rjtB mtkDtMtoh;t ni>^^.......(2)

%'rjt;t^ Ntc' ft y:to &

'rjt;t Ntc' yt"twrltf ni jturflt 'rjt;tvtlt vt{tatelt ni> ytst Emt

Ntc' ft jtdtCtdt 100 JtMto vtqJto mtu vtgttov;t vt{gttudt ntu hnt ni ;t:tt

;tCte mtu Emt Ntc' fe Jgttrv;t ftu jtufh rJt}tlttuk btuk bt;tCtu' ythkCt

nwyt> Jgtw;vtr@t fu yt"tth vth Emtft mtne y:to ;t:tt Jttm;trJtf

Jgttrv;t ftu sttltltt ytJtNgtf ni>

%'rjt;t^ Ntc' fe Jgtw;vtr@t &

%'rjt;t^ Ntc' fe Jgtw;vtr@t mtkmf];t "tt;tw %'jt^ mtu nwEo ni, rstmtft

y:to-;ttuzltt, rnmmtu fhltt, fwatjtltt> Emt Ntc' fu mtk'Cto btuk rJtrCtllt

Ntc' ftuNttuk btuk rJtrCtllt y:to r'B nwB ni stimtu-

mtkmf];t ftuNttuk btuk &

'rjt;t-(mtk.rJt) 'jt+@t=xqxt nwyt, rvtmtt nwyt, rstht nwyt, Ftwjtt

nwyt, Vijtt nwyt>

bttltf ykdt{uste Ntc' ftuNttuk btuk-%rzvt{umz^ &

'cttgtt nwyt, Lwftgtt nwyt, "tebtt rfgtt nwyt, r'jt xwxt nwyt>

rnl'e Ntc' ftuNttuk btuk &

btmtjtt nwyt, btr'o;t, 'cttgtt nwyt, 'cttfh hFtt dtgtt, htik't dtgtt ntu>

`ebt;te BltectumtuKx &

`ebt;te Bltectumtulx ltu mtctmtu vtnjtu Emt Jtdto fu rjtB %rzvt{umz ftmx^

Ntc' ft vt{gttudt rfgtt>

btnt;btt dttk"teste ltu &

btnt;btt dttk"teste ltu %nrhstlt^ Ntc' ft vt{gttudt rfgtt>

mJttbte rJtJtuftltl' ytih htlttzuste &

mJttbte rJtJtuftltl' ytih htlttzuste ltu %'rjt;t^ Ntc' ft vt{gttudt

rfgtt>

Ctth;tegt mtkrJt"ttlt btuk &

Ctth;tegt mtkrJt"ttlt btuk Emt Jtdto ftu yltwmtqrat;t fnt dtgtt ni> -%%ztU.

CtebthtJt ytbctuzfh ltu ykdt{uste btuk %rzvt{umz^ Jt bthtXe btuk %ctrnmf];t^

;t:tt %ymvt]Ngt^ Ntc' rstlt jttudttuk gtt rstlt sttr;tgttuk fu rjtB Em;tubttjt

rfgtu, bthtXe Jt rnl'e mttrn;gt btuk Wlnuk %'rjt;t^ fnt stt;tt ni> Emt

'tgthu btuk JgttJtntrhf ~vt mtu gtne jttudt yr"tf yt;tu ni, rstlnuk,

Ctth;tegt mtkrJt"ttlt btuk yltwmtqrat;t sttr;t ft 'stto r'gtt dtgtt ni>^^.....(3)

vtrhCttMttBpk &

fEo rJt}tlttuk ltu %'rjt;t^ ytih 'rjt;t-mttrn;gt ftu vtrhCttrMt;t rfgtt

ni>

lttbt'uJt Zmttjt &

%%yltwmtqrat;t sttr;tgttk, ctti}, `rbtf, Ctqrbtnelt, f]Mtf Jt Ctxfltu

Jttjte mtCte sttr;tgttpk, 'rjt;t ni>^^.......(4)

vt{t. fuNtJt btù tbt &

%%nstthtu JtMto rstlt jttudttu vth ylgttgt nwyt, Bumtu yAq;ttuk ftu 'rjt;t

fnltt attrnB>^^.........(5)
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ztU. bt.lt. JttltFtuzu &

%%'rjt;t jtuFtftu "tht 'rjt;ttuk fu rJtMtgt btuk rjtFtt dtgtt mttrn;gt 'rjt;t

mttrn;gt ni>^^.........(6)

cttctwhtJt cttdtwjt &

%%'rjt;t mttrn;gt Jtn jtuFtlt ni, sttu JtKto JgtJtm:tt fu rJthtu"t btuk ytih

Wmtfu rJtvthe;t btqjgttuk fu rjtB mtkDtMtoh;t btltwMgt mtu vt{r;tct} ni JtKto

JgtJtm:tt y:tto;t "uMt, Nt*tw;tt, bt;mth, r;thmfth fe gtw}

CttJtltt>^^.........(7)

Ctth;tegt mtbttst mtw"tthftu fe :ttuze fwA sttltfthe 'rjt;t Ntc' ft

y:to ytih fEo rJt}tlttuk ltu 'rjt;t mttrn;gt ftu vtrhCttrMt;t rfgtt> btik

Wvtgtwo³;t rJtMtgt fu mtk'Cto btuk %mJtt;tk*gttu@th rnl'e ftJgt btuk 'rjt;t

atu;tltt, mtu mtkctkr"t;t :ttuzu fwA ftJgttuk ftu vt{m;tw;t fhltt attn;tt nqpk>

frJt;tt/frJt;tt mtkdt{n-frJt

1. %rmtk"tw-Dttxe cttujt WXe^ -ztU.Bmt.vte.mtwbtlttHth

2. %;twbt rXf fn;tu ntu Ntkfhtattgtô  -`e ytubtvt{ftNt Jttjbterf

3. %yr"tfth gtw}^ -`e jtHbteltthtgtKt mtw"ttfh

4. %yAq;t^ -vtk.yltqbt Ntbttoste

5. %BfjtJgt^ (btntftJgt) -ztU.htbtfwbtth Jtbtto

6. %Ntcthe^ (FtkzftJgt) -`e "tltkstgt yJtm:te

Emt jtkcte mtqate btuk mtu fwAuf ne ftJgttuk ftu vt{m;tw;t fhltt attnqpkdtt>

1. %yr"tfth gtw}^

-`e jtHbteltthtgtKt %mtw"ttfh^

Emt frJt;tt btuk `e jtHbteltthtgtKt %mtw"ttfh^ mvtMx DttuMtKtt fh;tu

nwB fn WX;tu ni-

gtr' rbtjtu ltnek yr"tfth nbtuk ;ttu, Eox mtu Eox ctstt 'ukdtu>

ylgttgte-y;gttatthe fu NtturKt;t mtu lt'e ctnt 'ukdtu>

nbt ytr'Jttmte Ctth;t fu fwA, fhfu yct r'Ftjtt 'ukdtu>

yct ;tf ;ttu 'tmt-dtwjttbt hnu, yct rdtlt-rdtlt fh ct'jtt jtukdtu>

%btltw'T fu vttu;tu-vtz vttu;tu ;twbt, yct Cte yt sttytu cttst gtntpk>

"tlt-"th;te vth fwKzjte btth, fh mtf;tu ;twbt ltnek htst gtntpk>

gt' 'uNt nbtthu vtwhFttuk ft, vtnjtt yr"tfth nbttht ni>

mtbbttlt ytih "tlt-"th;te ft, ntudtt rVhmtu ctkxJttht ni>

nbt 'uFt atqfu ltu;ttytuk ftu, fh;tu Jtu Jtt'u rAAjtu ni>

EmtrjtB ytst NtturMt;t-vterz;t, mthctto"tfVlt yct rltfjtu ni>

ytbctuzfh Jtt'e Vtijtt'e, mtbt;tt ft rbtNtlt nbttht ni>

%yr"tfth gtw}^ ft rctdtwjt ctstt, mtkDtMto nbttht lttht ni>

rnkmtt ytih yrnkmtt ft yct vt{Nlt ltnek vti't ntudtt>

stimtu Cte ntu Emt NttuMtKt ft, fh yl;t ftuEo mtti't ntudtt>.......(8)

2. %rmtk"tw-Dttxe cttujt WXe^ (frJt;tt mtkdt{n)

-ztU.mttunltvttjt %mtwbtlttHth^

ztU. mttunltvttjt %mtwbtlttHth^ Emt frJt;tt btuk 'rjt;t mtbttst fe 'rhY;tt

fe ytuh mtkfu;t fh;tu nwB fn;tu ni-

;twbt vtwhtltu fvtzu vtnltfh

xqxu-Vqxu Lvvth btuk hnfh,

mtaatu btlt mtu stqxu ntu,

fhltu 'uNt ft rltbttoKt

vth rVh Cte,

Jtu mtCgtstlt vtwfth;tu nik ;twbnuk

dtk'u Elmttlt>........(9)

3. %;twbt rXf fn;tu ntu Ntkfthtattgtô

-`e ytubtvt{ftNt Jttjbterf

Emt frJt;tt btuk ̀ e ytubtvt{ftNt Jttjbterf EoNJth ft ftgth ytih

yvtht"te bttlt;tu ni-

;twbt rXf fn;tu ntu Ntkfhtattgto

btkr'h btuk ytltu ft yr"tfth

yt'bte ftu ltne ntu;tt

³gttukrf

Jtn yvtltu `bt Ft;tt ni,

"tqvt, cttrhNt btuk rstl't hFt;tt ni,

Wmt yt'bte ftu, rstmtu 'uNt fn;tu nik

ytih nbt btfcthu btuk ctiXfh fhu m;twr;tdttlt

Wmt EoNJth ft

sttu ;twbntht ;ttu ³gtt,

yvtltt vtux Cte Cth jtultu ymtbt:to ni,

ctiXt ni, ;tnFttltu btuk Awvtfh

rfmte ftgth yvtht"te fe ;thn.........(10)

Wvtgtwo³;t %yr"tfth gtw}^ frJt;tt btuk ̀ e jtHbteltthtgtKt %mtw"ttfh^ ltu

YZ rltNatgt rfgtt ni rf nbt ytr'Jttmte Ctth;t fu yCte btwpkn ctk'

fhfu ctiXltuJttjtu ltne ni nbttht yr"tfth nbtuk attrnB> attnu nbtu

vt;:th ft stJttct vt;:th mtu ³gttuk ltt 'ultt vtzu 'uNt ytstt' ntu dtgtt

ni nbt dtwjttbte btuk hnltt ltnek attn;tu ct'jtt jtultu ftu ;tigtthe nbt fh

atqfu ni> 'uNt vth vtnjtt yr"tfth nbttht ni> LqXu ltu;ttytuk fu Jtt'u mtu

Cte nbt vtrhrat;t ntu dtgtu ni nbtthu yr"tfth fu rjtB nbtuk mth

fxJttltt vtzu ;ttu Cte nbt npkmt;tu-npkmt;tu sttlt 'u 'ukdtu gtn nbttht lttht

ni> ztU. mttunltvttjt %mtwbtlttHth^ ltu %rmtk"tw-Dttxe cttujt WXe^ frJt;tt

mtkdt{n btuk 'rjt;t mtbttst fe dthecte fe ytuh mtkfu;t fh;tu nwB fn;tu

ni rf-%Ctth;t 'uNt fu rltbttoKt fu rjtB, vt{dtr;t fu rjtB ;twbt vtwhtltu

xqxu-Vqxu fvtzu vtnltfh ytih xqxe-Vqxe fwrxh btuk hnfh mtaatu

btlt mtu ftgto fh hnu ni rVh Cte gtn mtCgtstlt ;twbnuk dtk'u Ekmttlt

fnfh vtwfth;tu ni> %;twbt Xef fn;tu ntu Ntkfhtattgto frJt;tt btuk frJt

ltu ENJth ftu ftgth ytih yvtht"te bttlt;tu ni-rf Ctth;t dt{tbttu ft

'uNt ni Emt 'uNt btuk btst'qh, rfmttlt, "tqvt cttheNt btuk btunlt;t fhfu

yvtltt vtux Cth;tu ni, ³gtt Wmt yt'bte ftu btrl'h btuk ytltu ft

yr"tfth ltnek ni? rstmtu 'uNt fn;tu ni>
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Emt vt{fth btikltu mJtt;tk*gttu@th rnl'e frJt;tt btuk 'rjt;t atu;tltt mtu

mtkctkr"t;t ftJgttuk ytih Wmtfu mtth ;t;Jttuk ftu vt{m;tw;t fhltu ft ltbt{

vt{gttmt rfgtt ni>

rnl'e 'rjt;t dt$ mttrn;gt &

rnl'e 'rjt;t dt$ mttrn;gt fe fwA frJt;ttBpk fe atatto fhltu fu ctt'

btik fwA rnl'e 'rjt;t dt$ mttrn;gt ft rat*ttkflt fhltu ft vt{gttmt

f~pkdtt>

yt"twrltf rnl'e Wvtlgttmt, rnl'e fntlte, rnl'e frJt;tt ytr' ftu

jtufh jtkctu mtbtgt mtu atatto ntu;te hne ni> Jtm;tw;t& yt"twrltf ft

mttrn;gt vt{r;thtu"t ft mttrn;gt ni stti bttltJtegt btqjgttuk, mtkmfthtu,

yt'Nttuo, ltthe mtkDtMto, ltthe atu;tltt fu vtHt rjtFtt dtgtt> yt"twrltf

mttrn;gt fu Htu*t btuk ltthe rJtbtNto ytih 'rjt;t rJtbtNto vth rJtNtuMt atatto

ntu;te hne ni> 'rjt;t rJtbtNto ytst mttrn;gt fe btwFgt "ttht vth

'm;tf 'u hnt ni>

nbtthu mJt;tk*t Ctth;t 'uNt btuk vt{tatelt ftjt mtu ne Jtdto JgtJtm:tt atjte

yt hne ni> ct{tÍtKt, Htr*tgt, JtiNgt, NtwY Elt atth JtKttuo btuk mtbttst ftu

cttkx r'gtt dtgtt> "tehu "tehu NtwYtu fe rm:tr;t ct';th ntu;te dtEo> gtntk

;tf fe Wlnuk yAq;t bttltt sttltu jtdtt> vt{ubtatk'ste ft f:tt mttrn;gt

nbtthu mtbttst btu vt{atrjt; yAq;t vt{:tt fe ytuh mtkfu;t fh;tu ni>

vt{ubtatk'ste ltu yvtltu mttrn;gt btuk 'rjt;t sttr;tgttuk vth ntu;tu nwB y;gttatth,

NttuMtKt, ylgttgt ft rat*tKt rfgtt ni> mthfth, Waatvt'tr"tfthe,

vtwrjtmt yr"tfthe, ctzu-ctzu stbtek'thtuk Cte ymvt]Ngt;tt ft Cthvtqh

NttuMtKt fh;tu ni> Wmtft rat*tKt vt{ubtatk'ste ltu yvtltu f:tt mttrn;gt btuk

rfgtt ni>

%%vt{ubtt`bt^^ Wvtlgttmt btuk Bf atbtth NttuMtKt ft Cttudt ctlt;tt ni>

r'ltCth Dttmt Atjtltu vth Cte Wmtu ftuEo vtimtu ltne 'u;tt Jtn vtimtu fu

rjtB ratjjtt;tt ni> ;tnmtejt'th _tur"t;t ntufh ctnth rltftjt 'u;tt ni>

Emt vt{fth atbtth ftbt fh;tt ni ;ttu Cte Wmtu 'tbt ltne rbtjt;tt ytih

Wmtu Ft'uz r'gtt stt;tt ni> Emt vt{fth rltblt sttr;t ft NttuMtKt ntu;tt

ni>

%fbtoCtqrbt^ vt{ubtatk'ste ft ctnw;t atrato;t Wvtlgttmt ni Emt Wvtlgttmt btuk

Cte vt{ubtatk'ste ltu 'rjt;ttuk fu btkr'h vt{JtuNt fe mtbtmgtt ftu vt{fx rfgtt

ni.....;twbt 'rjt;t ntu, ;twbt rltblt sttr;t fu ntu, ;twbnuk btkr'h btuk sttltu ft

yr"tfth ltne ni> 'rjt;ttuk fu mtt:t Bumtt JgtJtnth rfgtt stt;tt ni>

%DttmtJttjte^ fntlte btuk Cte 'rjt;t Jtdto ft rat*tKt rbtjt;tt ni> fwA ctzu

stbtek'th jttudt rltblt sttr;t fe rm*t{gttuk ft gttilt-NttuMtKt fh;tu ni> Jtu

Wltfe Esst;t ltne mtbtL;tu> Jtu "ttuFtu mtu Ntheh mtwFt vt{tv;t fhltt

attn;tu ni> Emte vt{fth Emt fntlte btuk dttkJt ft Xtfwh atiltrmtkn Dttmt

Jttjte Dttmt ftxltu stt;te ni ;ttu Wmtft nt:t vtfzfh bttift rbtjt;tu

ne Wmtft gttilt NttuMtKt fh;tt ni> steJtlt rltJtton fu rjtB fEo 'rjt;t

rm*t{gttuk ftu gttilt NttuMtKt ft Cttudt ctltltt vtz;tt ni>

%mt'Tdtr;t^ fntlte btuk Cte 'rjt;ttuk ft Cthvtqh NttuMtKt nwyt ni> 'w&Fte

vtkrz;t Dttmtehtbt ct{tÍtKt ftu CtdtJttlt mtbttlt bttlt;tt ni> atbtth yvtlte

ctuxe fe mtdttEo fhlte :te EmtrjtB mtdtwlt fu nu;tw vtkrz;t Dttmtehtbt fu

vttmt stt;tt ni> mtdtwlt rltfjtJttltu mtu vtnjtu ne Wmtu jtfze Vtzltu ft

ftbt mttukvt r'gtt stt;tt ni> ftbt stct vtwht ntudtt ;tct mtdtwlt rltfjtudtt>

atbtth ftu atu;ttJtlte 'e dtEo :te stct jtfze Vtz;tu-Vtz;tu atejtbt

rvtltu fe ;tjtvt WX;te ni ;ttu atbtth ytdt fe bttkdt fh;tt ni Wmtu ytdt

'e stt;te ni vthk;tw ykdtthu atebtxu mtu vtfzfh 'qh mtu Vukfu stt;tu ni

atbtth fu mth fu cttjt stjt stt;tu ni> ytNtt ;ttu Wlnuk gtn :te rf

jtfze Vtzltu fu ctt' mtdtwlt rltfjtudtt> jturflt Bimtt ltne nwyt>

jtfze Vtz;tu Vtz;tu Nttbt ntu stt;te ni> atbtth fe rstk'dte ft r'lt

Zjt stt;tt ni> Emt vt{fth Emt fntlte btuk 'rjt;t 'w&Fte atbtth fu vt{r;t

ybttltJtegt JgtJtnth ft Ftwjtt rat*tKt rfgtt dtgtt ni>

%vtqmt fe ht;t^ fntlte btuk Cte vt{ubtatk'ste ltu 'rjt;t Jtdto fe 'rhY;tt

fe mtbtmgtt ft rat*tKt rfgtt ni> fntlte ft lttgtf njjtw Cte 'rjt;t

sttr;t ft Bf Atuxt mtt rfmttlt ni> sttzu btuk Vmtjt fe hHtt fu rjtB

Wmtmtu btnlt;t-btst'qhe fhfu ;telt ~vtgtu stbtt fh hFtu :tu> Elt

;telt ~vtgtu mtu Jtn bttDt-vtqmt fe ht;ttu fu rjtB fctlte jtultt attn;tt

:tt, vth ;tulte mttnqfth yt;t ni> Wmtu "tbtft fh ;telt ~vtgtu bttkdt

jtu;tt ni> Emt vt{fth Nttnqfthtuk fu "tht Cte 'rjt;ttuk ft NttuMtKt ntu;tt

hnt ni>

Xtfwh ft fqpkyt &

sttuFtw ytih dtkdte vtr;t vtr;lt yAq;t sttr;t fu ni> Emt rjtB Jtu Qpkate

sttr;t fu jttudttuk fu fwytpk mtu vttlte ltnek Cth mtf;tu> sttuFtw fEo r'lttuk mtu

rctbtth ni> Wmtu sttuh mtu vgttmt jtdte ni vttlte ;ttu nik vth bthu nwB

sttltJth fe ct'ctw yt;te ni> Fthtct vttlte vteltu mtu rctbtth ctZ sttBdte>

EmtrjtB Jtn dtkdte sttuFtw ftu dtk't vttlte vteltu mtu htuf;te ni> Wltft

yvtltt fwytpk ctnw;t 'qh ni> Xtfwh ytih Nttnq yvtltu yvtltu fqyuk mtu

vttlte Cthltu lt 'ukdtu>

Emt fntlte btuk vt{ubtatk'ste ltu sttr;t vt{:tt fu lttbt nbtthu mtbttst btuk atjt

hnu Ztukdt vth ;teFtu Jgtkdgt rfB ni> Qpkat-lteat bttltltu Jttjte sttr;t

vt{:tt ltu nbtthu mtbttst fe Bf;tt ftu ltMx fh r'gtt ni> yvtltu ftu

Qpkate sttr;t ft bttltltu Jttjtu jttudt mtbttst fu mtJtuomtJtto ctlt ctiXu ni>

mtbttst btuk atjt hnu yltuf fwfbttuo gtne jttudt fh;tu ni> rVh Cte yvtltu

ftu Qpkatt fnltu btuk Wlnuk Ntbto ltnek yt;te> yAq;ttuk fu vt{r;t Eltbtuk 'gtt

ft lttbt ltnek ni> rstltftu Jtu lteat bttlt;tu nik Jtu Eltfu fwyuk btuk mtu vttlte

ltne Cth mtf;tt> lt sttltu rf;tltu sttuFtw Eltfe rlt'ogt;tt fu fthKt

btti;t fu btqpkn btuk atjtu stt;tu ni>

%rltMftmtlt^ ('q"tlttrmtkn) &

'q"tltt:trmtkn Ejttntctt' rJtNJtrJt$tjtgt fu rnl'e rJtCttdtt"gtHt vt'

mtu mtuJtt rltJt]@t nwB ni> 'q"tlttrmtkn mtuJtt rltJt];t ntultu ;tf rJtrCtllt

rJtNJtrJt$tjtgttuk btuk y"gttvtlt fht;tu hnu> gtqpk fe Dttx Dttx ft vttlte

rvtgtu ni> Elnuk rJtNJtrJt$tjtgttuk fu ntumxujttuk ft Cthvtqh yltwCtJt ytih
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|ttlt ni> fnek-fnek mJttltwCtqr;t ft mvtNto Cte ni>

rltMftmtlt fntlte fe f:tt lttrgtft jtzfe Ftxef lttbtf 'rjt;t

mtbttst fe ni> Jtn dthecte stwL;te Bbt.B. fhltu fu rjtB gtwrltJtrmtoxe

fu ntumxujt ;tf vtnqpkate ni> ntumxujt btuk ltJtvt{JturNt;t ytJttmte ni> jtzfe

'rjt;t ntultu fu fthKt ne fntlte fu nh vtt*t ltu Wmtfu vt{r;t "t]Ktt ni>

ntumxujt fe stlthjt mtu_uxhe ̀ ebt;te bti*tugte Cte Wmtu r"t³fth;te ni>

Wmtu ntumxujt mtu rltftjtltt attn;te ni> btntCtth;t btuk Ytuvt'e rathnhKt

ft vt{mtkdt yt;tt ni Jtn vt{mtkdt fntlte btuk yt;tt ni> btubt ltu jtzfe fe

mttze ft vtjjtt vtfzt ytih sttuh mtu Ftekat rjtgtt> Ftekat;ttlte btuk

Wmtfe mttze Ftwjt dtEo> ytih Jtn btt*t vtuxeftux btuk hn dtEo>

%%Ftxfelt mttjte Ftih ne nhtbtstt'e ;twLu stJttlte atZe ni? btik ;twLu

'uFt;te nqpk btubt fu btqpkn mtu Ctjt-Ctjt-Ctjt Wjtrxgttk ntu hne

:te>^^.......(11)

jtzfe ftu ntumxujt mtu rltftjtltu ft Vhbttlt stthe fh r'gtt stt;tt

ni> jtzfe Elt yvtbttlttuk fe rNtftgt;t jtufh yvtlte sttr;t fu Htir*tgt

rct"ttgtf ltlnuk jttjt Ftxef fu ytJttmt vth vtnqpkat stt;te ni> jturflt

ltlnuk jttjt Wmt Ftxef jtzfe ftu lgttgt 'ultu btuk ymtbt:to ni> lgttgt

mtu lgttgt lt rbtjtltu fu fthKt jtzfe E;tlte n;ttNt ytih rlthtNt ntu

dtEo ni rf Wmtu gtn Bnmttmt ntu stt;tt ni rf stdt stntklt btuk Jtn

rlt;ttk;t yfujte ni ytih gtn yJtmtt' Wmtu yt;btn;gtt fe ytuh

'wMvt{urh;t fh 'u;tt ni> mtwctn Wmt rltbt fe bttuxe ztjt mtu hmmte Fttujt

stct jtxfe nwEo jtzfe ftu W;ttht dtgtt ;ttu vtwrjtmt ltu Wmtfu m;tlttuk

fe mtkr"t fu cteat btuk Bf ftdtst ft xqfzt cthtbt' rfgtt> rjtFtt

:tt btuhe bt];gtw fu rjtB ftuEo rstbbtu'th ltnek ni....;temt ltkcth>

jtzfe ftu ntumxujt mtu ;temt ltkcth ytih dttrjtgttpk 'ufh ctnth rltftjt

r'gtt> lgttgt fu rjtB Ctxfe lgttgt ltnek rbtjtt 'rjt;t ltu;ttytuk ltu

jtzfe fe ftuEo bt'' ltnek fe> jtzfe fe vtZtEo ytih Wmtfu

CtrJtMgt ft Cte "gttlt rfmte ft ltnek ytgtt> rf;tlte Jtu'lttBpk mtnlt

fhltu fu ctt' ytrFth Jtn xqx dtEo ytih Emt 'wrltgtt mtu atjt ctmte>

rltMfMto;t& fnt stt;tt ni rf vt{ubtatk'ste ltu 'rjt;ttuk fu mtbttlttr"tfthtuk

fu ctthu btuk mttuatt :tt vt{ubtatk'ste ltu "ttrbtof, ytr:tof, mttbttrstf,

ytr' mtbtmgttytuk mtu 'rjt;ttuk ftu btw³;t fhtltt attn;tu :tu> 'rhY;tt,

'wctojt;tt, Qpkat lteat fu Ctu'CttJttuk rbt:gttrCtbttlttuk ftu rbtxtltt attn;tu :tu>

Emt vt{fth vt{ubtatk' ltu rnl'w mtbttst btuk vttgtu sttltu Jttjtu Emt ybttltJtegt

Ctgt ftu 'qh fhltu ytih 'rjt;t Jtdto fu mJttrCtbttlt ftu sttdt{;t fhltu

ft Cthmtf vt{gt;lt rfgtt ni>

mtk'Cto mtqatemtk'Cto mtqatemtk'Cto mtqatemtk'Cto mtqatemtk'Cto mtqate

 vt{tatelt Ctth;tegt ratk;tlt ft Er;tntmt-Bmt.Bjt.lttdttuhe vt].288

 ztU.CtebthtJt ytbctuzfh& steJtlt ytih 'Ntolt-nh'tmt nMto vt].7

 ltJtu 'Ntf fe rnl'e 'rjt;t frJt;tt-hst;t htlte %bteltq̂  vt].2

 rnl'e mttrn;gt btuk 'rjt;t yrmbt;tt-ztU.ftjteathKt %mltune^ vt].88

 rnl'e mttrn;gt btuk 'rjt;t yrmbt;tt-ztU.ftjteathKt %mltune^ vt].88

 rnl'e mttrn;gt btuk 'rjt;t yrmbt;tt-ztU.ftjteathKt %mltune^ vt].88

 rnl'e mttrn;gt btuk 'rjt;t yrmbt;tt-ztU.ftjteathKt %mltune^ vt].88

 rnl'e mttrn;gt btuk 'rjt;t yrmbt;tt-ztU.ftjteathKt %mltune^ vt].115

 rnl'e mttrn;gt btuk 'rjt;t yrmbt;tt-ztU.ftjteathKt %mltune^ vt].110

 rnl'e mttrn;gt btuk 'rjt;t yrmbt;tt-ztU.ftjteathKt %mltune^ vt].106

 mtbtgt bttstht VhJthe-2004-h;ltfwbtth mttkCthegtt vt].26
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yt"twrltf rnl'e f:tt mttrn;gt btuk rNtJttlte ft btn;JtvtqKto m:ttlt ni>

jttufrvt{gt;tt fe ']rMx mtu rNtJttlte yt"twrltf rnl'e btrnjtt

Wvtlgttmtfthtuk btuk NteMto m:ttltegt nik> mJtt;tk*gttu@th rnl'e f:tt mttrn;gt

fe jttufrvt{gt BJtk mtVjt nm;ttHth rNtJttlte ni> mttrn;gt fu Htu*t btuk

rNtJttlte fe dtKtltt yltbttujt h;lttuk btuk ntu;te ni> mJt;tk*t;tt fu ctt' fu

rnl'e f:tt mttrn;gt fe Jtn mtNt³;t jturFtft ni>

ltthe ftu ybthftuMtfth ltu vtgttogtJttate Ntc'tuk btuk yjtkf];t rfgtt ni>

yctjtt, Cttbtt, rJtrbt;tt, hbtKte, ykdtltt, Cttrbtlte, Ctturdtlte, mtn"trbtoKte,

mtqk'he, hbtKte, ytr'> rJtrJt"t Ntc'tjtkfthtuk mtu yjtkf];t ltthe fe

yrmbt;tt ftu dttihJt vt{'tlt fh vt{:tbt dtw~ fe Wvttr"t mtu rJtCtqrMt;t

rfgtt dtgtt> bttjtt fu ~vt btuk ltthe ltu JtkNtJt]r} fe ;t:tt vtrhJtth ftu

mtNt³;t ctlttgtt> btt;tt ft ~vt mt'iJt ne mtlbttltegt yt'hKtegt BJtk

rltk't btw³;t hnt nik> Emt vt{fth btt;tt %btt;t];Jt^ vtw~Mt fe Cttpkr;t Bf

mJt;tk*t Jgtr³;t;Jt fe yrm;t;Jt fe yr"tftheKte ni> Bf %bttpk̂  ne ni

sttu mtbtm;t vt{trKtgttuk btuk rJt$bttlt ni> rNtJttlte fu rfNtltwjte Wvtlgttmt

btuk rlt&mtk;ttlt ftFte fu btt"gtbt "tht nbtuk mltun, vt{ubt, ̀ }t, rJtPJttmt,

f~Ktt, ;gttdt Jt btbt;ttvtqr;to btt;tt fu 'Ntolt ntu;tu ni>

%rfNtltwjte^ Bf btlttuJti|ttrltf Wvtlgttmt ni> Emt Wvtlgttmt btuk Bf

vtNtjte, Wlbttr'lte yJti"t mtk;ttlt fe mtbtmgtt ni> dttpkJttu fe dtrjtgtuk btuk

Xtukfhu Ftt;te, btltatjtuk jtzfuk mtu ctat;te, rVh Cte Jtn mtbttst fe

Dtrxgtt btlttuJt]r@t ft rNtfth ntu;te ni ytih ftFte fu athKttuk btuk yt;te

ni> mtbttst fu rJthtu"t fu cttJtstq' Cte ftFte ']Z;tt vt{'rNto;t fh

rfNtltwjte ftu yvtltu vttmt hFt;te ni>

Ctth;tegt ltthe fu mtkmfth ftFte btuk Cthu nik> Wmtfu Jgtr³;t;Jt btuk

rJtPJttmt, vt{ubt, mtntltwCtqr;t, ;gttdt, bttltJt;tt, btt;t];Jt ytr' mt'dtwKt

fqx-fqx fh Cthuk nik> Bf yt'Nto ltthe fu ~vt btuk nbtthu mtbtHt

vt{fx ntu;te ni> Emt mtk'Cto btuk vt{tu. ht"ttf]MKtltT rjtFt;tu ni rf-%%vt{;gtuf

vteZe btuk Ctth;t btuk Bumte fhtuztuk rm*tgttpk ntu;te hne nik, rstlnuk gt$rvt ftuEo

gtNt ltnek rbtjtt rVh Cte rstltfu 'irltf yrm;t;Jt ltu sttr;t ftu mtCgt

ctlttltu btuk mtntgt;tt fe ni, rstltfu Waat fe Ntr³;t yt;btmtbtvtoKt,

ytzkbcthnelt rltMXt ytih stctrf Wlnuk frXlt;tbt vtheHttytuk btuk mtu

dtwsthltt vtzt ;tct Cte fMx mtnltu btuk mtNt³;t, nbtthe Emt vt{tatelt

ltthe sttr;t fu dttihJt fe Jtm;twytuk btuk mtu Bf ni>^^............(1)

Nttm*teste vthbttltk' vttkzu fe vt;lte ftFte Bf btbt;ttbtgte y;gtl;t
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%rfNtltwjte^ Wvtlgttmt btuk btt;t];Jt CttJtltt fu 'Ntolt%rfNtltwjte^ Wvtlgttmt btuk btt;t];Jt CttJtltt fu 'Ntolt%rfNtltwjte^ Wvtlgttmt btuk btt;t];Jt CttJtltt fu 'Ntolt%rfNtltwjte^ Wvtlgttmt btuk btt;t];Jt CttJtltt fu 'Ntolt%rfNtltwjte^ Wvtlgttmt btuk btt;t];Jt CttJtltt fu 'Ntolt
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* Prof. P.S. Solanki
mtt'e-mtw"tt m*te ni> jturFtft rNtJttlte ltu Wmtu ftFte lttbt mtu mtbcttur"t;t

rfgtt ni> ftFte ftu yvtltu vtr;t fu vt{r;t yvtth `}t ni> Ctth;tegt

dt]rnKte fe ']rMx btuk Wmtft vtr;t ne vthbtuPJth n> Nttm*teste vtdtjte

rfNtltt mtu ltthtst hn;tu ni< Jtn yJtNgt sttlt;te ni> vtr;t Wltfu rjtB

'uJt;tt mJt~vt nik> mtbttst fe Jgt:to ctt;ttuk btuk Jtu fCte ltnek ctnf;te ni>

btbt;tt, f~Ktt, 'gtt ft CttJt ;ttu bttlttu Wltfu yl'h fqx-fqx fh

Cthe ni, ;tCte ;ttu btwn;tjtu vtztumt fu yr;tr:t Cte Wltfu gtntpk rxfu hn;tu

nik> %%ftFte Bumtu mJttr'Mx, vtntze Jgtkstlt ctltt;te Emtmtu mJttr'Mx

ytuh ftuEo Jgtkstlt ntu ne ltnek mtf;tt> ftFte fe ftuEo vtw*te ntu;te ;ttu

yvt~vt mtqk'he ntu;te> vtqhu Ntnh btuk ftFte yvtltu W'th mltune mJtCttJt

fu rjtB vt{Fgtt;t :te> rbt;t CttMtKt nmtbtwFt ftFte ft mtctmtu ctzt dtwKt

:tt> ltgtu-ltgtu ytCtqMtKttuk fe Nttifelt :te> 'qmthtuk fu Dth ytgtu yr;tr:tgttuk

ftu Cte yvtltt yr;tr:t bttlt;te :te> ytih Fttltt Jtntpk ³gttuk FttBkdtu? 'tu

stlttuk fe htuxe ctlttltu btuk ³gttuk ;tuhe ftFte fu nt:t rAjt

sttBpkdtu?>^^...........(2)

rlt&mtl;ttlt ftFte dttpkJt btuk ytEo Wlbttr'lte, vtdtjte rfNtltwjte ftu

yvtltu Dth btuk yt`gt 'u;te ni> ftFte dttpkJt fu btltatjtuk jtzftuk mtu

vtdtjte ftu ctatt;te ni, E;tltt ne ltnek Wlt jtzftuk mtu Cte rltvtx;te ni,

sttu vtdtjte fu mtbbtwFt yNjtejt nhf;tuk fh;tu nik Wmtu dttrjtgttpk Cte 'u;te

nik>-%%yhu nhtbte fu stlttuk, ³gtt ;twbnthu Dth btuk btpk-ctnltu ltnek ni?

ydth fjt ;twbnthe stJttlt ctnltuk Bumtu vtdtjttfh ltkdte WDttze mtzftuk

vth Cttdtltu jtdte ;ttu lttbt'tuo> ³gtt ;twbt Bumtu ne mterxgttpk ctsttytudtu? gtu

vtk;t-vttkzu stturNtgttuk ft btntujjtt ni rstltfu Dthtuk btuk NtkFt-Dtkx ctst;tu nik

mterxkgttpk ltnek>^^............(3)

fthKt fu Elt Jtt³gttu mtu mtCte atqvt ytih jtrsst;t ntu stt;tu nik, Wmt

r'lt mtu vtdtjte ftu ftuEo Cte ltnek Auz;tt ni> rfNtltwjte vttdtjt ntufh

Cte vgtth ytih yvtbttlt vtnattlt;te ni, Nttgt' EmterjtB ftFte fu

yt`gt btuk mJtgtk ftu mtwhrHt;t btnmtqmt fh;te ni> ftFte Nttm*teste fe

dtih bttistq'dte btuk rltKtogt jtu jtu;te ni rf Jtu nkbtuNtt vtdtjte ftu yvlttu

Dth hFtukdte> Nttm*teste Dth vtnqkpatfh vtdtjte ftu yvtltu Dth btuk 'uFt;tu

nik ;ttu Jtu ftVe ltthtst ntu stt;tu nik> ftFte ftu "tbtfe Cte 'u;tu nik rf

Jtu Dth Atuzfh atjtu sttgtukdtu> rfl;tw ftFte yvtltu rltKtogt vth ']Z

ctlte hn;te nik> ftFte rfNtltwjte ftu ltnjtt-"tqjtt fh Bf fbthu btuk

ctl' fh 'u;te ni ytih Wmtfu W;vtt;t btattB sttltu vth Cte Jtn ltthtst
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ltnek ntu;te> Bf r'lt rfNtltwjte 'hJttstt Fttujt;tu ne Dth mtu atjte

stt;te ni> ftFte rJtfjt btlt mtu Wmtfu jttixltu fe vt{;teHtt fh;te ni>

;t:tt CtdtJttlt mtu Cte rfNtltwjte fu jttixltu fe btllt;t bttpkdt;te ni>

rfNtltwjte jttix yt;te ni, ftFte ft vgtth rfNtltwjte fu vt{r;t ydtt"t

~vt mtu ctZ stt;tt ni> rfNtltwjte Cte Wltfu mtt:t Atgtt fe ;thn ne

hn;te ni>

ftFte Bf mtNt³;t ltthe ni> mtbttst fu ~rZgttuk mtu vtrhrat;t ni> ytih

Jtn mttbtltt fhltt Cte sttlt;te ni> fwA ne r'lttuk ctt' Bf r'lt

rfNtltwjte ftFte ytih fjjtt fu cteat mttultu fu rst' fh;te ni, fjjtt

ft btlt rjtFte y|tt;t ytNtkft mtu ftpkvt WX;tt ni Jtu 'qmthu r'lt

rfNtltwjte fu fbthu btuk yt;tu ne %nze^, %nze^, fh 'q;fth;tu ni> %%stt

Cttdt, ct'stt;t nrz nrz gtn mttjte nhtbtstt'e Ntnh Cth fu Atufhu-

Atufrhgttuk ftu btthltu-btntbtthe mte gtntpk ytEo ni> ytst ne vtwrjtmt btuk

Ftcth fh :ttltu btuk ctk' lt fhJttgtt ;ttu btuht lttbt vthbttltk' vttkzu

ltnek>^^.......(4)

rfNtltwjte Dth mtu atjte stt;te ni> ftFte fjjtt vth mttht _tu"t

rltftjt;te ni> rfNtltwjte fu stt;tu ne fjjtt vt{mtllt ntu stt;tu nik> vthl;tw

yattltf mtt;t btnelttuk vtNatt;t jttixe rfNtltwjte ft Nttherhf WCtth

'uFtfh ftFte ratrl;t;t ntu;te ni> vtdtjte rfNtltwjte fu Ntheh fe

ct'rm:tr;t-yJtm:tt fu vteAu, mtbttst Wmtu ne rstbbtu'th bttlt;tt ni>

vtkrz;t Nttm*te stimtu jttudt Cte Wmtfe yJtnujtltt fh;tu nik> ftFte btuk

yvtqJto "tehst ni Wltfu yl'h mtbttst btuk xfhtltu fe ;ttf;t ni>

btdth-%%stct vtdtjte Jttvtmt ytEo ;ttu Wmtfu Ahnhu Ntheh ft ytfth

vtrhJtr;to;t ntu dtgtt :tt> vtdtjte fe Jttvtmte ytih jtssttmvt' yJtm:tt

ft mtbttatth vtqhu Ntnh btuk nJtt fu Ltukfu-mtt Vijt dtgtt :tt> dttpkJttjttuk

ltu rJthtu"t rfgtt> %%ydth yct vtlgttKte sgtq ltu (vtkrz;ttEltltu) Wmt

ctungtt ftu yvtltu gtntpk yt`gt r'gtt ;ttu, Nttm*teste ftu yvtlte gtstbttlte

mtu nt:t "ttultt ntudtt>^^........(5)

rfNtltwjte fe 'Ntt 'uFtfh vt{;gtuf Jgtr³;t Wmtfu vt{r;t mtntltwCtqr;t

r'Fttltu fe yvtuHtt Wmtu 'q;fth;tt ni> vthl;tw ftFte Wmtu yvtlte

btbt;tt fe ytpkatjt btuk mtbtux jtu;te ni> ftFte vtr;t ytih mtbttst fu

mtbtHt rJtPJttmt fu mtt:t Ftze ntu;te ni> ftFte mtbttst fu yl"tu

ftltqlt mtu jtzltu fe fturNtNt fh;te ni> Jtn Bumte Jtftjtt;t fh;te ni

rf mtbtm;t mtbttst ft rmth lt;tbtm;tf ntu stt;tt ni> Wltfu fnu gtu

Ntc' bttlttu mtthe mttbttrstf JgtJtm:tt fu btqpkn vth Bf fhtht ;tbttatt

mttrct;t ntu;tu nik-%%Cttz btuk sttB ;twbnthu gtstbttlt ytih ;twbntht mtbttst,

³gtt yvtlte Emt yJtm:tt fu rjtB yfujte rfNtltt ne yvthtr"t;t ni?

rstlt nhtbtstt'tuk fbtelttuk ltu Emt lttcttrjtft, ymtntgtt, Wlbtt'dt{m;t

Atufhe ft mtJtolttNt rfgtt ni, Wmtu Zq[pkZfh vtfz jttB> ;twbntht

mtbttst ;tct btik sttltq> 'tuMt rfmte ft ytih 'kz ftuEo ytih Cttudtu, gtn

fntpk ft lgttgt ni ste? rfNtltwjte fne ltne sttBdte, btik vttjtqpkdte

Wmtfe mtk;ttlt ftu Ctjtu ne ;twbnthe rctht'he nbttht nw³ft vttlte ctk'

fh 'u>^^...........(6)

ftFte yt'Nto dt]rnKte BJtk vtZe-rjtFte Waat rNtHtt vt{tv;t ltthe ni>

yvtlte ltir;tf;tt fu ctjt vth Bf rlt&mtntgt, gtqJt;te ftu yvtltuk Dth

mtntht 'u;te ni> rfNtltwjte ftu Dth btuk hFt;tu ne sttu rctht'he Nttm*teste

ft mtbbttlt fh;te :te Jtne rctht'he ytst Nttm*teste fe yJtnujtltt

fh;te ni> vthl;tw ftFte yvtltu ']Z rltNatgt mtu ltnek rzdt;te> btt;t];Jt

fe mtkCttJtltt vt{;gtuf m*te btuk ntu;te ni vthl;twk btt;t];Jt ft CttJt JtirNJtf

ni> yvtlte mtk;ttlt lt ntultu vth 'qmthu fe mtk;ttlt ftu btt;t]n'gtt m*te

mJtefth fh jtu;te ni-%%stimtu rctjjte ftu cttuhu btuk cttpk"t ftuEo 'gttjtw

rn;tratk;tf Wmtu rfmte njtJttEo fe 'qftlt fu ytdtu Atuz yt;tt ni,

Bumtu ne Wmtu Nttgt' sttlt-ctqLfh ne ftuEo rlt&mtk;ttlt W'th ftFte

fu "th vth Atuz dtgtt :tt>^^........(7)

ftFte ytst ctnw;t FtwNt-FtwNtntjt :te> Ftq' dtCtoJt;te ltnek ni rVh Cte

Wlnuk mtk;ttlt mtwFt vt{tv;t ntudtt Bumtt Bunmttmt fh;te ni> %%Ftq' ne stct

ytfh btuhu ytkdtlt btuk vtmth dtEo ni ;ttu mttV sttrnh ni rf CtdtJttlt ltu

ne Emtu gtntpk Ctust r'gtt ni> ytst;tf rstmtltu mtk;ttlt mtwFt ltnek r'gtt,

Wmtltu ytst mJtgtk ne btuhe her;t dttu' Cth 'e>^^........(8)

bttunjjttuk Jttjttuk mtu ctattfh vtdtjte ftu ltntjtt "tqjtt mttze vtnlttfh,

bttpkdt vtxTxe fe :te> ltgtt lttbt "tht :tt rfmtlttu> sttu jttz mtu

rfNtltwjte ntu dtgtt> ftFte fe ytpkFttuk btuk Jtt;mtjgt fe ;thukdtuk WX-rdth

hne :te>^^........(9)

vtdtjte ytEo, ftFte ftu Estt (bttpk) fnfh vtwftht ;ttu ftFte ltu Wmtu

sttuh mtu At;te mtu ratvtxt rjtgtt, yhe btthw ;tuhu 'wNbtlttuk ftu atjt stj'e

;tuhu fvtzu, ct'jt 'qpk> attux jtdte :te vtdtjte ftu ytih htu hne :te

ftFte>^^........(10)

rfNtltwjte fu Bf vtw*t ntu;tt ni> ftFte ltu rfNtltwjte ft yJti"t ctuxt

Cte yvtltt bttltt< Jtn mJtgtk Ztujtf vtexfh mttunh dtt;te ni> rlt&mtk;ttlt

ftFte fe Ftwnte btuk mtrbbtrjt;t ntultu ftuEo ltnek yt;tt ni> ftFte

rfmtltt fu vtw*t ftu %Ztx^ fnltu vth yvtlte ltthtstdte Jgt³;t fh;te

ni> Nttm*teste Wmt vtw*t ft lttbt %fKtô  hFt;tu nik> Jtu btlt-ne-btlt vtw*t

ftu y;gttr"tf vgtth fh;tu nik rfl;tw ftFte ytih mtbttst fu mtbtHt Jtu

vgtth ftu vt{'rNto;t fhltt ltnek attn;tu nik> %%gtn ztrjtgtt btuk mttu hnt :tt,

vttltusgtq Emtu ztrjtgtt mtu WXt, dttjt mtu jtdttB, ytpkFtu ctk' fhfu

atqvtattvt 'qjtth hnu :tu> ytih sttlt;te ntu xvt-xvt ctzu ctzu ytpkFtu rdtht

hnu :tu> lttbt Cte hFtt :tt %fKtô >^^.......(11)

vttkzuste, 'uJtbtqr;to mtu vtrJt*t ytih;t-stt;t mtu Ctzf;tu :tu> Wmt vth gtn

ltt mtbtL Atufhe nt:t "ttufh Wltfu vteAu vtze hn;te :te btikltu

mtbtLtgtt ;twbnuk cttvt mtbtLfh ne jttz 'qjtth fh;te ni> vtkze;tste ltu

;tllt mtu btuhu dttjt vth Bf :tvvtz "th r'gtt> btwLu btthltu ft dtnht

vtNatt;ttvt ne Wmtu dtqkdtt ctltt dtgtt> lt btwLmtu fwA fnt, lt fhlt mtu,

atqvtattvt Jtimtu ne mth LqftB rltfjt dtB ytih fCte ltnek
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jttixuk>^^.......(12)

yvtltu vtr;t Nttm*teste fu vt{r;t yvtth `}t hFtltuJttjte ftFte yk;t

;tf ltnek sttlt mtfe rf ftilt mtu vtNatt;ttvt btuk Nttm*teste ltu Dth Atuz

r'gtt> rfNtltwjte Nttm*teste fu atjtu ytltu vth rJtrHtv;t mte ntu stt;te ni>

Wltft mJttm:gt rdthltu jtdt;tt ni> ftFte mttuat;te ni rf rfNtltwjte

Nttm*teste ftu rvt;tt bttlt;te ni Emte fthKt Jtu Wltfu sttltu mtu vthuNttlt

ni> ftFte yvtltu vtr;t vth yxqx rJtPJttmt fhltujttjte "tbtovthtgtKt

vtr;tJt{;tt ltthe ni> Jtu fCte Cte ltnek sttlt vtt;te fe rfNtltwjte ft

mtJtolttNt fhltuJttjt mJtgtk Wmtft vtr;t ne ni> rfNtltwjte ytih Wmtfu

vtw*t fu vt{r;t ymtebt mltun bttlttu mtCte mtdtu mtbctl"ttuk ftu Cte vteAu

"tfujt 'u;tt ni> yt"gttr;btf, vtwlte;t fjjttltu rfNtltwjte ftu bttpk ctltt

r'gtt :tt> btdth btlt mtu Ctehw :tu> Emte cteat rfNtltwjte fe bt];gtw ntu

stt;te ni> ftFte rfNtltwjte ftu Bumtu steJtlt mtu btwr³;t r'jttltu nu;tw

ct{tÍtKt fu fnu yltwmtth ctthn ;ttujtu fe mttultu fe atult Wltfu vtihtuk fu

vttmt hFt 'u;te ni Emt ftgto mtu Cte vttXftuk ftu ftFte fe ymtebt

btbt;tt fu 'Ntolt ntu;tu nik, sttu vttXftuk ftu ~jtt stt;tu nik>

Nttm*teste vt;lte ftFte fu mttbtltu yvtltt yvtht"t fctqjt ltnek fh

vttgtu, Jtu bttltrmtf ~vt mtu vteze;t :tu> %%rfNtltwjte ltu Bf r'lt ctzu

yr"tfth mtu ;tuhe ftFte fu mttbtltu ne btwLu vtfzfh fnt ytst mtu

btuk yjtdt fbthu btuk ltnek mttuQkdte> btwLu zh jtdt;tt ni> mtwjttytudtu ltt

yvtltu vttmt? Wmte CtgttJtn vt{m;ttJt mtu mtnbtfh btikltu Wmte r'lt dt]n

;gttdt r'gtt>^^.........(13)

Jtu Ftq' vt*t fu btt"gtbt mtu fnltu jtdt;tu ni-%%rfNtltwjte fu Ztpkx ft

stltf gtu ;tuht y"tbt fjjtt ne ni> yvtlte ftFte mtu fnltt rJt"tt;tt

fu 'kz ft btwLu yct Ctgt ltnek ni, Jtn ;ttu Emte jttuf btuk rbtjt dtgtt>

vtw*t fu hn;tu nwB, ytst btik ;tvtoKt rvtkz fe y;t]v;t jttjtmtt rjtB stt

hnt nqpk> gtne ³gtt rfmte ct{tÍtKt fu rjtB fwA fbt 'kz ni? rfl;tw

Wmt mt;te jtHbte ltu gt'e btwLu n'gt mtu Htbtt'tlt ltnek rfgtt ;ttu fCte

btuhe vt{u;t btwr³;t ltnek ntudte> Wmtft Htbtt'tlt ne btuht rat;tt'tn

Ntbtltt:to r;tjttkstjte ctltudtt>^^........(14)

rfNtltwjte ft vtw*t fKto ctzt ntufh vtZtEo fhfu yVmth ctlt stt;tt

ni ytih dttpkJt mtu 'qh Ntnh btuk hnltu jtdt;tt ni> Wmtu Cte ftFte fu vt{;gtu

y;gttr"tf vt{ubt ni> Jtn ftFte ftu yvtltu vttmt hFtltt attn;tt ni Wmtu

ytdt{n fh;tt ni, ³gttukrf ftFteltu Wmtu bttpk ft vgtth, 'wjtth r'gtt ni>

ctzt rfgtt ni vtZtgtt rjtFttgtt ni> ftFte ft Bumtt atrh*t ni sttu vtr;t

fu vt{r;t f;toJgtvthtgtKt ytih yxqx vt{ubt mtu Ctht ni> Wlnuk rfNtltwjte mtu

yvtlte mtl;ttlt stimtt vgtth ni> %fKtô  ft vgtth btqjt mtu cgttst yr"tf

vgttht ntu;tt ni, Emt Wr³;t ftu mtt:tof fh;tt ni> Nttm*teste stimtu

'qmthtuk ftu "tbto ft Wvt'uNt 'ultuJttjtu "ttrbtof r_gtt fhltu Jttjtt

ct{tÍtKt yk;t btuk yt;btdjttrlt fu CttJt mtu vterz;t ni>

Emt vt{fth vtqhu Wvtlgttmt btuk btt;t];Jt fe CttJtltt fu 'Ntolt nbt vtt;tu nik>

ftFte ltu rfNtltwjte vtdtjte yJti$ ntu;tu nwB Cte yvtlte ctuxe fe ;thn

Wltft jttjtlt-vttjtlt rfgtt> E;tltt ne ltnek Wmtltu rfNtltwjte fu Ztpkx

fKto ftu yvtltt vtw*t bttltfh vttjtt-vttumtt ctzt rfgtt, vtZtgtt rjtFttgtt

ytih Bf ctzt yVmth ctltt r'gtt> mtatbtwat ftFte ltu btt;t];Jt fu

CttJt vt{fx fhfu Ctth;tegt ltthe fe ytpkFtu Fttujt 'e ni>

mtk’Ctomtk’Cto

mtk’Ctomtk’Cto

mtk’Cto

 rnl'w ltthe ftgtoNtejt;tt fu ct'jt;tu ytgttbt, ztU. vt{CttJtr;t strzgtt,

vt]MX _bttkf-20

 rfNtltwjte, rNtJttlte, vt]MX _bttkf-54

 rfNtltwjte, rNtJttlte, vt]MX _bttkf-56
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THE NEW CONTINENT OF EXPERIENCE : GUJARATI DALIT SHORT
STORY
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* Harish Mahuvakar
This paper gives an outlook og Gujarati Dalit short stories when we were not very much talking about such
kind of a trend. There were no new fresh brooks running so it was the time to chang the gears. Dalit short
stories appeared on the scene. Two anthologies came out and indicated that there is no need for disappointment.
The Dalit stories have been defined. The background has enough traces to provide this kind of stories. The
writers took it as a movement to present socio-economic issues. Poverty and rural background are great
barriers to their progress. They strive to survive through various occupations. These things become thematic
issues or the motifs. The stories also incorporate myths and history. Though there are some demerits they
bring a new experience.
Key Word : Dalit socio-economic concern,   new themes,   different setting, real spoken language

When hardly people were aware of Dalit literature
there were two collections. This is in reference to
the folloing two story collections. The first one is
“Gujarati Dalit Varta” (1993) and the other is “Dalit
Gujarati Varta” (1995). This paper is a kind of an
evaluation of the contemporary period.
Stagnation brings changes in any literature. Gujarati
literature is no exception to this. Around 1955 Suresh
Joshi spirited Gujarati short stories and the effort
emerged as the modern Gujarati short story. It had a
great flow up to mid seventies. Because of the
exaggeration, these stories “blurred, erased and
sometimes perverted, Dignity of Gujarati” (1) During
the eighth decade, the writers became conscious,  and
some of them revolted against the tradition of Suresh
Joshi. They turned themselves “to their own ‘Self’,
society, language and culture”. (2) This led to the
birth of Gujarati Dalit literature.
No doubt many will be against dividing literature on
“the basis of caste, class or gender.” (3) But “Literary
history has also been a history of those vital explosions
of creative energy we call ‘movements’ whose impact
is seldom confined to literature alone: it encompasses
the entire society and transforms its ways of
comprehending reality.” (4) That’s how representing

and voicing the Dalit in literature has become a
movement.
Some believe that Dalit literature is ‘a literature of
the dalits, for the Dalits and by the Dalits’. The phrase
‘by the Dalit’s’ is very vague. In its defense Harish
Mangalam   says it is because only the Dalit
communities have the authenctity of experience and
the ring of truth”. (5) This can never be true. So he
contradicts himself saying it is the “literature about
Dalits”. He also writes, “Any work of literature which
seeks to express in words the pulses of those sections
of Humanity which are oppressed and which are
engaged in struggles for their existence deserves to
be called, in the broadest, Dalit literature.” (6) The
adjective “Dalit” has been applied to class, not to
literature. It is where one finds Dalit’s real identity.
But such presentation should not be documentary;
instead we would look for creative transformation in
an artistic form.
Traces of Gujarati Dalit short stories can be found in
the stories of ‘Khemi’ (R.V. Pathak), ‘Maja Velanu
Mrityu’ (Sundaram), ‘Janmotsav’ (Suresh Joshi),
‘Gujarino Rag’ (Umashankar Joshi), ‘Dark Street’
(Jayant Khatri) and in a few stories of Dhumketu
and Meghani.
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‘The first publication of Gujarati Dalit literature
‘Panther’ was started by Rameshchandra Parmar in
1975. Following this, a number of periodicals devoted
to Dalit literature sprang up during the second half of
the Seventies. ‘Akrosh’, ‘Kalo Sooraj’, ‘Garud’, ‘Dalit
Bandhu’, ‘Naya Marg’ and ‘Disha’ were some of
the more prominent ones. (7) Chiefly, poems appeared
in them while short stories a few.
In the beginning of eighties many Dalit writers took
story writing seriously and ‘dalit short stories’ as
Mohan Parmar puts ‘were born as a force to face
innumerable injustice and  root problems’. (8) They
presented their life style, tradition, myth, exploitation,
suffering which earlier Gujarati short stories missed.
In 1987 a collection ‘Gujarati Dalit Varta’ came out,
edited by Mohan Parmar and Harish Mangalam and
that became a land mark in Gujarati Dalit Literature.
Being a Socio – literary movement, the Dalit short
stories have concern with social reality. The Dalits
are oppressed and exploited either physically, socially
or economically. This is the reason that the subject
of rapes are often in the stories ‘Somaji’, ‘Snakes –
The Protectors’ , ‘The Unfinished Bridge’, ‘Bad
Reputation’, ‘Nakalank -The Unspotted, ‘The Whirl
Pool’, and ‘The Existence Thrown Over Deep
Vallies’. These stories have been symbolised by snake,
pig, dog, spider web, and many other objects of nature.
Some such things have been stated or indicated one
or the other way.
The Dalits have pitiable condition because of their
poverty. It brings them terrible suffering and pain.
They struggle, turn cowards, or wrathful. It brings
temptation or selfishness. Around these issues the
Dalit writers have threaded their stories. Dhano
(Necked feet)  is unable to buy shoes, Islo(Vilopan-
The cry) has no money to buy medicine, Jetho (Life
and Death ) is helpless to cure his daughter of T.B.,
Virji (Sankes – The Protectors ) works unwillingly at
Jilubha’s field as he couldn’t pray his father’s debt,
Savali (The Lamp of the family) sells her body for
the sake of her only son, and Pashi ( Divo- Lamp of
the Family) could not save her son being busy cutting
hammock.
Rural characters give the Dalit short stories a
remarkable gallery of strong and powerful paintings.

It’s the regional dialect that makes them throbbing,
life like. They don’t lose their dignity even in the worst
conditions. They face life anyhow. When Dasbhai
hits Jetho he says ‘To live in this village one has to
take some roughing up as it comes’. (10) The same
Jetho, when he saved Dasbhai’s son, refused to accept
rupees from him. He says ‘No, I can’t take it. If I do,
I won’t be worthy of my mother’s womb.’ (11) These
characters are also described vividly. Rudi (Bed
Reputation), Somali (Somali), Benima (The Midwife),
Islo (‘Vilopan’ – The cry), Viro and Mohan Rabari
(The Snake) and Jivli (The Whirlpool) are
unforgettable. They are fine when there are at their
own but sometimes they are puppets. They become
mouthpiece, lose charm and look mean.  Among them
are Rannade, Suryanarayan (The Blind Sun), Somali
(Somali) etc.
The Dalits have different occupations. Pathik Parmar
notes “Somali prepares wine, Benima sells mangoes,
Paso and Jetho cut up dead cattle. Dhano is a peon,
Ganga works as a labourer, Robert works in shop,
Kanti weaves.” (12)  The Dalit writers are at home
when they use their own dialect. That way they have
shaped the language. They added new words and
phrases, the stories highly fertilized by the use of
symbol, metaphor, image and personifications. We
already have noted symbols used for sex. One would
like to pass through some artistic expressions like:
‘The housing colony appeared like a painting on a
wall’, (13) ‘Girls- unfinished like the bridge’, (14) ‘The
colony wore darkness’, (15) ‘The physique like a
pond’, (16) ‘He’s smoking me instead the cigarette’,
(17) ‘It can be a black slate instead a buffalo’. (18)
Atmosphere or scene, narrated by these writers is
quite remarkable e.g. “Jivali took a creeper from the
hedge. Happily slept dove flew away. She saw
chameleon swinging. The mango tree was rhythmic
due to whirlpool. There, on it, hung mangoes. A
cuckoo also sang with the chirping of sparrows”. (19)
The stories, “The Unspotted”, “Change”, “The
Midwife”, “The Cry” and “The Quicksand” have a
touch of  North Gujarat, Somali has of Surat, South
Gujarat, “Bad Reputation” and “Sun Don’t Rise” have
of Saurashtra .
Myths, traditions, beliefs, superstitions, and sayings
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also have their part. The Dalits are seen singing
bhajans, praying to local gods and saints. These are
some of the sayings: A carpenter finds wood
wherever he looks, Tavdi Poro Khai Jay- Hunger
would strike and Kagadana Moma Ram – unable to
find good. If above stated features are merits, they
are also charged. “There have been the usual changes
“Sloganeering” and “Gross Propaganda”. (20) There
is truth in it too. This attitude harms to aesthetic
pleasure. “The Unspotted”, “Change”, “Snakes – The
Protector”, “Plead”, “The Whirlpool “ remain far from
this charge. Many devices to account the subject
matter are discovered. These stories have sought help
of flashback, background, contrast, juxtapose, and
irony.
But another charge is that these stories have few
experiments in form. Madhukant Kalpit in “The
Unfinished Bridge” revealed a character’s psyche
through outer actions. This story has fresh narration,
use of symbols and similes. “Shilpa, Sishmahal, Sankar
and Me” is quite new in the theme, treatment and
form. According to Radheshyam Sharma it’s
“Contentless Form” (21) Like a play “The Blind Sun”
has different scenes, while “Things Painted” is
noteworthy for its theme, plot and locals where
fantasy and reality go together.
Some Issues like unemployment of educated ones,
illiteracy, misuse of atrocity act on the upper classes,
are untrodden in the realms of Gujarati Dalit literature.
The contemporary life is to be depicted. There are
no characters representing educated, well to do and
high placed office bearers.
Before two and a half decades a few magazines
publish Dalit short stories, no collections, no
experiments, yet they had progressed much. Going
through them is a new continent of experience and it
is sure that the movement may die or survive it well
help literature to overcome stagnation.
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Four factors have been extracted for this study
whose eigenvalue is greater than 1, as they explain
nearly 70 percent about the total variables taken into
account (Table 1). The rotation sums of squared
loadings shown in the table represent the distribution
of the variance after the Varimax rotation. Varmax
rotation is an orthogonal rotation which is commonly
used. as it tries to maximize the variance of each of
the factors in such a way that the total amount of
variance accounted is distributed over the four
extracted factors.
On the basis of Rotated Component Matrix. The
twenty parameters in the schedule are segregated
into four components. For each parameter, the highest
factor loading has been taken for consideration under
different components. Hence the four components
derived from PCA are as under
Table 2 : Test Statics

Particulars Mean_C1 Mean_C2 Mean_C3 Mean_C4 
Mann- 
Whitney U 

2893.500 3153.000 3089.000 3301.500 

Wilcoxon W 3042.500 3257.000 3197.000 3304.000 
Z -.448 -.739 -.087 -0.498 
Asymp. Sig. 
(2-tailed) 

.678 .581 .835 .701 

  Grouping Variable: Gender
At 5 percent level of significance. The Mann Whitney
test statistic is insignificant for all the factors. Hence
we conclude that:
There is no significant difference in the perception
of male and female respondents that the existing
accounting system has some unique features.
There is no significant difference in the perception
of male and female respondents that the present
accounting system suffers from some structural
problems.
There is no significant difference in the perception
of male and female respondents in the system that
there are problems in object head plan head and in
disclosure of information.
There is no significant difference in the perception
of male and female respondents that there is no
standardization in the classification of major heads
of schemes and resources are directly transferred
skipping state consolidated fund.
In order to examine the extent to which the four

extracted factors affect the Government Accounting
practice. the data are further utilized in regression
for validation. All the four factors are found to be
significant for functional competencies accounting
practice and considered as predictors of the criterion
variable (quality of repost) The model summary in
table 3 depicts the value of R2 which refers to the
proportion of variance in the dependent variable
(quality of report) that can be explained by the
independent variable(accounting practice). The
explanatory power of a model increases with a higher
value of R2; The value of R2 is 0.648 which indicates
that 65 percent of the variance in the dependent
variable is explained by the predictor variables. The
adjusted R2 is an adjustment of R2 that penalizes the
addition of extraneous predictors to the model and
indicates the fitness of a model. In this model the
value of adjusted R2 is 0.641.which is close to the
value of R2 (0.648), thus indicating the fitness of the
model. The standard error of the estimate is 0.720
which signifies that the value is good enough to imply
reliable predication of the model. The value of is
84.571 with a significance level of (p<0.001) which
indicates that the model is statistically significant
Table: 3 Model summaries and Anova for accounting
practice

Model R R2 Adjusted 
R2 

Standard  
error of  
estimate 

F sig 

1 .734 .648 .641 72014 84.571 .000* 
 

Notes Predictors: (Constant) Notes:(Constant) unique
features, Structural problems, in object hand plan head
and in disclosure of information and no standardization
in the classification of Major Heads for schemes
*p<0.05
The model summaries in Table 3 indicate that all
extracted factors are considered as predictors of the
criterion variable (quality of report). The value of R2
indicates that 69 percent of the variance in the
dependent variable is explained by the predictor
variables. Similarly the value of adjusted R2 is 0.688
which is close to the value of R2 (0.697) thus
indicating the fitness of the model. The standard error
of estimate is 0.578 which signifies that the value is
good enough to imply reliable prediction of the model.
The value of F is 224.128 with a significance level of
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(p<o.001) which indicates that the model s statistically
significant.
Table 4: Model summaries and Anova for quality of
Report

Model R R2 Adjusted 
R2 

Standard  
Error of  
estimate  

F Sig 

1 .768 .697 .688 .57842 224.128 .000* 
 

The size of the coefficient for each independent
variable gives the size of the effect that variable is
having on the dependent variable and sign of the
coeffiecient (positive or negative) gives the direction
of the effect. The regression coeffiecients. The
unstandardized coefficiented indicate that how much
the dependent variable goes for one unit. Similarly,
the standardized coefficient estimates reslting from
an analysis carried out on independent variable that
have been standardized so that their so that their
variances are 1. so, standardized coefficiences refer
to how many. stanadrd deviations a dependent
variable will change, per stanadard deviation incrse
in the predictor deviations a dependent variable will
change, per standard deviation increse in the predictor
variable in table 5 the highest beta coefficient is
proffesional obligation (0.779) the t-value for the
significance for the of each of the four predictors
indicates significance at 0.000 levels. in the
collienearity staistical test both the tolerence and VIF
level is equal to 1. which indicates that there is no
multicollinearly problem in the study. it is that the
predictors extracted are significant indicators of
superoir managerial performance in case of functional
competences.
In table 6 the highest beta coefficient is (0.895) The
t-value for the significance of each o fthe three
predictors indicates significance at 0.000 levels. In
the collineartley staticaly test both the tolerance and
VIF level is equal to 1. which indicates that there is
no multicollinearly problem in this study. On the basis
of the results we can conclude that the predictors
extracted are significant indicators of superiors of
managerial performance in acase of social
competenceis. A chi square test test has been
conducted to test the hyphotheses generated for the
strategis to reforms. A chi-square test for

indipendence is applied when two categorial variable
are generated from a single population. it is used to
determine whether or not there is a significant
assosiation between two variables.
The pearson chi –square statistic tests whether the
two variable are indipendent or not. If the value is
significantly high (p_.0.5,) indicating that a variable
have no significant effect on the other words the
highly significant result indicates that there is no
assosciation (pattern of response) between the
(respondents ) male and female accountants.

Table 7 : Chi-square results
Q. No. Person chi-square  vale  df asymp  

sig  
(2-sided) 

1 pearson chi-suqre 4819 8 .653 
2 pearson chi-suqre 6,006 8 647 
3 pearson chi-suqre 48,085 8 010 
4 pearson chi-suqre 28,681 8 015 
5 pearson chi-suqre 4,115 8 567 
6 pearson chi-suqre 0474 8 812 
7 pearson chi-suqre 2539 8 960 
8 pearson chi-suqre 2455 8 964 
9 pearson chi-suqre 9328 8 161 
10 pearson chi-suqre 1.125 8 948 

 Conclusion
The study examined the perception of accounting
employed in different stte government department
and in centraly sponsored schemes about the
government accounting system and strategies to
reform the same through factor analysis forur major
factors viz. unique features of government accounting
structures problems in object head, plan head and in
disclosure of information and no standardization in
the classification of major heads schemes were
extracted. based on such factors a factorial regresion
analysis and mann whitney test statistic is insignificant
for all the forus factors  a chi –squre performed and
no relationship was found between the male and
female accountans perception the study has its
limitations as it has only been focused towards
government accounting practices but it could also have
been tested for other issues like budgets auditing and
so on. The sample size taken for this study is low, as
well as sample has been selected from some selected
government departments of tripura, a north eastern
state.
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Financial is the key factor to investigate about the company realposition in the market This paper attempts to
examine the overall Financial of Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. For the same purpose some financial ratios are
taken into consideration.
Keywords : Finance, Investment, Returns.

Introduction:
The primary objective of a business undertaking is to
earn Finance. A business needs finance not for its
existence but also for expansion. Financial is the yard
stick to measure the company’s efficiency from
investors’ point of view. Financial means the earning
power/finance making ability of an enterprise. It is
required to be considered for the running of the
business as a whole to see if adequate finance is
being earned and to judge the degree of operational
efficiency of management.
Financial helps to check the company’s capacity to
face downfalls, completion and many other
interruptions. The potential investors are always
interested in high dividends and thus check the
Financial. The management, on the other side, has a
keen interest in the smooth functioning of the
company. Thus; it is an important area for
consideration to check the Financial, not only for the
management but also for the outside parties interested
in the company. A good Financial reports about the
company’s smooth. running operations and vive
versa.
Company Profile:
Maruti Suzuki India Limited a subsidiary of Suzuki
Motor Corporation of Japan, is India’s largest
passenger car company, accounting for over 45% of
the domestic car market. The company offers a
complete range of cars from entry level Maruti-800
and Alto, to stylish hatchback Ritz, A star, Swift,

Wagon-R, Estillo and sedans DZire, SX4 and Sports
Utility vehicle Grand Vitara. It was the first company
in India to mass-produce and sell more than a million
cars. It is largely credited for having brought in an
automobile revolution to India. It is the market leader
in India and on 17 September 2007, Maruti Udyog
Limited was renamed Maruti Suzuki India limited
Objectives of The S6dy:
The following re the objectives with which the study
has been done:
1. To study the position of finance in relation to

sales.
2. To examine the finance position in relation to

investment.
3. To conclude the overall Financial position of the

company.
Methodology:
The study is concerned with ten years’ data i.e. (2001-
2009).the data is of secondary nature is taken from
published annual reports of Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.
The collected has been analyzed by using various
financial ratios to conclude about the Financial and
overall efficiency of the business. This has been
supplemented with simple statistical tools like average
standard deviation, coefficient of variance (C.V.)
before putting data in to such techniques; thorough
pruning has been done regarding suitability of the
input.
Results and Discussions:
The data has been analyzed by using some Financial
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ratios; general and overall to assess the results and
further conclusions.
Gross Finance Ratio (GPR):
The ratio indicates spread between the cost of goods
sold and sales revenue, a high gross finance margin
related to the industry average implies that the firm
is able to produce at relatively lower cost. Table 1
show that the ratio ranged between 13 to 20. The
lowest value was in year 2001 at 13.59 and highest
in 2006 at 20.75.The ratio had mean value at 19.86
and the variance is 1 9.28%.The fluctuating ratio
indicates that the company was not able to manage
in controlling it’s cost of production as it has direct
impact on the gross finance margin.
Operating Finance Rao (OPR):
The Operating finance refers to the pure operating
finance of the enterprise that is the profit generated
by the operations of the company and hence
calculated before considering any financial charges
such as interest, payments, non — operating incomes
or loss and tax liabilities. Table indicates that the first
year showed a negative figure at -2.5 6% which
shows that the first year had a poor operating profit
The average ratio of Operating Profit ratio was
13.18% during the five year of the study. Thus the
study portray that the performance of Maruti Suzuki
India Ltd. is not satisfactory from profit gaining point
of view. The operating profit ratio of the company is
from 8.48% to 15.88% during the five year of the
study.
Net Profit Ratio (NPR):
Net Profit Ratio is establishes a relationship between
Profit after tax and Net sales, and indicate the
efficiency of the management. There is no particular
norms to interpret the ratio, however highest the ratio;
the better is the Financial, but while interpreting the
ratio is should be kept in mind that the performance
of the profit is must also be seen in relation to
investment or capital of the company. The Table I
shows that there is a loss amount in the first year.
But shows an increasing trend in the, next six years.
The average of this ratio is 5.50 and the variance is
88% Which shows that there is high degree of
fluctuations in the net profit ratio.

Expenses Ratios:
Operating expenses ratio (OER) refers to the
relationship between the operating expenses and the
net sales of the company. The ratio must be at an
appropriate percentage because excessive ratio
indicates a negative picture about the operating
expenses that cover a major part
Table 1
General Financial Ratios of Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.
(Figures are in percentage)

Year GPR OPR NPR Out AER SER 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
Mean 
Std.Dev. 
C.V. % 

13.59 
14.19 
20.43 
24.56 
19.96 
20.75 
24.53 
20.59 
20.18 
19.86 
3.83 
19.28 

-2.56 
1.78 
5.22 
9.50 
12.44 
14.75 
15.88 
14.35 
8.48 
8.87 
6.34 
71.48 

-4,00 
1.58 
2.02 
5.80 
7.82 
9.90 
10.70 
9.69 
5.98 
5.50 
4.84 
88 

6.6 
7.44 
8.25 
8.72 
3.78 
3.56 
3.83 
3.64 
4.21 
5.56 
2.17 
3.06 

0.70 
0.62 
1.63 
1.60 
0.38 
0.60 
0.41 
0.50 
0.58 
0.78 
0.48 
61.54 

5.90 
6.82 
6.62 
7.12 
3.40 
2.96 
3.42 
3.14 
3.63 
4.78 
1.78 
37.24 

 Source: Compiled from annual report of Maruti Suzuki
India Ltd. :
Note: Sid.Dev,-Standard Deviation,C.V.-Coefficient
of Variance
of the cost of capital of any company. Table. 1 shows
that ratio was 6.6 % in 2001 which kept on increasing
till 2004 and came to 8.72% but shows a sudden.
decline in next year coming down to 3.78% with some
minor fluctuations till 2009. The variance is 3.06%.The
administrative’ expenses ratio (AER) shows the
relationship between the administrative expenses and
the net sales of the company. The ratio was at 0.70%
in 2001 which showed minor fluctuations in the tenure
and came at 0.5 8% in 2009. The average was
registered at 0.78 and the variance was 61.54%. The
next is the selling expenses ratio (SER). The selling
expenses in the competitive market is usually high.
The ratio was at 5.90% in 2001 which increased till
2004 at 7.12% but slipped down to 3.40%.The
average was 4.78 and the coefficient of variance is
high in this ratio at 3 7.24%.
Return on Net Worth (RONW):
It is the ratio of net profit to share holder’s investment.
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It is the relationship between net profit (after interest
and tax) and share holder’s/proprietor’s fund. This
ratio establishes the Financial from the share holders’
point of view. The ratio is generally calculated in
percentage. As the ratio reveals how well the
resources of the firm are being used, higher the ratio,
better are the results. Table 2 indicates that the ratio
is at a negative value in the first year showing the
ratio at -10.19% which indicates a poor return on the
shareholders flinds, but successfully showed some
better results in the latter years. The ratio was at the
highest in year 2007 at 22.79% and a coefficient of
variance at 88%.
Return on Equity (ROE):
The amount of net income returned as a percentage
of shareholders equity. Return on equity measures a
corporation’s Financial by revealing how much profit
a company generates with the money shareholders
have invested. Table 2 reveals that the ratio was at

Year RONW ROE ROCE ROTA EPS DPS 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
Mean 
Std.Dev. 
C.V. % 

-10.19 
3.86 
4.73 
15.10 
19.49 
21.81 
22.79 
20.56 
13.04 
12.35 
10.97 
88.83 

-203.63 
78.99 
101.31 
375.16 
590.73 
822.91 
080.97 
197.79 
843.39 
543.07 
485.42 
89.38 

-9.88 
4.74 
7.40 
22.78 
26.41 
31.13 
30.06 
26.24 
17.94 
17.42 
13.88 
79.68 

-7.18 
3.10 
4.12 
13.88 
18.21 
21.52 
20.87 
18.58 
12.13 
11.69 
9.77 
83.58 

-203.64 
78.99 
5.07 
18.76 
29i5 
41.16 
54.07 
59.91 
42.18 
14.01 
84.54 
603.43 

00 
30.00 
1.47 
1.49 
2.00 
3.50 
4.50 
5.00 
3.50 
5.72 
9.25 
161.71 

 

the highest in year 2008 at 1197,79 and the lowest in
year 2001 at - 203.63%. the coefficient of variance
is 89.38%.
Return on Capital Employed (ROCE):
A ratio that indicates the efficiency and Financial of
a company’s capital investments. It is calculated as
profit before interest and tax divided by the difference
between total assets and current liabilities. The
resulting ratio represents the efficiency with which
capital is being utilized to generate revenue. Table 2
shows that the ratio is at negative value in year 2001
at - 9.88% and is showing an increase in next year
coming at 4.74%. the coefficient of variance is at
79.68%.
Return on Total Assets (ROTA):
The return on assets (ROA) percentage shows how
Financial a company’s assets are in generating
revenue. Table 2 reveals an increasing trend inspite
of the first

Table 2:
Overall Financial Ratio of Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.

Source : Published annual reports of Maruti Suzuki
India Ltd.
Note :: All figures are in percentage except EPS and
DPS
year to give a negative percentage at -7.18%. The
average of this ratio is 11.69 and the coefficient of
variance is 83.58%.This is an indication that inspite
of the weak performance if the first year the company
came out of it and showed some better results in the
latter years.
Earning per Share (EPS) and Dividend per
Share (DPS):

The Earning per share (EPS) Divided by the profit
after tax less preference share dividend (PSD By
the total no. of Equity Share. Earning per share is a
small variation of return on equity capital employed.
The earning per share is a good measure of
profitability and compared with EPS of small other
companies. It gives view of the comparative earning
power of the company. EPS of the company is
showing great fluctuations in the study period, as it is
at- 203.64 in 2001 and caine to 78.99 in 2002. These
sudden fluctuations are cause for consideration of
the management. The average EPS is registered at
14.01 and the coefficient of variance is 603.43%.
Whereas, the DPS is the total dividends paid out over
an entire year (including interim dividends but not
including special dividends) divided by the number of
outstanding ordinary shares issued. The DPS was nil
in first year because of the loss, the second year 2002
shows a very high DPS at Rs30, and then a sudden
downfall at 1.47 in the third year. There is again, very
high degree of fluctuations in these ten years
registering a coefficient of variance at 16 1.71%.
Conclusion:
Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. being a very famous
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company in automobile sector is an eye candy for
the investors to invest their money in it. It is a
noticeable fact that the company suffered from losses
in the first year of the study period thus, affecting all
the ratios negatively. The reason traced behind may
be the elevated cost of operations and sales. The
fluctuation in the various ratios is an indicator for the
deep consideration of the company towards its
earnings and expenses management. The company
should also revise its dividend policy as it has been
showing higher fluctuations. The overall position can
be said to be satisfactory as being in loss in the first
year, the company successfully came out of it in the
latter years.
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The concept of value added is useful for managerial
decision making and is considered as an appropriate
approach to measure the operating efficiency and
profitability of a business organization. It is considered
as a rod for measuring the wealth created by an
enterprise and hence the success of a business unit.
In accounting Language, value added represents the
excess of sales revenue and income from services
over the cost of bought in goods and services
purchased from outsiders.
Definition of different scholars would make the term
value-added more clear. As stated by Brown and
Howard “value added is sales value less the cost of
bought in goods and services used for producing those
sales” According to Lewis and Pendrill, “value added
may be calculated as the difference between the value
of goods or services produced by the team, i.e., sales
revenue, less the value of goods and services
purchased from outsiders i.e. the cost of bought in
materials and services” As stated by john Sizer “ Value
added is the wealth of the company which it has been
able to create by its own and its employees efforts
during a period” He further adds “ It is out of the
value added cake that a company rewards its various
stakeholders, i.e. shareholders, managers, employees
inland Revenue etc”
Significance of Value Added Accounting
Profit is a micro concept while value added is a macro
concept. Therefore the figure of profit measures the
welfare of shareholders while the figure of value
added measures the welfare of the society as a whole.
The following are important uses of calculating value
added.
 It measures the social welfare as well as its

shows categorically the distribution of value added
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which in turn shows segment-wise welfare of
the society.

 It helps to compare overall productivity of two
or more companies of the same nature

 It helps to major employee’s productivity and tells
about the opportunity cost of various resources
used to generate value.

 It helps to determine the areas where
improvement in productivity is possible.

 It helps to forecast amount of resources needed
for a particular level of activity which it helps in
preparation of budgets.

 It is used in estimation of national income, with
reference to manufacturing industries.

Value added helps in analyzing that an organization
may survive without earning profit but cannot survive
without adding value. Any business which is not
making profit is ill but any business which is not
generating value is an evil.
Computation of Value Added
As disclosed by the accounting concept of value
added, value added is either in the form of gross value
added or net value added. The Gross Added (GVA)
is the excess of sales plus income from services, less
amount of bought in materials and services purchased
from the outsiders. But GVA cannot be claimed to
be as total value generated. the Value of services of
fixed assets like plant and machinery etc. consumed
during production should also be deducted from the
figure of GVA. Consumption of fixed assets (i.e,
depression) is nothing but exhaustion of values
previously generated. So, to arrive at the figure of
net value added (NVA) within a firm, values acquired
from other units in past but consumed at added (NVA)
within a firm, values acquired from other units in past
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but consumed at present should be deducted from
the gross value added. According to adam Smith, their
real wealth too is in promotion value added. According
to adam smith, their real wealth too is in proportion,
not to their gross, but to their net revenue.
To calculate value added the cost of bought-in goods
and services is deducted from the total of sales and
income from services. In the shape of formula, it can
be expressed as follows:
Application of Value Added:
Application of value added indicates how that value
added has been divided between employs, the
government, the providers of the capital and of which
is reinvested in the business.
1. To the Employees : Employees are paid in the
form of wages, salaries, bonus, travel concessions,
welfare expenses, gratuity and company’s
contribution to the provident fund out of the value
generated by their efforts. It represents total amount
of remuneration and amenities provided to the
employees.
2. To the Government: The government is the
provider of infrastructure the government. It is paid
in the form of income tax, excise duty customs duty
sales tax, octopi, rates and taxes and other direct taxes.
Export incentives, tax credits, subsidies excess
provision of tax refund of taxes and duties are
deducted from the share of government in the value-
added.
3. To the Providers of Capital: Capital can be
acquired by different sources to meet the financial

needs of a business visa share holders (i.e. owned
capital) and financial institutions (i.e. borrowed
capital) Value belonged to financial institutions is paid
in the form of interest on secured and unsecured
borrowings and value belonged to the shareholders
is paid in the form of dividend.
4. Reinvestment in the Business:  The valve
remaining after all the outside parties have been paid
off belongs to the entity itself and it is reinvested in
the business in the form of depreciation and retimed
earnings. Retained earnings, hare means additions to
reserves and surplus as well as Profit and Loss
Account
Value Added Statement (VAS)
According to the Institute of Chartered Accountants
of India “Value added statement reveals the value
added by an enterprise which it has been able to
generate and its distribution among those contributing
to its generation are known as stake holders” In the
words of John Sizer “The value added statement
shows the size of the ‘value added cake’ and how
the ‘cake’ has been divided amongst the various stake
holders “Value added statement can be prepared in
report form and account form. Generally the value
added statement is prepared in report form. the
following format may be used to prepare the value
added statement.
Value Added Statement for
the year ended 31st ....20......
(Rs. in .....)

Items Rs. Rs. 
Generation of Value Added 
Sales Revenue 
Add: Income from services  
 
Less: Cost of bought in goods & services from outsiders 
Gross Value Added 
Less: Depreciation 
Net Value Added 
Application of Value Added 
To pay employees 
To pay Government 
To pay providers of capital 
(i) Lenders 
(ii) Shareholders 
 
Retained earnings (excluding Depreciation  
Net Value Added 

 
xxx 
xxx 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
xxx 
xxx 
------- 

 
 
xxx 
 
xxx 
xxx 
xxx 
xxx 
 
xxx 
xxx 
 
 
xxx 
 
xxx 
xxx 
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From the present study, it can be said that rural development should not only be in farm sector, but also in
non-farm sector. Rural development can be possible f.only there is proper balance between service oriented
programs and development oriented and self reliance cantered programs.
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Introduction
This paper highlights on the role of Non-farm sector
in Rural Development in India. It considers various
dimensions of the Non-farm sector. It analyses the
role played by Non-farm sector in Indian Rural
Development.
Rural Development has been receiving increasing
attention of the governments across the world. In
the Indian context, rural development assumes special
significance for two important reasons.
(a) About two-third of Indian population still lives in
villages and there cannot be any progress so long as
rural areas remain backward.
(b) The backwardness of the rural sector would be
major impediment to the overall progress of the
economy.
Rural development does not imply setting up of major
industries in rural areas. Rural development on a
sustainable basis is possible only when the rural
resources are put to optimum use, enhancing steady
growth in rural output and generation surplus income.
This strategy would ensure self- reliance in the rural
population. According to Dr. Y. Nayudamma, self
reliance implies self competence, resourcefulness,
problem-solving capability, the ability to discern and
wisdom to use knowledge.
Over the years, rural development has emerged as”
a strategy designed to the economic and social life of
a specific group of people — the rural poor.
Agriculture in its broad sense, itself is very vast.
Agriculture is important sector of the Indian Economy.
It contributes sizeably to the domestic product as also

to exports. Agriculture has an important role to play
in economic development of an agrarian economy
like that of India. The position of agriculture is an all
embracing one. So much so that the very existence
of economic activities of the entire people is bound
up with the state and health of this sector.
Generally, agricultural development is considered as
synonymous to rural development. Bur rural
development is much more than rural development.
(2) Concept of Rural Development:
Rural development involves raising the socioeconomic
states of the rural population on a sustainable basis
through optimum utilization of local resources, both
natural and human. The essence of rural development
is not in “ providing” but in “promoting” the rural
sector. The rural population should know how to
sustain itself financially and gain economic
independence. Therefore, the stress of rural
development should be on self reliance. Also, rural
development should result in greater access to the
rural population to goods and services.(1)

Rural people, accounting for about three fourth of
the total population, have for long lagged much behind
the overall progress of the economy. People living in
rural areas are up against three problems of great
magnitude. These are : utter backwardness of the
rural economy, wide spread unemployment and
massive poverty.(2)

Utter Backwardness:
Agriculture is the all pervasive sector of the rural
economy. It has in the last fifty years or so, grown at
meager rate of 2.7 %.
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dependence on the agricultural sector is not desirable.
The rapid rural industrialization is indispensable to
reduce the pressure of population on land and
strengthen the farm sector. The need for intensifying
non-farm activities is to improve the standard of living
of the masses by stepping up output of wage goods.4
(5) Role of Non-Farm sector in Rural development:
The major objectives of the Rural development are:
1. Full employment of labor and physical resources.
2. Setting up of agro-industrial complexes.
3. Laying down minimum standards of productivity
or efficiency for those owning or using precious
resources.
4. Minimum standard of performance by public
agencies by making them accountable to the local
people.
5. Creating scientific temper which implies a changing
of the mind and old habits of thought and action.
Employment Generation:
The non-farming sector has capability to generate
employment for the rural people. Swam Jayanti Gram
Swarozgar Yojna (SGSY) was launched in 1980
aiming at promoting micro enterprises and helping
the niral poor into self help groups. It also provides
fmancial assistance and technical advice for the
selection of viable projects. New technical skills are
imparted rural women and children are organized into
socio-economic activities with dual objection of
providing employment opportunities and soul strength
to them.
Infrastructure:
Rural development needs vast infrastructure. Private
investment is very meager provision of basic needs
such as thinking water, health care, better sanitation,
housing and employment is the need of the day. Farm
sectoral development and non-farm sectoral
development depend on the improved infrastructural
facilities in village, particularly transport and
communication facility.
Criterion for Rural Development:
According to Economic and Social Commission for
Asia and Pacific (escape) the criterion for rural
development involve:
a. Drawing the entire rural labor force into the
mainstream of economic activity.

b. Realizing the creative energies of the rural poor.
c. Checking the drift of the rural population to cities.
d. Enhancing participation of women and youth in
rural development process.
e. Improving the quantity of life through integration
between development and environment.
f. The all-round development of the rural population
by tapping the abundant man power.6
(6) Performance of Non-Farm Sector in Indian rural
development.
(A) Rural Industrialization
It is important segment of non-farm sector in Indian
rural development. The general pattern of structural
transformation in a countly should be from agriculture
to industry and then to services. But in India, there
has been faster transition from agriculture to services.
Break up of the several shares of rural GDP reveals
that the share of agriculture was 73.8% in 1970-71
which declined 42% in 2007-08. The share of rural
industry has registered an increase from 11.3% in
1970-71 to 29.06% in 2007-08. The share of service
sector in rural India showed increase from 14.9% in
1970-71 to 28.4% in 2007-08.
These trends reveal that a structural transformation
of the rural economy is taking place and the non-
farm sector is emerging as the major contributor to
the rural GDP.
(B) Employment:
According to the C SO’s Economic census 2005,
about 20% of non-farm rural workforce is employed
in agricultural establishments, while four-fifth worked
in non-agricultural establishments. Such
transformation is a trend in the right direction and is
very desirable because about 60 % of India’s
population cannot live on the 19% share of India’s
GDP in agriculture.
(C) Rural — Urban Ratio:
In 1951 the rural-urban ratio of India’s population was
82.7: 17.3. It has reduced to 72.2:27.8 in 2001. This
is the impact of urbanization.
(D) Work participation rate:
Increase in work participation rate is more perceptible
in rural than urban areas. Work participation rate in
rural areas was 42.0% in 2001 as against 40.0% in
1991. In case of males, work participation rate was
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52.4% in 2001. But the work participation rate for
females in rural areas increased from 27.2% in 1991
to 3 1.0% in 2001.
Out of total rural population of 740.2 million, workers
accounted for 310.6 million with 199.2 million being
males and 111.5 million being females.
From the census data, the conclusion emerges that
rural women are more burdened, not only they
participate in larger number in economic activity, they
have to return home from that activity to undertake
domestic work.
To sum up, it can be said that rural development should
not only be in farm sector, but also in non-farm sector.
Rural development can be possible if only there is
proper balance between service oriented programs
and development oriented and self reliance cantered
programs.
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* * * * * U]HZFT lJNŸIF5L94 D³N[³XF³lX DCFlJNŸIF,I4 ;FNZF

* Alpesh Patel
5|FlRGSF, ;[ ,[SZ JT"DFG TS S[ ;FlCtI SL KFGvELG

SL HFˆ TM .;SL VG[S WFZFˆ"\ N|lQ8UT CMTL C{ P

VFW]lGSSF, D[\ lCgNL4 DZF9L IF VgI EFQFF S[ ;FlCtI D[\

ˆS G." WFZF SF 5|JFC A0[ HMZM ;[ AC ZCF C{ p;[ CL

Nl,T ;FlCtI S[ GFD ;[ HFGF HFTF C{ P lGcNL ;FlCtID[\

Nl,T ;FlCtI SF HgD DZF9L ;FlCtI SL N[G C{ P ;FDFgIo

Nl,TM NŸJFZF l,BF UIF ;FlCtI IFlG Nl,T ;FlCtI lSgT]

Nl,T ;FlCtI SL S<5GF VFH VF{Z VlWS lJSl;T CM

R]SL C{ P I}\ N[BF HFˆ TM Nl,T ;FlCtISFZM G[ .; N[XSF

;FlCtI l,BG[  D[\ I]]UMvI]UM ;[ V5GF DCtJ5}6" IMUNFG

N[T[ VFI[ C{ P .;l, ˆ AFAF;FCA G[ SCF YF lS³³³

c HA lCgN]VM SM J[NM SL H~ZT 50L TM pgCMG[ IC SFD

jIF; SM ;M\5 lNIF HA lCgN]VM SM ˆS DCFSFjI SL

H~ZT 50L TM pgCMG[ IC SFD jIF; SM ;M\5F HM ̂ S VK}T[

Y[ TYF lCgN]VM SM HA ;\lJWFG SL H~ZT 50L TM pgCM\G[

IC SFD D]H[ ;M\5 lNIF P

JT"DFG ;DI D[\ Nl,T;FlCtI ;FlCtI GCL ̂ S VF\NM,G C{

P .; Nl,T ;FlCtI SM 0M³ GFDJZl;\C G[ pUTF ;}ZH SCF

C{ lSgT]\ HM ;lNIM\ ;[ NA[ C]̂  CM4 ;lNIM ;[ GF.g;FOL DF\U

ZC[ CM J[ p; VlWjIlST SF ;}ZH pUTF C]VF GCL\ lSgT]\

0M³SF,LRZ6 c :G[CL c S[ XaNM D[\ SC[ TM c Nl,T ;FlCtI

pUTF C]VF ;]ZH GCL C{ IC TM WUvWUTF ;}ZH C{ P VF{Z

.; WUvWUT[ ;}ZHG[ ;lE DG]JFNLIM SL GL\N TM CZFD SZ

CL NL ;FY CL Nl,TM D[\ HFU lT VF{Z R[TGF SF :JZEL

O}SF\ C{ P VF{Z IC SFD HMZM ;[ SZ ZC[ C{ Nl,T ;FlCtISFZ

P

Nl,T ;FlCtISFZ ;FDFlHS XMQF6 5ålT S[ lJ~â lJN|C

SZTF C{ P V:5 xITF4 HFlTITF4 N{G\lNG lHJG D[\ ;FDFlHS4

VFlY"S4 ;F\:S lTS VgIFI SF GFX SZG[JF,F VF{Z

Nl<TM D[\ HFU lT ,FG[JF,F ClYIFZ C{ P Nl,T ;FlCtI

JT"DFG I]U D[\ Nl,T S,D ,[SZ B0[ CM UI[ C{ P J[ V5G[

VG]EJM SM XaNMSM ;FlCtI D[ -F,SZ X[94 HDLNFZ TYF

;J6M" SL VF{Z ;[ CMG[JF,[ VgIFI ˆJ\ p; VgIFIM S[

lJ~â Nl,TM D[\ R[TGF ˆJ\ HFUZ6 SL SCFGL p5gIF;4

SlJTF4 GF8S4 VFtDSYF4 SCFGL VFNL SM DFwID AGFSZ

;FDFlHS A]ZF."IM SM BM,F C{ .;l,ˆ SCF C{ lS

c Nl,T ;FlCtI ;CL DFIG[ D[\ JC ;FlCtI C{ HM Nl,TM G[

V5G[ 7FG TH]"A[ V5GL Sl9GF."IM VF{Z 5L0F S[ VFWFZ 5Z

l,BF Nl,T ;FlCtI IFGL EFZTLI ;\:S lT S[ T, SM

,UL C]."  VFU C{ P Nl,T SCFGL .; VluGS]\0 SL ˆS

lR\UFZL DF+ C{ P .; lR\UFZL SM H,FG[JF,M D[\ DMCGNF;

G[lDQFZFI S[ SCFGL;\U|C cVFJFH[ c SF DCtJ5}6" :YFG C{ P

.G SL 5C,L SCFGL  cSYF,MS c DFl;S 5l+SF D[\ KF5L

YL p; ;DI lC\NL D[\ Nl,T ;FlCtI SL RRF" AC]T SD YL

J{;[ TM 5[|DRN Nl,TM 5Z S,D R,FG[ JF,[ 5C,[ U{Z

Nl,T ;FlCtISFZ Y[ lSgT]\ pGS[ Nl,T 5F+ ;\3QF" GCL

SZT[ C{ P lSgT] Nl,T ;FlCtISFZM G[ V5G[ 5F+M SM ;\3QF"

J R[TGF SF ZF:TF lNBFG[ SF SFD lSIF C{ P

c VFJFH[ c G{lDQFZFIHL SF 5C,F SCFGL ;\U|C C{ lH; D[\

;l-JFNLTF SM TM0G[ SF EZ;S 5IF; lSIF UIF C{ P H{;F

,[BA SF T[JZ C{ J{;F CL T[JZ pST SCFGL ;\U|C D[\ N[BG[

SM lD,TF C{ J[ :JI\D V5G[ NM XaNM D[ SCT[ C{ lS³³

c CZ ̂ S SCFGL l,BG[ S[ NF{ZFG D]H[ N]3"8GFVM\ S[ VFZ5FZ

SL HN|MHCN ;[ H}hGF 50F C{ P D[ ELTZ AFCZ AU NCSTF

ZCF D[Z[ XaN H{;[ T5SZ AFCZ VFT[ ZC[ P c

T[ZC SCFlGIM\ SF IC ;\U|C ;DTF 5|SFXG lNl<,;[ JQF"

!))( D[ 5|SFlXT C]VF P

;\UC SL 5|tI[S SCFGL Nl,TM D[ HFU lT J R[TGF SF

;\RFZ SZTL C{ P c VFJFH[ SCFGL D[\ I]U I]U ;[ IFTGFˆ

h[,G[ JF,[ D[\CTZM G[ UFNJF,M H]<D4 VgIFI VF{Z VtIFRFZ

S[ lJZMW D[ 9S]Z VJTFZl;\ S[ lB,FO HLJ\T lJN|MC

SZT[ C{ VF{Z SCFGL SF D]bI 5F+ .TJFZL SC p9TF CMv

c CD H}9G G ,[U[ VF{Z G U\NSL ;FO SZ[\U[ P c 9FS]Z

Nl,TM SL Al:T D[\ VFU ,UJF N[TF C{4 lOZ EL G 0ZT[ C]̂

VgIFI S[ lJ~â S]K SZ U]HZG[ SL .rKF Nl,T I]JSM

D[ HgD ,[TL C{ P
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c V5GF UFJ SCFGL D[ SCFGLSFZ G[ Nl,TM SL ˆSTF SM

NXF"IF C{ P SCFGL D[  ˆS Nl,T 5lZJFZ SL 5F{+JW] SM

lNGvNCF0[ XL,CZ6 SZS[ 5}Z[ UFJ D[ p;[ G\UF W]DFTF C{

B]A 5|ItG SZG[ 5Z EL Nl,TM SM gIFI GCL lD,TF4

lGZFXF CL CFY ,UTL C{ P V\TTo ;FZ[ Nl,T ̂ S CMSZ p;

UF"J SM KM0 N[T[ C{ VF{Z V5GF ˆS GIF UF"J A;FT[ C{ P

SCFGLSFZ G[ 0M³ VFdA[0SZ S[ lJRFZ SM DCtJN[SZ GI[

;DFH SF lGDF"6 SZG[ SF N - lG6"I l,IF C{ P

c GIF50M;L c SCFGL\ D[ HFTLI E[NEFJ SM NXF"IF UIF C{ P

Nl,T jIlST TM V5G[ GI[ 50M;L SF :JFUT SZTF C{ P

5ZgT] GIF 50MXL HM  VFIF C{4 JC U C 5|J[X SFI"SD D[\

Nl,T SM GCL A],FTF P JC A|FCD6 C{4 :JFYL" C{ VF{Z D]B"

DFGl;STF SM V5GFTF C{ P

c CFZ[C]̂  ,MU c SCFGL D[ ATFIF UIF C{ SL VFH lX1FF SF

5|RFZv5|;FZ CMG[ 5Z EL 5-[ v l,B[ XCZL ,MSM D[ EL

HLTLJFN SF N\E lK5F C{4 .;[ .; SCFGL D[ AB]AL ;[

NXF"IF UIF C{ P SCFGL D[ ˆS Nl,T V%;Z SL AFT C{

lH;SM XCZ D[ pgC[ lSZFI[ SF DSFG N[G[ D[ :J6" CLdDT

GCL SZT[ P VTo SCFGL SF D}, TyI C{ SL HATS ,MUM

D[ VF\TZLS R[TGF GCL  HFU[UL TA TA HLTLJFN N}Z GCL

CMUF P

c VWLSFZ R[TGF c GFDS SCFGL D[ AFAF ;FCA S[ ;\3QF"

;[ Nl,TM D[\ p5HL R[TGF VF{Z ;dDFG SF NX"G CMTF C{ P

c AZ;FT c SCFGL S[ DFwID ;[ Nl,T HLJG D[\ 5lTv 5ltG

S[ 5[|D SL VlEjIlST SL U." C{ P cZLTL c SCFGL D[\ A|FCD6

JFN S[ GLR SFIM" SM pHFUZ lSIF UIF C{ P lH; D[

HLTLJFN4 ;FDTJFN4 W l6T DFGl;STF4 AF,FtSFZ H{;[

HWgI V5ZFWM SF lXSFZ C\D[XF Nl,T GFZL CL SIM CMTL

C{ m UJ SL G." AC]VM SL .HHT ,]8L HFTL YL .; l,ˆ

Nl,T VO;Z CMSZ p; SF C8 SZ lJZMW SZT[ C{ P D[\

XCZ VF{Z J[ SCFGL D[ Nl,T lJNIFYL" SL VFlY"S l:YlT

SM NXF"IF UIF C{ P ,0SF XCZ D[ 5ZL1FF N[G[ S[ l,ˆ HFTF

C{ lSgT] 5ZL1FF ZN CM HFTL C{ P TA JC 5Z[XFG CMSZ

;MRG[ ,UTF C{ lS pgC[ SIF 5TF  ̂ S Nl,T I]JS lSTGL

Sl9GF."IM H[,SZ lX1FF 5FTF C{ P

lCgNL SL DCtJ5]6" Nl,T SCFGL  cDCFX]N| c .; ;U|C SL

V\lTD SCFGL C{ P .; SCFGL D[ HFlTJFN S[ V\TZ lJZMW

SM A0[ CL DFlD"S -\U ;[ NXF"IF UIF C{ P XCZ S[ XDXFG

D[ XJ SF V\lTD ;\:SFZ SZS[ DZ[ SF DF, BFG[ JF,[

A|FCD6 VFRFI" JCL XJM SM p9FG[ p;[ VFU ,UFG[

JF,F G\N] 0MG C{ P lS|IF SZD S[ SFZ6 VFRFI" SM 5{;F

lD,TF C{4 5Z\T] G\N] SF SM." lC:;F GCL\ CMTF P .;SCFGL

D[\ HFlTJFN S[ V\TZ lJZMW SM A0[ CL DFlD"S -\U ;[

NXF"IF UIF C{ P ;J6M" G[ lCgN] ;DFH SL CZ HFlT D[\

p"\RvGLRTF SM AGFI[ ZBG[ SF EZ;S 5|IF; lSIF C{ P

VFH A|FCD6 EL pG IFTGFVM SM H[,SZ T05 ZC[ C{ HM

Nl,TM G[ ;lNIM ;[ H[,F C{ P ;DFH S[ BMB,[5G SM

IYF;\EJ ,[BS G[ 5F9SM S[ ;FDG[ ZBG[ SF 5|IF; lSIF

C{ P cDCFX]N| c HFlTJFN SF 5M, BM,G[ JF,L SCFGLIM D[\

DCtJ5]6" DFGL HFTL C{ P

S], lD,FSZ  SC ;ST[ C{ lS Nl,T ;FlCtI SF D},

pN[‘xI CL VgIFI SF S0F lJZMW SZGF C{ P Nl,T

;FlCtI Nl,T ;DFH JF:TlJSTF SL 5CRFG SZFG[JF,F

;FlCtI C{ P JC A|FCD6JFNL R[TGF S[ lJ~â Nl,T R[TGF

SF 5|;FZv5|RFZ SZTF C{ P D]BITo Nl,T SCFGL D[\ NM

U]6M SF CMGF VFJxIS C{ P 5C,F E[NEFJ H{;L jIJ:YF

SF lJZMW SZGF C{ VF{Z N];Z[ HLJG D[\ 5lZJT"G SF ;S<5

AGFˆ ZBGF P I[ ;FZ[ U]6 G{lDQFZFIHL S[ 5|:T]T SCFGL

;\U|C SL SCFGLIM D[\ N[BG[ SM lD,TF C{ P

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR

 0M 5]~QFMtTD ;tI5[|D vNl,T ;FlCtI VF{Z ;FDFlHS

gIFIv 5' ; ((

 0M SFl,RZ6 :G[CL4 jIFbIFG Nl,T lCgNL U]³ ;F³ D[

Nl,T R[TGF #q!q!!
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jIFJ;FlIS ~lRIF" ElJQI D[\ p5I]ST jIJ;FI RIG ̂ J\

S{lZIZ lGDF"6 SF VFWFZ CMTL C{4 ;CL ;DI 5Z plRT

DFU"NX"G ̂ J\ lGN[“XG åFZF lJnFYL"IM SF ElJQI ;\JFZF

HF ;STF C{ P !* ;[ !( JQF" SL VFI] S{lZIZ ˆJ

jIFJ;FlIS DFU"NX"G \̂J lGN[“XG S[ l,ˆ p5I]ST

;DI CMTF C{4 .; VFI] S[ lJnFYL" VlWSTZ lJnFYL"IM ̂ J\

DCFlJnF,IM D[\ VwIIGZT CMT[ C{\ P .; VFI] TS ;FFgITo

~lRIF" lJX[QFTo jIFJ;FlIS ~lRIF\ l:YZ CM HFTL C{\ P

VTo jIJ;FlIS ~lR VFWFlZT S{lZIZ DFU"NX"G ˆJ\

lGN[“XG SL p5IMlUTF pN[xI ˆJ\ .; SFI" S[ ;O,

;\RF,G C[T] GLlT J ;]hFJM\ 5Z 5|SFX 0F,TF C]VF IC

,[B 5|:T]T C{ P

lX1FF SF D]bI pN[NxI jIl¾T S[ HLlJSM5FH"G C[T] p5I]ST

jIJ;FI SF RIG SZGF CMTF C{ P p5I]¾T jIJ;FISF

RIG jIl¾T S[ l,ˆ VFI VH"G SF ;FWG4 ;DFH D[\ VrKL

l:YlT ˆJ\ VgI ,MUM\ ;[ ;FDFlHS jIJCFZ D[\ ;CFIS

CMTF C{P J[ jIl¾ST HM V5G[ l,ˆ p5I]¾T jIJ;FI SF

RIG GCL\ SZ 5FT[ C{\ P HLJG S[ 5|lT lGZFXF ̂ J\ TGFJ D[\

lWZ[ CT[ C{\ P HAlS p5I]¾T jIJ;FI SF RIG jIl¾T S[

l,ˆ pgGLT SF ;}RS CMTF C{ P

p5I]¾T jIJ;FI RIG SF ;\A\W ~lRIM\4 JFTFJZ6

VFSF\\1FVM4\ IMuITFVM\4 SF{X,M4 jIl¾TtJ4 ;FDFlHSvVFlY"S

:TZ4 jIJ;FI R]GG[ SL :JT\+TF ̂ J\ ;\A\lWT HFGSFZL ;[

C{ P .;SF D]bI VFWFZ jIl¾TIM\ SL jIJ;FlIS ~lR CMTL

C{4 VUZ jIl¾T V5GL ~lR S[ VG];FZ jIJ;FI SF RIG

SZGF RFCTF C{4 .; l:YlT D[\ IC VFJxIS C{ lS jIl¾T

SL lH; SFI" D[\ UCZL ~lR CM p;;[ ;\A\lWT jIJ;FI SM

R]GGF RFlCˆ ¾IM\lS TEL JC jIl¾T p; SFI" SM5}6" lGQ9F4

."DFGNFZL \̂J ~lR ;[ SZ 5FˆUF P .; 5|SFZ SFI" SZG[

;[ jIl¾T SL SFI"1FDTF EL pTD ZCTL C{ VF{Z p;;[ ;\T]lQ8

EL VlWS lD,TL C{ P IC ;J"DFgI ;tI C{ lS lH; SFI"

D[\ jIl¾T SL ~lR C{ p;[ JC 5}6" 1FDTF ;[ SZ ;ST[ C{\4

5ZgT] jIFJ;FlIS  ~lR S[ VG];FZ jIJ;FI RIG SF G
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* Digvijaysinh Parmar
CMGF4 jIl¾T S[ l,ˆ DGMJ{7FlGS ;D:IF SF SFZ6 AG

HFTF C{4 lH;;[ p;SL SFI" 1FDTF VF{Z :J:YI 5Z EL A]ZF

5|EFJ 50TF C{ P VTo IC VFJxIS C{ lS  jIFJ;FlIS

DFU"NX"G C[T] ~lRIM\ lJX[QFTo jIFJ;FlIS ~lRIM\ SF

wIFG ZBF HFGF VFJxIS C{ \̂J 5ZFDX" VFJxIS C{ P

EFZT N[X D[\ ;FDFgITo S{lZIZ DFU"NX"G prRTZ DFwIlDS

VYJF DCFlJnF,I :TZ 5Z lSIF HFTF C{ ; :TZ S[

lJnFYL"IM\ D[\ RFC[ J[ XCZL VYJF U|FDL6 1F[+ S[ CL ¾IM\

G CM\4 S{lZIZ SM ,[SZ ;N{J E|D SL l:YlT ZCTL C{ P JC

lG6"I GCL\ ,[ 5FT[ {\ lS SF{G ;F S{lZIZ pgC[\ ;O,TF S[

DFU" 5Z ,[ HFˆUF4 lH;SL ;CFITF ;[ J[ ;CL ;DI 5Z

p5I]ST jIJ;FI SF RIG SZ ;S[\ P KF+ V5GF S{lZIZ

DFTFvl5TF S[ NAFJ D[\  VFSZ VYJF IC ;MRSZ lS

VD]S lJQFI SL VFH AC]T DF\U  C{ HM ElJQI D[\ p5I]¾T

jIJ;FI RIG D[\ ;CFITF SZ[UF R]G [T[ C{\ P NAFJ D[\ VFSZ

l,IF UIF lG6"I SEL EL ;\TMQF5|N4 ~lRSZ GCL\ CM ;STF

C{ P

!* ;[ !( JQF" SL VFI] S{lZIZ ̂ \J jIFJ;FlIS DFU"NX"G

S[ l,ˆ p5I]¾T ;DI CMTF C{ lJlEgG XMW VwIIGM\ ;[

:5Q8 CM R]SF C{ .; VFI] S[ lJnFYL"IM\ SL ~lRIF" lJX[QFTo

jIFJ;FlIS Z]lRIF" l:YZ CM HFTL C{ P .G VFI] :TZ S[

lJnFYL" VlWSTZ prRTZ DFwIlDS S1FFVM\ D[\ VwIIGZT

CMT[ C{\ P lHGSM S{lZIZ DFU"NX"G \̂J lGN[“XG ;[JF "̂

p5,aW SZFG[ S[ l,ˆ ˆS N[XjIF5L ;\Ul9T jIJ:YF C{

5ZgT] .;SL 5|UlT AC]T WLDL C{4 lGo;gN[C .;SF D},

pN[NxI lJnF,IM\ S[ lX1FSM\ SM jIFJ;FlIS lGN[“XG

\̂J 5ZFDX" D[\ 5|lXl1FT SZ lJnFYL"IM\ SM jIFJ;FlIS

~lR VFWFlZT S{lZIZ DFU"NX"G NJFF ,FE 5C]\RFGF C{ P

prRTZ DFwIlDS lX1FF S[  jIFJ;FlISZ6 SL ;\XMWLT

IMHGF s!))Zf S[ VG];FZ lJnF,I SL  jIFJ;FlIS

lGN[“XG UlTlJlWIM\ S[ NM jIF5S pNN[xI C{\ o

!f ;D}lRT X{l1FS ˆJ\ jIFJ;FlIS lJS<5M\ S[ ;\A\W D[\

lJnFYL"IM4 VlEEF\JSM VF{Z lX1FSM\ SM VFJxIS lGN["XG
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N[GF P

Zf IMHGF S[ JF:TlJS ;\RF,G VF{Z p;SL SFI" 5|6F,L

SM;CH AGFGF P

lJnFYL"IM\ SL lX1FF SF 5|D]B ;FWG lJSF;FtDS 5FTIRRF"

C{ P lGN[“XG ;[JF "̂ EL :JFEFJTo lJSF;FtDS C{\ P

lGN[“XG SFI"S|D SF 5|D]B pN[NxI lJnFlY"IM\ D[ ;FDFgI

X{l1FS VF{Z VFHLlLJSF lJSF; SL 1FDTFVM\ SF lJSF;

SZGF C{ P lH;;[ J[ SFDUFZM\ ˆJ\ GFUlZSM\ S[ ~5 D[\

V5GF lJSF; VlWS 5|EFJL ~5 ;[ SZ ;S[\ P  jIFJ;FlIS

~lR VFWFlZT S{lZIZ lGN[“XG lJnFYL"IM D[\ S]K [̂;L

1FDTF [̂\ lJS;LT SZG[ SF pN[NxI ZBTF C{ lH;;[ J[ lGdg

VFJxIS N1FTFˆ"4 7FG VF{Z VlEJ lT VFlN SM ;Dh

;S[\ P

!f V5GL Xl¾TIM\ D}<IM\4 VlE~lRIM\4 lG5]6TFVM\ SL 5CRFG

SZGFP

Zf V5GL VgTo Xl¾TIM\ S[ AFZ[ D[\ VlWS HFGSFZL 5|FÃT

SZG[ S[ l,ˆ lJnF,ILG \̂J lJnF,I ;[ AFCZ S[

VG]EJM\4 UlTlJWLIM\4 VF{Z VlE~lRIM\ SF 5|IMU SZGF

P

#f 5|EFJL ;d5[|QF6 S[ l,ˆ VFJxIS N1FTFVM\ SF 5|NX"G

VF{Z 5|IMU SZGF P

$f lX1FF S[ lJlEgG :TZM\ 5Z p5,aW X{l1FS lJS<5M\ ;[

;]5lZlRT CMGF P

5f X{l1FS VF{Z  jIFJ;FlIS lJS<5M\ S[ DwI S[ ;\A\WM

SM ;DhGF P

&f V5GL X{l1FS IMHGFVM\ S[ AFZ[ D[\ 5|FÃT HFGSFZL S[

VFWFZ 5Z ;DIv ;DI 5Z ;\XMWG SZGF P

*f pG 5F9IS|DM\ SF R]GFJ SZGF lHGD[\ S." 5|SFZ S[

jIFJ;FlIS lJS<5 p5,aW CM P

(f 5|EFJXL, VwIIG SF{X, VF{Z ;DI 5|AgWG

JIJ:IFYG SL N1FTF "̂ lJSl;T SZGF P

)f VFHLlJSF SL IMHGF AGFG[ D[\ 5|EFJSFZL GL6"I ,[G[

SL N1FTFI[\ 5|NlX"T SZGF P

!_f jIFJ;FlIS lJS<5M\ SL BMH S[ l,ˆ p5,aW ;FWGM\

SF 5TF ,UFGF VF{Z pGSF p5IMU SZGF P

!!f ZMHUFZ VJ;ZM\ SL HFGSFZL S[ lJlEgG :+MTM\ SF

7FG VH"G SZGF VF{Z p5IMU D[\ ,FGF P

!Zf :JZMHUFZ S[ VJ;ZM\VF{Z pGS[ ,FEv CFlGIM\ SM

HFGGF P

p5I]"¾T pN[NxIM\ SL 5|FlÃT S[ l,ˆ EFZT N[X D[\ ̂ S jIF5S

jIFJ;FlIS ~ lR VFWFlZT S{lZIZ DFU"NX"G ˆJ\

lGN[“XG IHGF S[ l,ˆ X{l1FS 5|XF;SM TYF lGN[‘XG

SFI"STF"VM åFZF GLlT SF lGQ5FNG VFJxIS C{P GLlT SL

jIF5S 5|:TFJGF D[\ jIFJ;FlIS DFU"NX"G ̂ J\ lGN[“XG S[

,1IM\ SF J6 G N[T[ C]ˆ DFU"NX"G ̂ J\ lGN[‘XG ;[JFVM\ S[

lJSF; VF{Z pgC[ 5|NFG SZG[ S[ ;\A\W D[\ 5|XF;SMq

VlWSFlZIM\4 lJnF,I S[ 5|FRFIM"4 lX1FSM\ VF{Z

5ZFDX"NFTFVM\ S[ pTZNFlItJM\ SF lJJZ6 ;\,uG lSIF

HFGF RFlCˆ P GLlT SM ;D]lRT ~5 ;[ lGdGFG];FZ lJ:TFlZT

lSIF HF ;STF C{ o

!f X{l1FS lJnF,IM\ S[ lJlEgG JU" :TZM 5Z  jIFJ;FlIS

DFU"NX"G ˆJ\ lGN[“XG ,FU] lSIF HFˆ P

Zf jIFJ;FlIS  DFU"NX"G ˆJ lGN[‘XG S[ ,1IM SL

5|FlÃT S[ pNN[XI  ;[ lX1FF SL 5|tI[S XFBF ;[

;\A\WLT ZMHUFZ S[ VJ;ZM\ SL HFGSFZL 5F9IS|D D[\

;ldDl,T SL HFˆ P

#f ;EL X{l1FS ;\:YFVM\ D[\ X{l1FS \̂J jIFJ;FlIS

DFU"NX"G ˆJ\ lGN[‘XG ;[JFˆ p5,aW SZF." HF "̂ P

$f jIFJ;FlIS DFU"NX"G ̂ J lGN[‘XG ̂ J lJlXQ9 ;[JF

CMG[ S[ SFZ6 V5[l1F6 DFU"NX"G ˆJ\ lGN[“XG SFIM"

SM SZG[ D[\ ;1FD :8FO ;N:IM åFZF .;[ lGq5FlNT

lSIF HFˆ P

5f lGN[“XG ̂ [\;L SL ;CFITF ;[ ZFHI S[ lX1FF D\+F,IO

SM lX1F VF{Z 5|lX1F6 RF,] ZBG[ S[ DFwID åFZF ̂ S

S|DAå VF{Z jIF5S SD"RFZL lJSF; SFI"S|D SGF

RFlCˆ P

&f lJX[QF6 ;lDlTIM S[ ;CIMU ;[ ZFHI lGN[“XG ̂ H[\;L

SL 5|EFJL lGN[“XG ;[JF "̂ N[G[ S[ l,ˆ VFJxIS4

VF{HFZ4 TSGLS[\ VF{Z 5|:TFJ T{IFZ SZG[ CM\U[ P

*f S[J, 5|lXl1FT GLN[“XG :8FO SM CL lGN[“XG ;[JFˆ

5|NFG SZG[ SL VG]DlT CMUL VF{Z J[ lJnFYL"VM ;[

pGSL ;FDyI" VF{Z V5[1FFVM S[ VG];FZ pGS[ ;FY

V5G[ C:T1F[5 SL ;LDF SM AGFˆ ZB[U[ P

(f ZFHI :TZ 5Z lX1FF D\+F,I jIFJ;FlIS DFU"NX"G

\̂J lGN[‘XG ;[JFV\M S[ U]6FtDS ;]WFZ C[T] VF\S0[

p5,aW SZFG[ S[ l,ˆ4 ZFHI :TZ SL lGN[“XG

ˆH[\;L S[ ;CIMU ;[ lGN[“XG ̂ J\ 5ZFDX" ;[JFVM\ S[

D}<IF\SG SL 5|6FL lJSl;T SZ[UF P

lJlEgG :TZM\ 5Z lGN[“XG ̂ H[lg;IM\ SL E}LDSF J SFI" o

!f ZFQ8=LI :TZ o

ZFQ8=LI :TZ 5Z S[gN=LI DFJG ;\;FWG lJSF; D\+L SL

VwI1FTF D[\ ;\I]ST jIFJ;FlIS lX1FF 5lZQFN  jIFJ;FlIS

~lR VFWFlZT lGN[“XG ;[JFVM\ SL GLlT SF 5|lT5FNG4

IMHGF VF{Z ;DgJIG SZ[UL P
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Zf ZFHI :TZ 5Z o

ZFHI :TZ 5Z ;\I]ST  jIFJ;FlIS lX1FF 5lZQFN S[ 5}ZS

S[ ~5 D[\4 ZFHI jIFJ;FlIS  lX1FF 5lZQFN sˆ;³;L³JL³."f

VG];\WFG ˆJ\ lJSF; D[\ ;CFITF SZ[U[ TYF ZFHI lX1FF

q jIFJ;FlIS lX1FF ;\RF,GF,I lGN[“XG SFI"S|D S[

;\RF,G VF{Z 5I"J[1F6 SFIM" SL N[BEF, SZ[UF P

#f lH,F :TZ 5Z o

lH<,F :TZ 5Z GLlTUT lG6"I ,[G[̂ J  jIFJ;FlIS ~lR

VFWZLT DFU"NX"G ̂ J lGN[“XG ;[JFVM S[ VgI SFIF"gJIS

;\38SM S[ ;FY ;\A\W :YFl5T SZG[ S[ l,ˆ  lH,F

jIFJ;FlIS lX1FF ;lDlTIM AGF." HF "̂4 I[ ;lDlTIF" lGN[“XG

;[JFVM\ S[ lJQFI D[ lG6"I ,[ULP

$f lJnF,I :TZ 5Z o

lJnF,I :TZ 5Z jIFJ;FlIS~lR VFWFlZT DFU"NX"G ̂ J\

lGN[“XG SFI"S|D SM ;]lGlxRT SZG[ S[ l, ˆ lJnF,I

;,FCSFZ ;lDlTIF" AGFˆUF P IC ;lDlTIF lJnF,IM\ D[

lGN[‘XG SFI"S|D S[ ;D]lRT SFIF"gJIG SL N[BZ[B SZ[ULP

5|tI[S lJnF,I V5GL VFJxISTF VF{Z p5,aW ;FWGM S[

VG];FZ V5GF :JI\ SF  jIFJ;FlIS ~lR VFWFZLT

lGN[“XG SFI"S|D T{FIZ SZ[UF P lJnF,I S[ 5|FRFI"

;I]ST ~5 ;[ SFI"S|D SL IMHGF SF SFIF"gJIG SZ[U[ P

sVf lJnF,I 5|FRFI" SL E}lDSF J SFI" o

!f :JI\ SM ZFHI ˆJ\ S[gN XFl;T 5|N[XM S[ lGN[“XG

SFI"S|D ;[ ;\A\W SZGF VF{Z ̂ S lX1FS SM jIFJ;FlIS

lGN[‘XG lX1FS S[ ~5 D[ 5|lXl1FT SZGF P

Zf lGN[‘XG SFI"S|D S[ SFIF"gJIG S[ l,ˆ VFJxIS

EF{LTS ;]lJWFˆ4 ;FWG VF{Z SD"RFZL p5,AW SZFGF

P

#f jIFJ;FlIS lGN[‘XG lX1FS SM ;D}C lGN[“XG SFIM"

H{;[ VFHLlJSF 5|NX"GL4 VFHLlJSF D[,F4 VFHLlJSF

S,A4 R,lR+ 5|NX"G VFlN S[ l,ˆ VFJxIS ;CFITF

VF{Z ;]lJWFˆ p5,aW SZGF P

$f lGN[‘XG UlTlJWLIM S[ l,ˆ SD ;[ SD 5_ 5|LTXT

;DI lJnF,I ;DI ;FZ6L D[ p5,aW SZFGF P

5f lGN[“XG SFIM" D[ ;CFITF N[G[ S[ l,ˆ :8FO q

SD"RFlZIM SM 5|Mt;FCLT SZGF P

sAf jIFJ;FlIS lGN[“XS lX1FS SL E}DLSF ̂ J\ SFI" o

!f lGN[“XG ;[JFˆ 5|NFG SZG[ S[ l,ˆ VFJxIS VNITG

HFGSFZL I]ST lGN[“XG S1F SL :YF5GF ̂ J\ p;SF

ZBvZBFJ SZGF P

Zf lJnFYL"IM SL ;CFITF S[ l,ˆ S1FF S[ 5|EFZL lX1FS

\̂J VgI ,MUM SL ZFI ,[GFP

#f 5F,SM4 ;FDFlHS ˆH[l:IM jIF5FZ ˆJ\ pnMUM TYF

prR lX1FF ;\:YFGM S[ ;FY 5|EFJL ;\5S" AGFˆ ZBGFP

$f p5I]ST ;[JFVM S[ l,ˆ lJnFYL"IM VF{Z VFJxISTF

50G[ 5Z ;FD]NFILS ˆH[lg;IM S[ ;FY 5ZFDX" SL

jIJ:YF SZGF P

5f lJnF,I S[ lGN[“XG SFI"S|D SF ;DI ;DI 5Z

D}<IFSG SZGFP

jIFJ;FlIS  ~lR VFWFZLT jIFJ;FlIS S{lZIZ DFU"NX"G

ˆJ lGN[“XG ̂ S lJ:T T SFI"S|D C{ lH;[ DFGJ XlST

ˆJ\ VgI ;FWGM wJFZF DHA]T AGFIF HFGF RFlCˆ P IC

SFI"S|D lJnFYL"VM SL X{l1FT J jIFJ;FlIS ~lR S[ DwI

;\EJ ;FDH:I AGFˆ ZBG[ D[ ;CFITF RC]TFG[ S[ ;FYv;FY

p;S[ jIlSTtJ S[ ;EL 51FM S[ lJSF; D[ DNN SZ[UF4

.;l,ˆ jIFJ;FlIS ~lR VFWFZLT S{lZIZ DFU"NX"G ̂ J

lGN[“XG SM lX1FF SF VlGJFI" V\U DFGF HFGF RFlCˆ P

IC ;EL lJnFYL"VM S[ l,ˆ  p5IMUL C{ IC ̂ S ̂ [;L ;TT

5|lS|IF EL C{ lH;SF ,1I ;DI ;DI 5Z lG6"I ,[G[ VF{Z

ElJQI SL IMHGF AGFG[ D[ lJnFYL"VM SL ;CFITF SZGF

C{ P

;gNE";gNE";gNE";gNE";gNE"

 SMUZ4 ̂ ; s!))!f4 X{lQFS ̂ J\ jIFJ;FlIS lGN]"XG

SL GLlT4 I]G[:SM G 0 5[LZ; P

 DMCG4 ˆ; s!))5f HLlJSF lX1FSM S[ l,ˆ 5F9I

;FDU| ZFQ8=LI X{l1FS VG];\WFG ̂ J\ 5|lX1F6 5lZQFN4

G." lN<,L

 lGN[“XG ̂ J 5ZFDX" D[ :GFTSMTZ 5+M5FWL 5F9IS\D

s!))&f ZF X{ VG] ˆJ\5|lX 5lZQFN G>" lN<,L

 DFY]Z4 lSZ6 s!))*fZ :TZ S[  jIFJ;FlIS lJnF,IM

D[  jIFJ;FlIS  LGN[“XG ;[JFˆ P

 DFwIDLS lX1FF S[ jIFJ;FlISZ6 IMHGF s!))#f

DFGJ ;\;FWG lJSF; D\+F,I EFZT XF;G G."lN<,LP

 XDF" S[ IMU[gN sZ-_5f l5|;L5, VMO ˆHS[XG ˆ0

JMS[XG, UF.0[; SlGQS 5la,;X" G. lN<,L
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ek/;fed Lrj ij ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds f’k{kdksa dh f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk
ij ,d v/;;u

* * * * * lk çkè;kid Hkkjrh dkWyst]nqxZ

* Priti Chauhan
izLrqr “kks/k v/;;u esa ek/;fed Lrj ij “kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds f”k{kdks dh f”k{kd izHkko”khyrk ij v/
;;u fd;k x;k gSA izLrqr v/;;u gsrq nqxZ ftys ds varxZr fHkykbZ “kgj ds {ks=ks dk p;u fd;k x;k gSA U;kn”kZ ds
:Ik es “kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; “kkykvks ds 50&50 f”k{kd&f”kf{kdkvks dk p;u fd;k x;k gSA f”k{kd izHkko”khyrk
dk ekiu djus ds fy;s MkW- izeksn dqekj ,oa izks- Mh- ,u- eqRFkk }kjk fufeZr f”k{kd izHkko”khyrk ekiuh dk mi;ksx fd;k
x;k gSA v/;;u ds ifj.kke crkrs gS fd nks i{kks ds f”k{kd izHkko”khyrk esa lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k x;k gSA

ÁLrkouk%&
 f’k{kk euq”;  dks O;ofLFkr thou ;kiu ds fy;s rS;kj
djrs g‘q, fodklksUeq[k Hkfo”; dh vksj ys tkdj foJke
ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa lkaetL; LFkkfir djus dh ’kfDr iznku
djrh gSA ,d vkn’kZ f’k{kd ftKklq efLr”d] vUrZKkuh
g‘n;] psru’khy vkRek ,oa Nkuchu djus okys xq.kksa dks
rHkh LFkkukarfjr dj ldrk gS tc mlesa f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk
dk xq.k gksA
leL;k %&
ßek/;fed Lrj ij ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds
f’k{kdksa dh f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk ij ,d v/;;uÞ
mís’; %&
izLrqr ’kks/k v/;;u ds eq[; mís’; fuEufyf[kr gSa %&
1-fHkykbZ vkS|ksfxd uxj ds ek/;fed Lrj ij
’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds f’k{kdksa dh
f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk dk v/;;u fd;k tk;sxkA
2-iq:”k ,oa efgyk f’k{kd ds e/; f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk dk
v/;;u fd;k tk;sxkA
ifjdYiuk %&
ifjdYiuk H

1
 ek/;fed Lrj ij ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh;

fo|ky; ds f’k{kdksa dh f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk esa lkFkZd vUrj
ugha ik;k tk;sxkA
ifjdYiuk H

2 
ek/;fed Lrj ij ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh;

fo|ky; ds iq:”k f’k{kdksa dh f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk esa lkFkZd
vUrj ugha ik;k tk;sxkA
ifjdYiuk H

3 
ek/;fed Lrj ij ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh;

fo|ky; ds efgyk f’kf{kdkvksa dh f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk esa

lkFkZd vUrj ugha ik;k tk;sxkA
v/;;u dh ifjlhek %&v/;;u dh ifjlhek fuEu gS&
1-izLrqr v/;;u gsrq nqxZ ftys ds varxZr fHkykbZ ’kgj ds
{ks=ksa dk p;u fd;k x;k gSA
2- izLrqr v/;;u esa losZ{k.k dk;Z gsrq e k / ; f ed
Lrj ds ’kkldh; ,o a v’kkldh; ’kkykvk s a d s
f’k{kd&f’kf{kdkvksa dks U;kn’kZ ds :Ik esa pquk x;k gSA
3-izLrqr v/;;u esa losZ{k.k dk;Z gsrq iwoZ fufeZr iz’ukoyh
dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA
midj.k %&MkW-izeksn dqekj ,oa çks-Mh-,u- eqRFkk }kjk
fufeZr f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk ekiuh dk iz;¨x fd;k gSA
ifjdYiuk H

1

ek/;fed Lrj ij ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds
f’k{kdksa dh f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk esa lkFkZd vUrj ugha ik;k
tk;sxkA
Ø rqyukRed lewg  çnÙkksa dh  

la[;k 
e/;eku çkEkkf.kd  

fopyu 
 

ÞVhß ewY; 

1 “kkldh;  
fo|ky; ds f”k{kd  

50  314-26 20-88 0-54 

2 v“kkldh;  
fo|ky; ds f”k{kd 

50  311-90 22-77 

 d.f. -98      p>0.05           lkFkZd ughaA  
 

 
vr% ;g ifjdYiuk Lohd‘r gksrh gSA
ifjdYiuk H

2

 ek/;fed Lrj ij ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds
iq:”k f’k{kdksa dh f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk esa lkFkZd vUrj ugha
ik;k tk;sxkA
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Ø rqyukRed lewg  çnÙkksa dh  
la[;k 

e/;eku çkEkkf.kd  
fopyu 

ÞVhß ewY; 

1 
 

“kkldh;  
fo|ky; ds  
iq:’k  f”k{kd  
 

24  307-58 
 

20-99 
 

 
0-295 

2 
 

v“kkldh;  
fo|ky; ds  
iq:’k f”k{kd  
 

24 
 

319-33 
 

19-39 
 

 d.f. -46      p>0.05           lkFkZd ughaA  
 

 
vr% ;g ifjdYiuk Lohd‘r gksrh gSA
ifjdYiuk H

3

ek/;fed Lrj ij ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds
efgyk f’kf{kdkvksa dh f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk esa lkFkZd vUrj
ugha ik;k tk;sxkA
Ø rqyukRed lewg  çnÙkksa dh  

la[;k 
e/;eku 
 

çkEkkf.kd  
fopyu  

ÞVhß ewY; 

1 
 

“kkldh;  
fo|ky; ds  
efgyk f”k{kdk 

26 
 

315-85 
 

23-59 
 

 
 
 
1-00 
 

2 
 

v“kkldh;  
fo|ky; ds  
efgyk f”k{kdk  
 

26  
 

309-58 
 

21-11 
 

 d.f. -50     p>0.05           lkFkZd ughaA  
 

 
vr% ;g ifjdYiuk Lohd‘r gksrh gSA
ifj.kke ’kks/kdrkZ us bl ’kks/k izca/k esa vius ’kks/k dk;Z ds
fy, rhu ifjdYiuk dk l‘tu fd;k gSA eq[; ifjdYiuk
ds varxZr ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds f’k{kdksa
dks ’kkfey fd;k x;k gSA blds ckn r; dh xbZ nks
ifjdYiuk,Wa fyax Hksn ij vk/kkfjr gSA vFkkZr~ ifjdYiuk
esa ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds efgyk ,oa iq:”k
f’k{kdksa dks ’kkfey fd;k x;k gSA lexz :i ls ifjdYiukvksa
ds lR;kiu ij muesa fufgr nks i{kksa ds f’k{kd izHkko’khyrk
esa lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k x;k gSA vr% mi;ZqDr ifjdYiuk,Wa
lR; izekf.kr gqbZA

lanZHklwph

 Goe, L. Ph.D., Bell, C. Ph.D., Little, O.,
and ETS. “Approaches for Evaluating
Teacher Effectiveness: A Research
Synthesis.” National Comprehensive
Center for Teacher Quality, 2008. p 9.
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Consequently educational pressure world over is now focusing on environment, its conservation and protection
in its curriculum (Sarla Rajput, 2004). In a study, on environmental awareness of secondan’ and higher
secondai teachers and students in Rajasthan. found that female students possessed significantly more awaness
than males while quite opposite results are reported by Tripathi (2000). With the objectives to study the
environmental awareness of primary teachers’ trainee with respect to some variables, this study was done.
Using stratified random sampling technique, sample was selected and Environmental Awareness Questionnaire
developed by Dr. R. S. Patel was administered to them, The collected data was classified into the context of
various variables and simple statistical technique was applied to analyse it. Result showed that there was not
a primary teachers’ trainee who had low environmental awareness. There was no significant difference
between the environmental education awareness of primary teacher’s trainee in relation to gender, area and
classes. Only the significant difference was there between the environmental education awareness of primary
teacher’s trainee in relation to stream of their basic education and it was in favour of arts stream. The
environmental awareness should keep in practice not in knowledge.
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Introduction:
Conservation of the environment is the basic need of
this era. The process of conservation of the
environment can be affected only by getting the
awareness about it. Consequently educational
pressure world over is now focusing on environment,
its’ conservation and protection in its curricular (Sarla
Rajput, 2004). To get the environmental awareness
among the student. our environmentalist lawyer Mr.
M.C. MAHETA (1984) has fought for it and as a
fruit of his fight the environment subject is added at
school and college level, Though. it is added in to the
system but the primary teachers’ trainee does not
have this in their syllabus. These teachers can provide
a vital link in the delivery of environmental knowledge,
its associated problems and solutions among the
primary students. Patel and Patel (1995) found
significant impact of environmental awareness
programs on the environmental awareness of the
teachers. Taking this in consideration this study was
done.

Objectives of the Study:
* To study the environmental awareness of primary

teachers’ trainee.
* To study the environmental awareness of the

primary teachers’ trainee in the context of their
gender.

* To study the environmental awareness of the
primary teachers’ trainee in the context of their
area.

* To study the environmental awareness of primary
teachers’ trainee in the context of their class.

* To study the environmental awareness of the
primary teachers’ trainee in the context of their
stream.

Hypotheses:
HO1 There will be no significant difference between
the environmental awareness of primary teachers’
trainee in relation to gender.
HO2 There will be no significant difference between
the environmental education awareness of primary
teachers’ trainee in relation to residential area.
HO3 There will be no significant difference between
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the environmental education awareness of primary teachers’ trainee in relation to class.
HO4 There will be no significant difference between the environmental education awareness of primary
teachers’ trainee in relation to stream of basic education.
Limitation of the study:
* This study is confined to the Gujarati medium, only in the academic year of 2009-10.
* The limitation of standardized test of Patel’s on ‘Environment Awareness’ is also the limitation of the

study.
Selection of sample:
The sample was selected from each of boys, girls and co-education college of P.T.C. by stratified random
sampling technique which is shown in the table below.

Sr. 
No. 

Name of the College Types of 
College 

No. of students according to 
Class and Gender 

Total 

   First Year Second Year  
01 Buniyadi Adhyapan Mandir, 

Mundra 
Girls 00 50 00 50 100 

02 D.I.T.E., Bhuje Boys 42 00 47 00 089 
03 Smt. J.C. Thakkar P.T.C. 

College, Gandhidham 
Co Edu. 35 26 21 29 111 

 Total  77 76 68 79 300 
 

The table Shows that there were 77boys and 76 girls
from First Year and 69 boys and 79 girls from Second
Year. Thus, there were 145 boys and 155 girls, i.e.
there are 300 Students which were the subject of the
sample.
Toot of the study:
The Environmental Awareness ques1ionpir was
selected as a tool to measure the Environmental
Awareness of the primary teachers’ trainee which
has been developed by Dr. Dr. R. S. Patel. The
reliabi1j, of the test is 0.81, wherever its contain
validity is good.
Research Method:
The main purpose of this study is to Study the
environmental awareness of the primary teachers’
trainee on the basis of their gender area, class arid
stream, keeping in mind purpose and sample of the
study. The descriptive survey method was used in
the study,

Data-collection technique:
For the collection of the required data for the study,
the students were selected from the said colleges
and were given the questionnaire. The students were
given necessary instruction before they started to
answer the questionnaire. Explanation along with
illustrations was given to the-students and the
importance of the questionnaire was conveyed to
them before the test.
This way, the questionnaires were filled by visiting
the selected colleges and they were scored as per
the manual of the test.
Classification and Analysis of data:
The collected data was classified in to the context of
various variables like gender, area, classes and stream
of primary teachers’ trainee. The simple statistical
technique was applied to the scores and mean. S.D..
S.Ed. And C.R. was calculated to analyze the data.
Null hypothesis for the classified data was tested.

riables Gender Area Class Stream Total 
ass of 

Score 
Boys Girls Rural Urban F. Y. S. Y. Com. Arts 

 to 70 02 00 00 02 01 01 02 00 02 
to 80 01 01 00 02 01 01 02 00 02 
 to 90 04 02 03 03 02 03 204 02 06 
to 100 08 05 06 07 09 04 10 03 13 
 to 110 31 32 28 35 37 26 47 16 63 
 to 120 39 56 34 61 39 57 71 24 96 
 to 130 48 48 40 56 50 45 62 34 95 
 to 140 12 11 11 12 13 10 14 09 23 

Total 145 155 122 178 153 147 212 88 300 
Mean 115.43 116.66 116.56 115.72 115 116.38 115.17 118.23 116.93 
C.R. 0.101 0.069 0.057 0.255 12.07 
marks N.S. N.S. N.S. **  
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From the above table, it is very clear that the
calculated C.R. value is less than that of the table
value for the variables like gender, area and class.
So HO1, HO2, & HO3 are accepted. It means that
there is no significant difference between the Boys
and Girls, Rural and Urban and First Year and Second
Year primary teachers’ trainee.
As far as consult to primary teachers trainee  in
relation to strait of their basic education, the calculated
C.R. value is more than that of the table value. So,
HO4 is rejected and we can say that there is a
significance difference between the environmental
awareness of the primary teacher’s trainee in relation
to stream of basic education
Findings:
* There wasn’t a primary teachers’ trainee who

had low environmental awareness
* Out of 300 trainees. 278 trainees i.e. 92.66% had

high while 22 trainees i.e. 7.33% had average
enviroimlental awareness.

* There is no difference between environmental
awareness of boys as well as girls trainees and
mostly they bad the same.

* The picture was same for the trainees from rural
and urban area about their environmental
awareness.

* Class wise there wasn’t difference in
environmental awareness of trainees between the
F. Y. and S. Y.

* There is a significant difference between the
environmental awareness of trainees of arts and
commerce back ground and it was in favour of
arts.

Suggestions:
* Environmental  Awareness should be included in

the syllabus of primary teachers’ training
programme.

* Environmental Awareness should be kept in
practice by primary teachers’ trainees.

* They should apply their knowledge of
Environmental Awareness during different
programmes and activities in their schools and
among the students.

Conclusion:
This study is an attempt to know the Environmental
Awareness or primary teachers’ trainee of Kachchh
District. Though the knowledge of Environmental
Awareness is there among the of primary teachers’
trainee. they themselves and the students are not in
practice. Environmental  Awareness should keep in
practice not in knowledge.
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Introduction:
The concept of empowerment as a goal of
development projects and programmes has been
gaining a process of awareness and capacity building
leading to greater participation, to greater decision
making power and control and transformation action.
The empowerment of women covers both an
individual and collective transformation. It strengthens
their innate ability through acquiring knowledge, power
and experience.
For providing gainful employment to women with
organization support and for raising their level of
income, many programmes have been taken up by
the government. A significant step in this direction
was the identification of the beneficiary oriental
programmes in different development sectors with
direct benefits to women. Empowerment of women
is a challenge to society because it breaks the long
established pattern of family life. Women need
support, counseling and training in order to become
empowered. Her desires and her goal finally enables
her to break the barriers to reach her goal (Kasturi(
1997)1
The terminological standardization, of the concept of
non-government organ is actions engaged, in
development activities is one of the neglected area in
development literature. The terms such as non-
governmental organisation (NGO’s), private
voluntary organisation (PVO), non-profit organisation
(NPO), voluntary organization etc., are used
synonymously both by the researchers and field
practitioners. A review of literature does not show
much efforts to integrate different terms commonly
used, for developing logical and universally accepted
set of concepts related to different types of NGOs.
Development NGO’s, with often clearly distinguished
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attributes, is one type of NGO. Lack of conceptual
and operational clarity has led different researchers
resorting to using different terminologies while
referring to non-governmental organisations.
Methodology:
The Study is designed with the objectives of assessing
the voluntary sector and its role in empowering rural
women, so an exploratory study on NGO’s is taken
up whith is expected to be helpful from the academic
view point as well as policy-decision. The researcher
collected the list ofNGO’s of about 98 NGO’s where
as researcher selected 30 NGO’s (30.61%) in
Gulbarga district. From these NGO’s 200
Beneficiaries are selected a purposive sampling
procedure was adopted in selection of the sample.
Objectives of the study:
1. To study about Socio-Economic background of

rural women
2. To assess the opinion of the beneficiaries

regarding various programmes of Ngo’s.
3. To analyze the role of NGO’s in Social

Empowerment of Rural Women
4. To analyze the role of NGO’s in Economic

Empowerment or Rural Women
5. To analyze about the various activities of the

NGO’s
6. To assess the opinion of the beneficiaries

regarding various programme’s of NGO’s
7. To highlight the level of satisfaction of

beneficiaries
Review of Literature:
Apte, (1995) In his study holds that Empowerment
has become the key solution to many social problems
like high population growth rates, environment
degradation, low status of women. The concept of
women’s empowerment appears to be the end result
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of a number of important critical discussions, dialogues
and debates generated by the women’s movement
throughout the world and particularly by Third World
feminists.
Charyulu and Seetharam’s (1990) in their study ofa
VO in Goa engaged in various activities like
agriculture, education and development of women,
observe that the organisation did not undertake any
baseline survey at the beginning as it lacked expertise.
It also did not evaluate the programmes mid-way but
sent only half-yearly progress reports to the funding
agency.
Chowdhry (1971) while analysing the problems faced
by VOs stated that they have too small resources
which do not meet the widespread social needs. They
are ill-equipped and under-staffed; because of lack
of qualified staff, they cannot maintain minimum
standards of work. They do not have a steady income
and therefore, can neither plan their programmes nor
can prepare proper budget estimates to plan their
expenditure.
Gomes (1989) found that NGO’s gave first priority
to social development programmes like education,
health, relief, slum improvement and seminars. The
programmes for economic development came next
in their priorities.
Karl, (1995) assesses that obstacles and opportunities
in the direction of empowerment need to be looked
into in depth so as to give meaningful interpretation
to the term participation. “An idea winch is gaining
momentum these days is that increased participation
of women in decision-making at all levels will help to
“adjust” the goals pursued through the development”
PROFILE OF BENEFICIARIES:
The main indicators used to identify how many women
have got individually empowered after joining NGO’s
are self-confidence, control over their own income
and family income, participation in decision making
at home, freedom of physical mobility, awareness and
participation in gram panchayat elections. The various
aspects of the above indicators are further explained
as follows.
Control over family Income:
Family income includes income earned by husband
and income from other sources. Does she know the

income of the family, source of family income.
Expenditure and savings of the family.
Participation in Decision making at Home:
Whether she has been consulted in important decisions
like the number of children, adoption family planning,
education, marriage of children, purchases and sale
of family property and whether she can decide
independently in personal matters.
Awareness:
Knowing what is going on around her and being
aware of laws available for protecting women such
as minimum wages, maternity benefit, property rights,
protection from violence, political condition at the
village, state and national level. Whether she is aware
of who is contesting for gramapanchayat election,
33% reservation for women at grass root level, name
of the MLA/MP/Chief Minister of the State.
Education of children, availability of health facilities
and other government programmes meant for women.
Physical Mobility:
Women’s autonomy to move freely in the village
without any one to accompany her. Whether she visits
other places except he work place, whether she
needs permission from family members to go out
whether her movements are restricted political
participation: her interest in discussing political issues,
participation in voting in recent elections, whether she
has freedom to exercise her franchise without any
influence, her participation in canvassing, participate
in political part activities and willingness to contest in
election.
Shows that 4.5% of the respondents belong to the
age group of 18 years. A majority say about 39%
belong to the age group of 19 to 28 years another
31% of the respondents comprises in the age group
of29 to 30 years. Whereas 25.50% fall in the age
group of the above 40 years. This proves the fact
that almost all the respondents were matured.
Here asked to respondents to know about the help of
NGO’s whether they are developed in which aspects,
for this respondents expressed their views. 21% of
the respondents say they are educationally improved
about 71% say they are economically improved,
another 08% stated that their health condition is
improved. This indicates that women beneficiaries
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held that NGO’s promoted economic development
of the rural women.
Conclusion:
The beneficiaries are of the opinion that the NGO’s
has a greater impact on the life of Rural Women,
they feel more empowered, through NGO’s and Semi-
Governmental Organizations.
FINDINGS:
1. Majority of the respondents (90.55%) belongs to

the age groups of above 19 years. Only 4.5% of
the sample respondents belong to the age group
of 18 years and below.

2. Majority of the beneficiaries (59%) earned
income of 1000 and above.

3. From religious point of view a lions share of
beneficiaries composed of Hindu respondents.

4. Almost all the beneficiaries were enjoyed the
beneficiaries’ state and central schemes for rural
development.

5. Majority of the beneficiaries showed satisfaction
about the Govt. programmes through Govt. bodies
and NGO’s.

6. Majority of the respondents (70.50%) were
illiterate.

7. The majority of beneficiaries are 05%
respondents are self-sufficient through the Govt.
Programmes. 5 1.05% are through NGO’s,
another 40.50% are of the opinion that through
self work they are self-sufficient economically,
remaining 03% of the respondents say with other
means.

8. Almost all the beneficiaries had literacy through
government schemes and irregular bases.

9. Almost all the respondents were coolies. i.e., daily
wage earners.

10. Almost all the beneficiaries wee aware of NGO’s
and these developmental activities.

11. Majority of the beneficiaries held that econoinic
development was possible through the NGO’s.

Suggestions:
In this section an attempt is being made to provide
suggestion package in the light of the above findings
of the present study to improve the empowering and
development of rural women through NGO’s in
Gulbarga district.

1. From the above findings conclusion it is fit to
suggested that rural women should be provided
good educational facilities on regular basis i.e.,
schools.

2. The income of the rural women should be
enhanced up to at lest 27,000 per annum.

3. Women belonging to other soclo-religious groups
such as schedule caste and Mulim should be
educated on the lines of equalities and women
Empowerment. So that the contribution of
women in this field should rise to optimum.

4. The NGO’s should be further empowering to
implements Governmental schemes do not reach
rural areas efficient through govt. Organizations
or bodies.
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The global context
While there may be no single universally accepted
definition of CSR, each definition that currently exists
underpins the impact that businesses have on society
at large and the societal expectations of them.
Although the roots of CSR lie in philanthropic
activities (such as donations, charity, relief work, etc.)
of corporations, globally, the concept of CSR has
evolved and now encompasses all related concepts
such as triple bottom line, corporate citizenship,
philanthropy, strategic philanthropy, shared value,
corporate sustainability and business responsibility.
This is evident in some of the definitions presented
below:
The EC1 defines CSR as “the responsibility of
enterprises for their impacts on society”. To
completely meet their social responsibility, enterprises
“should have in place a process to integrate social,
environmental, ethical human rights and consumer
concerns into their business operations and core
strategy in close collaboration with their stakeholders”
The WBCSD defines CSR as “the continuing
commitment by business to contribute to economic
development while improving the quality of life of
the workforce and their families as well as of the
community and society at large.”2

According to the UNIDO3,”Corporate social
responsibility is a management concept whereby
companies integrate social and environmental
concerns in their business operations and interactions
with their stakeholders. CSR is generally understood
as being the way through which a company achieves
a balance of economic, environmental and social
imperatives (Triple-Bottom-Line Approach), while at
the same time addressing the expectations of
shareholders and stakeholders. In this sense it is
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important to draw a distinction between CSR, which
can be a strategic business management concept, and
charity, sponsorships or philanthropy. Even though the
latter can also make a valuable contribution to poverty
reduction, will directly enhance the reputation of a
company and strengthen its brand, the concept of
CSR clearly goes beyond that.”
From the above definitions, it is clear that:
* The CSR approach is holistic and integrated with

the core business strategy for addressing social
and environmental impacts of businesses.

* CSR needs to address the well-being of all
stakeholders and not just the company’s
shareholders.

* Philanthropic activities are only a part of CSR,
which otherwise constitutes a much larger set of
activities entailing strategic business benefits.

CSR in India
CSR in India has traditionally been seen as a
philanthropic activity. And in keeping with the Indian
tradition, it was an activity that was performed but
not deliberated. As a result, there is limited
documentation on specific activities related to this
concept. However, what was clearly evident that
much of this had a national character encapsulated
within it, whether it was endowing institutions to
actively participating in India’s freedom movement,
and embedded in the idea of trusteeship. As some
observers have pointed out, the practice of CSR in
India still remains within the philanthropic space, but
has moved from institutional building (educational,
research and cultural) to community development
through various projects. Also, with global influences
and with communities becoming more active and
demanding, there appears to be a discernible trend,
that while CSR remains largely restricted to
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community development, it is getting more strategic
in nature (that is, getting linked with business) than
philanthropic, and a large number of companies are
reporting the activities they are undertaking in this
space in their official websites, annual reports,
sustainability reports and even publishing CSR
reports.
The Companies Act, 2013 has introduced the idea of
CSR to the forefront and through its disclose-or-
explain mandate, is promoting greater transparency
and disclosure. Schedule VII of the Act, which lists
out the CSR activities, suggests communities to be
the focal point. On the other hand, by discussing a
company’s relationship to its stakeholders and
integrating CSR into its core operations, the draft rules
suggest that CSR needs to go beyond communities
and beyond the concept of philanthropy. It will be
interesting to observe the ways in which this will
translate into action at the ground level, and how the
understanding of CSR is set to undergo a change.
CSR and sustainability
Sustainability (corporate sustainability) is derived
from the concept of sustainable development which
is defined by the Brundtland Commission as
“development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs”4 . Corporate sustainability
essentially refers to the role that companies can play
in meeting the agenda of sustainable development
and entails a balanced approach to economic progress,
social progress and environmental stewardship.
CSR in India tends to focus on what is done with
profits after they are made. On the other hand,
sustainability is about factoring the social and
environmental impacts of conducting business, that
is, how profits are made. Hence, much of the Indian
practice of CSR is an important component of
sustainability or responsible business, which is a larger
idea, a fact that is evident from various sustainability
frameworks. An interesting case in point is the NVGs
for social, environmental and economic responsibilities
of business issued by the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs in June 2011. Principle eight relating to
inclusive development encompasses most of the
aspects covered by the CSR clause of the Companies

Act, 2013. However, the remaining eight principles
relate to other aspects of the business. The UN Global
Compact, a widely used sustainability framework has
10 principles covering social, environmental, human
rights and governance issues, and what is described
as CSR is implicit rather than explicit in these
principles.
Globally, the notion of CSR and sustainability seems
to be converging, as is evident from the various
definitions of CSR put forth by global organisations.
The genesis of this convergence can be observed
from the preamble to the recently released draft rules
relating to the CSR clause within the Companies Act,
2013 which talks about stakeholders and integrating
it with the social, environmental and economic
objectives, all of which constitute the idea of a triple
bottom line approach. It is also acknowledged in the
Guidelines on Corporate Social Responsibility and
Sustainability for Central Public Sector Enterprises
issued by the DPE in April 20135. The new guidelines,
which have replaced two existing separate guidelines
on CSR and sustainable development, issued in 2010
and 2011 respectively, mentions the following:
“Since corporate social responsibility and sustainability
are so closely entwined, it can be said that corporate
social responsibility and sustainability is a company’s
commitment  to its stakeholders to conduct business
in an economically, socially and environmentally
sustainable manner that is transparent and ethical.”
Benefits of a robust CSR Programme
As the business environment gets increasingly
complex and stakeholders become vocal about their
expectations, good CSR practices can only bring in
greater benefits, some of which are as follows:
Communities provide the license to operate:
Apart from internal drivers such as values and ethos,
some of the key stakeholders that influence corporate
behaviour include governments (through laws and
regulations), investors and customers. In India, a
fourth and increasingly important stakeholder is the
community, and many companies have started
realising that the ‘license to operate’ is no longer given
by governments alone, but communities that are
impacted by a company’s business operations. Thus,
a robust CSR programme that meets the aspirations
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of these communities not only provides them with
the license to operate, but also to maintain the license,
thereby precluding the ‘trust deficit’.
Attracting and retaining employees: Several
human resource studies have linked a company’s
ability to attract, retain and motivate employees with
their CSR commitments. Interventions that encourage
and enable employees to participate are shown to
increase employee morale and a sense of  belonging
to the company.
Communities as suppliers: There are certain
innovative CSR initiatives emerging, wherein
companies have invested in enhancing community
livelihood by incorporating them into their supply
chain. This has benefitted communities and increased
their income levels, while providing these companies
with an additional and secure supply chain.
Enhancing corporate reputation: The traditional
benefit of generating goodwill, creating a positive
image and branding benefits continue to exist for
companies that operate effective CSR programmes.
This allows companies to position themselves as
responsible corporate citizens.
In India, the concept of CSR is governed by clause
135 of the Companies Act, 2013, which was passed
by both Houses of the Parliament, and had received
the assent of the President of India on 29 August
2013. The CSR provisions within the Act is applicable
to companies with an annual turnover of 1,000 crore
INR and more, or a net worth of 500 crore INR and
more, or a net profit of five crore INR and more.
The new rules, which will be applicable from the fiscal
year 2014-15 onwards, also require companies to set-
up a CSR committee consisting of their board
members, including at least one independent director.
The Act encourages companies to spend at least 2%
of their average net profit in the previous three years
on CSR activities. The ministry’s draft rules, that have
been put up for public comment, define net profit as
the profit before tax as per the books of accounts,
excluding profits arising from branches outside India.
The Act lists out a set of activities eligible under CSR.
Companies may implement these activities taking into
account the local conditions after seeking board
approval. The indicative activities which can be

undertaken by a company under CSR have been
specified under Schedule VII of the Act.
The draft rules (as of September 2013) provide a
number of clarifications and while these are awaiting
public comment before notification, some the
highlights are as follows:
* Surplus arising out of CSR activities will have to

be reinvested into CSR initiatives, and this will
be over and above the 2%  figure

* The company can implement its CSR activities
through the following methods:

* Directly on its own
* Through its own non-profit foundation set- up so

as to facilitate this initiative
* Through independently registered non-profit

organisations that have a record of at least three
years in similar such related activities

* Collaborating or pooling their resources with other
companies

* Only CSR activities undertaken in India will be
taken into consideration.

* Activities meant exclusively for employees and
their families will not qualify

* A format for the board report on CSR has been
provided which includes amongst others, activity-
wise, reasons for spends under 2% of the average
net profits of the previous three years and a
responsibility statement that the CSR policy,
implementation and monitoring process is in
compliance with the CSR objectives, in letter and
in spirit. This has to be signed by either the CEO,
or the MD or a director of the company.
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* Bhavik
Aged persons are known as torchbearer of our
society. They plav their vital role in transferring their
experiences, culture, norms, folkways, rituals, etc. 10
new generations. For these work they want some
respect, regard, care, rest and attention from them.
Our Indian society isfamousfor at lending their aged
as treasure. But now a days, Jàmilies are going to be
very short or mini. The culture ofjoint families has
been hidden and the nature of nuclearfamilies has
been changed.
According to Oxford Dicrionarv of Sociology
(20(17:221-222), ‘The term uclear family is used to
refer to a unit consisting of spouses and their
dependent children. ‘But jiow a day the concept of
nuclear family has been convened to scattered family.
Because husband and wife both are working in dfJe
rent places and children are taking education in
different cities, hi these types of scattered families,
the life of aged persons are going to be miserable
and difficult. Because there is no space for them.
Nobody is interested to bear their responsibility. They
are totally undesired in families. So that the concept
of old age home and living alone with or without their
life partner has been taken place in society)
I feel this research paper will be helpful to show the
conditions and social problems of old persons in
present social structure and scenario. Findings of the
research paper is enough to surprise us and want a
wide & fairstudv timely to solve the problems of our
Indian Social Structure)
India was known for the web of joint families, We’
feeling, host culture, agriculture and rituals. That time
our aged were in a dominant status. Every age group
was bound to follow their orders. Nobody had right
to challenge them. In that scenario they were known

as the treasure of family and society. They have the
capacity to take decision and socially authorized to
spread in the family and sometimes in society also.
These aged can identits’ according to their socio-
cultural aspects. As I feel they are a Trail Blazer of
culture and good teacher of socialization. After many
sociological studies, it is acceptable that where there
is a good percentage of old persons in society, there
will be good and balanced coordination and
organization between social. political and economical
life.
There is a one more term Ageism, also in running in
the society. Firstly Ageism word has been used in I
969 by Robart Batlar and Mayrana Levon. They said
that Ageism is a planned process to show difference
and racism theory for old persons.
Aged in present scenario: In present social
scenario, aged are suffering with  many problems.
Due to the process of modernization, industrialization
and urbanization, nuclear family is taking place in the
society. Fight for the bread and butter is everywhere.
Everyone wants to enjoy the life and busy to earn
more and more money to be richest & to gain
materialistic things. Most of the persons are living in
mechanized society. Everyone is busy in rat race for
food, facilities, big house, money, name and fame.
Cumming and Henry (1963:377) have developed the
concept of “Disengagement” Independent of ill health
and poverty, normal ageing is a mutual withdrawal or
disengagement between the ageing person and others
in the social system. (6) Where we are going? Are
we able to keep our culture alive? Our treasure aged
happy? Have we time for them? Have we time to
enjoy food, family, house, work or children’s
activities? No... We are mismanaged, confused and
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misguided. We are not interested to learn anything
from our elders. We want to experience by our own
experience. If we go through the census. we find the
size and proportion of 60+ in population of India as-

Year No. Of  
Persons  

(Millions) 

Percentage  
of Total  

Population 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
2001 

21 
25 
33 
42 
55 
76 

5.7 
5.7 
6.1 
6.5 
6.6 
7.7 

 Note: 1991 & 2001 figures are estimate
Findings:
After discussing them about our objectives, we find
that mainly they are worried about their physical
stamina and survival conditions in society. They are
suffering with some disease, unable to eat everything,
depend on medicines, unable to go here and there.
Problem to listen and watch, memory loss, shivering
in body, unable to hold any items tightly, unable to
drive vehicle, busy schedule of new generations,
unwanted advisor in family and society, lack of respect
and regard for them in society, money problems, good
company, lack of social values of them, unable to go
to bank-market-near places-treasury, etc.
When I asked them about the responsible person for
their problems, they became uneasy. Most of them
get hurt with their new generation because they are
not interested in listening them. They all are doing
according to their mood and schedule. But basically
we feel that they are missing their whole family.
Because all family members are not living together
under one roof and not taking food with their family
members. And they are habitual for big family.
Sometimes they are totally alone in the home or old
homes. Some of them accept that their behavior is
also responsible to increase their problems. But in
the early age of their children they also adjust their
behaviour. Why these children not?
In the response of how can we help them, they told
us that if some social workers get assembled to help
us, they can provide the facilities to fulfill our daily

needs at our doors in nominal charges. After that we
can survive easily. Some NGOs can help in this effort.
But loyalty should be there. Bank should provide door
to door money transferring or withdrawal facility for
us. Treasury should check our ali’eness through door
to door checking. And our family members should
remember that we need them. We are important than
money or facilities. We need their company and care.
We want to see the nurturing of our new generation
in front of us. Society should accept us. They should
not cheat us. Accepted that we are unable to nuke
them rich or relax but our life is very short. We can
give them shadow or experience. Sometimes they
will be helpful for us and sometimes us for them. It’s
a reciprocal process. Our blessings will be helping
them.
Summary: In last but not least we can say that our
aged is our treasure. We should try to solve their
problems and keep them happy and tension free. It’s
a small study but sufficient to show the view of the
problems and tensions of our aged in social structure.
Aged can guide us, bless us, help us and motivate us.
We should search the way out to utilize their capacity.
If we will be planned and managed. than these aged
will be helpful to stop crimes, to develop human and
moral values, to become a strong pillar of family or
society and can give good suggestions to handle basic
problems. No doubt they are Torchbearers of the
societ))
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A self help group is a group where to 20 like minded women coming from the strata of society having similar
social economic and political empowerment. Self help groups have been instrumental in empowerment by
enabling women to work together in collective agency. Empowerment is multi - faceted, multi - dimensional
and multi layered concept. Women ‘s empowerment is a process in which women gain greater share of
control over resource-material human and intellectual like knowledge information, idea and financial resources
like money and access to many and control over decision — making in the home, community, Society and
nation and to gain process’; According to the country Report of Government of India “Empowerment means
from a position of enforced powerlessness to one of power”. The paper shows the detailed study about
women self help groups and empowerment programmes for women in India. The paper includes.
i. Women, empowerment, definition of empowerment, measuring empowerment of women, contents of

empowerment
ii. Women self help groups, objectives of study help groups methodology.
iii. Strategies for women empowerment.
iv. Empowerment programmes for women in India.
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT PROCESS THROUGH SELF HELP
GROUPS AND EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMMES FOR WOMEN
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* L.D. Mandaliya

Introduction
In the words of Mahatma Gandhi “Women is a
companion of man gifted with equal mental capacities,
she has the right participate in the minutest details of
the activities of man: and she has the same right to
freedom and liberation as of man”.
The implication of the observation of Mahatma not
only holds for the previous century but also the present
2l century. Since there has been no marked
improvement over the status of women. During the
vedic period women in India had held equal positions
with men, inheriting and possessing properties and
participating in cultural activities and state functions.
Self help groups have been instrumental in
empowerment by enabling women to work together
in collective agency. Women’s network do not usually
obtain, business or political focuses as they command
few economic resources and frequently rely on time
and non — monetized labour exchange. However
self help groups, when combined with savings and

credit, have enabled women to benefit economically
by monetizing their contributions and in the process
have impressed than to become agent of change.
In recent yeas the focusing of women in planning,
government have been implemented the effects roles
acts, programmes for the development improvement
of women and also it will provide more employment
of women and also it will provide more employment
opportunities changing their socio-economic, political,
educational fields of the study.
I. Women Empowerment
There was consenes among the participants that
empowerment has become one of the most widely
used development terms. Women’s groups, non —
governmental development organizations, activities,
politicians, government and international agencies
refer to empowerment as one of the their goals. Yet
it is one of the least understood in terms of how it is
to be measured or observed. It is precisely because
this word has now been one of the fashionable
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concepts to include in policies / programmes / project
that there is a need to clarify and come up with
tentative definitions. Further more, the particular
implication of empowerment of women is an area
that needs to be discussed.
Definition of Empowerment
The nature of empowerment renders is difficult to
define. On the one hand, it is often referred to as a
goal for many development programmes / projects
on the other hand, it can also be conceived as process
that people undergo, which eventually leads to
changes. Nelly stromquist, for instance, defines
empowerment as “a process to change the distribution
of power both in interpersonal relations and in
institutions through out society” while Lucy Lazo
describes it as “a process of acquiring, providing, best
owing the resources and the means or enabling the
access to a control over such means and resources”.
According to Random house Dictionary,
empowerment comes from the term, “empower”
which means. ‘to give power or authority’ and to
enable or perm The key elements in empowerment
are ‘enabling’ and ‘providing power’ and they
reinforce eachi other. Women’s empowerment has
manifold many ‘ere having control over one’s life
(Over holtet al 1985; Korty 1986; Samar Sinhe 1993).
Many review of all these definitions suggests that
empowerment is a multifaceted concept that extends
to the economic, social cultural political and
psychological aspects of women’s life. Therefore, we
have selected the following variables for measuring
the empowerment status of women.
1. Self participation 2. Social perception
3. Economic Independence 4. Group action
Methodology
Data collection
The study is based on the secondary data sources.
The necessary information about the women
empowerment, women’s self help and empowerment
programmes for women and its various components
and its various components are collected from the
various books, journals, internet source of related
topics.
II. Women Self 1-Icip Groups
A self help group is a group where to 20 like minded

women corning from the starter of society having
similar social and economic, political empowerment.
The concept of SHGs originates from the Grameen
Bank of Bangaladesh the born child of Mohd. Younus,
SHGs were started and formed in 1975 in India. But
their real impact was felt after 1991-92 following the
linkage of SHGs with banks. An SHG is a small
economically homogeneous affinity group of the rural
poor voluntarily coming together to save small
amounts regularly, which are deposited in common
found to meet the number emergy needs and to
provide collateral free loans as decided by the group
(Abhaskumar Jha 2000) and to enhance the equality
of status of women as participants, decision makes
and beneficial in the democretic, economic social and
cultural spheres of life (Jam Ritu). SHGs are tool for
promoting rural savings an gaining full employment
through this the rural poverty is alleviated
considerably women members are economically,
socially, politically independent and their contribution
household income has also increased.
Objectives of Self Help Group Methodology.
Self help group methodology is a novel approach in
development economics. Self help groups must,
therefore, envision human development
perspective in their scheme ofthings. The clarity in
goals and objective of self help groups will determine
the pace and direction of their development.
Hence, the groups imong rural poor must be facilitated
based on long term goals rather than for short-term
pecuniary gains. Some of the critical long term
benefits include:
1. Sustainable access the financial services
2. Stronger livelihood support systems.
3. Enhancement of collective bargaining power
4. Self reliance and since of dignity .
5. Improvement in overall standard of living and

empowerment.
II. Strategies for women empowerment
1. Basic socio-economic infrastructure Health,

education and water an sanitation
2. Economic empowerment—Economic identity,

employment assets, credit, skills, markets risk
coverage.

3. Social and political empowerment—political
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participation under equality in inheritance, martial
laws, security to women.

Table-1 : Strategies for women empowerment
Empowerment programmes for women
Women’s empowerment has recently gained
considerable importance as an area of policy
intervention in most part of the word. Govt of India
has recognized the benefits of empowerment which
can be achieved through effective participation of
women.
1. The Department of women and child
development
In this report programmes for women have been
classified and 5 sectors.
a. Education and training -General education of girls

above senior secondary level, training of women
in technical education, extension work etc.

b. Women in Need -Pension / financial assistance
for destitute / handicapped women and widows
and their children for purposes like marriage /
education , etc. Shelter homes, rehabilitation of
prostitutes etc.

c. Health — maternity and child care, hospitals for
women, community health performance following
etc.

d. Women empowerment programmes — working
women hostels, self help groups schemes, women
cooperative banks etc.

e. Miscellaneous measures
2. At the state level the state government of
Karnataka was a pioneer in gender budgetting of
public expenditures. The state undertook ear marking
resources for women in most sectors. States like
Kerala and Tamil Nadu have achieved a high degree
of program in gender related indicates on literacy,
health, employment etc through introduction of several
successful gender related programmes (especially
through the self help group movement).
3. SGSY
The Swarnjayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana. which
has been launched with effect from April 1, 1999, is
a holistic programme covering various aspects of self-
employment, such as organisation of the poor into
self-help groups, training, credit, technology,
infrastructure and marketing.

4.JGSY
The jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana (JGSY) has been
launched with effect from April 1, 1999, with the twin
objectives of creation of demand-driven community
village infrastructure and the generation of
supplementary employment (for the unemployed poor)
in the rural areas. Wage-employment under the JGSY
is extended to below poverty line families. It is
stipulated that 30 percent of the employment
opportunities should be reserved for women.
5. lAY
The Indira Awas Yojana (lAY) aims at providing
assistance for the construction of houses for people
‘Below the Poverty Line’ in rural areas. Under the
Scheme, priority is extended to widows and unmarried
women. It has been laid down that lAY houses are to
be allotted in the name of women members of the
household or, alternatively, in the joint names of
husband and wife.
6. NSAP
The National Social Assistance Programme (NSA?).
which came into effect five years back represents a
significant step towards introducing a National Policy
for Social Assistance benefits to households Below
the Poverty Line’, with a rrajor focus on women.
Conclusion
Women empowerment is a very important aspect.
Women self help groups have taken significant role
in society. Women empowerment is a one of the
important prospectus of empowering of women in
SI-IGs by providing training, organizing the
community, facilities to the networking of SFIGs and
some of important promoting govt programmes for
promoting women empowering by building up social
work capacity through all their procedures and
methods implementing of women empowerment by
social work and social aspects.
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Child Development has always been one of the most sensitive and thought provoking issues debated upon
worldwide. Childhood is a dynamic process marked by the sprouting of cognitive, physical, social and emotional
stimulation and maturation, it needs to be molded and nurtured creatively for which the contribution of music
and indulging in musical activities cannot be ignored. Music is considered to be one of the eight intelligences
which have equal potential to garner and nourish the process of a child development creating a powerful
impact on their ability to understand, learn, adequately process information and manage emotions effectively.
It is seen that indulging in musical activities assist in developing abstract thinking, ending and constructing
relationship between cognitions, especially when it is spontaneous and without any predetennined purpose
further aiding in harboring something novel and unique. Taking the above theoretical frame work into
consideration the aim of the paper is to highlight and discuss the role and importance ofmi4sic in fostering
development in children laying special emphasis on the nature and kind of musical activities that can be
incorporated in their curriculum corresponding to the various stages of development (from birth to 9 years).
Key Words: Child Development, Dynamic Process, Music, Musical Activities.
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MUSIC AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT - ROLE AND BENEFITS
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Child development has always been one of the most
sensitive and thought provoking issues debated upon
worldwide. However, even though the turn of the
21st century has witnessed immense technological
boom and e-revolution which on the one hand has
provided us with ample opportunities and luxuries
bettering our standard of living and quality of life and
on the other hand it has contributed to the dilution of
family ties, relegation of value system and our
commitment for each other, posing serious problems
for the productive and consequential growth,
development and wellbeing of children.
Amidst these transformations the major challenge
haunting the mind of each parent, teacher, educator
and policy maker is being able to resort to a novel
and holistic approach, creating a supportive and
conducive environment for their upbringing and
education equipping them with the needed skills and
competencies to address unexpected issues, problems
and situations of daily life.
Since childhood is a dynamic process marked by the
sprouting of cognitive, physical, social and emotional

stimulation and maturation, it needs to be molded and
nurtured creatively, for which the contribution of
music and indulging in musical activities cannot be
ignored. Edwin Gordan (1988) has identified early
childhood as the period of developmental music
aptitude. During these years music potential believed
that early childhood is the right time for developing
potential for music as it is based on the complex
construct of audiation which is still amidst a state of
change .This makes the child’s musical aptitude
vulnerable to both positive and negative influences
of the environment, instructions and training which
makes it all the more challenging for us, as to whether
we want our child to en cash upon it’s positives and
benefit from it in later years or see this inborn potential
fade away with the shadow of darkness.
Music is considered to be one of the eight intelligences
which have equal potential to gamer and nourish the
process of a child’s development creating a powerful
impact on their ability to understand, learn, adequately
process information and manage emotions effectively.
As quoted by Plato, “Music is moral law; it gives
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soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the
imagination, a charm to sadness, gaiety and life to
everything. It is the essence of order and lends to all
that is good, just and beautiful.”(Source: Foundation
for Universal Music Literacy Research Material).
The importance of music instruction for the
development of music during early years of childhood
has been widely investigated since World war two,
with the contribution of Pillsbury studies which
provided us with the first ever glimpse into the
preschool children’s musical lives and informed us
about the nature pf their spontaneous music behavior
and activity which has found great acclaim worldwide
as a tool for experimentation among researchers
providing each parent and teacher with valuable
insights, assisting in the consequential growth and
wellbeing of children.
Taking the above theoretical framework into
consideration the aim of the paper is to highlight and
discuss the role and importance of music in fostering
development in children laying special emphasis on
the nature and kind of musical activities that can be
incorporated in their curriculum corresponding to the
various stages of development (from birth to 9 years).
Role and Importance of Music in Child
Development:
Music is a natural vehicle for a chi Id’s play and even
the youngest infant is wired to receive music,
differentiate among differences  in frequency, melody
and stimuli (Trehub et. al 1990; Standley & Madsen.
1990; Zenter & Kagan. 1996). Right from the time
when the baby comes into this world he/she is
surrounded by a natural parental instinct of singing
songs. lullabies and playing melodies to their little ones
creating a warm and comforting environment acting
as a building block for neurological development.
providing an exciting and challenging opportunity to
learn , grow and develop physically, mentally and
emotionally.
Research has shown that music played to ones child
when still in the womb has a beneficial effect on their
brain and helps to lay the foundation of later learning
and language development. Studies from Harvard
document that infants have the ability to distinguish
between consonance and dissonance in music and

rhythm
It is said that purposeful singing can begin around
twelve months and if the environment supports vocal
development, most children when they enter
kindergarten will be able tousle some of their singing
voices.
Besides this the years from birth through the age six
are critical for learning (similar to the stage of
language babble) of how to unscramble the aural
images of music and to develop mental
representations for organizing the music of the culture
(Holahan, 1987; Davidson, 1985).
It is seen that indulging in musical activities assist in
developing abstract thinking, analyzing and
constructing relationship between cognitions
especially when it is spontaneous and without any
predetermined purposc further aiding in harboring
something novel and unique. Studies conducted by
the American Association for the Advancement of
Science( Brown University) concludes that music
instructions can help build intellectual and emotional
skills that facilitate children’s learning and strengthen
other academic areas. (Souree: Retrieved in August
2010 from www.PauLBorgese.com).
However, research conducted by Geringer (1983) &
Apfelstadt (1984) suggest that merely understanding
the culture’s music and the ability to perform it
accurately are not always necessarily related, rather
it is attributable to two important factors:
• Firstly, audiation which involves acquisition of sound
and it’s processing.
• Secondly the performer’s technical acquaintance
with his/her singing and movement “instruments”
which are largely kinesthetic (Bertaux, 1989).
Neurological researches have further indicated
(during EE,G) music can alter brain waves making it
more receptive to learning, as music assists in
connecting the functions of the left and right
hemispheres coordinating their functioning making
learning quick, easy and effective.
Other than this music makes connection between
one’s emotions. thinking and learning providing a
platform for a child’s cognitive and affective abilities
to communicate and integrate. Thereby, we should
as early as possible expose children to the valuable
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gift of music where they can listen to their favorite
songs and melodies and begin experimenting with
various musical- instruments satisfying their curiosity
for exploration and recreation A study conducted by
(Wolf, 1992) documents that music in many ways
assists in sharpening ones listening skills which are
of key importance in singing, development of
language, expressive movements and contributes
better in one’s reading and writing.
In a study spanning over six years in Berlin grade
schools conducted by Dr. Gunter Bastian, he
concluded that making music promotes social
competence, provides motor, intellectual and
emotional behavioral skills which encourage general
sociability, group cohesion through a feeling of mutual
responsibility and establishing contact, leading to
socially integrative behaviors.(Source: How music can
dramatically your effect your development &Life
time success: The Foundation for Music Literacy).’
‘Music knows no boundaries and participating in such
creative pursuits. no rigidities’. It is documented that
Hungary. Netherlands and Japan who stand among
atop nations in scientific achievements; to our surprise
all these countries have one thing in common i.e. each
one of them have incorporated teaching of music
(instrumental & vocal) in their school curriculum both
at the elementary and middle school levels.( Source:
How music can dramatically affect your child’s
development and Life time success: The Foundation
for Music Literacy).
Furthermore, a study conducted by physician and
biologist Lewis Thomas (on undergraduate majors
of medical school) found that 66% of the music majors
who had applied to medical schools were admitted
and only 44% of the biochemistry majors( for
comparison) got admission.( Source: How music can
dramatically effect your child’s development and Life
time success: The Foundation for Music Literacy).
Research conducted across the globe ascertain that
children who participate in music training classes and
involve themselves in any music related activities
perform better on temporal- spatial, verbal, math’s,
science and language tests. Besides which it leads to
acceleration in their memory and
cognitive abilities, auditory and discrimination,

acquisition of  speech and language skills. sensory
coordination and non- verbal abilities leading to overall
academic excellence boosting a child’s sc[i esteem.
Oilier than this it provides them with a platform to
freely express their emotions and cliannelize their
energy in creative and productive pursuits.
However, it is believed that different forms of music
have varied impact on a child’s mind which is as
follows:
• Traditional classical music is characterized with
powerful depth and integrity due to which it works
best for certain activities that involve attaining specific
brain waves assisting in creating specific learning
states.
• Contemporary pop music songs are laden with an
ability to create an atmosphere of fun and merriment
and therefore should be used for entry, exit, providing
breaks, acting as themes for special activities and
building rapport.
• Similarly theme songs and music which reflect some
aspects of the undertaken topic/content information
are suitable for welcoming music, initiating content
activities and strengthening classroom bonding.
• Other than this, instrumental music which has the
potential of relaxing and soothing ones nerves can be
used occasionally to fulfill other teaching needs.
Role and Benefits of Music — The Five C’s
• Concentration- Learning a musical instrument helps
in developing a child’s concentration creating learning
states that assist in holding attention and increasing
the retention of information leading to better academic
output. It is seen that promoting active learning through
concerts and teaming up musical activities with some
form of movement like dance etc. aids in activating
information in the memory sub-system.
• Co-ordination’ Playing and experimenting with
various musical instruments assists in improving eye-
hand coordination and refining ones motor skills,
dexterity and agility.
• Control- Composing a piece of music requires
immense patience. persistence and perseverance
leading to developing adequate control over situations
duly beneficial in managing the stresses and strains
of later life.
• Calmness- Several researches have documented
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that certain class of music aids in relaxing ones body,
and mind aiding in adopting a balanced approach in
life leading to belier handling of problems and situation
with each passing day, Providing back ground music
during entry. exit/taking a break etc. provides a truly
welcoming and soothing atmosphere helping in
preparing and motivating the students.
• Confidence- The ability to adequately learn and
create music instils in children a sense of purpose
and achievement boosting their confidence. Music
provides them with a positive environment that
enhances student interaction and helps in fostering a
sense of belongingness and cooperation.
However, this may not be the case always.
Several researches have found that music video laced
with violent images made youthful male viewers more
antagonistic in their orientation towards women and
more likely to condone violence in themselves and
others. Other similar studies conducted on college
students document that when shown a set of videos
with waiving levels of violence and sex researchers
found that “as violence went up, students experienced
less happiness, became more fearful, anxious and
aggressive.
Phyliss Weikart (1987), a pioneer in movement
pedagogy ascertains that many school age children
cannot walk to the beat of music, perform simple
motor patterns, or label how their bodies have moved.
She suggests that children can gain this experience
as a result of naturally occurring situations during
infancy and early childhood, especially if the adults
recognize the importance of early gross motor
development and of language interaction about rhythm
and movement with young children.
The wellbeing of a child depends upon his/her
opportunities to discover, explore, experiment and
develop creativity in order to seek and find novel ways
of using music, reacting to it and appreciating it.
Here is an overview of the kind and types of musical
activities that can be incorporated in their curriculum
(both at home and in school) corresponding to various
stages of development (From birth to 9 years) - A
Visual Guide to Parent’s. Teachers, Educator’s and
Policy makers (Sec Young Children and the Arts:
Making Creative Connections: A Report of the Task

Force on Children’s Learning and the Arts: Birth to
Eight).
• Engage children in self initiated and piocess oriented
musical activities and encourage them to see their
choices being acted upon.
• Provide them with a child- friendly, realistic and
performance based environment.
• Help them develop their curricular goals, sequential
musical skills and encourage expression, imagination
and spontaneity.
• Provide them the needed exposure and recreation
through quality shows, concerts and performances.
• Equip teachers, parents and caregivers with needed
resource material and guidelines for providing a
stimulating and encouraging
environment to boost a child’s innovative ability and
satisfy his/her creative - potential.
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Introduction:
The question of child labour has assumed greater
significance in the recent decades in India. Because,
there is phenomenal growth of population and along
with that there is a very great size of population forms
the group called children. Due to the slow economic
growth of the past decades, there has been no
substantial increase in employment. Besides, there is
at least a quarter of total population is even today
below the poverty line. As a result, the child labour is
Prevalent only among the population and families,
which are below poverty line (BPL) and also to some
extent could be found in the lower middle class income
groups. The child labour is defied as the labour that
is provided by children in the age group of 5-14 years.
Further, there is demarcation of the child labour as
children employed in industry and other gainful
occupations and activities on the one hand those
employed in a household for doing domestic works
for smooth working of the family, which is known
domestic labour. Though there are various definitions,
there is also a legal definition and a law has been
enacted to prevent the employment of children in
industry and in a family as domestic servants.
However there are problems and difficulties in the
identification of a new dimension of child labour which
may be termed as domesticated child labour. Given
these conceptual differences, the present paper
attempts to explain various types of child labour and
points out the problems for identification of various
types. The problems of implementing the law
especially with respect to domestic child labour and
domesticated child labour have been discussed,
Besides, the causes for various types of child labour
with special reference to domestic and domesticated
have been considered in this paper. Moreover, a
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suitable law eradication of these types of child labour
have been suggested.
I. Meaning of child labour:
The employment of children in industry or other
occupations who are in the age groups of 514 has
been defined as child labour according to the child
labour Act 1986. Accordingly, the law prohibits the
employment of children and those who employ them
will be subject to a penalty of Rs.20,000 or and
imprisonment for 3 years. The law also points that
child labour means those who are employed in
industry, hotels, dhabas and motels are the trades to
which the law is applicable. However, the Govt. has
also issued notification to the effect that the Govt.
servants (including officers) should not employ
children as domestic servants, If they do so, they are
subject to the legal prosecution.
The child labour is also defined as domestic child
labour which means it is not necessary that children
should be employed in industry, hotels, trade etc. but
those who are acting as domestic servants in a private
employees and businessman’s household who are in
the age group of 5- 14 also come under the 1986 law
prohibiting child labour. However, this definition fails
to take account of the fact that children in the age
group of 6-14 have been assigned some category of
domestic works in the morning afternoon. They are
not working for the whole day or for that matter in
the late hours of night. They are working only for
few hours a day. Such children do not come under
the definition of domestic child labour.
Similarly, the domesticated child labour is almost
untraceable with the help of legal act of 1986. The
domesticated child labour is a part of the same family
in which the sons or daughters of distant relatives,
cousins and Sons of elder or younger brothers and
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sisters in urban families have been put for work for
the whole day and nights and study with them. They
are doing all types of works which are assigned to
them within the family. Therefore, as these children
are related by blood and belong to the families, a legal
definition becomes redundant; it is not possible to
enforce the act on these children.
II. CAUSES OF CHILD LABOUR:
Poverty is one of the serious causes for the growth
of domestic child labour. The BPL families who have
large no. of children do not have sufficient means to
bring them up. Therefore, the children of those
families have been kept as child labour support the
family income. This is true in the rural areas.
Whereas in the urban areas the members of the
families suffering of ill health and not interested in
doing household work attempt to employ Child labour
on a petty payment.
There is not individual but migration of entire family
from rural to urban areas. Such migrants having low
income do not send their children to schools but put
them as domestic servants in well-off families and
get some monthly income. Similarly, the urban families
bring children of their family on the ground of helping
them to get education and employments also induce
them to become as domestic child labour.
The low wages, irregular work easy to handle the
children are no less important causes for the growth
of child labour. The rich and middle income migrants
families are forced upon by there children of their
kiths arid kins to migrate to urban areas and work as
domestic servants. There are as we have noted earlier,
the domesticated child labour. There are various
inseparable causes for existence of domesticated child
labour. Further providing better educational facilities,
exposing them to certain trades in the future, prospects
of getting employment in the adult age in the urban
treads etc. are the important causes for the growth
of this type of child labour.
III. THE EXTENT OF CHILD LABOURS:
In fact, it is a very extremely difficult issue of
quantifying the amount of child labour in India. This
is associated with the problems of definition.
However, there are some international and national
organizations aid commissions appointed by the Govt.

which have estimated the extent of child labour in
India.
The International Labour Organisation (ILO) has
made an estimate of 125 million of the total population,
whereas the National Council of Applied economic
Research (NCAER) has brought out the figures that
the child labour is 6% of the total population. The
commission of child labour has made several
categories of child labour with different magnitude
and one cannot come to a definite estimate of the
amount of child labour. Further, it is not possible to
divide into industrial child labour, formal child labour,
infonnal child labour and domestic child labour. the
domesticated child labour does not find a place in the
estimates made by the Child Labour Commissions.
However, if one takes into account, certain
background elements then it would be possible to
make a rough estimate of total child labour and
different types of child labour. For example, the school
dropout rates in urban and rural areas, the illiterates
and children of Below Poverty of Line (BPL), and
lastly, the size of children in the total population
according to 2001 Census, we may estimate the
quantum of child labour as given in the Table-I below.
Table -1
Estimates of Child Labour     (As per 2001 Census)

Sr. No. Particulars Estimate of  
child labour 

01 Total population 103 Crore 
02 Total size of children 20 Crore 
03 Children in the age group of 5-14 years 

Male 
Female 

15 Crore 
8.6 Crore 
6.4 Crore 

04 Children in urban areas  
Male 

Female 

07 Crore 
03 Crore 
04 Crore 

05 The children in rural areas 
Male 

Female 

08 Crore 
4.5 Crore 
3.5 Crore 

06 Children attending the school  
Male 

Female 

12 Crore 
7 Crore 
5 Crore 

07 Total child labour 08 Crore 
08 Total child labour in rural areas 

Male 
Female 

05 Crore 
02 Crore 
03 Crore 

09 Total child labour in urban areas 
Male 

Female 

03 Crore 
01 Crore 
02 Crore 

10 Domestic child labour  
Rural 
Urban 

05 Crore 
03 Crore 
02 Crore 

11 Domestic child labour  
Rural 
Urban 

03 Crore 
02 Crore 
01 Crore 
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The estimates are based on some guess work on the
basis of the population of villages, small towns and
cities. We have not considered the big cities and
metropolitan cities. Further, these are at best may be
called as guest mates.
IV. PROBLEM  IN ERADICATION:
No doubt the child labour prohibition act passed in
1986 but it has been enacted in November, 2006.
However, there are number of problems in detecting
child labour. Further difficulty is separation of child
labour as that which is working in industrial activity.
In fact in urban areas certain household industries
employ children in the back yard of a house and
provide them food and shelter and they go unnoticed.
Indeed nearly 30 children from Bihar were traced at
Bangalore working in different back yards of
household industries in only one place. The domestic
child labour i another difficulty to trace it because
they work in the family and have been given access
to the entire house and there have no restriction to
come in and go out. Under these conditic t is not
possible to identity the domestic child labour. The
domestic servants may be identified. However, this
also has the difficulty that boys and girls are given
only few type of works outside the house, few works
are assigned to them for hours only. These activities
are also undertaken by children of the same family.
Therefore these children do not come under the legal
definition of domestic child labour. The sons and
daughters of the near and distant relatives, Sons and
daughters of younger or elder brother’s, sister-in-law,
brother-in law’s, also work similar to that of domestic
child labours or domesticated child labour. These
categories of child labour are beyond the purview of
the child labour prohibition act.
V. SUGGESTIONS:
It is unfortunate that the existence and growth of
child labour is not only convenient but mutually
beneficial to employer and employees. The midday
meal facility, free text books, free uniforms and
hostels, childrens homes and other philanthropic
support is too small and too ill-equipped to eradicate
child labour that too domestic and domesticated child
labour.
Similar to domestic violence against women, domestic

child labour is also has more informal content.
Therefore, provides a formal cover for these human
relation based phenomena are highly ill-suited to the
Indian condition. Therefore, informal identification by
NGOs, social workers and social organization is the
only way out. Further, this paper argues that the only
step of eradication of domestic child labour and
domesticated child labour in urban and rural areas is
possible by counseling, providing support; creating
awareness among the families is a very stupendous
task for the social work discipline. Further, from the
social work perspective, we may also conclude that
if this work is not undertaken, a large amount of our
population after few years become unskilled, manual
labour. It ‘will not be a part ofhuman capital. This
will also increase the disparities between rich and
poor particularly those
Who arc under the category of child labour. It is like
cutting a small tree before it could become a big tree
and population as forest will have large number of
small as against few big trees in the entire country.
The brain drain will add a new dimension to the growth
of child labour in India.
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AF,S S[ lJSF; D[\ 5lZJFZ SL DCtJ5}6" 3}lDSF C{ P

5lZJFZ p;[ ;FDFlHSTF SF 5F9 5-FTF C{4 5FlZJFlZS

V\To lS|IFVM\ ;[ AF.S ;FDFlHS ;\A\WM SM ;LBTF C{ P

5lZJFZ SL ;\ZRGF4 DFTFvl5TF SF lXl1FT CMGF4 5lZJFZ

SL VFlY”S l:YlT4 jIlStJ lGDF”6 SM 5|EFlJT SZTL

C{ P ;I]\ST 5lZJFZ\ SF lABZFJ4 DFTF SF SFI”ZT CMGF

AF/S D[\ V;]Z1FF J VS[,[5G SL EFJGF SM A-FTF C{ P

5|:T]T VwIIG D[\ IC 7FT SZG[ SF 5|IF; lSIF UIF C{ lS

lEgG 5FlZJFlZS 5lZJ[X J AF,SM\ S[ jIlSTtJlJSF; D[\

S{;F ;\A\W C{ P lEgG 5lZJ[X AF/SM\ D[\ lSG U]6M J

,1F6M\ SM lJSl;T SZTF C{ P 5lZ6FDM\ D[\ 5FIF UIF lS

ˆSFSL J ;I]\ST 5lZJZ SL 5F,Gv5MQ6 SL X{l,IF\ lEgG

CMTL C{ VF{Z z[Q9 5FlZJFlZS 5lZJ[X D[\ AF,SM D[\ ;SFZFtD

jIlSTtJ U]6M SF lJSF; VlWS CMTF C{ P pGD[\ VFS|FDSTF

EL SD CMTL C{ P 5lZ6FD ATFT[ C[\ lS 5FlZJFlZS 5lZJ[X

jIlSTtJ lJSF; 5Z WGFtDS 5|EFJ 0F,TF C{ P

5lZJFZ AF/S SL 5|YD 5F9XF,F C{ P IC ;DFH SL JC

5|YD .SF.” C{4 HM AF.S S[ jIlSTtJ lGDF”6 D[\ DCtJ5]6"

E}lDSF  VNF SZTL C{ P 5lZJZ DFGJLI 5|S lT SL lXX]

XF,F C{ P 5lZJFZ CL AF,S SM ;FDlHS ptTZNFlItJ J

GFUlZSTF SF 5F9 l;BFTF C{ P 5lZJFlZS V\TolS|IF CL

AF,S SL ;FDFlHS ;\A\W ;LBFT[ C{ P

lJxJ D[\ lJlEgG 5|SFZ S[ 5lZJFZ lNBF.” N[T[ C{P ;DFH

SL EF{UMl,S ;FDFlHS VF{Z ;F\:S lTS VJ:YFˆ ˆS

;L GCL CMTL C{4 V\To 5lZJFZ SF :J~5 EL ˆS ;F GCL

CMTF P EFZTLI 5Z\5ZF D[\ lCgN] 5lZJFZM\ SM 5|D]B ~5 ;[

;\I]ST ˆJ ˆSF\SL 5lZJFZ S[ GFD ;[ HFGF HFTF C{ P

AF,S 5lZJFZ D[\ ZC SZ CLplRT VG]lRT ;tI4 V;tI4

5ZM5SFZ 5[|D zâF lJGD|TF H{;[ RFlZl+S U]6M\ SM ;LBTF

C{ P TFYFl5 .;SF IC VY” GCL lS ;EL 5lZJZM\ D[\

AF,SM SF jIlSTtJ lJSF; ;DFG ~5 ;[ CMTF C{ P

5lZJFlZS 5lZJ[X D[\ lEgGTF CMG[ 5Z AF,S S[ lJSF; D[\

V\TZ N[BF HF ;STF C{ 5lZJFZ SL ;FDFlHS VFlY”S

l:YlT4 5lZJFZ SL ;\ZRGF DFTF l5TF SL XL1FF DFTFv l5TF
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S[ 5FZ:5lZS ;dAgW 5lZJFZ S[ ;N:IM SL ;\bIF VFlN

[̂;[ VG[S SFZS C{ HM AF, lJSF; SL UlT TYF ;LDF SM

lGWF”ZLT SZG[ D[\ DCtJ5}6" E}lDSF VNF SZT[ C{ P

DFTFvl5TF SL lX1FF ̂ J\ jIJ;FI SF ;FDFlHS 5|lTQ9F ;[

;LWF ;\A\W C{ P lX1Fl6 ̂ J\ ;eI 5LZJFZM\ S[ AF,SM SM

lX1FF S[ VrK[ VJ;Z 5|F%T CMT[ C{ P .G AF,SM\ D[ ;eI

J ;];\:S T jIJCFZ N[BG[ SM lD,TF C{ P .;S[ lJ5ZLT

VlXl1FT ̂ J\ V;eI 5lZJFlZS JFTFJZ6 AF,SM\ D[\ ;eI

HLJG S[ VFJxIS U]6M\ SF lJSF; GCL SZ 5FTF P

VFW]GLS I]U D[\ ;FDFlHS 5|lTQ9F4 5lZJFZ SL ;FDFlHS

VFlY”S l:YTL 5Z lGE”Z C{ P AF,S S[ 5lZJFZ SL

;FDFlHS l:YlT VF{Z p;S[ jIlSTtJ ;DFIMHG D[\ WlGQ8

;\A\W C{ P VFlY”S ~5 ;[ SDHMZ 5lZJFZ S[ AF,SM\ S[

jIlSTtJ D[\ CLGTF :GFI] N]A”,TF VF{Z VT”g]BTF ,1F6

5FI[ HFT[ C{ s:8[UGZf prR J lXl1FT DFTF l5TF S[ AF,SM

SM plRT DFU”NX”G 5|FÃT CMTF C{ P VF{Z pGSL p5,laW

SM 5|EFlJT SZTF C{ P

prR lXl1FT ˆJ SFDSFHL DlC,Fˆ U C:YL ˆJ\

SFI”:Y, 5Z ;FDH:I AGFˆ ZBG[ SF 5|IF; SZTL C{ P

;\TFG SM EF{lTS ;]lJWFˆ” p5,aW SZFG[ D[\ p;[ ;\TMQF

VG]EJ CMTF C{ P ;FY CL p;[ ArRM\ SM VlWS ;DI G N[

5FG[ SL DFGl;S 5L0F EL ZCTL C{ P ;I]\ST 5lZJFZM\ SF

8}8GF4 ̂ S, 5lZJFZM\ D[ ArRM S[ ,F,Gv5F,G SL ;D:IF

SM lJS8 AGF ZCF C{ P ˆS VF[Z HCF” SFDSFHL

DlC,FVM\ S[ AF,SM\ D[ ;D]lRT XFZLlZS ̂ J\ VF[Z HCF”

SFDSFHL DlC,FVM\ S[ AF,SM\ D[\ ;D]lRT XFZLlZS ˆJ

DFGl;S lJSF; S]K CN TS 5|EFlJT CMTF C{4 pGD[\

V;]Z1FF J VS[,F5G SL EFJGF 5G5G[ ,UTL C{ P JCL

AF,SM\ D[\ lHdD[NFL lG6"I ,[G[ SL 1FDTF4 VFtD lGE”ZTF

VFlN WGFtDS U]6 EL lJSl;T CMG[ ,UT[ C{ P

5|:T]T VwIIG D[\ IC HFGG[ SF 5|IF; lSIF UIF C{ lS lEgG

5FlZJFlZS 5lZJ[X SL SFDSFHL DlC,FVM\ S[ AF,SM\ D[

lSG jIlSTtJ U]6M\ SL 5|WFGTF 5FIL HFTL C{ P 5lZJFlZS

5lZJ[X J 5FlZJFlZS ;\ZRGF SF AF,S S[  jIlSTtJ
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RAPE AS A VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGHT OF A WOMAN.
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Rape is a criminal act which inflicts torture on the
victim. When we state that the criminal act of rape is
a violation of Human Right of a woman, we have to
take into account a revolutionary decision of the
Indian Supreme Court. In the case of Bodhisatva
Gautam v. Subhra Chakraborty,1 the accused has
entered into a false marriage with a woman and she
became pregnant. He made her undergo an abortion.
He repeated the same thing again and when she
asked him to maintain her, the disowned her on the
grounds that there was no marriage. The accused
was prosecuted under the sections 312, 420, 493 and
498-A of IPC 1860. The court ruled that rape was
not merely an offence under the Pinal code, but it
was violation of a woman’s right to live with dignity
and personal freedom.2

Rape is a crime which destroys a woman’s self
esteem and pushes her into a deep emotional crisis.
It is a crime against basic Human Rights and is also
violative of the most cherished of the fundamental
rights namely Right to Life and Liberty in Article 21.
Many feminists and psychiatrists state that rape is
more of an act of aggression aimed at degrading and
humiliating women rather than only a sexual offence.
The court has recognized that fundamental rights can
be enforced even against private bodies and
individuals. Actually the rules of evidence in rape
cases need to still undergo metamorphosis. Any
sexual at against a woman is a violation of her Right
to Live with Dignity. Hence there should not be the
onus on the rape victim to prove that the act was
without her consent. The consent of the complainant
should  be the defense of the accused.
Marital Rape – A woman’s Right to protect her
bodily integrity
The issue of marital rape must be considered as rape

and the provisions of the Indian Pinal Code which
excludes marital rape from the definition of rape,
should be held unconstitutional and therefore void.
Justice Sagir Ahmed has rightly stated that, “The rape
laws to not unfortunately take care of the social
aspect of the matter and are deficient in many ways.
“ In cases of marital rapes, there is still further violation
of the statutes as well as the dignity of a woman.
Generally if a man has sexual intercourse with a
woman below the age of 16 years, with or witout her
consent, he is guilty of rape but if the woman is his
wife and above 15 years of age, the act does not
amount to rape.3 Further a nominal punishment of
imprisonment of either description up to two years or
fine provided if the wife is between 12-15 years of
age. Here the researcher submits that on Indian social
scenes, the wife is presumed to have given
irrevocable consent to sexual relationship with her
husband. This aspect does not include even her
consent for the marriage itself. The husband is not
even punishable if the act is done without the consent
of the wife.
A woman can successfully prosecute a man for rape
who had sexual intercourse with her consent when
the man knew that he was not her husband and if the
woman had consented believing him to be someone
else, or believed herself to be lawfully married with
him. Thus availability of legal protection to sexual
activity is not determined by it is happening in private
or public but whether it meets the traditional standards
of morality and hence the message is clear that
irrespective of the reforms to the rape laws the tie
between marriage and sexuality is unmistakable.
There are umpteen cases in India and all over the
world where there is a rape committed by a wedded
partner. There is a need of recognizing the forced
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sex with a married woman by her husband as an
offence. In order to uphold the women’s right to a
dignified existence forced sex by the husband must
be considered as an offence of RAPE. The Existing
rape laws contains Spouse Exception clause which
reflects the Law’s patriarchal ideology that husbands
have sole and exclusive control over the bodies of
their wives. This ideology is in sharp contrast to the
modern human rights jurisprudence according to
which every Human being whether man or a woman
has a right to decide about his own choices and has a
right to oppose any act which would be a clear
humiliation of her bodili integrity.
The part III of the Constitution is said to be the heart
of the human rights. A close Look at article 21 of the
Constitution alone makes it evident. It now becomes
Cambodian of human rights. It deals with protection
of life and personal liberty and states that ‘no person
shall be deprived of his life and personal liberty, except
according to procedure established by law’. This
article acts as shield against the deprivation of life
and personal liberty of the individual.
There are number of decisions of the Supreme Court
of India to include within Article 21 itself all the
varieties of rights which go to make a man’s life,
‘meaningful’ ‘complete’ and ‘worth living’. For
Example, the right to livelihood, right to shelter, right
to information, right of enjoyment of pollution free air
and water, right to health, right to live with human
dignity, free from exploitation and right to be protected
against unfair and oppressive police method in the
interrogation of suspect, free from torture, starvation,
etc. The Supreme Court also declared that speedy
trail is a fundamental right. A free legal assistance at
state cost is also fundamental right of a person accused
of an offence, which may involve jeopardy to his life
or personal liberty. That means every person is
entitled to quality life consistent with human
personality. This Article actually is an expressed
provision in the constitution which aims at firstly
Identifying and secondly in protection of human rights.
 In Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India,1 The

Court said – “it is obvious that Art. 21 though
couched in negative language, confer the
fundamental right to life and personal liberty.”

 In Kharak Sing v. State U.P. the question as to
proper scope and meaning of the expression
‘personal liberty’ came up for first time and
majority of judges took the view that –

 ‘Personal liberty’ as used in Art. 21 as a
compendious term to include within itself all the
varieties of rights, which go to make up the
‘personal liberties’ of man other than those, dealt
with in the several clauses of Art. 19(1). Art.
19(1) deals with particular species of attributes
of that freedom. ‘Personal liberty’ in Art. 21 takes
in and comprise the residue.

 In Kharak Sing’s case, word liberty was
interpreted on lines of the meaning accorded to
liberty in the 5th and 14th Amendments to the
Constitution. Therefore, article 21 requires
authority of law even for restriction on personal
liberty, e.g. (i) interference with freedom of a
person at home, e.g. by Dormitory visit by the
Police at night; (ii) interference with right of a
prisoner in jail to publish a book outside jail; any
other restriction imposed  while in jail, which is
not authorized by law.

 Personal liberty in article 21 takes in ‘all the rights
of man’.

 Thus, ‘personal liberty’ in Article 21 has widest
amplitude.

 Right to life, enshrined in Article 21 means
something more than survival or animal existence.
It would include the right to live with human
dignity; a right to minimum subsistence allowance
during suspension. It would include all those
aspects of life which go to make a man’s life
meaningful, complete and worth living. That which
alone can make it possible to live must be
declared to be an integral component of the right
to live. However acquisition of land by State for
public purpose does not violate Art. 21 but it
includes the right to livelihood or right to shelter
or dignity of person.

 Right to education – The citizens have a
fundamental right to education. The said right
flows from Art. 21. Every child and citizen of
this country has right to free education until he
completes the age of fourteen years. Thereafter
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his right so education is subject to the limits of
economic capacity and development of the State.
The right to education is implicit in the right to
life and personal liberty.

 The article only applies to the deprivation of life
and personal liberty by the State.

 Article is not attracted in a case of trade or
business either big or small.

 Even a woman of easy virtue is entitled to privacy
and no one can invade her privacy.

 It is imperative that the family members of the
arrestee or detainee should not be kept in
darkness by withholding information about his
arrest or detention or about the passing of order
of detention or place of detention etc.

 The Concept of right to life and personal liberty
thus include the right to live with dignity.

 This right also includes protection of health and
strength of workers, men, and women and of
children against abuse, opportunities, facilities, for
children to develop in a healthy manner and in
condition of freedom and dignity, education, and
health facility and maternity relief.

 Everyone in this country therefore, has a right to
live with human dignity free from exploitation.

 This Article protects the right to livelihood as an
integral facet of right to life.

 Failure of the part of government hospital to
provide timely medical treatment to a person in
need of such treatment result is violation of his
right to life.

 State cannot ignore this constitutional obligation
on account of financial constraints.

 The environmental aspects concern “Life” and
Human right aspect concern ‘Liberty’ in the
matter of pollution; any disturbance of basic
environmental elements namely air, water and
soil which are necessary for life would be
hazardous to life within meaning of Article 21.

 The life occurring in Article 21 does not include
individual status in life.

 The fundamental right under the constitution of
India are almost in consonance with rights
contained in Universal Declaration of Human
Right as also the declaration at covenant of civil

and political rights and the Covenants of economic
and social and cultural rights to which India is a
party having ratified them.

 The right to be protected against unfair or
oppressive Police methods in the interrogation
of suspects. Officers who are the custodians of
law and order should have greatest respect for
the personal liberty of citizen and should not flout
the laws by stooping to bizarre acts of
lawlessness.

 It would be unreasonable to use hand curbs
equaled or hoops unless state is liable to make
out that no other practical way of forbidding
escape is available, prisoner being so dangerous
and desperate and the circumstances so hostile
to safe keeping.

 Article 21 is applicable to all persons either citizen
of India or foreigner.

 Right to shelter is a fundamental right which spring
from the right to resident assured in article
19(1)(e) as right to life.

 Speedy trial is the fundamental right.
 The free legal assistance at State cost is a

fundamental right of a person accused of an
offence, which may involve jeopardy to his life
or personal liberty.

above :
The rapid progress of scientific knowledge and
thought; the deepest intellectual interest in the subject;
the wide spread tenancies in all parts of world to
reform or reconstruct the society has been influenced
for the development of mankind. The concept of
human rights becomes a new gospel and has worked
its way through the subsoil of human consciousness
with speed and strength and has now become one of
the great driving forces of our time. More and more
people the world over realize, and realize more clearly,
that there should be increased human right s
inspections and publicizing of abuse. 2
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Introduction
Marriage is necessarily the basis of social organization
and the foundation of important legal rights and
obligations. In Hindu Law, Marriage is treated as a
Samaskara or a Sacrament. A Hindu marriage joins
two individuals for life, so that they can pursue dharma
(duty), artha (possessions), kama (physical desires),
and moksa (ultimate spiritual release) together. It also
joins two families together. The colours are normally
red and gold. It is a vow between two people to stay
together and uphold traditional family values in
accordance with Dharma. In the traditional Hindu
system of marriage, there is no role for the state as
marriage remained a private affair within the social
realm. Within this traditional framework reference,
marriage is undoubtedly the most important
transitional point in a Hindu’s life and the most
important of all the Hindu samskaras, or life-cycle
rituals. Divorce, however is a thorny question and
Annulment is a very unusual remedy. In our modern
world, an Annulment tends to be more a creature of
religion than of law. Annulments are rarely granted
and when they are, very specific circumstances must
exist.
What Is Annulment of Marriage
In strict Legal terminology, annulment refers only to
making a voidable marriage null; if the marriage is
void ab initio, then it is automatically null, although a
legal declaration of nullity is required to establish this.
Annulment is a legal procedure for declaring a
marriage null and void. With the exception of bigamy
and not meeting the minimum age requirement for
marriage, it is rarely granted. A marriage can be
declared null and void if certain legal requirements
were not met at the time of the marriage. If these
legal requirements were not met then the marriage is
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considered to have never existed in the eyes of the
law. This process is called annulment. It is very
different from divorce in that while a divorce dissolves
a marriage that has existed, a marriage that is annulled
never existed at all. Thus unlike divorce, it is
retroactive: an annulled marriage is considered never
to have existed.
Grounds For Annulment
The grounds for a marriage annulment may vary
according to the different legal jurisdictions, but are
generally limited to fraud, bigamy, blood relationship
and mental incompetence including the following:
a) Either spouse was already married to someone

else at the time of the marriage in question;
b) Either spouse was too young to be married, or

too young without required court or parental
consent. (In some cases, such a marriage is still
valid if it continues well beyond the younger
spouse’s reaching marriageable age);

c) Either spouse was under the influence of drugs
or alcohol at the time of the marriage;

d) Either spouse was mentally incompetent at the
time of the marriage;

e) If the consent to the marriage was based on fraud
or force; 

f) Either spouse was physically incapable to be
married (typically, chronically unable to have
sexual intercourse) at the time of the marriage;

g) The marriage is prohibited by law due to the
relationship between the parties. This is the
“prohibited degree of consanguinity”, or blood
relationship between the parties. The most
common legal relationship is 2nd cousins; the
legality of such relationship between 1st cousins
varies around the world.

h) Prisoners sentenced to a term of life
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imprisonment may not marry.
i) Concealment (e.g. one of the parties concealed

a drug addiction, prior criminal record or having
a sexually transmitted disease)

Basis of An Annulment
In Section 5 of the Hindu Marriage Act 1955, there
are some conditions laid down for a Hindu Marriage
which must be fulfilled in case of any marriage
between two Hindus which can be solemnized in
accordance with the requirements of this Act.
Accordingly a Marriage may be solemnized between
any two Hindus, if the following conditions are
fulfilled:
a) Neither party has a spouse living at the time of

the marriage;
b) At the time of the marriage, neither party-
(i) is incapable of giving a valid consent of it in

consequence of unsoundness of mind; or
(ii) though capable of giving a valid consent has been

suffering from mental disorder of such a kind or
to such an extent as to be unfit for marriage and
the procreation of children; or

(iii) has been subject to recurrent attacks of insanity
or epilepsy;

c) The bridegroom has completed the age of twenty
one years and the bride the age of eighteen years
at the time of the marriage;

d) The parties are not within the degrees of
prohibited relationship unless the custom or usage
governing each of them permits of a marriage
between the two;

e) The parties are not sapindas of each other, unless
the custom or usage governing each of them
permits of a marriage between the two.

An annulment may be granted when a marriage is
automatically void under the law for public policy
reasons or voidable by one party when certain
requisite elements of the marriage contract were not
present at the time of the marriage
Void Marriages
A marriage is automatically void and is automatically
annulled when it is prohibited by law.Section 11 of
Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 deals with:
Nullity of marriage and divorce- Void marriages -
Any marriage solemnized after the commencement

of this Act shall be null and void and may, on a petition
presented by either party thereto, against the other
party be so declared by a decree of nullity if it
contravenes any one of the conditions specified in
clauses (i), (iv) and (v), Section 5 mentioned above.
Bigamy - If either spouse was still legally married to
another person at the time of the marriage then the
marriage is void and no formal annulment is necessary.
Inter-family Marriage-  A marriage between an
ancestor and a descendant, or between a brother and
a sister, whether the relationship is by the half or the
whole blood or by adoption. In M.M. Malhotra v.
Union of India1, the court held that husband married
a woman during subsistence of his first marriage.
Such marriage being null and void, his subsequent
marriage to another woman would not be case of
plural marriage.
Marriage between Close Relatives-  A marriage
between an uncle and a niece, between an aunt and
a nephew, or between first cousins, whether the
relationship is by the half or the whole blood, except
as to marriages permitted by the established customs.
Voidable Marriages
A voidable marriage is one where an annulment is
not automatic and must be sought by one of the
parties. Generally, an annulment may be sought by
one of the parties to a marriage if the intent to enter
into the civil contract of marriage was not present at
the time of the marriage, either due to mental illness,
intoxication, duress or fraudSection 12 of Hindu
Marriage Act, 1955 deals with Voidable Marriages
as under:
1) Any marriage solemnized, whether before or

after the commencement of this Act, shall be
voidable and may be annulled by a decree of nullity
on any of the following grounds, namely:-

(a) that the marriage has not been consummated
owing to the impotency of the respondent; or

(b) that the marriage is in contravention of the
condition specified in clause (ii) of Section 5; or

(c) that the consent of the petitioner, or where the
consent of the guardian in marriage of the
petitioner was required under Section 5 as it stood
immediately before the commencement of the
Child Marriage Restraint (Amendment) Act,
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1978, the consent of such guardian was obtained
by force or by fraud as to the nature of the
ceremony or as to any material fact or
circumstance concerning the respondent; or

(d) that the respondent was at the time of the
marriage pregnant by some person other than
the petitioner.

2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-
section (1), no petition for annulling a marriage-

(a) on the ground specified in clause (c) of sub-
section (1) shall be entertained if- 

(i) the petition is presented more than one year after
the force had ceased to operate or, as the case
may be, the fraud had been discovered ; or

(ii) the petitioner has, with his or her full consent,
lived with the other party to the marriage as
husband or wife after the force had ceased to
operate or, as the case may be, the fraud had
been discovered;

(b) on the ground specified in clause (d) of sub-
section (1) shall be entertained unless the court
is satisfied-

(i) that the petitioner was at the time of the marriage
ignorant of the facts alleged;

(ii) that proceedings have been instituted in the case
of a marriage solemnized before the
commencement of this Act within one year of
such commencement and in the case of marriages
solemnized after such commencement within one
year from the date of the marriage; and

(iii) that marital intercourse with the consent of the
petitioner has not taken place since the discovery
by the petitioner of the existence of the said
ground.

Impotency - If either spouse was physically
incapable of entering the marriage at the time of the
marriage, usually because of a lack of ability to have
sexual intercourse, and if this inability appears
incurable or if the spouse refuses to take any action
to cure the inability, there are grounds for an
annulment. The inability must continue and must exist
at the time of suit. In Laxmi Devi v. Babulal2, the
wife had no vagina at all, though by surgical treatment
an artificial vagina was formed, the husband is
entitiled to a decree for nullity.

Lack of Mental Capacity - If the court finds that
either spouse did not have ability to understand the
nature of the marriage contract or the duties and
responsibilities of the marriage contract, then there
may be grounds for an annulment. However, if the
spouse who did not have the ability to understand the
contract gains the capacity to understand it and freely
lives with the other spouse, then this ground does not
apply. In Pronab Kumar Ghosh v. Krishna Ghosh3, it
was held that Schizophrenia which is a type of lunacy
is a ground for making the marriage as null and void.
A Party was Under the Age of Consent - Marriage
under the legal age, may be annulled. The legal age
for boys is 21 years and for girls is 18 years. A
marriage by an underage party may become legally
binding and incapable of annulment if the cohabitation
of the parties as husband and wife continues
voluntarily after the person reached the age of
consent. In Vinita Saxena v. Pankaj Pandit4, it was
held that where the parties are young and the mental
disorder is of such a type that sexual act and
procreation of children is not possible, it may furnish
a good ground for nullifying the marriage.
Fraud or Force - If the consent to the marriage
contract was obtained either by fraud or force, then
there are grounds for an annulment. The person who
has been threatened or deceived about the marriage
contract continues to live with the spouse after the
discovery of the fraud or the deception or after being
forced into the marriage, it is possible that this ground
will not apply5. In Anurag Anand v. Sunita Anand6,
the court held that false particulars in bio data based
upon which the marriage was solemnized amounts
fraud and the aggrieved party may annul the marriage.
Rights of Children From Annulled Marriages
The court has the ability to establish rights and
obligations related to the children from such
marriages. Children from an annulled marriage are
legitimate. Section 16 of Hindu Marriage Act, 1955
deals with the provisions regarding Legitimacy of
Children under the Void and Voidable Marriages.
Legitimacy of children of void and voidable
marriages
1) Notwithstanding that a marriage is null and void

under Section 11, any child of such marriage who
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would have been legitimate if the marriage had
been valid, shall be legitimate, whether such a
child is born before or after the commencement
of the Marriage Laws (Amendment) Act, 1976,
and whether or not a decree of nullity is granted
in respect of the marriage under this Act and
whether or not the marriage is held to be void
otherwise than on a petition under this Act.

2) Where a decree of nullity is granted in respect
of a voidable marriage under Section 12, any child
begotten or conceived before the decree is made,
who would have been the legitimate child of the
parties to the marriage if at the date of the decree
it had been dissolved instead of being annulled,
shall be deemed to be their legitimate child
notwithstanding the decree of nullity.

3) Nothing contained in sub-section (1) or sub-
section (2) shall be construed as conferring upon
any child of a marriage which is null and void or
which is annulled by a decree of nullity under
Section 12, any rights in or to the property of any
person, other than the parents, in any case, where,
but for the passing of this Act, such child would
have been incapable of possessing or acquiring
any such rights by reason of his not being the
legitimate child of his parents.

Thus, such children would be regarded in law as
legitimate children of the parents for all purposes
including succession. In Sarda Ram v. Durga Bai7, it
is now established that such children can inherit the
separate property of their father under Section 8,
Hindu Succession Act, but could not lay any claim on
the coparcenary interest of the father. Son of such a
marriage has no birth right in the Hindu Joint family
property.
Annulment Process
Now that no-fault divorce is readily available,
marriage annulment is not very common. To get an
annulment, a person first needs to meet the residency
requirements of the state that they live in. The
jurisdictional requirements are similar to those
required for dissolution or divorce: one of the parties
must live in the state where the marriage annulment
is filed for a continuous ninety-day period. Similar to
a divorce filing, marriage annulment case proceeds

with a filing, petition, summons, and ancillary
documents. An annulment case can be initiated by
either the husband or the wife in the marriage. The
grounds for marriage annulment are stated in the
petition. A divorce can be much more complicated
than an annulment.
Effects of Marriage Annulment
Annulling a marriage simply erases it from the
records, as if it never took place. The result of a
marriage annulment is a decree that the marriage
never existed. It nullifies the marriage, returning the
parties to their prior single status. It’s a common
misconception that short marriages can be annulled,
but the length of the marriage is not a qualifying factor.
Many times, annulments occur after very short
marriages, so there is no need to divide assets or
debts or decide custody of children produced by the
marriage. In the case of a longer marriage that is
annulled, the court will divide the property of the
parties.
Conclusion
An annulment is a legal procedure which cancels a
marriage between a man and a woman. Annulling a
marriage is as though it is completely erased – legally,
it declares that the marriage never technically existed
and was never valid. Annulment of marriage is very
important in the scheme of matrimonial laws as there
is no point in carrying the burden of divorce in cases
where marriage has been solemnized on the strength
of fraud or where the marriage is solemnized despite
the fact that the responding spouse was already
married.
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In this modem competitive age the sports and games becomes very fast and because of continuous development
in science and technology the sportsman has become alert and skillful. It’s not only sufficient that sportsmen
maintain their acquired fitness but he should develop as demand occurs. The requirement for executing the
skill and performance physical fitness is essential which can develop as a whole. Yoga is such a meditation
which maintains our physical and mental health Yoga keeps al/the parts of the body active. The yogic
exercises are prepared keeping in view the structure of the body. Yoga helps in increasing notable capacity
in flexibility, agility and breath holding capacity. When a sports person involves himself in different sports
training programme for better performance. As a result of long term sports training. Muscles misbalance
can develop in the athlete. The cardiovascular and pulmonaty systems are usually loaded as a unit.
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Introduction
In this modern age every person wants to be efficient,
fit and free from diseases. Daily official routine work
is not sufficient to be fit, but in spite of this he should
remain in touch of various exercises complete routine
work of exercise being helpful in maintain physical
fitness.
Today every man wishes to live long life without any
strain and stress. And for this man has to remain in
programme of normal fitness exercise. Apart from
this to keep viewing current trends he attract towards
doing yogasanas. But the man who is involved in
sports and games has some different views regarding
physical work and yogasanas. Those who are in fields
of physical education and sports they are more
conscious to keep their physical fitness day to day
the performance is going high so sportsmen keep alert
to maintain their level for the development of such
performance the new training technology and
scientific principles are responsible which are
connected with field of physical education and sports.
In modern mechanical age every man is living with
tension. In such a progressive mechanical age a man
does not have time to maintain his body?
Yoga is such a programme which does not require
more time and equipment. For these one has not to

go outside. An Individual at his suitable time and
according to his requirement can do the selected yogic
exercise which will help an individual to keep the
balance of his physical requirement
Therefore physical fitness is considered very
important for the development of skills and physical
fitness and for this proper physical training becomes
essential and for which the knowledge of physiology
and physical fitness becomes necessary physical
fitness includes agility, flexibility, endurance, explosive
strength etc. over and above it includes physiological
aspects like cardiovascular endurance. Breath holding
capacity, vital capacity, aerobic capacity etc.
therefore. It becomes necessary to develop all the
above components and variables. For the
development of all these aspects it is necessary that
all the parts of the body should get proper exercise.
For this the, training of Yoga becomes very significant.
Yoga is such a meditation which maintains our
physical and mental health Yoga keeps all the parts
of the body active. The yogic exercises are prepared
keeping in view the structure”of the body. Yoga helps
in increasing notable capacity in flexibility, agility and
breath holding capacity.
“PRANA” is a Sanskrit word for
energy.”PRANAYAM” is the body and balances
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masculine and feminine energy. Breathing correctly
from the diaphragm and acts as a natural tranquilizer
and calms the nervous system. Inspiring and expiring
from nose increase the capacity of lungs and helps
providing more oxygen in the blood flow. This
regenerates the blood cells and increases the vitality.
For development of physical fitness yogic exercise
are been performed in different manners than other
exercises. Yogic asanas develop the muscle strength.
Flexibility and endurance capacity of an individual
“PRANAYAM” develops the efficiency of heart and
the endurance capacity of respiratory system.
By yogic exercises amount of oxygen increase in the
body. It develops the flexibility of the diaphragm and
helps the lungs to increase the size to their maximum.
It helps the lungs in releasing C02 to its maximum
which indirectly helps for more oxygen to get in.
Yoga is such a meditation which helps to maintain
our physical and mental health. The yogic training
also given to cricketers. So that they can develop
their mental and physical spirit. Which develops
competitive nature of sports men Yoga’s brings out
our internal capacity? Through the balance their
physical and mental arouses.
Yams and niyamas, parts of yoga reduced demand
on physiology by elimination of controlling emotional
stimuli, asans, Pranayams and Kriyas reduce fatigue
and works as purificatory process. Yoga keeps all
the parts of the body active. The yogic exercise is
prepared keeping in view the structure of the body.
In modern age to be healthy and developes games
individual should follow the yoga. Science yoga is
recognized as a system which promotes an integrated
development of body. Mostly yoga effects on
muscular group. Muscles which are controlled by
Neuro system.
Physical education has progressed a logway form
the days of “drill” when nothing more then. Movement
of the human frame, usually in time with a number of
other bodies was required. The new philosophy is
erhaps best embodied in one understands of the name
of ‘Physical education’. If ‘Physical’ is under stood
as a noun and part of dual worded title, the subjects
as a form of education. Where ‘Physical’ is the
keynote word. If one sees ‘Physical’ as an adjective

describing a special type of education.
However Physical Education aims at developing a
child physically, mentally and emotionally. Physical
Education should aim at making the child Physical,
mentally and emotionally fit and develop in his
personal and social qualities, which will help him to
live happy with other and build him into a good citizen.
The following physical education’s objects are needful
to understand.
* Physical development
* Mental development
* Social development
* Spiritual development
* Emotional development
What is the relation between physical education’s
objects and yogic exercise is essential. Yogic
exercises are stretching in nature, in which practice
of asanas leads to stability. Practice of asanas
contributes to strength. One particular quality of
asanas is that brings flexibility to the joints and
removes tension form mind and stable motion. The
primary objectives of yoga is positive health Ability
to move the body efficiently in woks Develop
emotional and mental stability, endurance and strength
etc. now a day’s yoga has been great demand yogic
exercises have helped in promoting physical fitness
and maintaining general health a well as the objectives
as stated above in the context of physical education.
Thus objectives of physical education and yoga are
co-ordinate with each other.
However physical education is a field of over through
which we except growth of human personality which
depends on sound body. Sound mind and spirit. These
factors can be controlled and achieved through yogic
exercise, hence yoga plays important role in physical
education.
Skill is the basic concepts of sports. Yoga technique
becomes useful to develop its. For this neuro-physical
and emotional ability is required. Skill is the ability to
perform an activity with the utmost economy of effort.
It is a combination of refinement and co ordination.
It is a device to produce maximum muscular energy
with efforts and this naturally involves the function
efficiency of entire organism.
The popularity of yoga is increasing day by day. Yoga
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is an ancient discipline. Its application in physical
education and sports is a new trend. Not only is that
but yoga now being applied to various field of human
interest for getting maximum benefits. Yoga helps in
building physical and mental health of a person as
yoga is useful science of life. Many people are using
it in various fields including in that of sports oriented.
Awareness significantly affects all aspects of our life
from our day to day activities and sports performance
to the process of healing and aging many times
athletes improve their performance to the process of
healing of. E.g. muscle tension of fatigue in shoulder
when serving in tennis or in throwing activities.
Beliefs, thoughts and emotions create chemical
reactions that uphold life in every cell.
The use of “HATHA” yoga is most beneficial for
improving and practicing mental skills, like
concentration, relation and imagery for mind and body
control. The trainers and coaches should in corporate
yoga in our daily sports training programme. Through,
YSE, YCE, YRE, of yogic exercises.
YSE :- YOGA supplemental exercises
Overall fitness cannot be achieved without practicing
a single sports activity, thus are an important means
of preparation in each. Sports for supplemental
training which means practicing sports and activity
.E.g. development of limited range of muscles in
fencing.
YSE Should is in the form of “Active-rest” balances
the training loads. YSE as an effective means of
restoring energy and physical and mental equilibrium
also promotes health E.g. sarvangasana,
Dhanurasana, Halasana, Shirsasana, Sukhasana and
Bhujangasana etc.
YCE-YOGA Compensation exercises
When a sports person involves himself in different
sports training programme for better performance.
As a result of long term sports training. Muscles
dysblance can develop in the athlete. The
cardiovascular and pulmonary systems are usually
loaded as a unit.
The task of YCE is to correct and compensate for
the developed muscles by regular and systematic
practice of compensation and correcting the
dysbalance which result from one sided loading of

the muscles. e.g. Halasana, Sarvangasana,
Bhujangasana, Dhanurasana. Etc.
YRE-YOGA Regeneration exercises
Regeneration is a biological process fostered by
athletes for regaining strength and prevention of
injuries. Because it is essential for every athlete who
completes their long and intensive training for top
performance which depends largely on the extent to
which the athlete can regenerate his physical and
mental strength after training. YRE are based on the
principle that muscles will release and relax after
stretching for a specific time period in a tense and
isometric position against specific resistance.
Considering these benefits YES, YRE, YCE if these
exercises will combine with sport’s training
programme. It is possible for a significant increase in
the effectiveness of the entire training process and
protects the body of the athletes.

WHO defines as a state of complete Physical Mental
and social well being, not merely the absence of
disease the last 100 yrs. Of developments in health
have been very productive in terms of understanding
the body and mind. The development in the biological
area in understanding the cell, the mechanism of
action of Hormones, Vitamins and the role of
corrective chemicals.
After ignoring yoga for many years. India’s society
has again returned to it for attaining and maintaining
positive health. An effort to increase awareness about
health and sports for gaining the physical
psychological, Technicai and Tactical benefits and
enhancement of our healthy life.
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Volleyball is a complex game of simple skills. It is purely a rebound sporL Volleyball is a game of constant
motion. Therefore a study was conducted to see the effect of circuit training programme on vertical jumping
ability, speed, agility and skill ability of volleyball players. The Subjects selected for this study were boys
volleyball players aged 10 to 12 years from seven square high school (Mira road) Mumbai. Forty subjects
were randomly selected for this study. The selected forty subjects were divided in to two equal groups one
was experimental group and other was control group having twenty subjects in each. The experimental
group under went training programme for 8 weeks, three days in a week (Monday, Wednesday, Friday) for
forty minutes in the morning. where as the control group did not attend the training programme. The pre test
and post test were conducted on the variables of vertical jumping ability, speed, agility and skill ability of the
subjects. The collected data were analyzed by using’t’ tesL The results revealed that the circuit training
program could improve the vertical jumping ability, speed, agility and skill ability of the volleyball players
aged 10 to 12 years aged.
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A STUDY OF EFFECT OF CIRCUIT TRAINING PROGRAMME ON
VERTICAL JUMPING ABILITY, SPEED, AGILITY AND SKILL ABILITY

OF VOLLEYBALL
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Introduction
Volleyball is a complex game ofsimple skills. A purely
rebound sport, volleyball is a game of constant motion.
Volleyball was invented in USA during the late 1 880s,
and is an Olympic sport since 1964. The first World
Championships were held in 1949 for men and in 1952
for women. Volleyball is one of the five biggest
international sports, and the FIVB (International
Volleyball Federation), including 218 affiliated national
federations, and is the largest international sport
federation in the world. Volleyball includes two
Olympic disciplines. Since the Atlanta Olympic
Games (1996).
Design Of The Study:
The Subjects selected for this study were boys
volleyball players aged 10 to 12 years Forty subjects

were randomly selected for this study. The selected
forty subjects were divided in to two equal groups
one was experimental group and other was control
group having twenty subjects in each. The
experimental group under went training programme
for 8 weeks, three days in a week (Monday,
Wednesday, Friday) for forty minutes in the morning
.where as the control group did not attend the training
programme. Pre test before the training and Post test
after the training were conducted on the variables of
vertical jump ing ability, speed, agility and skill ability
of volleyball players aged 10 to 12 years for the
experimental and control group.
Table 1: Comparison of Mean difference of
Experimental and Control Group on Selected
Variables and Skill ability of the Volleyball Players

Variables Experimental Group Control Group 
 Pre 

Mean 
Post 

Mean  
MD 't' Pre 

Mean 
Post 

Mean  
MD 't' 

Vertical jumping 
ability 

32.10 36.15 6.76 8.67 31.05 30.90 0.15 0.59 

Agility 11.60 11.20 0.88 5.19 11.58 1.58 0.00 0.03 
Speed 5.49 4.96 0.34 6.24 5.46 5.47 0.01 0.40 

Volleying skills 22.55 30.00 7.45 10.0 22.77 23.15 0.38 0.87 
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Result on the status of vertical jumping ability:
Result as Presented in table 1 revealed that Vertical
JumpingAbility ofExperimental Group of pre test
(mean 32.10, p<0.05) and post test (mean 36.15,
p<O.O5) Mean Difference 6.76 with 8.67’t’ value
could significantly increase the Vertical Jumping
Ability as compared to the Control Group of pre test
(mean 31.05, p>0.05) and post test (mean 30.90,
p>O.O5) Mean Difference 0.15 with 0.59’t’ value
has shown graphically in fig. 1..

Further the result revealed that circuit training could
improve the Vertical Jumping Ability of subjects
Result on the status of Agility:
Result as Presented in table 1 revealed that Agility
of the Experimental Group ofpre test (mean 11.60,
p<O.O5) and post test (mean 11.20, p<0.O5) Mean
Difference 0.88 with 5.1 9’t’ value could significantly
increase Agility as compared to the Control Group of
pre test (mean 11.58, p>0.O5) and post test (mean
11.58, p>0.O5) Mean Difference 0.00 with 0.03’t’
value has shown graphically in fig. 2. below..

Further the result revealed that circuit training could
improve the Agility ofsubjects Result on the status of
Speed
Result as Presented in table 4.1 revealed that Speed
of Experimental Group of pre test (mean 5.49,
p<O.O5) and post test (mean 4.96, p<O.05) Mean
Difference 0.34 with 6.24’t’ value could significantly
increase Speed as compared to the Control Group of
pre test (mean 5.46, p>0.O5) and post test (mean

Further the result revealed that circuit training could
improve the Speed of subjects. Result on the status
of Volleying Skill Ability
Result as Presented in table 4.1 revealed that
Volleying Skill Ability of Experimental Group of pre
test (mean 22.55, p<0.O5) and post test (mean 30.00,
p<O.O5) Mean Difference 7.45 with 1 0.O’t’ value
could significantly increase Volleying Skill Ability as
compared to the Control Group of pre test (mean
22.77, p>0.O5) and post test (mean 23.15, p>0.05)
Mean Difference 0.38 with 0.87’t’ value has shown
graphically in fig. 4. below.

Further the result revealed that circuit training could
improve the Volleying Skill Ability of subjects
Conclusion:
The data were analyzed by using that’ test as
suggested by Me Guigan for significance of
difference. While concluding, it may be stated that,
within the limits of the present study, selected circuit
training exercises contributed positively towards the
improvement of vertical jumping ability, speed, agility
and skill ability of volleyball players boys aged 10 to
12 years.

5.47, p>0.05) Mean Difference 0.01 with 0.40’t’ value
has shown graphically in fig. 3 below.
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1F[+ DIF"NFVM o
s!f VF VeIF;DF\ U]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\

:GFTS VG[ VG]:GFTS S1FFV[ VeIF;
SZTF AC[GMG[ lJQFI5F+ 5;\N SZJFDF\
VFJL CTLP

sZf VF VeIF; DF8[ U]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\
RF,TF TDFD VeIF;S|DMGL AC[GMG[
INrK 5âlTYL lJQFI5F+ TZLS[ 5;\N SZL
CTLP

s#f VF VeIF;DF\ XZLZ N/ VF\S D[/JJF
DF8[ lJQFI5F+MGL p\RF.4 JHG VG[ pDZG[
wIFGDF\ ,[JFDF \ VFJL CTLP

s$f lJQFI5F+MG[ GLR[ D]HAGF p\DZGF
H]YDF\ JC[\RLG[ VeIF; SZJFD\F VFjIM
CTMP sH]Yv! !( YL Z! JQF"f sH]YvZ o
ZZ YL Z5 JQF"f

s5f U]HZFT lJnF5L9GF TDFD lJEFUM VG[
TDFD XFBFVMDF\YL AC[GMG[ lJQFI5F+
TZLS[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP

DIF"NFVMo
s!f lJQFI5F+MGF HFlT lJQFIS TOFJT4 JFZ;M4
JFTFJZ64 VFCFZ 8[JM VG[ ;FDFlHSvVFlY"S
l:YlT4 lJQFI5F+MG] \ DFGl;S J,6 56 VF
lJQFIGL DIF"NF CTLP
pTS<5GFo
s!f :GFTS VG[ VG]:GFTS S1FFV[ VeIF; SZTL

AC[GMGF p\DZGF TOFJT D]HA XZLZ N/
VF\SDF\ 56 TOFJT HMJF D/X[P

VeIF;GF C[T]VMo
VF VeIF;GM C[T] U]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\

:GFTS VG[ VG]:GFTS S1FFGF TDFD
VeIF;S|DDF\ VeIF; SZTL AC[GMGM XZLZ N/

U]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\ VeIF; SZTF lJnFYL"VMGF XZLZVF\SU]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\ VeIF; SZTF lJnFYL"VMGF XZLZVF\SU]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\ VeIF; SZTF lJnFYL"VMGF XZLZVF\SU]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\ VeIF; SZTF lJnFYL"VMGF XZLZVF\SU]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\ VeIF; SZTF lJnFYL"VMGF XZLZVF\S
(emi) GM VeIF; GM VeIF; GM VeIF; GM VeIF; GM VeIF;
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VF\SGM VeIF; SZJFGM CTMP
lJQFI5F+MGL 5;\NULo

VF ;\XMWG VeIF; DF8[ U]HZFT
lJnF5L9GL TDFD XFBFVM VG[
VeIF;S|DMDF\ :GFTS VG[ VG]:GFTS S1FFV[
VeIF; SZTL lJnFYL"GLVM sAC[GMf G[ INrK
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_P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S TOFJT DF,]D 50[, CTMP
A\G[ H]YM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT CMJF KTF\ XZLZ
N/ VF\S 5|DF6YL A\G[ H]YMGM XZLZ N/ VF\S
IMuI K[P H[YL A\G[ H}YMGF lJQFI5F+MG]\ JHG
IMuI K[ V[J] ;FlAT YFI K[P IMuI JHG
CMJFG] \ SFZ6 lJQFI5F+GL XFZLlZS 5|J’lT4
VFCFZ8[JM4 :JF:YI VG[ VFZMuI 5|tI[GL
HFU'TTFG] ;FZ] \ 5|DF6 S[ JFZ;FUT 51F 56
CM. XS[ VG[ U]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\ ;\RF,SM4
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5|:TFJGF o
SM,D[GGF DT[ VF I]U H lR\TF VG[ lJS'lTVMGM
I]U KP H[YL DFGl;S ZLT[ ;\5]6" :J:Y CMI V[JL
jIlSTVM D/JL VF I]UDF\ D]xS[, K[P VD]S
jIlSTVMG] \  H DFGl;S :JF:YI ;FZ] HMJF
D/[ KP 5C[,FGF JBTGM 5|BZ ZFH5]~QF
RF6SIGF HLJGGM V[S 5|;\U K[P I]å RF,T] CT]\
tIZ[ SM. ;[JS[ VFJLG[ SCI]\4 DCFZFH TD[ H[G[ TDFZM
DFGM KM VG[ lJ`JF; D]SM KM V[ ;FYLVMV[ TDG[
NUM NLWM K[P N]xDGM ;FY[ D/L UIF K[P ,xSZ 56
T[DF \ ;FD[, K[P tIFZ[ RF6SI V[ V[SND
:J:Y lRT[ HF6[ SX] H AgI] G CMI T[ D5[,F ;[JS
;FD[ HM. AM<IF CTFP cALHF SM.G[ 56 N]xDG
;FY[ HJ]\ CMI TM DG[ KM0LG[ H. XS[ K[P 56
DFZL lC\DT VG[ ;FC; TM DFZL ;FY[ H K[ G[ V[ DG[
KM0LG[ HFI TM N]oB YFIc VF W{I" DGMA/ VG[
:J:YTF T[DGL 5F;[ CTL T[YL .lTCF; RF6SIG[
IFN SZ[ K[P
;\:S'lTGM JT"DFG I]U VtIFZ[ h05YL VF{nMlUSZ6
IF\l+SZ6 VG[ 5|F%I 5|FS 'lTS ;\XMWGMGF
DCTD ;\XMWG TZO 3;L ZCIM K[P VF V[S GJL
;FDFlHS 5|lS|IF K[P H[DF\ :5WF" ;\3QF" ;FDFlHS
DTE[N4 VFlY"S O]UFJM4 VFHLlJSFGL JWTL HTL
lS\DTM J:TLG]\ XC[ZM TZO :Y/F\TZ VG[ ;\I]ST
S]8]\AMG] lJ38G JU[Z[ E[UF D/LG[ V[JM V;\Ul9T
;DFH AGFJ[ K[ S[ H[DF\ VF56[ ZCLV[ KLV[P
DFGJLG[ VFH[ 5MTFGF DF8[ ;DI GYL VG[ VF
NM0WFDEZL lH\NULDF\ HM A[ 30L DF8[ T[ S.
AFCI ;FWGM HM0LG[ CQFM "<,F;G] JFTFJZ6
AGFJL ,[ TM 56 T[ V[S DM8F Z6DF\ bFH}ZGF
hF0GL H[D G U^I H ZC[ K[P DG]QIGF
5MTFGF &_ JQF"GL ;Z[ZFX pD\ZDF )_ lNJ; 56
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lJnF5L9 VG[ EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L B[,F0L EF.VMG[
lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\NUL SZJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP
VF ;\XMWG VeIF;DF\ !( YL Z( JQF"GL JIGF
H}YGF EF.VMG[ lJQFI5F+M 5;\NUL SZJFDF\
VFjIF CTFP
VF ;\XMWG VeIF;DF\ DFGl;S :JF:YIGF
5|DF6GM VeIF; SZJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP
DIF"NFVMo
lJnFYL"VMG[ V;Z SZTF S]NZTL 5lZA/M4 T[DGL
HLJGX{,L VG[ 8[JM4 ;FDFlHS JFTFJZ64 XFZLlZS
AFATM4 VFlY"S4 WFlD"S AFATM T[DH VgI
V;ZSFZS AFATM 5Z lGI\+6 SZL XSFI] G CT]P
;\XMWG 5|̀ GFJl,G[ S[8,LS DIF"NFVM K[ H[DF SNFR
lJQFI5F+MG[ 5]J"U|C VFJ[ TM T[ 5|lTlS|IF lGBF,;
VFJL XSTL GYL H[ V\lTD 5lZEFQFFDF\ O[ZOFZ
,FJL XSX[P VF VeIF;GL DIF"NFVM ZCL CTLP
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VF\TZ I]lGJl;"8L S1FFV[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, C[g0AM,
ZDTGF B[,F0L EF.VMGM DFGl;S :JF:YIDF\
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RELATIONSHIP OF SELECTED COORDINATIVE ABILITY TO

KHO-KHO PERFORMANCE
The purpose of this study was to invistigate the relationship of selected coordinative ability to Kho-Kho
performance. Methodology- Eighteen female Kho-Kho players who had played dl least up to state level
were randomly selected for this study. All the subjects reside in the city of Lucknow. There age ranged from
17-21 years. Result: Findings reveals that coordinative abilities - Reaction ability and Rhythm ability were
found significantly related to The kho-kho performance as their calculated Correlation Coefficient (r) were
0.66 and 0.54 respectively. Orientation ability, Differentiation ability and Balance ability were not found
significantly related to the kho-kho performance as their calculated Correlation Coefficient (r) were -0.05, -
0.01 and -0.34 respectively. The calculated Correlation Coefficient (r) are lower than the required value of
(r) 0.507 to be significant at 0.05 level of confidence.
Keywords:-coordinative abillty, kho-kho performance.

Introduction
Kho-Kho is another Indigenous game, which is said
to have had its origin in Akharas (the wrestling
schools) and Vyayamshalas (the health and fitness
clubs) in Maharashtra. References to a game like
kho-kho are found in the Hindu epics particularly
Mahabharata, were in it is stated that the  movement
of chariot during war and zigzag path adopted by
retreating soldiers is a reflection of the chain play
used in kho-kho as defensive tactics. This indicates
that even for recreation people must have played a
game kho-kho at the time of festivals like Holi or
Diwali.
Like any other recreational game, kho-kho continued
to be played by the rural folk and others without
uniformity in rules governing the game until the modern
era. kho-kho appeared in its present form with the
efforts of Shree Hanuman Vyayam Prasarak Mandal,
Baroda. The Akhil Maharashtra Sharirik Mandal
formed in 1928 also was instrumental in popularizing
this game even beyond the geographical realms of
Maharashtra. The Deccan Gymkhana at Poona also
played a very important role in giving proper shape
to the procedures and rules of kho-kho. The formation

of kho-kho federation of India in 1958 and its affiliation
with and recognition by the Indian Olympic association
a little letter gave kho-kho a national status. The
schools and colleges adopted it. Today khokho enjoys
popularity at par with other games and sports in the
country and even abroad. It is slowly spreading in
the neighboring countries like Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, and Pakistan.
The game of kho-kho requires minimum infrastructure
and equipments, but on the contrary requires a high
level of motor fitness and neuro-muscular coordination
in order to perform very complex movement of the
game. Speed and endurance are the demands of the
game with special reference to the other aspect of
coordinative ability.
Coordinative abilities are qualities of an organism to
coordinative separate elements of action in our
system to decide a concrete action task
coordinative abilities help in learning faster and also
to achieve high level of performance.
Material and Methods
Eighteen female Kho-Kho players who had played
at least up to state level were randomly selected for
this study. All the subjects reside in the city of
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The study was designed to investigate the “Effects of aerobic training and circuit resistance training on
selected motor ability components among school boys” For this 45 school boys students were selected
randomly from Subbiah Ambalam Matriculation Higher Secondary School, Karaikudi, Tamilnadu as subjects.
Their age ranged from 13 to 15 years. They were divided into three equal groups namely Experimental
Group I, Experimental Group I/and Control Group. In a week 5days the Experimental Group I underwent
Aerobic training, Experimental Group II underwent Circuit resistance training and Control Group was not
given any specific training. The following criterion variables were chosen namely, speed, leg explosive
power and agility. They assessed before and after the training period of 6 weeks. The analysis of covariance
was used to determine of any significant difference was present among the three groups of the dependent
variables. The study revealed that the selected on motor ability components were significantly improved due
to the influence of aerobic training and circuit resistance training.
Key words: 1.Aerobic training 2. Circuit resistance training 3. Speed 4. Leg explosive power 5. Agility 6.
ANOCA
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EFFECTS OF AEROBIC TRAINING AND CIRCUIT RESISTANCE

TRAINING ON SELECTED MOTOR ABILITY COMPONENTS AMONG
SCHOOL BOYS

Introduction
Training is a program of exercise designed to improve
the skills and increase the energy capacities of an
athlete for a particular event. Aerobic training is
designed to develop endurance as well as speed, leg
explosive power, agility in essential muscle groups. It
is an efficient training method in terms of gain made
in short time. Circuit training is a method of physical
conditioning that employed both apparatus resistance
training and calisthenics conditioning exercise. It
provides a means of achieving optimal fitness in a
systematized controlled fashion. Various fitness levels
are designated which leg explosive power, agility. In
this study an attempt is made to find out the “Effects
of aerobic training and circuit resistance training on
selected motor abilitytomponents among school boys”
Related Literature
Fett et al. (2009) conducted a study on Resisted
and aerobic exercises are recommended to reduce
weight and improve health, but which exercise

modality offers the best results is still unclear.
OBJECTIVE: The aims of this study were to
compare circuit weight training (CWT) with jogging
(JOGG) on multiple cardiovascular disease (CVD),
metabolic risk factors and fitness of overweight and
obese women (body composition, lipid profile, uric
acid, glucose, metabolic equivalent (MET), heart rate,
blood pressure, flexibility, resting energy expenditure
(REE) and nitrogen balance (NB)). METHODS: Fifty
women were randomly divided in two groups, but
only 26 finished it: CWT (n=14; 36+/-12 years old;
body mass index, BMI=32÷I-7 kg/m(2)) and JOGG
(n=12; 37+/-9; BMI=29+/-2). The first month of
training consisted of 60 mm x 03 days/week and the
second month of training consisted of 04 days/week
for both protocols and a dietary reeducation.
RESULTS: Both groups reduced total body mass,
fat body mass, BMI, plasma uric acid and increase
in MET (p<0.05); ther€ was no change in lean body
mass, REE and resting heart rate. CWT reduced total
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cholestero plasma triglycerides, NB and increased
flexibility; JOGG reduced waist/hip ratio, glucose,
systoli blood pressure, high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol, and increased the total cholesterol/high-
densil lipoprotein cholesterol ratio (p<0.05).
CONCLUSION: Both protocols improved CVD and
metabol risk factors. The CWT presented favorable
changes regarding lipid profile and flexibility; JOGG
glucose, waistlhip ratio and blood pressure. These
results suggest that resisted exercise combined with
aerobics should be considered for obese people.
Nevertheless, regarding some basal differences
between the groups, it was not possible to conclude
that changes were due to exercise type or intragroup
variability.
Methodology
Since the purpose of the study was to find out the
effects of aerobic training and circuit resistance
training on selected motor ability among school boys,
it was decided to select the untrained boy’s students
who were not participating in any of the games or
sports or in any special training or coaching
programme. However, they were allowed to
participate in their routine physical education classes
in the college. Since, during the period of training the
subjects were susceptible for changes due to growth;

it was decided to have one control group for the study.
For this purpose, forty five boy’s students, free from
deformities and ailments, were selected at random
by lot from Subbiah Ambalam Matriculation Higher
Secondary School, Karaikudi, Tamilnadu. The age
of the subjects ranged from thirteen to fifteen. The
subjects were randomly assigned equally to one of
the three groups in which group I acted as aerobic
training (n 15) group II underwent circuit resistance
training (n -15) and group Ill underwent control group
(n = 15). Measurement for the motor ability
components such as speed (50 mts run) leg explosive
power (standing broad jump) and agility (shuttle run)
were recorded at the beginning (pre-test), after six
weeks of the training. The selection of subjects and
assignment of treatment were at random. The subjects
were not equated in relation to the factors in which
they have been examined. Hence, the differences
among the means of pre-test have.to be taken into
account during the analysis of the post-test
differences among the means. This was achieved by
the application of analysis of covariance, where in
the final means were adjusted for the differences in
the critical means and the adjusted means were tested
for significance.
Results and Discussions

TABLE-I
Computation of Analysis of Co- Variance of Pre-Test, Post Test and Adjusted Post Test On

Speed of Three Groups
Means Aerobic 

training 
Circuit 

Resistance 
training 

Control 
Group 

S.V. S.S. df M.S. O.F. 

Pre- test 5.89 5.90 5.90 B 0.00092 2 0.00047 1.44 
W 0.01359 42 0.00032  

Post Test 5.80 5.78 5.89 B 0.11550 2 005775 86.33 
W 0.02809 42 0.00067  

Adjusted 
Protest 

5.80 5.78 5.90 B 0.11562 2 0.05781 85.13 
W 0.02784 41 0.00068  

 Table F — ratio = 3.22 at 0.05 level, df (2 and 42), (2
and 41) *significant Table - I shows the analyzed
data on Speed. The pre-test means of Speed were
5.89 for experimental group I 5.90 for experimental
group II and 5.90 for control group. The obtained ‘F’
ratio 1.44 was lesser than the table ‘F’ ratio 3.22.

Hence, the pre-test was insignificant at 0.05 level of
confidence for the degree of freedom 2 and 42. The
post test means were 5.80 for experimental group
15.78 for experimental group II 5.89 for control group.
The obtained ‘F’ ratio 86.33 was higher than the table
‘F’ ratio 3.22. Hence, the post test was significant at
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0.05 level of confidence for the degree of ireedom 2
and 42. The adjusted post test mean were 5.80 for
experimental group I 5.78 for experimental group II
and 5.90 for control group. The obtained ‘F’ 85.13

was higher than the table ‘F’ ratio 3.22. Hence the
post test was significant at 0.05 level of confidence
for the degrees of freedom 2 and 41 Therefore it is
proved that circuit resistance training has been better
than the other two groups.

TABLE -II
Computation Of Analysis Of Co-Variance Of Pre- Test, Post Test And Adjusted Post Test On

Leg Explosive Power Of Three Groups
Means Aerobic 

training 
Circuit 

Resistance 
training 

Control 
Group 

S.V. S.S. df M.S. O.F. 

Pre- test 1.56 1.56 1.56 B 0.00006 2 0.00003 0.13 
W 0.00885 42 0.00021 

Post Test 1.64 1.68 1.56 B 0.11937 2 0.05969 107.55 
W 0.02331 42 0.00055 

Adjusted 
Protest 

1.64 1.68 1.56 B 0.11788 2 0.05892 79.354 
W 0.02287 41 0.000 

 
Table F — ratio —3.22 at 0.05 level, df(2 and 42) (2
and 41)
*significant
Results of Leg Explosive Power
Table-III shows the analyzed data on Leg Explosive
Power. The pre-test means of leg explosive power
were 1.56 for experimental group 11.56 for
experimental group II and 1.56 for control group. The
obtained ‘F’ ratio 0.13 was lesser than the table ‘F’
ratio 3.22. Hence, the pre-test was insignificant 0.05
level of confidence for the degree of freedom 2 and
42. The post test means were 1.64 for experimental

group 11.68 for experimental group II and 1.56 for
control group. The obtained ‘F’ ratio 107.55 was
higher than the table ‘F’ ratio 3.22. Hence, the post
test was significant at 0.05 level of cocifidence for
the degree of freedom 2 and 42. The adjusted post
test mean were 1.64 for experimental group I 1.68
for experimental group II and 1.56 for control group.
The obtained F ratio 105.62 was higher than the table
‘F’ ratio 3.22. Hence the post test was significant at
0.05 level of confidence for the degrees of freedom
2 and 41. Therefore it is proved that circuit resistance
training has been better than the other two groups.

TABLE-III
Computation Of Analysis Of Co-Variance Of Pre-Test, Post Test And Adjusted Post Test On

Agility Of Three Groups
Means Aerobic 

training 
Circuit 

Resistance 
training 

Control 
Group 

S.V. S.S. df M.S. O.F. 

Pre- test 10.81 10.81 10.81 B 0.00001 2 0.00001 0.11 
W 0.00247 42 0.00006 

Post Test 10.79 10.73 10.81 B 0.05262 2 0.02631 60.44 
W 0.1828 42 0.00044 

Adjusted 
Protest 

10.79 10.73 10.81 B 0.05217 2 0.02609 59.08 
W 0.01810 41 0.00044 

 
Table F — ratio —3.22 at 0.05 level, df (2 and 42) (2 and 41)
*significant
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Results of Agility
Table - IV shows the analyzed data on Agility.
The pre-test means of Agility were 10.81 for
experimental group 110.81 for experimental
group II and 10.81 for control group. The
obtained ‘F’ ratio 0.11 was lesser than the table
‘F’ ratio 3.22. Hence, the pre-test was insignificant
at 0.05 level of confidence for the degree of
freedom 2 and 42. The post test means were 10.79
for experimental group 110.73 for experimental
group II and 10.81 for control group. The
obtained ‘F’ ratio 60.44 was higher than the table
‘F’ ratio 3.22. Hence, the post test was significant
at 0.05 level of confidence for the degree of
freedom 2 and 42. The adjusted post test mean
were 10.79 for experimental group I 10.73 for
experimental group II and 10.81 for control group.
The obtained’t’ 59.08 was higher than the table
‘F’ ratio 3.22, Hence the post test was significant
at 0.05 level of confidence for the degrees of
freedom 2 and 41. Therefore it is proved that
aerobic training has been better than the other two
groups.
Conclusions
From the analysis of data the following
conclusions were drawn. There was a significant
difference among aerobic training and circuit
resistance training on selected motor ability
components of school boys. There was a
significant improvement on speed due to circuit
resistance training and aerobic training
programmes. However, the improvement was in
favor of circuit resistancq training. There was a
significant improvement on leg explosive power
due to circuit resistance training and aerobic
training programmes. However the improvement
was in favor of circuit resistance training. There
was a significant improvement on agility due to
circuit resistance training and aerobic training
programmes. However the improvementwas in
favor of circuit resistance training.
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In the modern world which is technically advanced and developing more and more by leaps and bounds in
the shortest span of time, there is great need of considering the personality and characteristics of the
individuals and the sports persons specially to get the surprising and convincing results. These characteristics
may include anything pertaining to the need of the game and in the case of gymnastics; the motor abilities
and kinanthropometric variables have no match and are placed much higher among the individual
characteristics.Among these characteristics having great chances to improve the performance, the
identification of the traits is of Keg Value so as to let it grows or to get it nurture. The findings of the present
study will immense values in the of physical education and sports, particularly in the field of gymnastics. The
study can be used as helpful test for coaches, physical trainers and for preparing the gymnasts for competitive
gymnastics. The comparison of MotorAbilities elements as possessed by gymnasts, performing at different
level, whether it may be at inter college, state or at inter University level of participation will help the
coaches, trainers and gymnasts to got knowledge to the extent of developing each item and eve,y components
of motor fitness as required at a particular level, contraiy to this their training schedule for competitive
gymnastics at different levels of participation may be prepared according to the motor fitness or abilities;
qualities possessed by gymnastis. Preparing for the competition.The Kinanthropometric variables may be
used as a fool for the selection of gymnast according to event in which gymnast can excel. The selectors
may use these variables as a directional tool for gymnasts for the particular events and for the performance
at different levels. The field of Kinanthropometry, physical and motor fitness area is of a great importance
for further development of gymnastic games and sports.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MOTOR ABILITY AND

KINANTHROPOMETRIC VARIABLES OF GYMNASTS AT DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF PARTICIPATION

Introduction
A spyridon Lewis builds Olympic winning endurance
by chasing his sheep across Greece Hills” with an
increased Scientific knowledge of sports, the trail and
error method and application of guessing become less
than adequate in preparing high level sportsman for
competition. In the modern scientific age, in every
field of human endeavour systematic objective and
scientific procedures are followed in accordance with
principles based upon experience, understanding and
application of knowledge of science. The field of
games and sports is no exception to this as sports
have developed into a distinct scientific discipline in
itself and each nation is trying to produce top class
sportsman to win laurals in the international

competitions. Scientific investigations and assessment
of factors underlying performance in sports are one
of the most important achievements of the present
century. The physical activities and sports have also
become an ever expanding and coming up through
development of new techniques based on research.
Science like physiology, psychology, bio mechanics
and kinanthropometry have taken a place as one of
the best means of underlying a sportsman’s
performance and helping in giving better performance.
But all over the world, physical educators and sports
trainers, and coaches are facing their greatest
challenge in handling problems in scientific way that
is to give their sportsman. Proper progressive
guidelines based on scientific approach which mean
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for desired results.
Modern gymnastics are entirely different than what
were used to be in ancient period. The word gymnastic
has been derived from the Greek. Word Gymnos’
meaning Nude, reflecting the  practice of Greeks to
Participate unclothed and hence the gymnastic literally
means the Naked’ art (John H. 1982). The scope of
gymnastics in ancient Greek was so wide that every
sports activity was known as Gymnastics, even
wrestling, running, throwing etc. were part of
gymnastics (Tatlow 1978). In ancient Greece the
Gymnastic so popular that no education was having
worth unless gymnastics and music are with them.
This is mentioned by plato in his book The Republic’
even the girls and women were also given gymnastics
training in some of the state in ancient Greece (Tatlow
p. 1978).
Gymnastics apparatus were specially designed and
developed by John’s and his Pupils such as John first
Horizontal bar was made of from the branch of one
Oak Tree. In this way, John has opened the first sports
ground in Germany called as ‘Hasenheide” in Berlin
under the name “Art of Gymnastics in Society”. This
sports ground in Hasenheide were having Running
Track, a jumping pit and apparatus for Climbing,
Wooden Horse, Parallel Bars, Horizontal Bar and
Balancing Beam. John with EISELBEN has published
his well know book. “The German Art of Gymnastics”
in 1816 (a Bormann 1972) with all such efforts.
Gymnastics has become one of the most spectacular
sports in all over the world. The Art of Gymnastics
needs a exceptional skill to performance,
extraordinary stamina, presence of mind, lot of
courage and above all body equilibrium with mind
and body bringing about a synthesis and harmony of
mental and physical aspects to compose poetry in
gymnastics. It’s help the modern youth to develop
Tremendous Physical capacity and made him more
competitive in nature. At present Gymnastics are
being performed on various apparatus like Pommel
Horse, Roman Rings vaulting Horse, Parallel bar,
horizontal bar along with floor exercises to obtain
optimum efficacy on these apparatus and floor
gymnasts has to achieve a very high level of physical
and physiological fitness. Therefore it is essential that

physical educators should be aware of the extent to
which each of these variables are contributing more
to have excellent performance in gymnastics.
Gymnastics are being influenced by many factors.
Such as techniques, tactics, Physiologist. Motor
fitness aspects and physique characteristics etc.
These variables play a vital role in achieving top level
performance in different sports discipline. The Motor
Fitness and Physical Fitness and the best Training of
Individual are other important factors to achieve a
high level international standard.
Encyclopedia Britannica (1989) gymnastics sports
involve physical exercises specifically systematic and
usually rhythmic exercises (Calisthenics) and
performance on ring bar and other apparatuses to
promote strength suppleness, agility, co-ordination and
body control.
Gymnastics is strength endurance dominating sports.
A gymnast has to include a least 12 elements
(Movement in his exercise on each apparatus except
vaulting table. Strength endurance is required to
perform 12 elements continuously in which a gymnast
has to apply lot of strength for executing each
elements. The execution of 12 elements require
strength; take approximately 30 seconds on each of
the four apparatus and 50 to 70 seconds on floor
exercises. Explosive power comes in to play when a
single movement is performed. The execution of vault
on the table is determined by explosive take off and
explosive push off.
Gymnastics is a technical sport in which high level of
performance can be evaluated on the basis of different
complicated elements on various apparatus and
performance of such technical elements a large extent
on the level of kin anthropometry and physical
abilities. The two variables are required for advanced
performance in gymnastics.
Motor Fitness also referred as Preparedness for
performing big muscle activity without undue fatigue
and is composed of muscular strength, endurance,
cardiovascular endurance. power flexibility
coordination, balance speed and agility, It is generally
judged by performance, which is based on a
composite of many factors. These are the factors on
most fitness tests attempt to measure and therefore
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such tests are called motor fitness test. They include
at least average in a  wide variety of fundamental.
Motor activities such as balance, flexibility; agility
strength and endurance. They also include at least
average skill in basic skills of running I jumping
throwing and climbing.
Methodology
The present study is a survey type study in which the
survey were conducted on the gymnasts participating
at different levels of competitions. To achieve the
objective of the study the investigator has planned
the entire process of the work in term of research
design which is presented systematically under
following way
Sample of the Study:
In the present study, the gymnasts performing at
different level of competitions were taken as subjects
of the study where a total of 120 subjects i.e. 30
National, 30 inter University, 30 inter- college level
and 30 state level were surveyed for collecting the
data. The subjects were male in the age group of 18-
24 years belong to Haryana State specially of
Kurukshetra of the university and its affiliated colleges
and nearby Distt. Coaching Centres.
The random sampling technique was utilized to collect
the required date of the subject. The participants were
keenly examined and tested.
The data were collected during the period of Sept.
2009 to Dec. 2009. The players were contacted at
Distt. Gymnastic Training Center of Ambala,
Kurukshetra, Panchkula and Yamuna Nagar during
Inter College held at Kurukshetra in the University
Campus in the month of Nov.2009.
In this study the investigator 120 male Gymnasts
belongs to Haryana were selected as Subjects of the
study which was planned to analyse the motor ability.
(Motor fitness) and kinanthropometric variables. The
investigator has examined the gymnastic abilities of
each player. The gymnastic ability was judged by the
judges rating scale. After observation of gymnastic
ability the gymnasts appeared for following
kinanothropometric measurements and Motor ability
tests applied to collect the data.
Kinanthropometric Variables
1. Age, 2. Body Weight
Linear Measurements

Height, Total arm length, Total leg length
Body Circumference (Girth)
Upper Arm, Fore arm, thigh and Calf circumferences
Bone Diameters
Elbow, wrist, knee, Ankle Diameters
Skin Fold Measurements
Biceps skin fold, triceps, sub scapular Suprailliac,
thigh and calf skin fold.
All 21 Selected Kinanthropometric Variables were
taken for th.e investigation.
Motor Fitness Components
Speed, Muscular (Abolomical) strength, Endurance,
Agility Strength and Explosive Power.
To compare the groups, the investigator has divided
120 male gymnasts into four groups according to their
level of performance i.e. inter college, State
interversity and national. The grouping was made after
examining their performance level given by the
subject than selves who was duly verified from the
record of Distt. State Association, Inter College &
Inter University Level Verification from their
respective colleges and University - Sports
Directorates
Tools Used
1. To measure kinanthropometric variables

anthropometric complete set manufactured
byAnand Agencies Pune available in G.N. Khalsa
College Sports Science lab. These are standard
equipment used by research scholar in India in
various bodies.

2. Diameter: were taken with the help of vernier
caliper and anthropometric compass.

3. The Large Skin fold caliper was used to Measure
the skin fold thickness.

4. Standard’s stop watch, weighing machine,
standard steel tape etc. duly approved by Govt.
of India for Measuring time distance and body
weight.

5. All the kinanthropometric measurement were
taken to the left grade of the individual on the
standard techniques described for each
measurement by Weiner and Laurie (1969).

6. All the measurements were recorded to the
nearest of centimeter, millimeters and 1/j0t of the
second.
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Speed 

Muscular Strength 

Endurance 

Agility 

Strength 

Explosive Power (Leg) 

 50> and sprint. 

Bent Knee Sit Ups. 

Hold half push up. 

Shuttle Run. 

Medicine ball put (Shoudrad arm 

Sargent Jump (Vertical Jump) 

 

In addition to above instruments the following tests were used to measure motor ability (Motor Fitness).

*Test Procedure
At first personal data regarding name, age level of
participation, height and weight were collected with
the help of performa prepared by the investigator
himself.
In the first phase, the investigator and his panel of
judges recorded the overall gymnastic ability of
gymnasts. which was judged in a competitive game
situation i.e. inter college, Gymnastic Championship,
Distt. and State Gymnastic Championship along with
Interversity and National Championship held at
Faridabad, Kurukshetra, Yamuna Nagar, Ambala and
Rohtak. The players were being observed by the
panel of judges in the game situations by the panel of
judges and were recorded by the investigator.
The investigator with the help of his team colleagues
i.e. coaches, and physical educators with their help
they measure the selected kinanthropometric
measurements in the second phase in the third and
final phase the motor fitness (ability) was measured
with the help of test battery given in the proceeding
para’s and collected the data accordingly.
Statistical Design
To confirm and compared the subject were divided
into four groups and their data of kinanthropometric
measurements and motor ability test were compelled
and applied the techniques of analysis of variance
and also critical ratio to know the difference on
gymnasts. The level of significance to check and
significant difference was set on 0.01 of level.
It was revealed from the table that gymnastic
abilitie(of that the national level appeared to be
significantly better than the inter college, state and
interkrsity, level gymnasts. This indicates that National
level plays have more experience of performing
gymnastic. These results may be denoted that national

level players are better in gymnastic because of their
experince and more participation in the competitions.
The table 3 also reveals that analysis and
interpretation of data related to Gymnasts of different
levels and their Kinanthropometry measurements viz,
age, weight, height, arm length, leg length upper -
arm circumference; fore arm along with elbow, wrist,
knee ankle diameters and skinfolds, biceps, calf, thigh
sub scapular and suprailiac skinfold were considered
which is indicated in the table 1.3
Anova of Gymnasts of Different levels of
performance and kinanthropometric measurement.
Degree of Freedom 3. Between groups and 116 within
groups.
Data given in table 3 depicts that there were
significant difference in Kinanthropometric variables
between different levels of gymnasts as the
calculated F value of most of variables were found
higher than tabulated value 2.68 with 3 and 116
Degree of Freedom. Only thigh circumference at Sr.
No. 9 will not found significant at 0.05 or 0.01 level.
Motor fitness of Gymnasts at different levels of
performance
For testing of motor fitness components, the gymnasts
(subjects) appeared in a few selected motor fitness
components viz, speed, strength endurance. Agility
and explosive power for each. of the standard test
items to measure the performance in each of the
components. The investigator has made all possible
efforts to find out the difference in selected variables
among all the four levels of performance of gymnasts
on motor ability by computing one way analysis;
where the difference found significance.
Anova of Gymnasts for different levels of
performance and motor fitness components.
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Main Findings
The main findings of the study based on analysis and
interpretation of data. The main findings were stated
below:
Kinanthropometry Variables
1.The age is found more in National and
Interuniversity gymnasts than those of inter collegeate
and state level. The findings of the study show that
age has a significant contribution in improving the
gymnastic ability carter (1968) also studied and
reported on female runner in the Track and field were
higher in their chronically age than the lower
performance group through. She also found the higher
performance groups of swimmers having a lower age
as compare with high age of other games. This also
associated with the time needed to develop the
necessity of physique; physical, physiological and
psychological quality and the level of performance
of optimal level is achieved of higher age. This
generally develops in 18 to 24 years age as the
optimum capacity of cardio-responding system and
other physiological condition of the male gymnasts.
II. The linear measurement i.e. height, weight
along with arm length, leg length, shoulder, hip and
knee diameters, hip and calf girth contributes
maximum in gymnastics abilities. Here again there is
significant difference between four groups of male
gymnasts. The National and inter level players have
been found little better and lighter than the inter
college, state level. Gymnasts. There is a greater
degree of contribution of leg and arm length in
gymnastic ability of gymnasts. The performance in
gymnastic mainly depends on the frequent leg and
arm movement as it helps to complete elements. On
each apparatus and on floor. Stronger upper extremity
is required for faster propulsion of the body on
apparatus in gymnastics. The findings of the study
upper arm, fore arm, circumference reveal that their
is significantly difference between National
Interversity Gymnasts than State and Inter College.
The circumference of National Level gymnasts are
found significantly greater than other groups.
Similarly, results also reveals that circumference of
the calf, thigh, muscle that high performance groups
i.e. National and Intervarsity Level groups is

significantly better than lower group i.e. inter college
and state
A significant knee diameter, ankle elbow diameters
were found among alt the groups. Elbow, wrist and
ankle diameter were found greater of the high
performance group when it is compared with the
other low performance group. The result indicate that
stronger diameter elbow wrist knee and ankle are
required in order to perform well on apparatus in
gymnastics. The training which attain by gymnast thus
to improve strength and speed of the leg muscles
and also strengthen and increase the thickness of arm
bones which is the greater in demand in gymnastics.
This also jointly required along degree. Loading on
knee joint, stronger knee joints makes the players to
bear greater degree of load. The results pertaining to
diameter of the body parts to support the established
the mechanical advantages. Further, high
performance groups when compared with the other
performance group has been found to possess
significant amount of biceps triceps, sub scapular
supra iliac, thigh and calf skin fold. The national and
interversity gymnasts have a high amount of skin fold
that leads to greater body mass (fat mass). The
greater size in broader dimensioning due to greater
body measurement give a greater degree of
resistance. This resistance help the gymnast to make
a proper balance on the apparatus and floor during
the presentation of gymnastic exercise.
-Motor Ability in Gymnastic
The findings of the study reveals that various motor
findings components such as speed (50 years push
abdominal strength (bent knee sit ups) muscular
endurance hold a half push up, agility shuttle run.
Shoulder strength four Pound Medicine ball put and
explosive power vertical jump. Should collective
significance towards the performance of gymnasts
of different levels in gymnastic abilities. These can
be interpreted through the facet that the varies motor
fitness components leads to the development of higher
level of gymnastic abilities.
Keeping in view the above discussion it is concluded
that some selected kinanthropometric variables i.e.
height, length of arm and leg diameters circumference
and skin fold of biceps, triceps etc. have positive and
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significant contribution at higher level of performance
in gymnastics, whereas at inter college and state level
have little positive and significant contribution with
Motor Fitness. The result of the present investigation
as discussed here are completely supported by other
similar studies conducted by scientists Clark 1967,
Baecke (1964), Lianback (1966), Hoftman (1971),
Malhotra & Associates (1982), Berg (1989), William
and Associates (1991) Matsura (1992) Sodhi and
Sidhu (1994), Kansal, Chauhan, G.S. Bhalla (2003)
Conclusion
The significance difference exists in
Kinanthropometric variables i.e. height, weight,
length, arm length, leg lengths, wrist, elbow shoulder
hip knee and ankle diameters; should; upper arm chest
abdomen, hip, thigh and calf girths, biceps, triceps,
sub scapular, suprailliac thigh and calf skin fold etc.
The National, interversity, State and Inter College
level. Gymnasts. Significantly differ in
kinarithropometric i.e. & Motor fitness. The National
and Interversity level group were found significantly
better statistically in all kinanthropometric
measurement and motor abilities than the lower
groups of gymnast.
Suggestion and Recommendations
The study is very promising especially in contact to
Northern India where gymnastics is still in its infancy
with regard to far state like Tamilnadu and
Maharashtra to the Gymnastic Standards.
The investigator in his humble effort could undertaken
to find out the significant difference in
Kinanthropometric measurements and motor ability.
Components and gymnastic abilities of gymnasts. The
investigator could not control few factors which might
have affected the results of the body. The investigator
is of the opinion that the future researches in this
field can use these results to have a better problem
related to gymnastics.
Comparison with other sports activities can also be
undertaken into account. This investigation can help
the coaches, physical education teacher advisory
bodies, sports personnels, and gymnasts themselves
which prepare and selects different teams of Distt.
State, Inter College, Participate in different gymnastic
competitions and provide training accordingly.
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Studies suggest that certain soccer drills improves physical conditioning. However, it remains debatable
whether soccer drills can provide sufficiently unified exercise intensity among different players and on
repetition of a drill, because movement patterns cannot be externally controlled during soccer drills. Good
reliability and low variability of exercise intensity would enable all players to receive an appropriate training
stimulus. The purpose of this study was to investigate inter-subject variability and intra-subject reliability in
exercise intensity during soccer drills. It was hypothesized that soccer drills that involve the highest exercise
intensities would demonstrate the lowest inter-subject variability and the highest intra-subject reliability.
Heart rates of 20 professional soccer players were recorded during a range of soccer training drills. The
drills consisted of 2 vs. 2 to 8 vs. 8 normal scoring games and 2 further possession games. Heart rate
responses were examined for variability, reliability, and suitability for soccer endurance training. Coefficients
of variation across players were less than 3% for all drills. Paired t-tests showed no significant differences
in heart rate on repetition of the drills and 95% ratio limits of agreement were 1.8-3.8%. There were no
significant correlations between exercise intensity and the statistical measures of variability and reliability.
Several drills produced exercise intensities suitable for soccer endurance training with mean heart rate
responses ranging from 87-91% HRmax. Soccer drills such as those used in the present study appear to be
an adequate substitute for physical training without the ball and thus provide simultaneous skill and fitness
training. The increase in training time spent developing technical ability and/or a reduction in total training
time required may be useful for soccer teams.
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SOCCER TRAINING DRILLS AND ENDURANCE IMPROVEMENT

Introduction
Endurance capacities of soccer players have been
traditionally trained using running drills without a ball.
A major reason for this was that soccer games were
not believed to provide sufficient exercise intensity
to effectively improve the physiological mechanisms
important in soccer endurance. However, recently
researchers have observed exercise intensities
deemed appropriate for soccer endurance training
during various small sided soccer games. A remaining
obstacle concerning the use of soccer drills for
endurance training relates to the variability of training
load between individuals and on repetition of a drill.
Traditional running drills (without a ball) allow precise
control of work intensity by specifying the rate at
which distances are covered or by using feedback
from heart rate monitoring. On the contrary,
movements in soccer drills are sporadic and cannot

be externally controlled. High intensity soccer drills
generally require more continuous involvement in play,
resulting in movement patterns that are less tactical-
zonal. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to
investigate inter-subject variability and intra-subject
repeatability in exercise intensity during soccer drills.
Experimental Approach to the Problem
Each soccer drill was administered twice and then
was examined for inter-subject variability and intra-
subject reliability of heart rate responses. The
exercise intensity of each drill also was compared
with current recommendations in the literature
regarding suitability for soccer endurance training.
Subjects
Twenty soccer players from Haryana Young Club
(HYC) volunteered for the study. Mean age, height,
and body mass were 20.3 (±4.3) years, 172.6 (±6.8)
cm, and 72.2 (±4.7) kg. All participants were familiar
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with all procedures used prior to the study.
Procedures
In the 2-week period before the first training drill was
administered, maximal heart rates for each player
were established using an incremental maximum
heart rate field test and were confirmed its a maximal
Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance Test, both described
by Bangsbo.
Participants took part in the training drills as part of
their normal training. To maximum effort participants
were informed of the drill structure and the
simultaneous aims of skill and fitness training.
Participants were asked to maintain their normal diet,
which emphasized high fluid and carbohydrate
intakes.
The soccer training drills used were involve a
moderate-to-high work intensity and are shown in
Table 1.
TABLE-1
Characteristics of Soccer Drills used as training
sessions

Drill 
2v2 

Structure 
4x2mun, 
2-munrestperiods 

Pitch  
dimensions  
(yds) 
30x20 

3 v3 
4 v 4 

4x3 mm, 1.5-
minrestperiods 
5 x 3.5 mm, 2-mm 
rest periods 

40x30 
50 x 30 

5 v 5 
6 v6 

3 x 5 mm, I .5-mm 
rest periods 
3 x6 miii, 1.5-
minrestperiods 

55 x 30 
60 x40 

8 v 8 
5 v 5 pr* 

3 x 10 mm, 1.5-
mm rest periods 
5 x 2 mm, 2-mm 
rest periods 

70 x45 
60 x 35 

6 x 6 pr 5 x 2 mm, 2-mm 
rest periods 

65 x 30 

 *pr - Pressure half switch
All normal games (ranging from 2 v 2 to 8 v 8) involved
goalkeepers with normal scoring rules. Pressure half-
switch games involved pressurizing a team within one
half of a pitch and, on gaining possession, switching
play to the opposite half of the pitch. It was ensured
that there were minimal stoppages in play during all
drills by maintaining an abundance of soccer balls

around the pitch and encouraging quick restarts in
play. All drills took place in the morning. Repetition
of the drills for reliability measures usually took place
within 2 weeks of the initial drill. However, for 1 drill
(5 v 5) there was a 4-week period between the 2
repetitions of the drill. Heart rate was monitored
telemetrically using 5-second intervals during the
drills. Mean percentage of maximum heart rate (%
HRmax) during the working periods was calculated
for each participant during each drill. Rest periods
between exercise bouts were excluded from the
analysis.
Statistical Analyses
Inter-individual variability in the heart rate response
to each drill was quantified. using the coefficient of
variation (standard deviation divided by the mean,
expressed as a percentage). Intraindividual reliability
of the heart rate response to each drill was assessed
using the ratio limits of agreement method and 2-
tailed paired t-tests. Pearson correlation analysis was
performed to examine the relationships between
exercise intensity of the different drills (% HRmax)
and the various statistical results from the variability
and reliability analyses. All data analyses were
performed using SPSS.
Results
For the 20 participants, HRmax was 194±6.7 b/mm.
The highest % HRmax was observed in response to
the 2 vs. 2 drills, with a gradual reduction in % HRmax
as the number of players and the pitch size increased
(for the normal-sided games).
Relationships of Variability and Reliability Statistics
with Exercise Intensity The Pearson correlation
between the mean soccer drill exercise intensities
(% HRmax) and the inter-individual coefficients of
variation of % HRmax for the different drills was r=
-0.17 (p = 0.68). The correlation between mean
exercise intensity and the intra-individual 95% error
limits of % HRmax for the different drills was r = -
0.54 (p = 0.16). The correlation between mean
exercise intensity and the p values from the t-tests
for comparisons of % HRmax during repetitions of
the different drills was r = -0.23 (p = 0.58). Thus,
there were no significant relationships between
exercise intensity of the different drills and the various
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statistical results from the variability and reliability
analyses.
Discussion
The low coefficients of variation (all less than 3%)
demonstrate only small differences in heart rate
responses between players in each of the training
drills used. Hoff et al have reported similar low
variability (standard deviation) values during a  small-
sided game. Good reliability will again aid in a  unified
training load for all subjects and will allow for the
provision of a progressive training load over time.
Using the ratio limits, the preferred method of
assessing reliability in the sports sciences, it would
be appropriate from our results to state that all the
soccer drills tested show good reliability. Correlation
analysis showed no significant relationship between
soccer drill exercise intensity and the various
measures of variability and reliability. Therefore, the
hypothesis that soccer drills which elicit higher
exercise intensities will result in the most unified
exercise intensities cannot be supported from our
data. This may be due to the relatively small range of
exercise intensities observed during the soccer drills
we have used (3.3% HRmax). A more significant
relationship may emerge if soccer drills with a greater
range of exercise intensities were used. The various
soccer drills tested appear to demonstrate sufficiently
good reliability and low variability of exercise intensity
for effective use when training groups of soccer
players. To be useful as an endurance training mode,
in addition to having consistent and repeatable work
intensities, a soccer drill should produce exercise
intensities that are deemed appropriate for soccer
endurance development. Several drills examined in
the present study elicited heart rates between 90 and
95% HRmax (2 v 2, 3 v 3,4 v 4, and 6 v 6 pressure
half switch) and therefore, are potentially suitable for
improving VO2max. Training intensities at the
‘individual anaerobic threshold’ (85-90% HRmax;)
appear to be effective in improving lactate threshold
parameters, with well-trained athletes probably
requiring greater exercise intensities than moderately
trained or sedentary individuals. The heart rate
responses of the 5 v 5, 6 v 6, 8 v 8, and 5 v 5 pressure
half switch drills, were indicative of exercise

intensities suitable for improving ‘threshold’
parameters.
Conclusion
The findings of the present study suggest that a
number of soccer training drills elicit consistent heart
rate responses to allow optimized group physical
training. Furthermore, the heart rate responses
indicate the drills were performed at intensities
considered suitable to produce the physiological
adaptations required for soccer endurance.
Consequently, soccer drills such as those used here
may be useful as a substitute for at least some of the
physical training typically conducted without the ball,
and thus provide simultaneous skill and fitness training.
The increase in training time spent actually using a
football and, or a reduction in total training time
required may be useful for elite and non-elite soccer
teams.
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lJlEgG EFQFF ;FlCtIMDF\ VFNFG 5|NFGGL
5|lS|IF lGZ\TZ RF<IF SZTL CMI K[P
VG]JFN5|J'lT l;JFI SM.56 EFQFF
;FlCtI 5F\U/] Y. HFIP U]HZFTL  ;FlCtIG[
;DY"  ;FlCtISFZMGL ;FY[ ;FY[ ;DY" VG]JFNSM
D?IF\ K[ V[ V[G] \  ;NEFuI K[P U]HZFTL
EFQFFv ;FlCtIG] \ VFNFG5|NFG VG[S
EFZTLI VG[ lJN[XL EFQFFv ;FlCtIM ;FY[
;TT YT]\ ZCI]\ K[P VCL U]HZFTLvA\UF/L
EFQFF  ;FlCtIGF VFNFG5|NFG V\U[ lJX[QF
l8%5TL SZJFGM p5S|D K[P
V[S JFT VtI\T :5Q8 K[ S[ VFNFG5|NFGGL VF
5|lS|IF DNCV\X[ V[SDFUL" ZCL K[P A\UF/LDF\YL
U]HZFTLDF\ H[ VFNFG YI] K[ V[GL
;ZBFD6LDF\ HIMlTD"I NT ;\5FlNT
cS,STFc ;FDlIS[ U]HZFTL ;FlCtIGM lJX[QFF\S
5|U8 SZ[,M H[DF\ lJlEgG :J~5GL S[8,LS
U]HZFTL S'lTVM 5|:T]T YI[,L VG[ U]HZFTL
;FlCtI lJX[ A\UF/LDF\ S [8,FS  ,[BM
K5FI[,FP G[XG, A]S 8=:8[ SYFEFZTL V\TU"T
IXJ\T X]S, VG[ VlGZ]â A|CDE8' ;\5FlNT
U]HZFTL JFTF "VMG] ;\5FNG 5|U8 SZ[,P
HIMlTNF;[ T[GM A\UF/L VG]JFN cU]HZFTL
U<5U]rKc GFDYL SIM" K[P !)(Z DF\ 5|U8
YI[, VF 5]:TSG] \ RMY] \  D]ã6 .P;P
!))& DF\ 5|U8 YI] \  K[P
HM. XSFI V[J] \  K[ S [ AUF/L ;FlCtIG[
VF56]\ 5|NFG GlCJT K[P VFGL 5FK/GF
SFZ6MDF\ A\UF/L 5|HFGL U]Z]TFU\|lY4 pEI
;FlCtI5[|DLVMGL pNF;LGTFJ'lT JU[Z[ U6FJL
XSFIP HIFZ[ A\UF/L ;FlCtIDF\YL VFNFGGL
AFATDF\ pt;FCL ZCIF\ KLV[P A\UF/L
;FlCtIDF\YL lEgGlEgG lJQFIMGF\ 5]:TSM
U]HZFTLDF\ VG]lNT SZJFG] \  SFD
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U]HZFTL vA\UF/L EFQFF

GFZFI6 C[DR\ãYL X~ YFI K[P  V[DGL
VFtDSYF 5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ .P;P!(()
5C[,F \ V[D6[ A\UF/LDF\YL lEgG lEgG
lJQFIGF 5RF; p5ZF\T 5]:TSMGM U]HZFTLDF\
7FG5|RFZ VY[“ VG]JFN SIM" CTMP V[D6[
VG]JFN SZ[, S'lTVMDF\ c;LTFZ JGJF;c
cVFI"SLlT"c4 cU\UFUMlJ\Nl;\Cc4 cA|FCDWD"c4
cEFZTvDlC,F clJQFJ'1Fc4 cVz]DTLc4
c5]Z]lJS|Dc4 cS'Q6SFgTG]\ JL,c JU[Z[ ;DFlJQ8
K[P GFZFI6 C[DR\ãGL EFQFF BLRl0IF AGL
CTLP V[DG[ DG EFQFFG] \  DCtJ GCMT] \
V[8,[ V[DGF VG]JFNM lS,Q8 VG[ N}AM"W AGL
UIF K[P
WD" VG[ ;]WFZFG]\ s;DFHf 5|J'lTG]\ V[ V[S
RF,S A/ AG[ KP V[ 5|JlT V\U[ N[J[gN=GFY
9FS]ZGF 5]:TSM S[XJR\ã ;[G S'T cElSTIMUc
VG[ c5[ |Dc4 A\LSDR\ã ZlRT cWD"TtJc4
cS'Q6RlZ+c4 c,MSZC:Ic4 lJlJW 5|A\WP
SD,FSFgT[Z 5ZDC\; VG[ :JFDL lJJ[SFG\NGF
5]:TSM 56 U]HZFTLDF\  pTZ[ KP DF
VFGgNDILGL HgdXTFlaN lGlDT[ T[DGF lJQF[G]
56 DM8FEFUG] \ ;FlCtI U]HZFTLDF\
pTZL ZCI] \ K[P
WD"GL 5[9[ ZFQ8=JFN[ 56 VG]JFN5|J'lTG[ J[U
VF%IM K[P A\UF/GF lJ%,JJFNLVMGL VF5JLTL
VG[ lJ%,JJFNG[ ,UTF 5]:TSM U]HZFTLDF\
pTIF" K[P V[DF p5[gãGFY A\NM5FwIFIG] \
clGJF"l;T[Z VFtDSYFc4 DClQF" VZlJ\N ZlRT
cSFZFJF;GL SCFGLc p<,[BGLI K[P GU[gãGFY
R8M5FwIFI S'T cZFHFZFDDMCGZFIc G] \
RlZ+4 ZJLgãGFY RlZ+ ZlRT cHLJG:D'lTc
VG[ cK[,[A[,F\c l1FlTDMCG ;[GS'T cTFG;[Gc
.‘JZR\ã lJnF;FUZG]\ RlZ+ 56 GM\W5F+
K[P
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U\ELZ lR\TG5|J6 U\|YMDF\ XXLE}QF6 ;[G
S'T cSD"1F[+c ZJLgãGFY ZlRT c;DFHc4 c:JN[Xc4
clX1FFc4 cWD"c4 cXF\lTlGS[TGc4 c5|FRLG ;FlCtIc4
cDFGJWD"c4 clJ‘J5lZRIc4 VJGLgã 9FS]ZG]\
cEFZTlX<5c4 c;]Z [gãGFY NF;U]%TG]
cSFjIlJRFZc VT],R\ã U]%TS'TcSFjIlH7F;Fc4
lJQ6]5N E8FRFI"G] \  cSFjIDLDF\;F \c
lN,L5S]DFZ ZFIG] clTY"SZc JU[Z[ p<,[BGLI
K[P V[DF\YL DM8FEFUGF 5]:TSMGM VG]JFN
GULGNF; 5FZ[B[ SIM" K[P
;FlCltIS VG]JFNMDF\ SFjIvGF8SMGF
VG]JFNM 5|DF6DF\ VMKF YFI K[P
ZJLgãGFY ZlRT cULTF \Hl,c GF 0hG[S
VG]JFNM YIF K[P H[DFGF \ DM8FEFUGF
V\U[ |HL p5ZYL T[ VG[ UnDF\ YI[,F K[P
VG]JFNMDF\ SlJ SFgT VG[ W}DS[T]GM ;DFJ[X
YFIK[P GULGNF; 5FZ[B[ S[8,LS S'lTVMGF
5nFG]JFN SZJFGM 5|ItG SIM" K[P cSYF VM
SFlCTLc GF RFZv5F\R VG]JFN YIF K[P
hJ[ZR\N D[3F6LV[ cS]ZAFGL GL SYFVMc DF\
T[DGF VG]JFNM VF%IF\ K[P S[8,FS SFjIMDF\
VG]JFN T[D6[ c ZJLgãlJ6Fc DF \ VF%IF \
K[P H[DF \GF \ S [8,FS VG];H"GM K[
cV[SMT[ZXTLc VG[ cULT5\RXTLc DF \
ZJLgãGFY GL 5|lTlGWL SFjIS'lTVMGF
UnFG]JFNM ;F\50[ K[P VF VG]JFNM pDFX\SZ
HMXL4 GULGNF; 5FZ[B4 lGZ\HG EUT4 EM/
FEF. 58[,4 c;]Z[X HMXLc4 cVlG,F N,F,c
H[JF VG]JFNSMV[ SIF" KP H]UTZFD NJ[V[
!)*Z DF\ cU]Z ]N [JGL ULTMc U]HZFTLDF\
VF%IF \ K[ EM/FEF. 58[, HLJGFG\N
NF;GF SFjIFG]JFNM cJG,TF;[Gc DF\ VF5[
K[P cD[3GFNJQc GM D}/ K\NDF YI[,M VG]JFN
VG[ DF.S, DW];]NG NTGF A[ GF8SMv cA,[
;eITFc VG[ cA]0M XFl,S[Z WF0[ ZMIF\c GF
VG]JFN ;FlCtI VSFNDLV[ T{IFZ SZFJ[,FP
GF8SMDF\ ZJLgãGFYGF c5|S'lTZ 5|lTXMWc4
clJ;H"Gc4 c0FS3Zc cXZN]t;Jc4 cD]S ]Zc4
cVR,FITGc4 cZY[ZZlXc4 cZFHFc4 cZFHFVM
ZF6Lc cR\0F,LSFc JU[Z[ p<,[BGLI K[P
ZD6LS N,F,[ !)$) DF\ cSlJJZ 8FUMZGF
V[SF\SL GF8SMc VF%IF\ VG[ !)&5 DF\ lGZ

5F;[YL ;F\50[ K[P EM/FEF. 58[, A]âN[J
A;]GF GF8S cT5:JL VM TZ\lU6Lc GM VG]JFN
VF5[ K[ TM HIMlT EF,lZIF WG\HI
J{ZFULG] \ cW'TZFQ8=c ,.G[ VFJ[ K[P AFN,
;ZSFZG]\ cJ<,E5]ZGL ~5SYFc 56 T[D6[
VG]lNT SI]" K[P
A\UF/LGF\ ;F{YL JW] VG]JFNM GJ,SYFVMGF
YIF\ K[P A\lSDR\ã4 ZJLgãGFY VG[ XZNAFA]GL
AWL H S'lTVMGF\ V[SFlWS VG]JFNM YIF\ K[P
DCFN[J N[;F. XZNAFA]GL A[ S'lTVMo clan]Z
K[,[c4 clAZFHAC]c GM 5C[,LJFZ VG]JFN SZ[ K[
GULGN;F 5FZ[B ZJLgãGFYGL c3Z[vAFlCZ[c4
cRT]Z\U VG[ A[ AC[GMc cGF{SF 0}ALc JU[Z[
GJ,SYFVMGM VG]JFN VF[5 K[ TM ZD6,F,
;MGL cUMZFc4 RMBZ[AF,Lc H[JL GJ,SYF
VG]lNT SZ[ K[P lXJS]DFZ HMQFL cHMUFHMUc
VF5[ K[ TM EM/FEF. 58[, cRFZ VwIFI VG[
DF,\R4 ZD6,F, ;MGL4 8FUMZGL AWLH
JFTF"VMGM VG]JFN SZ[ K[P S[8,LS JFTF"VM
cZlJlSZ6Mc GFD[ lSXGl;\C RFJ0F pTFZ[ K[ TM
cZlJZlxDc GFD[ AR]EF. X]S, 5|;FN
A|CDE8' c8FUMZGL z[Q9 JFTF "VMc VG[
cXZNAFA]GL z[Q9 JFTF"VM VF5[ K[P
5|JL6 5]:TS E\0FZ TZOYL 8FUMZ U\|YFJl, VG[
XZN U\|YFJl, :J~5[ VF A[ ;DY" ;H"SMG]\
AW]H ;FlCtI VF56G[ V[S ;FY[ CFYJU]
YI]\ K[ V[ DCtJGL 38GF K[P XZNAFA]GL
S'lTVM 5{SL cU'CNFCc4 cZD6,F, ;MGLc4
cRlZ+lCGc EMUL,F, UF\WL cN[JNF;c
HIlEbB]4 czLSFgTc cEMUL,F,c4 cX[QF5|‘Gc4
c,[6N[6c VG[ clAzNF;c ZD6,F, ;MGL
U]HZFTLDF\ pTFZ[ K[P
U]HZFTLDF\ pTZ[,F \ VgI
GJS,SYFSFZMDF HZF;\3 spH/F 50KFIF
SF/L EM\I G]P GULGNF; 5FZ[Bs!)&$f
A]âN[J A;] sS\9DF\ C/FC/4 VG]P zLSFgT
;GL sl+J[NLf !)*Z4 DGMHA;] slGlXS]8]\A4
VG] zLSFgT l+J[NL !)*!f TFZFX\SZ4
ANM5FwIFI scVFZMuI lGS[TGc VG]P
ZD6LS D[3F6L !)&_f cSlJc VG]P ZD6,F,
;MGL !)*Z cU6N[JTFc VG]P ZD6LS D[3F6L
!)((f lJE]lTE}QF6 A\NM5FnFIFI
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scVFNX" lCgN] CM8,c  VG]P lXJS]DFZ HMQFL
!)**c VFZ^ISc VG]P RgãSFgT DC[TF
!)&! c5Y[Z 5F\RF,Lc sVG]P ZD6,F,
;MGL !)5)f lAHG E8'FRFI" sGJ]\ WFG4
VG]P lXJS]DFZ !)(!f DCF‘J[TF N[JL
scVZ^IGM VWLSFZ VG]P ;]SgIF hJ[ZL
!)(5f cHFZ R]ZFXLZDFc VG]P lGo:5'CFN[;F.
!)(5f D{+IL N[JL scG CgIT[c4 VG]P GULGNF;
!)*)f  X\SZ scRF{Z\ULc VG]P  zLSFgT l+J[NL
!)&)f lJD,SZ scV;DIc VG]P 5|;FN
A|CDE8' !))_P c5|rKgGc VG]P VlG,F
N,F, !))!f ;]GL, UUM5FwIFI
sVZ^IDF\ clNGZFTc4 c5|lTågåc VG[
cZFWFS'Q6c VG]P VlG,F  cGJHFTSc VG]
5|;FN A|CDE8' !)($c 5J"T lXBZ[
CFCFSFZc VG]P l,l5 SM9FZLf JU[Z[ p<,[BGLI
K[P
VF p5ZF\T ClZ;FWG D]BM5FwIFI
ZFBF,NF; A\WM5FwIFI4 X{,HFG\N D]BM5FwIFI4
;F{ZLgã DMCG D]BM5FwIFI A,F.RF\N
D]BM5FwIFI4 5[|D[gã lD+4 GFZFI6 E8'FRFI"
ITLgã DMCG AFURL4 DFl6S A\WM5FwIFI
lG~5DFN[JL 5|EFJTL N[JL ;Z:JTL4 :J6"S]DFZ
N[JL4 VG]~5F N[JL VJGLgãGFY 9FS]Z JU[Z[
;H"SMGL ;\bIFA\W ZRGFVM U]HZFTLDF\
VG]lNT Y. R}SL K[P
A\lSDAFA]GF cVFG\ND9c GM 5|;gGJNG
NLl1FT[ SZ[,M VG]JFN !)#_ DF 5|U8 YI[,MP
5|YD VG]JFNS GFZFI6 C[DR\ã 5C[,F
JC[,F VG]JFNM .P!((5v)& VF;5F; VF5[
K[P VGL,F N,F, N[J[XZFIGL DCtJFSF\1FL S'lT
clT:TF5FZ[ZJ'TF \Tc !)** DF\ VF5[ KP
VFD A\UF/LDF\YL U]HZFTL VG]JFNMGM
.lTCF; V[S ;NL 5FZ SZL R}SIM K[ V[8,] H GlC
56 VG]JFNSMGL ;\bIF 56 ;M SZTF\ JWZ[
K[P H[ A\UF/L ;FlCtISFZM U]HZFTLDF\ pTIF"
K[P V[GL ;\bIF 56 ;LT[Z SZTF\ JWFZ[ Y.
R]SL K[P
U]HZFTLDF\ H[ EFZTLI EFQFFVMDFYL
VG]JFN5|J'lT Y. K[ T[DF \ .ITF VG[
U]6JTF pEI ãlQ8V[ A\UF/LGM 5C[,M G\AZ
VFJL XS[P V[GL ;ZBFD6LDF U]HZFTLDF\YL

VgI EFZTLI EFQFFVMDF\ H[ 5|NFG YI]
K[ T[DF A\UF/LGM S|D 36M 5FK/ K[P VF
lJZMWFEF;GF VG[S SFZ6M K[P 56 T[ CJ[ N}Z
SZJFGF ;3G 5|IF;M SZJFGL TFTL H~Z K[ V[
lJQF[ X\SFG[ :YFG GYLP ;FlCtI VSFNDL4
G[XG, A]S 8=:84 EFZTLI EFQFF 5lZQFN H[JL
;\:YFVM V[ lNXFDF\ ;lS|I YX[ TM H SX]S
GSSZ 5lZ6FD 5|F%T Y. XSX[P
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CHANNEL MANAGEMENT FOR IMPROVING SALES

PERFORMANCE
Sales managers play integral, multifarious roles in
organizations. They are trainers, motivators, coaches,
evaluators, and counsellors for their salespeople.
They also serve as the organization’s information
nexus between their higher- and lower-level sales
manager colleagues. In addition, they provide
strategic and tactical input on sales- and marketing-
related issues and often have customer account
responsibilities.
In an era of increased emphasis on customer
relationship management across hybrid marketing
channels, there has been growing concern regarding
who has the organizational responsibility for managing
channel relationships [3,5]. For years, the channel
manager or ‘‘captain’’ discussed in textbooks and
articles remained largely unconnected or unidentified
with any real-world organizational position. Few
organizational charts included a position called
‘‘channel manager.’’ Recently, however, Mehta et
al. [21] have provided empirical evidence that
administering the firm’s marketing channels resides
largely with sales managers. Other recent research
has found that some companies are now training sales
managers to deal with issues related to channel
management [5].
For most manufacturers, success or failure is
determined by how effectively and efficiently their
products are sold through their marketing channel
members (e.g., agents, wholesalers, distributors, and
retailers). Given this situation, considerable marketing
channel research has focused on how
interrelationships among a firm and its channel
members can be managed better [1,2]. Although the
sales management literature (subsequently cited)

suggests that sales managers at different hierarchical
levels have dissimilar responsibilities, no published
empirical studies have examined the nature of
channel management tasks performed vis-a‘-vis sales
manager hierarchical level. This oversight is curious
because of the critical impact that the sales/channel
manager can have on the success of channel
members and on the sales manager’s firm [24,28].
Steep sales management hierarchies are pervasive
in many firms, with sales managers assigned to
different organizational levels. The combination of
supervisory, managerial, administrative, and
leadership skills required for superior performance
at lower sales management levels seemingly is not
consonant with that needed at higher levels [4]. In
fact, prior work has discerned that sales managers’
perceptions of their role vary by sales management
level [22]. This finding, in concert with the paucity of
research on and importance of the sales manager/
channel management connection, begs the following
question: ‘‘Do channel management activities
performed by sales managers vary across the sales
management hierarchy?’’ We seek to address this
issue in the present work.
Exploring the influence of sales management
hierarchical level on channel management activities
is important for several reasons. First, conventional
wisdom and sales management and marketing
textbooks suggest that sales managers play a critical
role in planning, organizing, managing, directing, and
controlling the sales department. If their efforts,
however, also focus on channel management (as
recent conceptual and empirical work implies), then
expansion and revision of the traditional role of sales
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managers will be necessary. Many sales manager
training programs have yet to recognize and address
their sales managers’ involvement in channel
management [5]. Second, if channel management
activities performed by sales managers vary by
managerial level, then companies need to redesign
their development and training programs to adjust to
the unique requirements of each sales management
level. An important objective of the present research
is to obtain useful information that organizations can
utilize to provide appropriate channel management
training to sales managers at different hierarchical
levels congruent with the nature of the tasks
performed. Otherwise, companies may waste large
amounts of time, money, and resources in providing
inappropriate training to their sales managers. Third,
Czinkota et al. [11] opine that the sales manager’s
responsibility for managing the entire interface with
the customer is possibly the most crucial ingredient
necessary for sustained company success. This
phenomenon has become particularly evident in
recent years as the number and types of marketing
channels used to interact with customers (e.g., the
Internet and extranets) has proliferated, and the job
of channel manager becomes increasingly complex
and important for competitive advantage. Before
appropriate training can be offered to prepare sales
managers for this channel complicacy, companies
must determine which levels of sales management
are most involved in channel management and thus
require the most extensive and intensive training.
Are lower-level sales managers who are generally
tactically oriented and in daily contact with customers
more involved, or are higher-level sales managers
with their strategic concerns more involved [4,8,14]?
Identifying whether and specifically how the
performance of channel management activities varies
by sales management level could, through more
effective and efficient channel training, lead to a highly
positive impact on the company’s relationships with
their channel member customers and ultimately
greater profitability.
We begin by providing an overview on marketing
channel management. Next, the paper discusses sales
manager hierarchical levels and proffers hypotheses.

Then, the research method is discussed, followed by
the findings of the study. Finally, managerial
implications and directions for future research are
suggested.
2. Marketing channel management
Marketing channels can be defined as the set of
external organizations that a firm uses to achieve its
distribution objectives. Essentially, a channel is the
route, path, or conduit through which products or
things of value flow, as they move from the
manufacturer to the ultimate user of the product [28].
The marketing channel (inter-organizational network
of institutions comprised of agents, wholesalers, and
retailers), by performing a variety of distribution tasks,
plays a significant role in the flow of products from
producers to consumers and on company profitability.
Thus, manufacturers are increasingly concerned
about the level of performance their channel
institutions provide [24].
Like other areas of business, marketing channels
require careful administration, as superior channel
management policies and strategies help a firm attain
a differential advantage but concomitantly are difficult
to duplicate [16].
Marketing channel management refers to the process
of analyzing, planning, organizing, and controlling a
firm’s marketing channels [28]. As discussed in
numerous articles and textbooks, it comprises seven
decision areas: (1) formulating channel strategy, (2)
designing marketing channels, (3) selecting channel
members, (4) motivating channel members, (5)
coordinating channel strategy with channel members,
(6) assessing channel member performance, and (7)
managing channel conflict [24,25]. All seven areas
are critical to superior market performance and long-
term customer loyalty [21]. Consequently, the linkage
of these seven channel functions with sales
management is the focus of our investigation.
Although viable companies must skillfully manage all
of their channel activities, which sales managers are
doing which of the seven areas is unclear [21,26].
Ambiguity surrounding the responsibility for and
performance of any of these important channel
functions can adversely affect customer relationships
and company profits.
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2.1. Formulating marketing channel strategy
Channel strategy refers to the broad set of principles
by which a firm seeks to achieve its distribution
objectives [24]. It focuses on devising channel tactics
pertaining to issues such as the role that distribution
should play in the firm’s overall corporate objectives
and strategies, the role distribution should play in the
firm’s marketing objectives and strategies, and the
congruency that exists between channel strategy and
the marketing mix. Locating new markets in which
the firm’s products can be marketed and suggesting
new technologies that can make marketing channels
more efficient are examples of channel strategy
decisions.
2.2. Designing marketing channels
Channel design refers to the development of new
channels or the modification of existing channel
structures. Anderson et al. [2] note that marketing
channels must be aligned with the firm’s overall
objectives and competitive strategy. Devising the
structure or ‘‘architecture’’ of the marketing channel
system entails four key channel design dimensions:
(a) number of levels in the channel, i.e., the number
of intermediary levels between the manufacturer and
ultimate users, (b) intensity at the various levels, i.e.,
the number of intermediaries at each level, (c) types
of intermediaries, i.e., particular kinds of middlemen,
and (d) number of channels, viz., single, dual, or
multiple marketing channels.
The foregoing dimensions typically produce a number
of possible channel alternatives. These alternatives
must be evaluated in light of an array of variables,
such as served markets, product types, and germane
environmental and behavioral factors. Analyzing the
channel alternates can be extremely complex because
several approaches and quantitative models may be
utilized in identifying and then implementing the
optimal channel structure [25].
2.3. Selecting marketing channel members
Once the marketing channel has been designed,
channel members are selected to represent a firm
and resell its products to final customers. Initially,
prospective channel members are found and assessed
for ‘‘fit.’’ To do this, a prospective channel member’s
credentials (e.g., credit history, reputation, number

of product lines, market coverage, and number of
salespeople) need to be examined for congruency
with the manufacturer’s marketing objectives.
Ultimately, the producer secures and converts
prospects to formal channel members by offering
them various motivational inducements [28].
2.4. Motivating marketing channel members
As independent institutions, channel members are not
under the direct control of the firms they represent;
as a result, they do not automatically cooperate and
comply with manufacturer requests. Thus, producers
need to take administrative actions to secure channel
intermediaries’ cooperation as well as to maintain and
improve channel effectiveness. So, motivating
channel members plays a strategic role. In essence,
a manufacturer devises various motivational programs
to induce channel intermediaries to exert higher levels
of effort in serving the firm’s target market [24,29].
Some motivational strategies commonly used by firms
to induce channel member cooperation include paying
higher slotting allowances, offering higher trade
discounts, providing strong advertising and
promotional support, training channel members’
salespeople, and offering superior logistical support
[25].
2.5. Coordinating marketing channel strategy
Marketing channels have conventionally been viewed
as a network of dissimilar but interdependent
institutions that have coalesced together for purposes
of trade. Marketing channel scholars have long
promulgated the need for coordinating and integrating
channel activities with other departments of a firm.
Coordination in an interorganizational setting of
marketing channels includes relaying information on
new channel policies or communicating the launch
of sales promotion programs to its channel members.
Such efforts are undertaken to ensure that all channel
participants are cognizant of the manufacturer’s
marketing activities with respect to channel members.
Despite the differing goals of independent channel
participants, coordination of the channel is necessary
to reduce the redundancy of work effort and the
inefficient allocation of distribution tasks among
channel members [24].
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2.6. Assessing marketing channel member
performance
Channel member performance represents the degree
to which the channel member engages in behavior
that contributes to the fulfillment of the channel
leader’s objectives [25]. As previously noted, firms
have become increasingly reliant upon channel
members for the efficient and effective performance
of marketing functions. Moreover, the level of
performance attained by channel members is pivotal
for a firm’s achieving a competitive advantage [16].
Thus, by assaying the performance of channel
members, manufacturers can discern how successful
they have been in implementing channel strategies
as well as achieving their distribution objectives.
2.7. Managing marketing channel conflict
Marketing channels can be viewed as social systems
influenced by behavioral dynamics (such as channel
conflict) that are associated with all social systems
[29]. Conflict in marketing channels, which has been
the focus of numerous channel investigations (see
review by Gaski [15]), refers to goal-impeding
behavior by one or more channel members. Thus,
when one channel member takes actions that another
channel participant believes will reduce its ability to
achieve its objectives, conflict is present. As conflict
can have an adverse effect on channel performance
[15], channel managers must make conscious efforts
to detect and resolve it.
Organizational hierarchy is a key facet of firms. As
with other types of personnel, managers are usually
assigned to their positions based on their area of
expertise and thus perform activities and tasks that
are divergent from those of their lower- and higher-
level managerial counterparts. For example, Gomez-
Mejia et al. [17] indicate that lower-level managers
focus on supervising subordinates, whereas higher-
level managers concentrate on activities such as
strategic planning, monitoring business indicators,
evaluating organizational performance, and
coordinating tasks among the different
87 functional areas of business. As they are promoted
to more senior positions, managers become less
involved with managing line workers. Furthermore,
at lower levels of the organizational hierarchy, jobs

are more clearly defined and have shorter-term
objectives; jobs in the higher hierarchical levels,
though, are less clearly defined, with more emphasis
placed on the attainment of long-term strategic goals
[20].
These descriptions are analogous to positions in an
organization’s sales management hierarchy. Futrell
[14] categorizes sales management positions into
lower, intermediate, and higher levels. He maintains
that as sales managers ascend the hierarchy,
conceptual and decision-making skills become more
critical while technical skills become less important.
Anderson et al. [4] state that lower-level sales
managers require ‘‘supervisory ability,’’ intermediate-
level managers ‘‘managerial ability,’’ and higher-level
managers ‘‘administrative and leadership ability.’’
They further posit that at the higher levels of the sales
management hierarchy, the requirements of the
managerial position change markedly. For example,
higher-level sales managers (national or general)
communicate overall corporate strategy to mid- and
88 lower-level sales managers, who are responsible
for executing the sales plans in their respective
geographical areas. Additionally, higher-level sales
managers participate in strategic and tactical planning
and direct and communicate top-level decisions
regarding marketing and sales objectives to district
or regional sales managers. Intermediatelevel sales
managers (district or regional) are responsible for
managing sales operations in relatively smaller
geographical zones. Responsible for monitoring daily
operations of sales personnel, lower-level sales
managers (field or branch), are first-line managers
who report to district and regional sales managers.
When compared to their higher-level counterparts,
field and branch sales managers preside over the
management of relatively smaller salesforce
subdivisions.
One recent study provides support for the foregoing
suppositions. Mehta et al. [22] examined sales
managers’ perceptions of their role orientations at
lower, intermediate, and upper levels. They found that
upper-level sales managers believe that having a profit
focus is more important than do their intermediate-
and lowerlevel counterparts. Also, they observed that
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upper-level sales managers
89 perceive that having a cost focus is more critical
than do their lower-level subalterns. In addition,
upper-level sales managers believe that the ability to
integrate sales and marketing has greater significance
than do intermediatelevel sales managers. These
financial and integrative emphases of upper-level
sales managers compared to their lower-level
counterparts are clearly indicative of strategic issues
and concerns. Managing a channel of distribution
arguably is a strategy- related issue holding great
significance for many manufacturers. The
management of a channel will have a dramatic impact
on channel member satisfaction and performance,
customer satisfaction, and company profitability. The
previous dialectic implies that as sales managers
ascend the organizational hierarchy, they become
increasingly focused on strategy-related issues. As
such, then, sales managers in higher organizational
levels are more likely to engage in the seven channel
management decision areas (discussed earlier) than
are sales managers in lower organizational levels. In
investigating the different hierarchical levels of sales
management, we have adopted the classification
categories typically used in the literature.
Intermediate-level sales managers are more likely to
engage in (a) formulating channel strategy, (b)
designing marketing channels, (c) selecting channel
members, (d) motivating channel members, (e)
coordinating channel strategy, (f) assessing channel
member performance, and (g) managing channel
conflict than are lower-level sales managers.
Hypothesis 2:
What sales force strategy your company deploys
impacts your life profoundly and on a daily basis. A
sales force expansion, for instance, means you will
have a smaller territory along with lost relationships
and accounts, not to mention a potential blow in your
ability to make money, or on a brighter note that
district manager promotion position you’ve longed for.
If your company signs up a contract sales
organization, you may lose the privilege of being the
only one to call on your top physicians and accounts.
A co-promotion agreement, depending on the terms
of the deal, could mean you have to synch your call

activity with your co-promotion counterpart. Because
of the immediate bearing of those decisions on your
everyday life, you owe it to yourself to understand
what HQ goes through when articulating and
deploying a sales force strategy. This research starts
off with a discussion on the elaboration of a sales
force sizing strategy. It then describes approaches
companies use to establish the optimal sales force
size. In conclusion, it discusses current research issues
related to the indirect impact of promotion (e.g.
spillover) and the translation of a sales force strategy
into a call plan.
What muddies the picture here is the asymmetry
between the two situations. If the ideal size is
overshot, it will be clear that was the case. All one
has to do is to identify the low performers and show
that getting rid of them directly benefits the bottom
line. Wall Street analysts will be quick to hold
management accountable for its “poor judgment”. If,
on the other hand, the ideal size is undershot, this will
be much harder to ascertain. The onus is on the one
who makes the untapped opportunity claim to establish
that had the company increased sales force
headcount, sales and earnings would have been much
better than currently reported. The corollary is: Since
management gets punished for being aggressive but
gets away with leaving money on the table,
management is indirectly encouraged to err on the
conservative side.
Why is it then, you may ask, that the pharmaceutical
industry is carrying larger and larger sales forces?
Indeed, Lilly recently announced it will be expanding
its WW sales force by 5,000 people while Takeda
and Sanofi-Synthelabo are almost through with their
sales force expansions. GSK holds the top spot with
8,000 reps in an industry that counts more than 70,000
reps. The answer to the expansion question is simple
and has nothing to do with the asymmetry discussed
above: Sales forces are huge to ensure significant
share of voice. Indeed, one needs to raise one’s voice
to be heard in a crowded marketplace.
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Oftentimes, sales force sizing is taken to be a matter
of opinion as illustrated in the excerpt below. Despite
the magnitude of what is at stake, many unconsciously
refuse to give the problem the attention it deserves:
creative thinking, in-depth analysis, and systematic
modeling.
A renowned company VP of sales, is adamant 550 is
the right number because this is what the largest
player has. With fewer reps in the field, he will be
outnumbered and will not be able to deliver the
aggressive sales objective he has been given. Another
Manager of marketing, feels this is an overkill. With
half that number at 275 reps, the company can achieve
the same presence with the deciles 10-7 physicians,
which represent 75% of the scripts. She figured out
she will need only half of the $40 million or so thus
saved, and will be able to profitably invest in focus
groups, patient education programs, community
initiatives, PR among other things. director of sales
operations, is wondering why he is having a hard time
convincing his colleagues 417 is the right number.
Indeed, at 1,200 calls per rep, he reasons, the sales
force will be able to deliver 500K first position details.
Assuming each detail generates 4 new scripts, this is
2 million scripts.
The problem here is the team is not functioning as a
team. The outcome of the discussion would be far
more productive had the team members had a firmer
grasp of the principles of sales force sizing.
Technique #1: Affordability
The affordability method is the least sophisticated of
them all. It simply consists of investing whatever
money the company can afford for the coming year.
The good thing about it is it is easy to follow and no
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one gets to be blamed if things go wrong. The bad
thing about it is it is reactive, not proactive. It runs
backwards and takes the company where it happens
to take the company, not where the company ought
to be.
Assessment: Probably good for a mom-and-pop store,
certainly not fit a serious player in the healthcare
industry.
Technique #2: Workload Build-up
Workload build-up evaluates the requirements by
taking a first stab at the call plan: who needs to be
called on and how many times? This approach
addresses head-on what is known as the reach-
frequency question, where reach refers to who needs
to be visited (physicians, hospitals, clinics, free-
105 standing facilities, etc.) and frequency the number
of times in a year they need to be visited.
In a fuller version of the workload build-up, one will
also specify the position of the detail. In general, the
first position detail takes about 60% of the time of
the call, the second position about 30%, and the
reminder position about 10%. From a time standpoint,
a first position [P1] costs twice as much as a second
position [P2] (60% vs. 30%) and six times as much
as a third position [P3] (60% vs. 10%). This suggests
details may conveniently be expressed as first position
equivalents [P1E’s]. For example, 100K P1’s + 250
P2’s + 900 P3’s are equivalent to 100K P1E’s + 125K
P1E’s + 150K P1E’s = 375 P1E’s. Note the notion
of P1E is related to cost, not to the psychological
impact of the detail on the physician. Indeed, for older
products, a reminder detail may have the same
psychological impact as a first position detail. Because
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the reminder position is much less expensive, it makes
sense to promote older products in lower positions.
Say the reach and frequency have been established.
The number of details needed is simply the product
of the two (reach and frequency). Now, each rep
has on average a capacity of say 1,200 calls (200
days x 6 calls a day). The number of FTE’s (full time
equivalents) as a result is simply the details divided
by 1,200. In the example below, the workload build-
up approach suggests deploying 220 FTE’s. If all
details are given in the first position, this means a
sales force of 367 reps, since each rep spends only
60% of his/her time promoting that product (220 ÷
60% = 367).
Assessment: This is a very good first-stab approach.
It is very popular because of its simplicity. The issue
is, by its very nature, workload build-up focuses
entirely on the “I” in “ROI” and is mute in regards to
the “R”. It says nothing about return on investment,
let alone optimality. It leaves important questions
unanswered. What revenue and profit are be
expected from a given promotional strategy? What
detailing effort does it take to get to a 15% market
share? If the detailing budget were to increase or
decrease say by 30%, how would the top and bottom
line be impacted? Another drawback of the workload
build-up approach is it may easily be used to justify
one’s a priori belief, not to question it.
Technique #3: Competitive Benchmarking
The impact of one’s sales force in the marketplace
depends largely on the sales force strategy of the
other players. Indeed, share of voice (SOV) may be
more fundamental than actual promotional effort.
Consider a sales force of 500 reps. Clearly, that sales
force will have a much greater impact in a market of
2,000 reps than in a market of 5,000. This is precisely
the premise of the competitive benchmarking
approach.
In essence, competitive benchmarking strives to
explain MS through SOV. It starts off by mapping
the historical SOV-MS evolution over time (known
as trajectories) of the individual products and taking
SOV-MS snapshots of the therapeutic marketplace
at different points in time. There are basically two
difficulties with this endeavor. First, SOV is just one

factor to impact MS. Other important ones include
the clinical profile of the drug, its indications and
labeling, the number of years it’s been on the market,
the stage it is in its life cycle, its patent/exclusivity
status, its price, its formulary status, and its co-pay,
etc. Second, meaningful SOV-MS relationships are
not historical, but forward-looking. They have to
embrace ongoing trends to allow us to get ahead in
the game.
This approach yields the best results in a group setting.
First, the group recalibrates the SOV-MS snapshots
to even out differences unrelated to promotion. At
comparable SOV’s, other things being equal, a newly
launched drug will have a lower MS than a drug that
has been out there for 10 years for. Likewise, the
fact that a product has broad indications, a controlled
release formulation, or significant off-label usage will
tip the scale in its favor. The result of this exercise is
a revisited snapshot that depicts how SOV drives
MS in a world where SOV is the only driver of MS.
Second, the group forecasts the SOV-MS snapshot
five years out in the future. This is extremely
engaging since the group has to form an opinion
regarding current trends, new entrants, sales
performance of each drug, and promotional strategy
of each player. Running different scenarios, by the
way, in an excellent way to handle divergences in
opinion. Once the forecasted SOV-MS map is
established, SOV-MS relationships may be identified
and questions answered. Here are the most typical
ones. What SOV is needed to achieve a 20% MS in
3 years? What is the opportunity cost over the next 5
years of not ramping up the SOV to 24% today?
What would be the windfall for us of competitor X
trimming its sales force by 25%?
Assessment: This is a great approach because it
forces the participants to take a step back, look at
the larger picture, and ask the right questions about
the marketplace. It has great educational value, is
thought provoking, and generates insights. The
scenario analysis component encourages participants
to dissociate assumptions from implications, and as a
result help depict a crisp picture.
Technique #4: Promotion Response Modeling
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Introduction
The greatest challenges to the world in the years to
come are to provide a morsel of food to the burgeoning
population. In 1996, the world food summit pledged
to reduce hunger to the extent of the half by
2015.Beside the daunting task of increasing
Agricultural growth rate, three major issues are
(1) Persistence to poverty and nutritional insecurity.
(2) Continuous pressure and deterioration of natural

resources, and
(3) Globalization and its impact on farm sector, may

call for strengthening
Public – private research consortium for development
of future global agriculture scenario.
Having been said “Everything can wait but agriculture
can’t wait.” Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the great
Indian visionary, emphasized sustainable development
in agricultural sector for prosperity of any nation.
Considering the phenomenal performance of
agriculture over the last 200 years, widely differing
views are three on the future challenges in the 21st

century. Following three major challenges likely to
be of great concern in global agriculture are as
follows:
(1) How to conserve natural resources base, more

particularly bio-diversity And
(2) How to restrict high prevalence of rural poverty?
(3)      How to provide food to the growing population?
Therefore, world of agriculture in the 21st century
has to formulate strategies to encounter these
challenges of feeding populations, responding to
increased concerns of managing natural resources
and how to tackle still high prevalence of hunger and
rural poverty. The strategies for resolving challenges
of different dimensions as like can be discussed on
ecology based agriculture production system.

Objectives
 To study Agri.- Business with respect to

globalization
 To study scope and future of Agri – Business in

era of globalization
 To study provide deep knowledge of agriculture

scenario to farmers.
Methodology:
The purpose of present study secondary data has
been used. That includes various journals, websites
and articles.
 Agricultural growth rate: The growth rate in
agriculture has been the major determinant in world
food production. It has been declining since past thee
decades. During 1960s, the growth rate dropped form
3% per annum to 2% in 1980s and it is likely to decline
further to 1.8% in 2010.
Demand for per caput calories: Caloric demand
for the world population will increase from about 2,500
calories per caput per day in the early 1990s to 2,700
calories in 2010.
Having been said “Everything can wait but agriculture
can’t wait.” Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the great
Indian visionary, emphasized sustainable development
in agricultural sector for prosperity of any nation.
Considering the
Phenomenal performance of agriculture over the last
200 years, widely differing views are three on the
future challenges in the 21st century. Following thee
major challenges likely to be of great concern in global
agriculture are as follows:
(1) How to provide food to the growing population?
(2) How to conserve natural resources base, more

particularly bio-diversity And
(3) How to restrict high prevalence of rural poverty?
Therefore, world of agriculture in the 21st century
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has to formulate strategies to encounter these
challenges of feeding populations, responding to
increased concerns of managing natural resources
and how to tackle still high prevalence of hunger and
rural poverty. The strategies for resolving challenges
of different dimensions as like can be discussed on
ecology based agriculture production system.
Challenges to world of agriculture:
Three major challenges shows as above likely to be
of great concern in global agriculture:
 CHALLENGES I : FOOD SECURITY IN
THE FUTURE WORLD
The most basic of human right is the right of food
and nutrition. Out of 8 billion projected populations
by 2025 in the world, nearly 2 billion will figure in
developing countries. On an average, 90% of the
world food production is consumed in the areas where
they are produced. As it is reported that the share of
world grain consumption that is traded remained
constant at about 10%.
    CHALLENGES II: BIODIVERSITY AND
MAINTAINING   NATURAL RESOURCES
More than 70% of the worlds‘ freshwater is used in
agriculture and much biodiversity is contained in
agricultural systems. Thus, the second challenges
would be to develop a set of technologies, incentives
and policies that could promote small scale farmers
to pay attention to long –run stewardship of natural
resources.
 CHALLENGES III: POVERTY
ALLEVIATION
As of today, rural dwellers constitute around 70% of
poor people, who have no other alternatives but to
stay with poverty or near poverty line. Thus, third
challenges are to strengthen condition of farmers,
which require ensuring their easy access to both
domestic as well as International markets.
 STRATEGIES FOR MITIGATING
CHALLENGES
Therefore, world of agriculture in the 21st  century
has to formulate strategies to encounter these
challenges of feeding the populations, responding to
increased concerns of managing natural resources
and how to tackle still high prevalence of hunger and
rural poverty. The strategies for resolving challenges

of different dimensions can be discussed on ecology
based agriculture production system.
Therefore, world of agriculture in the 21st century
has to formulate strategies to encounter these
challenges of feeding the populations, responding to
increased concerns of managing natural resources
and how to tackle still high prevalence of hunger and
rural poverty. The strategies for resolving challenges
of different dimensions can be discussed on ecology
based agriculture production system.
(1) DRYLANDS:
The main strategies for sustainable agriculture may
be to find alternatives to conventional malpractices
lending to overexploitation of lands, 20 million square
kilometers 500 people.
(2) IRRIGATED LANDS :
Land under assured irrigation is the major source of
cereals and exports. About 35% of this land is at risk
due to poor management. Farmers ensuring proper
drainage and irrigation design can promote efficient
use of water. The main strategies for sustainable
agriculture may be to find alternatives to conventional
malpractices lending to overexploitation of lands, 20
million square kilometers 500 people.
(3) HILL AND MOUNTAIN LANDS :
About 10 million sq. km. highlands have been reported
in the world, and serve as watersheds for the more.
(4) MORDEN TECHNOLOGY,
GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS:
There is needs to consider the role of Genetically
Modified Organisms (GMO), the area planted by
which has tripled in the last three years, of which
75% area is in the developing countries. At present,
there are up to 500 different crop-traits combinations
under field testing, most of which are in Latin
America. Thus, exploring GMO technique seems to
be essential for developing plant traits against stresses
under drought, submergence, salinity conditions and
wide spectrum of insect pests and diseases.
IMPLICATIONS ON THE FUTURE
AGRICULURE:
 A newly settled area in agriculture, i.e. America,
Southern Africa and Australia constitutes expanded
agricultural areas in 19th century. However, farmers
should be well aware of the new and advance
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technologies, where role of biotechnology must not
be ignored. It can be considered as the engine of
agricultural growth, instead, international trade is
accounting for a steadily increasing share of US and
California agricultural sales, GMO utilization in those
developed countries ushers more expectation in the
future of agriculture.
SUMMARY:
The challenges to the global agriculture in the 21st
century are very clear and urgent too. To meet those
challenges needs of holistic approaches comprising
poor farmers and scientists, policy makers and
administrators, public and private sector partnership,
several changes need to be included within global
agricultural sectors to envisage desirable
improvement. The changes are:
(a) Adjustments in the agricultural and economic

policies and instruments promoting technology
development for attaining sustainability

(b) Decentralizing power and authority as well for
decision making to local level

(c) Transparency in legal right and obligations on the
use of the land and other natural resources.

(d) Participating of local / rural people in process of
research and development system.

(e) Promoting demand and providing incentives that
could favor crops and animals for their sustainable
production.

(f) Lastly, strengthening, practices and processing
systems, which can pay attention to safeguarding
health and quality of environment.

CONCLUTION:
By world class agriculture, one means knowledge
and training of high quality that would be of use in
any century in the world irrespective of regional and
socio-economic variances. In addition the extent and
quality of those components should be at an
internationally acceptable level.
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EMERGENCE OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN GLOBAL
CONTEXT

It becomes difficult task to recruit and to prolong the right people at the right place for longer duration. It is
wider requirement to consider the professional and individual significant of employee and enterprise as a
part of corporate strategy of each global company. Multinational companies are facing the challenge about
to direct and to uphold cross cultural people in them different divisions and to realize HR productivity.Key
Words – HRM and its trends, LPG and cross-culture context, Role of HR managers and HRM IN 2020.

INTRODUCTION
Now the role of HR manager is very crucial. It
depends upon the structure and over all organization
system. It is not only concern with recruitment and
selection but utilization and development of human
resources for the organization purpose. It also
develops interpersonal relationship through division
of jobs positions and healthy relationships. Here we
will discuss about over all HRM and its necessities
for every organization in today’s context.
WHAT IS HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (HRM)?
The policies and practices involved in carrying out
the “people” or human resource aspects of a
management position, including recruiting, screening,
training, rewarding, and appraising. SO IN
MORDEN WAY-
Human Resource Management is-

TRENDS IN HRM
An organization’s labour force comes from its
external labour market - individuals   who are actively
seeking employment. HRM helps organizations find
and keep the best possible fit between their social
system and technical system.
Organizations need employees with broad skills and
strong motivation. Recruiting and selection decisions
are especially important for organizations that rely
on knowledge workers. Employees’ responsibility
and authority are given to make decisions regarding
all aspects of product development or customer
service. HR professionals can support organizational
strategies for quality growth and efficiency.
Organizations with international operations hire
employees in foreign countries, where they operate,
as they need knowledge of differences in culture and
business practices.
HRM IN LPG (LIBERALIZATION,
PRIVATIZATION & GLOBALIZATION) ERA
We can divide HRM into seven sections, i.e., HRM -
Environment and Strategies, HRM Acquisition and
Absorption, Development, Maintenance and
Retention, Control, Miscellaneous, HRM Practices. 
HRM Environment and Strategies includes
objectives, scope and functions, evolution and
development of HRM.   Acquisition and Absorption
includes HR planning, job analysis and design,
recruitment, selection, placement, induction and

* Assistant professor, Smt. P.N.R. Shah Mahila College,  Palitana
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socialization.  Development section includes career
planning and development, employee training,
executive development, organization development
and internal mobility and separation.
Maintenance and Retention section includes job
evaluation, wage and salary administration, incentives
and benefits, motivation, employee empowerment,
workers participation in management, employee
health and safety, social security, employee discipline,
employee grievance, industrial relations, industrial
disputes, trade unions, collective bargaining,
performance & potential appraisal. Control section
includes personnel research and audit, human
resource audit and human resource information
system.  Miscellaneous section includes HRM in a
changing environment, IHRM, HRM in virtual
organizations. The final section is HRM Practices
in various organization levels.
Corporate Strategy in Human Resource
Management
Today, there is an urgent need to link human resource
management, inextricable, to the business of the
organization, at both the strategic and practical levels.
The HR manager has the task of being on a constant
look-out for the right choice of employees, fine tuning
the job mix and compensation package to benefit the
individual and the organization, devising a flat
organization structure and organizing training
programmes for continuing the education at different
levels in the organization.
BEST PRACTICES IN HRM
A best practice in HRM has invoked a great deal of
interest among HR professionals. Companies that are
currently under-performing in the HR area can learn
and adopt some of the best practices from
organizations that have acquired some mastery over
the good practices in HR. In the era of liberalization,
the competitive scenario in the business environment
has changed a lot. Consequently, HR practices have
also changed phenomenally. The performance of the
employees determines the failure or the success of
an organization. There are four stages of integration
between HR functions and the strategic management
functions: -
 Administrative Linkage

 One-way Linkage
 Two-way Linkage
 Integrative Linkage
HR experts are having the opinion that, though “best
practices in HRM” cannot be uniformly applied to all
the organizations, they have a kind of uniform
applicability in some functional areas, where
psychological factors play an important role. Such
areas are broadly classified as follows: -
 Process of selecting and recruiting the best talent.
 Allotment of work and responsibility, as would

be appropriate to the employee’s natural talent
and skill.

 System of initial training for new employees and
specialized training for the experienced and skilled
employees and them team spirit.

 System of healthy and transparent
communication, intra and extra company.

 System of periodic appraisal of the performance
of employees.

 Suitable policy for career advancement of
employees.

 Suitable policy for placement and transfer of
employees.

 Suitable policy of recognizing and rewarding
merit.

 Provision of security in service, to the deserving
employees.

HRM IN CROSS-CULTURAL CONTEXT
Multi-cultural workforce congregations have become
today’s workplace realities. The cross-border market
terrorism spared by MNCs evoked counter-
insurgency and strategic warfare from domestic
businesses. Partnering people in this race is vital for
success in the market place. Workplaces have
increasingly symbolized multi-cultural villages,
resulting in a growing need for cross-cultural
intelligence. The future competitiveness of
corporations will depend on their ability to attract and
manage diverse talents effectively. Cross-cultural
training will give managers on international
assignments the cultural understanding essential to
accomplish their tasks. Cross-cultural differences are
the cause of failed negotiations and interactions,
resulting in losses to the firms. The strategic role of
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HRM in strengthening and sustaining corporate
growth has assumed paramount significance, the
world over.
HRM IN EXCEL WAY……
Organizations have been quite good at developing
business relating to finance, production, marketing and
distribution but a bit negligent about bringing in the
human resources. This situation began to change
when business faced failure due to shortage of
talented employees and executives.
Excel crop care is carrying out its HR operation in
such a way that it has set a mile stone for upcoming
organizations in Gujarat State. Now it has become
one of the organizations which is holding best HR
department.
 Comprehensive HRM planning
 Time element planning
 Balanced planning
 Role of line managers and staff planners
 Retention of personals
 Estimating manpower gaps
ROLE OF HR MANAGER IN EMPLOYEE
TRAINING
 To serve as an internal consultant.
 To identify programmes for individuals in tune

with their individual skills.
 To plan a judicious mix of internal and external

training programmes.
 To follow up activities to ensure that new skills

learned, are applied in the unit.
 To monitor the performance appraisal of

employees, to ascertain the impact of the
training programmes and identify the future
training needs.

HRM IN 2020
Now, we identify and discuss about five issues
which are expected to affect the organizational
HR in the future: (i) The corporations of
tomorrow,(ii) Information age, (iii) Virtual
corporation, (iv) Diversity, and (v) Social
responsibility.
Corporation of Tomorrow
In future, there is a two-fold effect on Indian
Industries, i.e.,(i) Generation of employment, and (ii)
Industrial restructuring

We assume that in the future workplace, which may
come true by 2020: -
 A majority of people worldwide will be connected

through the IT infrastructure.
 Connectivity is the new frontier on the

information highway to connect with one another.
 There are various factors on which the growth

and expansion of connective technology will
depend.

 The basic organizing unit in the workplace will
be one individual engaging in business through
connective technology.

 A learning culture will be festered by the
technologies that will serve, entertain, and help
people do their work. It will be basic workplace
skill.

 Power in the organization of 2020 will be in flat
structure. 

 Culture and language will still move between the
poles of traditionalism and modernism.

Information Age
Information age has heralded a new way of doing
business. IT has the power to change the most well-
entrenched business paradigms. It has the power to
link and connect people, and enable the exchange of
products, services and capital, in an entirely different
manner than in the past. IT has increased the
efficiency of the human resource functions and
reduced the burden of administrative work in the HR
department, at the same time, helping to increase
productivity.
Virtual Corporations
A virtual company is usually a highly networked
organization that extensively contracts out activities
that were once performed in-house, allowing both
speed and flexibility. The key to success in a virtual
corporation is connectivity, i.e., the ability to network
with a large number of independent companies.
Social Responsibility
Change in technology results in a change in the
structure, design and environment of an organization.
It has four stages: (i) Acquisition of technology, (ii)
adaptation of technology, (iii) utilization of technology,
and (iv) improvement and development of technology.
Organizations of the future will operate in a
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workspace, which is likely to be much more broadly
defined, than it is today. Connectivity within and
outside the organizations, will create a world virtual
reality organization. Environmental problems fall into
two broad categories, i.e., (i) Problems that arise out
of poverty and inadequate development, and (ii)
Problems that arise out of the process of development
(threat of earthquake, deforestation, pollution of
ground water).
CONCLUSION
Human Resource Management becomes the basic
necessity to retain the good and efficient staff in
current perspectives. But, it is indispensable to choose
the right people to consider Future Corporation and
flexible mind in nature. As a HR Manager, it is wide
responsibility to become a core competency of
available human resources to satisfy the objective of
the multinational organization and to compete better
manner  with other companies human resources
through them multi talent.
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